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AGHILL ISLAND, ON THE WEST COAST OF IRELAND
Achill Island has a superficies of nearly 60 square miles, and possesses some of the most beautiful

and varied scenery to be met with in the United Kingdom. The cliffs here illustrated are the jagged ribs

of Mount Croachaun. the topmost peak of which is 2,219 feet above sea-level
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The World We Live In

12. The Origin of Land Forms and Scenery

Exogenetic Land Forms Endogenetic Land Forms -Hills and Mountains Phases of

Vulcanism Volcanic Cones Sand Dunes and Glacial Mounds Agents of Denudation

Island Mountains Deserts Escarpments Plains Plateaus Valleys Gorges and

Canons Cascades and Waterfalls Glacial Features Lakes Coastal Forms Fiords,

Rias, and Fiards Beaches Marine Erosion Islands Coral Reefs and Atolls Their

Explanation The Ocean Floor Deep Sea Deposits

IN
a previous chapter the evolution

of the continental platforms and the

oceanic depressions was dealt with.

We must now consider in greater detail

the elements which go to make up the

existing featured of land and sea.

It will be convenient to deal first with

the various land forms, such as plains
and mountains, valleys and basins ; then

coastal forms and islands, where land

and sea are in constant inter-action, will

be considered ; finally the ocean floor,

though it makes no scenic appeal to

our eyes, deserves a brief notice to com-

plete our survey of the earth's surface.

As has been already seen, the details

of surface relief, and of the distribution

of land and sea, are due to the battling

together of two sets of agencies. Those

acting at or near the surface, those set

up by frost and snow, rain and running

water, by wind and by plant and animal

life, are responsible for the great cycles

of denudation, i.e. the wearing down of

the lands
; and deposition, i.e. the build-

ing up at lower levels and around the

margins of the land of fresh sedimentary
formations. Such processes are called

Exogenetic processes ; the land forms
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due to them may similarly be termed

exogcnetic features, and the rocks pro-
duced as a result of their activity
are conveniently grouped as exogenetic
rocks.

Those agencies which act from the

depths of the earth, those set up by
earth movements and igneous action,

including vulcanism as its surface ex-

pression, are responsible for the raising

and tilting of the lands relatively to sea

level; for the folding and crumpling up
of strata into mountain ranges; for

the intrusion of igneous rocks into the

upper levels of the earth's crust, and for

the extrusion of lavas, and flic explosive

scattering of so-called ashes from volcanic

vents at the surface. Such processes are

called Endogcnctic processes; the land

forms due to them may similarly be

termed endogenel ic features, and the

rocks produced as a result of their activit y
are conveniently grouped as endogenetic
rocks.

These useful terms, exogenetic and

endogenetic, have been proposed by
Mr. T. Crook of the Imperial Institute,

and their application to geographical

problems has been made by Dr. J. D.



Origin of Land Forms
Falconer. On this basis, landscapes

may be referred to four main types.

ENDOGENETIC :

(a) Tectonic, due to earth movement
and including Epeirogenic, or

plateau building movements, and

Orogenic, or mountain building
movements.

(b) Igneous, due to the upward move-
ment of masses of igneous rocks

which may intrude upon the

crustal rocks without actually

reaching the surface (intrusive),

or which may reach the surface

through volcanic vents and fissures

(extrusive).

EXOGENETIC :

(c) Denudation, implying the sculptur-

ing of the land surfaces by the

superficial agencies mentioned

above.

(d) Deposition, implying the accumu-
lation of the material worn away
from the surface of the land, and

redeposited on its lower levels in

rivers, lakes and estuaries, or

around the coasts on the sea

floor.

According to the same plan the features

of the existing coast lines may be attri-

buted to four kinds of activity :

(a) The fracturing or folding of ad-

jacent lands, and their relatively

upward or downward movements.

(6) The rise or fall of the adjacent
seas, with consequent encroach-

ment or withdrawal of the ocean

waters.

(c) The wearing away of the coastal

rocks by marine erosion due to

waves, currents, and tidal action.

(d) The accumulation of sediments

around the borders of land and
sea.

The floors of the seas and oceans are,

of course, less well known, but they, like

the "surface of the land, are determined

by vertical movements, by folding and

crumpling, and by volcanic action, and

Hills and
Mountains

while the land is more particularly
moulded by denudation, so the sea floor,

especially around the coasts, is more
profoundly controlled by deposition.

Mountains and hills arc natural promi-
nences which rise conspicuously above
the surrounding coun-

try. The distinction Land Forms :

between a hill and
a mountain is often

vague, and it can only be said in general
terms that a hill is a less imposing
feature in landscape than a mountain.

It is now usual in the scientific treat-

ment of these land forms to extend the

usual significance of the term mountain
and apply it to all elevations which
rise abruptly above the adjacent land.

A mountain may be a single peak or

ridge such as the Wrekin in Shropshire.
A number of peaks or ridges may be

linked together as a mountain range or

chain, such as the Pyrenees, and finally,

a number of ranges may be naturally
connected by the time and manner of

their origin to form a mountain system,
such as the Alpine-Himalayan, which
includes the Pyrenees, Alps, Appenines,

Carpathians and Himalayas.
In terms of their origin, mountains

may be classified into five main groups :

1. Folded Mountains, e.g.

the Alps.
2. Plateau and Block

Mountains, e.g. the

Vosges ; Ruwenzori.

3. Volcanic Mountains,

e g. Vesuvius, Etna.

Accumulation Moun-

tains, e.g. Sand
Dunes.

Residual Mountains,
e g. those of the

Lake District.

1. Folded Mountains include all the

great chains and systems which are

known to be due to the folding, faulting

and over-thrusting of the superficial

layers of the earth's crust. The crump-

ENDOGENETIC -

EXOGENETIC
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Folded Mountains

ling and compression of the strata, which

squeezes them sideways and uplifts them

vertically, are due essentially to the
contraction of the earth and the tendency
of the crust to accommodate itself to

slowly changing conditions within the
earth.

Mountains produced in this way have
been likened to the folds produced in a
table-cloth when it is pushed from one
side across a table. An upfold is called

rcsisling block of old and hard rocks

which constitute an obstacle to the

further advance of the earth-waves and
wrinkles.

In the case of greater ranges the
structure is generally much more com-

plicated. When a high anticline is pro-

duced, the sides may be puckered up into

a minor scries of anticlines and synclines,
while the great weight of the uplifted
rocks tends to push them over towards

FOXLEY BANK. NEAR CLITHEROE

An example of crumplcd-up limestone bands

an anticline, and a downfold is called

a syncline. Sometimes, though not often,

the folding is symmetrical, and a range
is formed consisting of a number of

parallel anticlines and synclines. The
Jura Mountains on the borders of France

and Switzerland, and the Appalachian
chain of the eastern part of the United

States, represent well known examples of

this type. (See Fig. 1 on p. 236.)

Generally, however, the folding is

asymmetrical, as in the Mendip Hills,

showing that the pressure was greater
in one direction, or that folding was

prevented at one side by a horst a

the base. In this way a fan structure

is produced, a structure which enters

largely into the architecture of the

Alps. (Fig. 2, p. 236.)

The Alps also illustrate a still more

extraordinary structure. The pressure

appears to have come from the south, and
in the north the folding and extent of the

system was controlled by masses of old

resistant rocks, such as those of the

Russian platform, the horsts of Bohemia
and the Black Forest, and the central

plateau of France. Great earth waves

pushed up against these older blocks

and curved between and around them.
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Anticline

Syncline

Fig. I Fig. 2

Fig. 6

Pay

TECTONIC STRUCTURES (Figs. 1-5) AND STRUCTURE OF VOLCANIC
CONES (Figs. 6-8)

See also the diagrammatic section of a composite volcanic cone, Fig. 9, p. 241



Volcanic Mountains

The pressure was sufficiently powerful
to squeeze out the folds, which by their

great weight were turned over horizont-

ally towards the north, and great over-

riding sheets of rocks were thrust far

from the place where they were originally
formed. The folds were often ruptured,
and the upper part carried bodily across

the thrust plane as the ruptured surface

is called (Fig. 3). In the chapter deal-

ing with the Alps the structure of this

mighty range will be dealt with in

greater detail. (See Vol. IV.)

Among other folded mountain chains

not mentioned above are the Andes and
Rockies of America, the Urals, the

great ranges of Asia north of the Him-

alayas and the New Zealand Alps.
2. Plateau and block mountains are

due to the uplifting of certain areas of

the earth's crust, or to the subsidence of

surrounding areas, leaving a relatively

upraised area. In the great Colorado

plateau the following four types of

structure have been recognised (Fig. 4).

(a) Uinta Mountains of Utah and

Wyoming. A -broad plateau
mountain left by monoclinal

down-folding on each side.

(6) is a modification of (a) in which
one of the monoclinal flexures is

replaced by a fault, /.

(c) Yellowstone Park. A broad plat-
eau formed by the upward in-

trusion of igneous rock from below.

(d) The Basin region between the

Rocky Mountains and the Sierras.

Here there is little folding, and
the whole area is broken up by
faults into blocks of various forms.

The Pennine chain is in part due to

folding, in part due to relative uplift

by faulting, the Craven, Dent, and
Pennine faults on the west, and the

Tynedale fault on the east having broken

the country into a series of blocks lying
at different levels.

Certain hard and resistant blocks

which are known as horsts, tend to

remain elevated, while the country
around them sinks. The Black Forest

and the Vosges are block mountains of

the horst type,, while between them is a
sunken area, the rift valley of the

Rhine (Fig. 5).

3. Volcanic Mountains are piled up
by the gradual accumulation of material

which has been brought from the earth's

interior through a central pipe or vent.

The materials which are thus carried

upward and brought to the earth's

surface are gaseous, liquid, and solid.

The gases and vapours include steam,
carbon-dioxide and monoxide, nitrogen,

sulphur- dioxide, hydrochloric acid,

and volatile chlorides. They play an

important part in the mechanism of

volcanic action by keeping I lie molten
lavas mobile, by carrying heat up-
wards and fluxing out a cylindrical

pipe through which the molten rock can

escape, by providing the motive power
of the great explosions which characterise

certain eruptions, and by shattering the

lava or other rocks through which the

pipe is drilled, to a fragmentary material

of various degrees of fineness known
as volcanic ash.

The liquid materials are chiefly lavas

which well out at the surface in a mol-

ten state after the ex-

plosive elements of the
*h*mes of
Vulcanism

eruption have spent
their force. Water is another liquid pro-

duct, though it is first emitted in the

form of steam. In geysers, mud vol-

canoes, and hot springs, which represent
the expiring phase of volcanic activity,

the temperature is sufficiently low for

Avater to be directly erupted in the

liquid state.

The solid constituents are angular

fragments of the rocks on which the

volcano is built, of previously solidified

lavas, and of fresh lava blown into ash

or dust by the explosive force of the

gases which are liberated.

The form of the cone built up by
volcanoes depends very largely on the



Origin of Land Forms

fluidity of the lavas and the explosive

energy of the gases associated with them.

On the one hand, great outpourings of

lava may issue from long rents and

fissures, the molten rock being too fluid

to build up a cone. Instead, it spreads
over the surrounding country forming
basaltic plateaus. On the other hand,
there may be a gigantic explosion like

that which shattered Krakatoa in 1888,

B. Eruptions from Central Vents ac-

companied by lava.

8. Hawaiian Type very little ash,

e.g. Kilauea, Hawaii.

4. Mamelon and Puy Types, e.g.

Reunion, and Auvergne.
5. Strombolian Type some ash and

coarse fragmental materials, e.g.

Stromboli, and the Andes vol-

canoes.

Phou: A. R. Haff, Bel/iut

THE GIANT'S CAUSEWAY. ANTRIM. IRELAND

A remarkable group of vertical basaltic columns having a hexagonal or pentagonal
section. "Each column is horizontally traversed by joints of the ball and socket

form, thus dividing them into distinct courses of natural masonry"

which blows off the head of a pre-existing

volcanic cone, reducing much of the

material to ashes and dust. Between

these two extremes fall the great majority
of volcanic eruptions, and on the basis of

these two phases the following classifica-

tion of eruptions has been devised.

A. Eruptions from Linear Vents free

or nearly free from ashes.

1. Fissure eruptions, e.g. Giant's

Causeway.
2. Icelandic fissure eruptions small

cones produced along lines of

fissure.

6. Vulcanian Type ashes and frag-

mental materials in larger

quantities than in 4, e.g. Vul-

cano, Vesuvius, Etna, Heckla.

7. Pelean Type paroxysmal ex-

plosions and very abundant

ashes, e.g. Mount Pelee.

C. Eruptions from Central Vents un-

accompanied by lava.

8. Fragmental Type, e.g. Monte

Nuovo, and Fuji San, Japan.
9. Explosion Pipes, e.g. Diamond

pipes of South Africa.

10. Krakatoan Type, e.g. Krakatoa.
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Volcanic Eruptions
To these we may add, for completeness,

the following dormant or decadent phases
of vulcanism.

Eruptions free from ashes and

Solfataras emitting acid gases.

D.

lava.

11.

12. Fumeroles emitting steam.
13. (a) Geysers explosively emitting

water.

(b) Mud Volcanoes explosively

emitting water accompanied
by mud.

14. Hot Springs emitting water.

15. Mofettes emitting carbon-dioxide.

In A, the lavas are fluid and the explo-
sive element is characteristically lacking ;

in B, the lavas become increasingly
viscous from 3 to 7, and the tendency for

violent explosions generally increases

with the viscosity of the lavas ; in C,
the explosive element is predominant, but

may be comparatively weak, as in 8, or

paroxysmal and violently destructive,

as in 10.

It follows from the above classification

and from the. fact that during the life

period of a volcano it may pass through a

number of the above phases of eruption,
that most volcanic mountains are of very

complex structure. The plateau building

eruptions of A will be dealt with later.

It is under B and C that the great

majority of volcanic mountains naturally

fall, and for simplicity we may divide

them into Tuff cones, made up of frag-

mentary ejecta ; Lava cones, made up
predominantly of successive flows of

lava ; and Composite cones, into the

making of which both fragmentary ejecta
and lava flows have played a part.

Tuff cones, sometimes called cinder,

ash, or debris cones, are generally small,

and may be built up on the surface of

a fresh lava sheet, when they are known
as parasitical cones. More rarely inde-

pendent cones of a considerable size may
be formed, such as Monte Nuovo, near

Naples, which was accumulated during
an eruption lasting only a few days and

attained a height of 440 feet. The
diagram (Fig. 6) shows the characteristic
structure of a tuff cone with its cup-
shaped crater. (Fragmcntal type, C 8.)
Lava cones are of two chief kinds.

First, there are cones of viscous lava

Photo by permission of the High. Commissioner for A"r Ze<n<*n-i

CROWS NEST GEYSER. TAIJPO. N.Z.

Geysers represent in miniature some of the feature*

of volcanic eruptions. When the pressure at a cer-

tain depth is insufficient to maintain the superheated
water in a liquid condition the water bursts into

steam and an explosion occurs

which flows sluggishly and solidifies im-

mediately around the orifice. Examples
are the bell-shaped

" mamelons "
of

Reunion (Fig. 7) which have an onion-

like structure, and the domes or puvs
of Auvergne which are remarkable in

some cases in having grown from the

inside (Fig. 8), the lava being too viscous

to rise to the top of the dome and flow

over the outer surface. (Mamelon and

Puy types, B 4.)

Secondly, there are cones built up
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A DRIBLET-GONE OF LAVA

Showing a driblet or parasitical cone as it was formed in the sink of the active volcano of Kilauea
on the island of Hawaii

of successive sheets of fluid and mobile

lava. In striking contrast to the domes
and mamelons described above, which

are small and have steep sides, the

cones now under consideration are large,

with very gently sloping sides, such as

those of the Sandwich Islands. The
island of Hawaii, 93 miles long and

80 miles across, is made up of four such

cones, the highest of which rises to

14,000 ft. above sea level or 32,000 ft.

above the floor of the sea. (Hawaiian

type, B 3.)

Composite cones may be of simple
structure like those of Auvergne, which

are tuff cones from which a single

flow of lava has escaped, breaching
one of the sides, or they may be very

complex, having been due to a suc-

cession of eruptions of lava and ashes

(Fig. 9).

When the eruptions take place con-

sistently from one central vent or crater,

the mountain built up is a shapely cone
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like that of Fuji Yama in Japan, or of'

Cotopaxi in Ecuador. Sometimes, how-

ever, a paroxysmal eruption may occur

of sufficient violence to blow away the

upper part of the mountain. This is

one way in which a large cdldera may
be formed.

A caldera differs from a crater in being

very much wider than the volcanic pipe
which leads up to it, whereas a crater

expands gradually from the pipe. In

extreme cases, as in Krakatoa, a large

proportion of the mountain may be

blown away. Sometimes the floor of

the caldera sinks after the explosion, and
it is then called a sunken caldera. When
a great depression at the summit of a

volcano is formed entirely by subsidence,

it is also referred to as a caldera, but

the better name "
volcanic sink

"
has

recently been suggested. It often hap-

pens that after a caldera has been formed

by explosion^ renewed activity bririgs

about the growth of a new cone sur-



Accumulation Mountains

rounded by the broken walls of the

older one. The present cone of Vesu-

vius, built up inside the shattered

cone of Monte Somma, provides a

classic example.
The symmetry of a volcanic cone is

generally interfered with owing to the

initiation and growth of lateral cones on
the flanks of the main structure. Etna is

a volcano whose form lias become very

complex from this cause.

4. Accumulation Mountains are rarely
of sufficient magnitude to deserve the

name of mountains. They are of two

types, glacial mounds and moraines, and
sand hills and dunes produced by the

deposition of sand transported by the

wind. As a glacier moves down a

valley each of its sides becomes streaked

with a continuous ribbon of rock debris

which is called a lateral moraine. At the

end of the glacier this material is dumped
down as a terminal moraine, which some-

times makes a conspicuous crescentric

ridge. As the glacier retreats, elongated

ridges or mounds called Drumlins are

deposited parallel to the direction of

retreat. In Donegal and the Scottish

Lowlands, a large number of drumlins,

formed at the close of the Great

Ice Age, arc grouped together side

by side, giving a surface which has

been aptly described us like a basket

of eggs.

Streams within a glacier ;irc always

heavily charged with sand and gravel,
and by the deposition of this load under
the ice, long winding ridges and isolated

mounds are formed, which are left

standing, sometimes several hundred feet

high, when the ice melts. The mounds
are called Kames and the ridges are

known as Eskers. They differ from the

dumped down drumlins in having a

well marked bedding or stratification

due to their deposition in running
water.

Sand dunes around our shores are too

familiar to require description here. In

deserts the wind heaps up isolated dunes

and long parallel ridges of sand hills.

the temporary and fluctuating form of

which is one of their most remarkable

characteristics.

5. Residual Mountains arc formed

not by the building up of previonsK

low-lying materials, but by the dissec-

tion of high plateau regions in which

deep valleys have been cut by the

rivers, leaving ridges and peaks between

Fin. 9. A COMPOSITE VOLCANIC CONE

Diagrammatic lection showing cone-in-cone structure, and parasitical cones formed on the flanks

17 24'
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them. Here we may also consider

the effects of denudation in modifying
the surface forms of mountains whose
internal structure has been determined

tectonically.
Residual mountains do not generally

occur in chains or systems like folded

mountains. They are
Agents of Hk ,

fc bfi
Denudation

grouped together as

a cluster of more or less individual

peaks, which may or may not be linked

together by ridges and cols (Fig. 10).

The Lake District mountains, and those

of the Highlands of Scotland are good
examples of residual mountains. The

agents of denudation are

(a) Air and wind.

(b) Frost and thaw, and other alter-

nations of temperature.

(c) Rain and rivers.

(d) Glaciers.

(e) Tides, waves, and ocean currents.

(/) Living organisms.

There are four main types of denuda-

tion according to climatic conditions,

which may be classified as follows :

(1) Equatorial conditions hot and

damp.
(2) Desert or arid ,, hot and

dry.

(3) Temperate cool and

damp.
(4) Arctic cold and

dry.

(1) In equatorial regions chemical

decomposition and organic disintegra-

tion of the soil and underlying rocks are

the predominant features. Wide areas

are therefore prepared for removal by
streams and running waters, and the

valleys are broad and shallow. Hard
masses of rock which can resist decom-

position are left standing, and the effect

of the alternation of high temperature

during the day and low temperature at

night is to cause great scales of rocks

to separate parallel to the surface.
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The effect of chemical decay and
solution is to produce rounded outlines,
and this is intensified

by the breaking off of J
land

. . Mountains
superficial shells of

rock. In this way hard rounded domes
and peaks are left in an otherwise

gently undulating surface. In South
Africa these hills are called Kopjes, and
in Equatorial Africa where they present
a more striking and abrupt feature in

the landscape they are known as Insel-

berge, or island mountains. Similar

remnants of hard rock left in temperate

regions, as in the United States, are

Monadnocks.

(2) Desert or arid conditions are

characterised by low rainfall, the absence

of vegetation, and a high daily range of

temperature. Owing to the chemical

action of what water there is in the

rocks, solutions of manganese and iron

are brought up to the surface and de-

posited by evaporation as a nearly black

glaze or enamel, giving the landscape a

burnt appearance.
For the same reason the sands of.

deserts arc often coated or cemented with

iron oxides, giving a

reddish hue as the

prevailing tint. In deserts, wind is the

chief transporting agent, and its effect,

especially when armed with a blast of

sand, is clearly to wear away the more

prominent features, leaving the surface

of the land in a plateau-form. (See

section on Plateaus, p. 245.)

(3) In temperate regions all the agents
of denudation are at work. Frost action

is dominant in the winter, and owing to

the expansion of water on freezing it

has the effect of forcibly shattering the

rocks into wedges, leaving jagged and

irregular pinnacles and ridges above and

angular screes below, fringing the lower

slopes of the mountains.

The effect of rain and rivers is to wear

down the land to a uniform base level.

but clearly at first the surface will wear

away more rapidly along fractured and

Deserts



THE CRATER OF VESUVIUS

In the present active cone, which is partly surrounded by the shattered walls of Monte Somma

THE TOWN OF NAPLES, WITH VESUVIUS (RIGHT) AND MONTE SOMMA (LEFT) IN THE DISTANCE
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faulted belts and along the softer forma-

tions. Valleys will always tend to follow

the line of least resistance. For this

reason harder beds tend to stand out, and
if an alternating series of hard and soft

formations is gently

folded, the hard beds

form prominent ridges or escarpments.
Wcnlock Edge and the North and South

Downs are good examples of important

escarpments in this country (Fig. 11,

p. 247). An escarpment is not unlike

a cliff in its general aspect, but it must

perate regions. They will be described

more particularly in a later section.

Plains are more or less extensive areas

with an even or slightly undulating
surface lying at no great elevation

above the sea, or in certain circum-

stances above other bodies of water,

such as lakes and rivers. Plateaus

are plains at a considerable eleva-

tion above sea level or the surround-

ing country. Plains and plateaus may
be classified according to their origin

as follows :

Plains.

EXOGENETIC

ENDOGENETIC

Plateaus.

1. Plateaus of Accumulation.
j

Deposition
-

\
c
.

\ Denudation^"g"* }

2- Plateaus of Erosion.

Igneous .... 3. Basaltic Plateaus.

Tectonic 4. Block Plateaus.

be clearly distinguished from a cliff,

which is due to marine action.

When the rocks are comparatively
soft, like clays, marls, shales, and chalk,

gentle and rounded outlines are given to

the landscape. The alternation of hard

and soft rocks gives lines of escarpment,
the country becoming more rugged as the

angle of tilting increases. Hard rocks

alone stand out as massive hills which

may be domed or rounded, but if vertical

cleavage or joining is developed, frost

action shatters the rocks along these

planes of division, giving characteristic

jagged peaks and ridges.

(4) Under Arctic conditions frost action

is the most important agent in breaking

up the rocks, and glaciers and ice sheets

in carrying them away. Chemical and

organic agencies are practically at a

standstill. Rocky peaks and ridges
which rise above the ice like islands are

called Nunataks from the name given by
the Eskimos to such features in Green-

land. The effects of glaciers on a

landscape are of particular interest owing
to the former prevalence of glacial

conditions in parts of the present tem-

(a) Coastal plains are formed by the

deposition of horizontal beds of strata on.

the sea floor and their

subsequent uplift above

sea level. They therefore fringe the

margins of recently uplifted areas. The

English fenlands and the coastal plains
of East Africa are notable examples of
this type of land form.

(b) River plains are of three kinds,

being due to the deposition of silt and

gravel in the lower reaches of river

valleys. If formed on the sides of a

stream they may constitute wide alluvial'

terraces in which the stream meanders

from side to side. By the infilling of
lakes delta-like fans of sediment are

gradually built out until the whole of"

a former lake may be converted into a

plain.
In the same way, when a river reaches

the sea it drops its load of sediment, and.

unless the sea floor is sinking or sea

currents are able to carry away the

material, a delta is gradually formed.

When the coast is slow in rising and.

currents are feeble, the conditions for-

delta growth are at their best, and a.
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Plains and Plateaus

delta therefore combines the features

of river terraces and coastal plains.

(c) Plains of marine denudation arc
formed between the levels of low and
high tide by the scouring and

planing action of the sea. In
a sinking land, a marine plain

gradually becomes submerged
and grows landwards by the

wearing back of the cliffs. In ^Ml^|
a rising land, the marine plain
becomes elevated and grows
at the expense of the sea floor.

(d) Peneplains are due to

the action of denudation agents
other than the sea, and repre-
sent the lowest level to which
rivers can wear down the sur-

face of a country. Clearly, if

the rivers cut at all, there must
be a gradual slope down to

the sea, and up this slope the

river terraces slowly mount,
thus levelling the country by
deposition in front and de-

nudation behind.

1. Plateaus of accumulation
are due to an alternation of a

period of sub-
Plateaus

sidence and de-

position, with one of elevation.

During subsidence the sea en-

croaches upon the land and
an ever-thickening succession

of sedimentary formations may
be laid down on the sea floor.

After a time the region may
be uplifted many thousands
of feet above its original level.

Such a plateau is short-lived,

for its surface is rapidly at-

tacked by rain and rivers and
it becomes, as indeed all other plateaus
would become in similar circumstances,
a dissected plateau. Valleys are cut

downwards leaving residual mountains

between them.

2. Plateaus of erosion may be due to

the elevation of a country which has

been reduced by denudation to a pcnc-
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plain. In both the above types it is the
surface which is exogenetic in its origin.
The elevation is due to endogenctic \<

cesses and the resulting plateau is.

THE WORK OF SUN. FROST AND RAIN

By producing alternate expansion and contraction, sun and
frost shatter the hard rock. Then rain, moving water, and
atmospheric agencies remove the softer rock*, leaving a

skeleton of harder rocks behind

therefore, dependent on both kinds of

in-ix sses for its existence.

In arid or desert conditions an uplifted

area of any kind tends to become level

and to maintain a level form, except Tor

the shifting lines of sand hills and dunes.

Hard ridges are cut down by the sand-

blast of the wind, and hollows are filled
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up by the deposition of sand on the wind-

ward slope.

3. Basaltic plateaus are due to the

flooding of great areas of a country
with basaltic lavas from fissure eruptions.
In eruptions of this kind the mobility
of the lava and its great volume forbid

the building up of a series of cones along
the fissure, except perhaps small tuff

cones of the most temporary character.

The Dcccan, in India, and the Snake
River plateau of North America are

important and familiar examples.
4. Block plateaus are due to the same

cause as block mountains (see p. 237) and
can only be distinguished from them in

terms of their relative areas.

Valleys are longitudinal depressions

through which a stream generally flows

or has flowed at some
time in the past. Val-

leys may be classified as follows :

ENDOGENETIC 1. Tectonic Valleys.

:2.

Valleys of denuda-

tion.

3. Valleys due to de-

position (rare).

1. Tectonic valleys in which the form
of the depression is not due to denudation

are rare. However, in some cases long
narrow strips of the earth's crust have
sunk between parallel fractures. The
most remarkable of these is the Great

Rift Valley which extends from the

Jordan Valley through the Dead Sea,

he Gulf of Akaba, and the Red Sea,

and passes southwards through Rudolf
and many of the smaller African lakes

to Lake Nyasa and the Shire Valley.
Rift valleys, or graben, as they are

sometimes called, are thus the negative
features corresponding to the positive
hursts or block mountains. Although
most other valleys are due to the work of

erosion, their directions are often due to

tectonic causes. A fault or an earth-

quake rent frequently acts as a guide
and offers a line of least resistance to the

excavating agencies. Crushed or shat-

EXOGENETIC

tered rocks between faults or along shear

zones and thrust planes are often easily

attacked and removed. Joints, which

may be due to the contraction of rocks

on solidifying or drying, and disruption

clefts, due (a) to the twisting of rucks

owing to torsion set up by earth move-

ment, and (b) to the stretching of rucks

owing to tension in uplifted dome-like

areas, also frequently determine the

initial direction of a stream (Fig. 12).

2. By far the majority of valleys are

due mainly to denudation. If a dome-

shaped area be uplifted, the streams

will flow away in all directions from the

central elevation. Such streams are said

to be consequent. Tributary streams will

then arise at right angles to the conse-

quents owing to the new gradients pro-

duced as soon as valleys have been

formed, and these are called subsequent
streams. All the area drained by a river

and its tributaries is referred to as a

river basin, and the higher ground be-

tween adjacent basins is called the

watershed or water parting (Fig. 13).

In all cases a valley is carved out alonp-

the line of least resistance. A river

follows soft rocks rather than hard,

fractured rocks rather than compact
varieties ; and cracks, joints, clefts,

fissures, faults, and subsidences are

picked out in preference to lines along
which new channels must be cut.

In a newly formed valley the form of

the cross section is usually V-shaped.
In the upper part of a typical river

erosion is at a maximum, the sides are

steep and rugged, and the stream is often

a torrent. This part of the basin is

known as the torrent tract. The middle

portion, or valley tract is characterised

by the smoother and less steep gradients
of the valley walls. Here erosion is

less rapid and river terraces are deposited,
often giving the valley a broad, flat floor

in which the stream meanders, gradually

changing its course and wandering in

graceful serpentine curves from side to

side.
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Fig. 10

N. Downs
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Lower down in the plain tract the valley
is broad and wide ; erosion is weak and

deposition is at a maximum. As time

proceeds the plain tract gradually extends

up the river system at the expense of the

valley tract, which in turn grows up-
wards into the torrent tract. The latter

eats backwards into the watershed, which

is thus gradually worn down. The head

waters of one stream may cut back its

basin till it encroaches on another

stream, the upper parts of which, if they
be at a higher level, will be captured.
In this way one basin may grow at the

expense of another, the streams of which

are said to be beheaded. Ultimately,
unless earth movement supervenes and
raises the land so that the rivers

return to their juvenile phase, the

country is reduced to a peneplain, or

base level of erosion.

A river valley may reach the sea

through a delta (e.g. if the coastal region
is slowly rising) or in a broad estuary or

ria (e.g. if the coastal region is slowly

sinking). Fiords will be mentioned later.

A gorge (p. 251) is a deep channel

with steep sides, and is due to the

action of a swift
Gorges and

stream, which can
Canons

lower its bed more

rapidly than weathering action can wear

back the valley walls. During the up-
lift of a country a stream is given
renewed energy and generally succeeds in

carving a passage through the slowly

rising rocks without being turned back

on itself.

A canon is a narrow gorge of great

depth in proportion to its width. The
celebrated canon of Colorado is the world

type. The streams have cut steep-walled
and narrow trenches in some places over

a mile in depth. The conditions are of

the desert type and local rainfall is low.

The rivers have, therefore, cut vertically
downwards by mechanical and chemical

erosion, while above, the agents of

weathering have been incompetent to

widen the gorge.

Waterfalls are found in the course of a

stream when the latter has carved its bed

through a series of alternating hard and
soft formations. The
softer rock is eroded Sf

s
4

ca
?
e* and

Waterfalls
more rapidly than the

hard one, with the result that the hard

rock maintains a higher level in the bed of

the stream than the softer rock beneath

it. When the slope is comparatively low

the stream becomes a cataract or rapid.
If the descent is steep, but not vertical,

the fall is called a cascade. Where the

drop is vertical it is called a waterfall.

The hard band or cornice over which

the water falls is gradually worn back,

especially if the strata are not steeply

inclined, partly by direct erosion, partly

by undercutting of the beds below. In

this way a waterfall gradually recedes,

and the gorge in front of it is extended

upstream. The Niagara Falls have re-

ceded seven miles in this way (Fig. 14).

In limestone districts where the rocks

can readily be dissolved and where

numerous vertical joints facilitate the

downward passage of water, an under-

ground circulation of the streams gradu-

ally develops, giving rise to cylindrical

shafts, or swallow holes, leading from

the surface above to caves below. Gaping

Ghyll, near Ingleborough, and the asso-

ciated Ingleborough Cave are notable

examples.
The effects of glaciers on river valleys

remain to be considered. In the upper
tract of the valley, where the glacier is

fed from the snow field above, the rock

face becomes intensely fractured during
the summer by the melting of snow and

ice during the day, and the powerful

expansion which accompanies its

freezing during the night.

Angular masses of rock are then

carried away by the glacier, and the rocky
walls of the valley head are thus eaten

back year after year until a steep-sided,

circular amphitheatre is scooped out of

the heart of the mountains. In this

way a come or cirque is produced. Some-
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Valleys and Lakes

ENDOOENETIC

EXOGENETIC

e

A TYPICAL BROADLY U-SHAPED GLACIAL VALLEY (SCOREDALE.
WESTMORLAND)

times the corries of neighbouring val-

leys approach each other till only
a precipitous ridge or arete, or a

sharp pyramidal peak, remains between
them.

Below the glaciers the rocky floor is

grooved and striated. Ridges of rock

are carved into rounded whale-backed

mounds called roches-moutonnces. Spurs
of rock from the valley walls are faceted,

a-nd a U-shaped, or nearly flat-bottomed

valley, with smooth, gently rounded sides

is gradually de-

veloped. If the main

valley is scooped out

more than the side

tributary valleys,

the latter are trun-

cated and left
"
hanging

" on the

hill side. These are

called hanging val-

leys (Fig. 15), and
their streams often

descend to the main
river below in cas-

cades and waterfalls.

3. Valleys formed

by deposition are

very rare, and are

of two types. They
are sometimes due
to the growth of

screes or other de-

bris on each side of

a basin or lake.

Submerged valleys
on the sea floor may
be formed by the

deposition of silt

and sediment <m

each side of the

seaward continua-

tion of a great river.

The submarine de-

pressions off the

mouths of theCongo
and Hudson Rivers

appear to be of this

form.

A lake is a basin filled with a con-

siderable body of water. Lakes may
be classified as fol-

lows :

Lakes

Tectonic Lakes Earth Move-
ment.

Crater Lakes Vulcanism.
Barrier Lakes Deposition.
Glacial Lakes > ,

5. Dissolution L:ikrs >
Denudation,

1. Tectonic Lakes are due to the up-

lifting and tilting, or warping of tin-

earth's crust. They include some of the

A. CHARACTERISTIC VALLEY IN THE BLEAK MOORLAND OF THE
LONGMYND. SHROPSHIRE
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largest inland basins on the earth's

surface, and according to conditions

of water supply, outlet, and evapora-

tion, they may be fresh, brackish, or

salt.

The Caspian Sea, the Sea of Aral,

and other salt lakes of South-west Asia

were once connected with the Arctic

Ocean, and they have since become
detached from the ocean by crustal

movements on a large scale. The
Dead Sea lies in the depression of

the Syrian Rift Valley, and in similar

rift valleys farther south lie the Albert

Nyanza, and Lakes Edward, Kivu, and

Tanganyika, and Lake Nyasa. All

these lakes are bounded by step faults.

The Great Salt Lake of Utah in the

Great Basin of North America is the

shrunken remnant of a lake, the de-

pression of which was formed by the

sinking of faulted blocks.

Lakes Taupo and Rotorua, in New
Zealand, were formed by subsidence in

the central volcanic plateau of North

Island (p. 253).

2. Crater Lakes occupy the craters

and calderas of extinct or dormant
volcanoes. The Maare of the Eifel dis-

trict are held by rings of tuff which were

ejected by explosive outbursts from

below. Lake Bolsena, in Central Italy,

occupies the crater of an extinct vol-

cano. Lake Rotomahana, in New Zea-

land, lies in part of the great rent

formed by the Tarawera eruption, of

1886 (p. 253).

Barrier Lakes are sometimes formed

by volcanic tuffs and lavas, which

may fall or flow across a valley, hold-

ing up the natural drainage and thus

forming a lake basin. The Yellow-

stone Lake is thus confined by a lava

flow.

HI
Photo by ferniission of tht ll

BASIN OF MUD VOLCANOES. WHAKAREWAREWA
f for Nt-ui Zeaian*

Notice the small craters built up by successive ejections of mud and superheated water. A mud volcano

is cimply a mud geyser. An attempt at hexagonal jointing by contraction is well shown in the foreground
on the left
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Barrier and Glacial Lakes

Pkoto f>Y permission fj tfit A^t'it-Gtntral/t

AT THE HEAD OF THE BUFFALO GORGE, VICTORIA

A gorge is a deep channel with steep sides, and is due to the action of a swift stream, which can lower

its bed more rapidly than weathering action can wear back the valley walls (see p. 248)

3. Most Barrier Lakes, however, are

due to the blocking up of a valley by
the deposition of sediment. Short-lived

lakes are sometimes formed in the Alps
and Himalayas by the damming back

of a river by avalanches, and land-

slips. Glacial detritus, morainal, or

drift deposits, often constitute the bar-

rier holding back a lake, and many
of the lakes of the- Lake District,

North Wales, and the Highlands arc

due, at least in part, to barriers of

this kind.

4. Glacial lakes occupy rock basins

carved out by erosive action on the

floor of a glacier. Below carries or

cirques the thickness of ice is often very

great, and a basin may thus be scooped
out at the bottom of the corrie. Belts

of soft and shattered rock also tend to

be deepened more than the main course

25'

of the valley, and an overdeepened basin

may be formed.

Lakes are commonly found in glaciated
areas above strong ribs of rock which

cross the valleys. Many of the British

lakes and tarns lie in rock basins which

descend far below sea level, and even

though their depth may be increased by
the accumulation of detritus barrirrs on

one side, the main basin must be attri-

buted to glacial erosion. Lakes Como
and Maggiore occupy overdeepened val-

leys, and another important example
is Lake Wakatipu, in New Zealand.

The association of former glaeiation

and present lake areas is very close.

as is evidenced not only by our own

lakes, but also on a greater scale by
the Laurcntian lake area of Canada

and by that of Finland and Scan-

dinavia.



Origin of Land Forms

Coastal
Forms

Photo by permission of the High Commissionerfor A>7y Zealand

WHELANIAN CASCADES, NEW ZEALAND

Whereas the descent of a waterfall is vertical, that of a
cascade is steep but not vertical (see p. 248)
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5. Dissolution lakes are

formed by the solution of

rocks such as limestone, gyp-
sum, and rock salt. The lakes

of the Ticino Valley lie along
bands of dolomite and gypsum.
Many of the Irish lakes are

due, to some extent at least,

to the solution of limestones.

As shown in the classification

on p. 234 coastal

forms are due to

the varied inter-

play of many natural agencies ;

elevation and depression, with

faulting and folding, being the

primary and controlling effects

of endogcnetic (in this case

tectonic) processes, and de-

position of sediments and
marine erosion being the se-

condary and subsequent effects

of exogenetic processes.
We begin, then, with the

fundamental effects of tectonic

forces. It was found by the

late Professor Suess that the'

innumerable coastal structure's

of the world could all be

divided into two main types,
which he called the Atlantic

and Pacific types. The coasts

of the Atlantic bear no re-

lation to the mountains or
"
grain

"
of the adjoining

lands. They cut transversely
across the remains of the old

east and west Armorican Moun-
tains of Southern Ireland, and
the still older Caledonian

Mountains of Scotland. On
the other side of the Atlantic

they truncate the axes of the

ancient mountains of New-
foundland. Farther south, in

Africa and Brazil, the same
relations hold good.
The coasts of the Pacific,

however, are everywhere par-
allel to bordering chains of



LAKE ROTORUA, NEW ZEALAND
An example of a lake formed by subsidence in a volcanic plateau

Photos by ftrmissiort ff the High Commissionerfor AVw Zeatamt

BOILING WATER, LAKE ROTOMAHANA

An example of a lake occupying the crater of a dormant or decadent volcano
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mountains, and are fringed by parallel

festoons of continental islands. They
thus present a striking contrast to the

fractured Atlantic coasts, which are de-

termined by fractures and subsidences

across the grain of the land, whereas

the Pacific coasts are determined by
folding, which itself constitutes the

lines of fold-mountains, to the trend

of which the coast is in general par-
allel. The mountains bounding them
are of comparatively young geological

age.
3. Secondary Pacific Coasts are due

to the subsidence of basins on the inner

side of mountain chains along coasts of

The Distribution of

COAST TYPES and FIORDS

Atlantic type unshaded
or marked by Fiords

Primary Pacific Type Secondary Pacific Type ;.
:
:.v Fiords

grain of the land. Professor Gregory,
however, has shown that fracture and
subsidence may also affect Pacific coasts,

and he introduces a third type the

Secondary Pacific type. His definitions

are as follows :

1. Atlantic Coasts are, in the main,
transverse to the grain of the coast

lands ; and where they happen to run

parallel to an adjacent mountain chain,

it is usually folded away from the coasts.

Coasts of the Atlantic type vary greatly
in structure in accordance with the

varied structures of the lands which they
cut across.

2. Primary Pacific Coasts are de-

termined by the proximity of long

the Primary Pacific type. They are

frequently bordered by active or recent

volcanoes. Except where horsts project
into the sea, the coast line is approxi-

mately parallel to the average grain
of the adjacent country.
The distribution of these three

types is shown on the accompanying

map.
At the present time the real ocean

basins must be regarded as commencing,
not at the visible coasts, but at the edge
of the

"
continental shelf." This term

is applied to a continuation of the

continental area from the shore down

(on the average) to the 100 fathom line,

beyond which the slope generally be-
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Retreat and Advance of the Sea
comes much more rapid. Shallow seas

lying on the continental shelf, but within
the continent, like the North Sea, the

Baltic, and Hudson's Bay, are called epi-
continental seas. The Mediterranean and
Caribbean Seas and the Gulf of Mexico
must not be confused with these, how-

ever, as they are deep abysmal seas

similar to the oceans in all but arcal

extent. Sub-varieties of seas, which

may be epi-continental or abysmal
are :

(a) Inland Seas, entirely cut off from
the ocean. The Caspian is a good ex-

ample, as it was formerly connected
to the Arctic Ocean across Western
Siberia.

(b) Enclosed Seas with one entrance

to the ocean, e.g. the Mediterranean.

(c) Partially Enclosed Seas, such as the

Caribbean Sea.

(d) Barred-off Seas, separated by a

submerged ridge from the abysmal
ocean, e.g. the Norwegian Sea, separ-
ated by the Faroe ridge from the

Atlantic.

It will be clear that a comparatively
slight submergence of the lands, or

elevation of the sea floor, will cause the

sea to encroach farther on the land,

and conversely that an elevation of the

land, or depression of the sea floor, will

bring about a retreat of the sea. Many
coastal features can be attributed to

such variations in the relative sea level,

and there can be no doubt about the

reality of these changes, for in many
parts of the world raised beaches at levels

far above the present beaches con-

clusively prove a retreat of the sea, and

again, submerged forests, the relics of

which are found below sea level, afford

convincing evidence of an advance of

the sea.

1. Features due to retreat of the sea :

The sea floor bordering the land will

have become smooth, owing to the

filling up of all irregularities by the

deposition of sediment. When such a

coastal belt rises above the waves, it is

obvious that the new coast line will be
smooth and simple, wilh wide open
indentations following the contours. Tin-

east coasts of the United States, of

India, and of Africa are character! se( I

by coastal plains, and the coasts are

straight or broadly flowing.
2. Features due to advance of tin-

sea: The land bordering the sea will

show a very varied relief according
to the degree of denudation which it

has suffered, and when the land sinks

the coastal forms are correspondingly
varied.

(a) Wide indentations and broad bays
are formed by the subsidence of pene-
plains. The Great Australian Bight has
been formed by the sinking of the

plateau of South Australia. The Bay
of Biscay occupies a depression between
the Mountains of Brittany and Northern

Spain.

(b) If a region of mountains and valleys
is submerged, the coast becomes more

complex. The valleys and basins are

represented by indentations which are

known as bays, gulfs, lochs, loughs,

firths, fiords, estuaries, rias, sound-*,

straits, etc. The high land between is

responsible for capes, promontories, pen-
insulas, and off-lying islands.

Generally speaking, a bay is a broad
indentation of the sea, such as Cardigan

Bay, and a gulf is a long, narrow arm
of the sea, like the Gulfs of California

and Finland. These terms are, however,

very loosely applied, as the Gulf of

Genoa, which is a bay, and the Bay
of Fundy, which is a gulf, unfortunately
indicate.

A sound may be either a strait, like the

Sound of Jura, or a gulf, like Plymouth
Sound. The narrow lochs of Scotland,

the loughs of Ireland, and the fiords of

Norway are varieties of gulfs and are

all the drowned continuations of deep,
narrow valleys. A firth may be a strait,

as, for example, the Pent land Firth, or

it may be a typical gulf, like the Solway
Firth and the Firth of Clyde. In other
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cases it is a ria or drowned estuary, like

the Firth of Forth. All these terms

are very indefinite.

There are three terms, however, to

which a very definite scientific meaning
has been attached.

Fi r<L8.'
IVa9 These are fiords, rias

and Fiards '

and nards (p. 2o7).

(a) Fiords are long, narrow channels

with parallel, high, steep walls. They
frequently branch and bend at sharp

angles, and are arranged along lines

which seem to form a network of cracks.

They are usually found on dissected

plateaus of hard, ancient rocks, and are

sometimes continued inland as deep
lakes. The walls continue below sea

level to extraordinary depths ; the floors

are often nearly flat, and the deepest

part is frequently on the land side,

being separated from the sea by a

submerged barrier, or
"
threshold

"
as

it is called. They seem to have been

produced by the action of rivers and

glaciers in fractured areas, the valleys

being really broadened channels along

gigantic earth-cracks (Fig. 16). The

map on p. 254 illustrates the distribu-

tion of fiords, and indicates clearly
that these remarkable indentations are

found in the circumpolar regions, which,
from their position, have suffered much

heaving and fracturing and much glacia-

tion.

(b) Rias, so called from their develop-
ment in Spain, differ fundamentally
from fiords in having gently rounded

sides and funnel-shaped contours, the

depth gradually deepening from land to

sea. They are clearly due to the drowning
of the lower parts of mature valleys, and
the estuaries of the Thames, Severn

and Humber are characteristic English

examples (Fig. 17).

(c) Fiards, named from their occur-

rence in South-west Sweden, are like

rias in their superficial outlines, and
like fiords in having deep basins

separated from the sea by rock bar-

riers (Fig. 18).
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Beaches

Whereas fiords occur mainly in old

dissected highlands of hard rocks, fiards

are found in the more mature topo-

graphy of lowland areas.

We now turn to coastal features due

essentially to the deposition of sediment.

The sand and shingle
which are cast up
around the borders of the land by
waves form the beach. Where the

rocks are hard and current action is

powerful, a beach may be absent.

Thus beaches specially tend to accu-

mulate along gently sloping shores of

soft rocks, or in indentations between

harder rocks.

The effect of currents parallel to the

shore, and of oblique waves, is to cause

a migration of large quantities of sand

and shingle. In the English Channel

this movement is to the east, and groynes
are erected in many places to prevent
the migration as far as possible. In the

North Sea the movement is to the south,

so that great masses of shingle are

carried southwards, forming vast accumu-

lations where the material is redeposited.

Sand banks are formed, which are worn

away in the north and gradually length-

ened in the south. The coasts of Norfolk

and Suffolk are largely determined by
this southerly drift and deposition of

sediment.

Where a current reaches deep water

in front of a bay or estuary, its force is

impeded, and its burden of shingle is

dropped. In this way a long ridge or

sand-spit may be developed, growing
like a railway embankment by the

continual tipping of fresh material over

the end. Spurn Head is a characteristic

example.

Finally, the results of marine erosion

must be discussed. It is obvious that

the chief effect of waves is to wear away
mechanically the rocks upon which they

impinge. The pressure of the Atlantic

waves on the west coasts of the British

Isles varies from 600 to 2,000 Ib. to the

square foot, and during severe storms it



Marine Erosion

may be three times as much. Besides
this direct mechanical force, wave action
is supplemented by the sand and rock

fragments which arc carried in the

surging waters, and in this way waves
become sharp and powerful cutting tools,

wearing away and undermining the lower
faces of the cliffs against which they
dash. Moreover, a wave forces itself

into cavities, and along cracks and

Island stand out because they are built

of hard igneous rocks. Whitesand Bay
and also St. Bride's Bay have been
excavated out of softer sedimentary
rocks, while Skomer Island and the

adjoining mainland represent harder

sedimentary rocks associated with igne-
ous rocks.

Cliffs are formed by the undermining
scour of the waves, and their form is

Fig. 16 Fig. 17

Fiard

Fig. 18

Wave-cuC
pldbform

Fig. 19

COASTAL FORMS

joint planes, and suddenly compresses
the air in the cavities beyond, thus

weakening the rocks and preparing
them for their ultimate decay. Soft

bedded sedimentary rocks are more

rapidly attacked than hard homo-

geneous rocks like granite. Fissured

and jointed rocks, moreover, are less

resistant than indurated and unjointed
rocks.

It is clear, therefore, that the form
of a coast in which marine erosion is the

controlling factor is determined by the

nature of the rocks. The west coast

of Pembrokeshire supplies a good ex-

ample. St. David's Head and Ramsey

further controlled by the action of other

agents of denudation which tend to wear

away the upper portions. Marine de-

nudation tends to steepen a cliff, which
remains steep if the rocks are only

slightly affected by sub-aerial denuda-

tion, or if the upper beds are harder

than the lower, in which case the cliff

may actually overhang. Where rocks

are well jointed, isolated pinnacles and
stacks are formed. Erosion proceed-,
most rapidly along the joints, and
vertical masses of rock thus become
isolated and left behind by the ad-

vancing waves. Limestone rocks, where

mechanical action is helped by solution,
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illustrate this phenomenon admirably,

e.g. the Needles, off the Isle of Wight,
Marsden Rock, off the Durham coast,

and the King and Queen Rocks, off

Flamborough Head. Other jointed rocks

also form stacks, the Old Man of

Hoy, of the Orkneys, being a classical

example.
From the foot of the cliffs there often

extends seawards a nearly flat platform,

1. CONTINENTAL
ISLANDS

2.

Photo by F. Martin Duruan, J~ R P S.

CLIFFS FORMED BY THE UNDERMINING SCOUR OF THE WAVES

This work is aided by the sand and rock fragments carried in the surging waters.

If the upper beds are harder than the lower, the cliff may actually overhang

or terrace, cut by the waves as the

cliffs were worn back (Fig. 19). Hard
masses of rock rise from these sub-

merged platforms and are known as

reefs, if they just reach the water level,

or skerries, if they project above it-

Larger masses, of course, are known as

islands, and thus introduced, we may
pass from the coast to the consideration

of islands and the ocean floor.

Islands may be divided up into two
main groups, which are

Islands ,. ., u i- i ifurther sub-divided as

indicated in the following classifica-

tion :

(a) Residual Islands.

Archipelagoes.
Festo|,ns

*

OCEANIC ((d) Volcanic Islands.

ISLANDS ((e) Coral Islands.

1. Continental islands are those which

are formed of the same kind of rocks as

the neighbouring mainlands, with which

they have at some time in the past been

connected. They are generally inhabited

by animals and

plants of the same

types as those of

the adjoining con-

tinents, from which

they migrated.
Ireland and Great

Britain are contin

ental islands which

belong naturally to

Europe. Madagas-
car similarly be-

longs to Africa,

and Tasmania and

New Guinea belong
to Australia, which

is itself an island

continent.

(a) Stacks have

been mentioned

above, and with

them may be as-

sociated other

islands, like the

Bass Rock in the

Firth of Forth, skerries, and larger islands

which rise up from a wave-cut platform

connecting them to the mainland. All

of these owe their origin to the superior
resistance they have offered to marine

erosion, and they may, therefore, be

grouped together as residual islands.

(b) Archipelagoes are groups of islands

separated from the mainland by fiords,

lochs, sounds and straits, and are repre-

sented by the islands off the coasts of

Scotland and Norway, by the Grecian

Archipelago . in the ^Egean Sea, and the

Arctic Archipelago north of Canada.

They generally represent the highlands



Oceanic Islands

of foundered areas, and are, therefore,

essentially of tectonic origin and asso-

ciated with fiords and with Atlantic

types of coasts. Iceland and the Faroe
Islands belong here, since they are

remnants of the plateau which formerly
united Greenland to Europe.

(c) Festoons are linear or curvilinear

groups of islands such as occur around the

shores of the Pacific. Notable examples
are the Aleutian festoon, the Kurile

marine, but as the volcanic cones grew,
they would begin to raise their heads
above the water, and, if their activity

continued, an imposing island would

gradually develop. If, on the other hand,

activity ceased, marine erosion would
soon reduce the cone to a submanm
platform. This has actually happened
in the case of Graham Island (Mediter-

ranean), Sabrina Island (A/ores), and
Falcon Island (Tonga Group). Formed

PliaU : F. Martm frncan. F.R.PZ.
WAVES BREAKING ON A REEF

From the wave-cut platform rise hard masses of rock which owe their survival to the superior
resistance they have offered to marine erosion

festoon, the Japanese festoon, and the

Australasian festoon, which includes New
Guinea and New Zealand. They arc

thus associated with, and indeed very

largely determine, Pacific coasts, and are

either parts of, or parallel to, systems of

folded mountains. These again are of

essentially tectonic origin.

2. Oceanic islands include all those

which have grown up independently of

adjoining continents, and to which they
have never been united.

(d) Volcanic islands have been formed

by the accumulation of materials, chiefly

lavas of a basaltic type, discharged
around the vents of volcanoes. At first,

the vulcanism must
"

have been sub-

originally by eruptions of loose ashes

(a mode of eruption which seems fre-

quently to terminate a volcano's energies),

they were reduced in a few years from

a considerable height to mere submarine

banks.

Volcanic islands include many of the

Pacific islands, of which the Sandwich

Islands, with Kilauea and Mauna Loa,

and the Society Islands, with Tahiti, are

famous examples. In the Atlantic tin-

Canary Islands, Madeira, the Cape Verde

Islands and many others arc volcanic,

but like the Azores they may be built

up on a submerged continental plat-

form.

(e) Coral Islands and coral reefs are
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Fig. 20. The Structure of a typical Coral Atoll, as viewed in a cross section

Fring-ing
1 reef a. a

Fig. 21

/o leaned

Barrier reef bJ>.

Fig. 22

volcano^-

Atoll cc.
Fig. 23

Sea level

/"^Continental shelf

JJJP'
Continental edge

Contlnentdl slope

Fig. 24. Characteristic section from Continental Platform to Ocean Depression

CORAL REEFS AND THE OCEAN FLOOR



Coral Reefs

Coral Reefs
and Atolls

formed by the accumulation of immense
numbers of the skeletons of corals and
calcareous algae.

Reef-building corals can only live in

water which has a temperature of at

least 68 F., and hence

they are confined to

tropical areas and to

a limited vertical depth (about 150

feet). Moreover, their upper limit is

determined by low water level, since

they cannot live after much exposure
to the sun and atmosphere. These

conditions, therefore, control the forma-

tion and distribution of coral reefs and
islands.

When the reefs fringe the shore in

continuity with it they are calledfringing

reefs. If, however, they are separated

by a lagoon or channel they are called

barrier reefs. The Great Barrier Reef
off the coast of Queensland is the world

type. In other cases the reefs form an

atoll, which is a more or less continuous

ring enclosing a lagoon, but without a

central island.

A fringing reef is a calcareous platform
built of the retnains of corals and alga;

in shallow water. Since the organisms
flourish best on the seaward side, where

the rough surf constantly supplies them
with fresh food, the reef tends to grow
outwards. By solution, by the action

of boring and sand feeding organisms,

by tidal scour and other currents, the

dead corals and algie of the inner land-

ward parts of the reef are gradually
loosened and removed, and a channel

or lagoon is formed between the zone of

vigorous growth and the land. In this

way a barrier reef is formed and de-

veloped, and although the water on the

seaward side may become deep, the

corals gradually extend outward on a

talus slope of their own sea-worn debris,

which is built up like a railway em-

bankment from the sea floor.

Atolls have been the subject of much

controversy. The reef itself has gener-

ally a raised outer rim marking the zone
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of active growth. On the inner side

is the nearly flat-floored lagoon. On
the outer side is a rough debris /i un-

called the reef-platform, beyond which is

the
"
steep," which falls very sharply to

the sea floor (Fig. 20).

Darwin supposed that fringing reefs,

barrier reefs, and atolls were successive

stages in the growth
of coral reefs around

slowly sinking islands.

This theory is illustrated in Figs. 21, 22

and 23. It implies that the whole of

the Pacific area, where coral islands

abound, has undergone subsidence in

recent times, for the islands rise from

immense depths, and coral growth is

only possible near the surface.

This logical conclusion cannot be ad-

mitted for so vast an area, and Darwin's

view is probably true only for a few
restricted cases.

Murray, therefore, suggested that

volcanic islands which, like Graham's

Island, had been worn
down by the waves *."rray

'9

u 11 Theory
to submarine banks,

might serve as the platform on which

atolls would gradually be built. Lagoons
would then be formed by the action

of boring organisms and solution on

the dead inner parts, like the channels

within barrier reefs. This theory ap-

pears to explain the formation of atolls

quite successfully. The Maldive group
of atolls are founded on a vast sub-

marine bank which is probably a large

worn down island, on the higher parts of

which atolls have grown. In all cas ( -s.

whatever the ultimate origin, active

growth of coral and algse takes place on

the periphery of the reef, and death and

decay, followed by boring and solution,

destroy the inner parts.

In terms of origin, islands may be

classified as follows :

ENDOGENETIC | Tectonic
i Archipelagoes.

(
Festoons.

( Igneous Volcanic Islands.

_ ( Denudation Residual Islamls.
hxoGENETic

\Deposilim Coral Reefs and Atolls.
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The Ocean
Floor

That the oceanic depressions are very
much greater in volume, and cover a

much greater area than

the continental eleva-

tions is shown in the

following table, in which the percentages
of the land surface and ocean floor

between certain levels are tabulated :

Land Area.

More than 6,000 feet above sea

level

Between sea level and 6,000 feet

above .

27-8

Sea and Ocean Floor.

Between sea level and 6,000 feet

below
Between 6,000 and 12,000 feet

below sea level

Between 12,000 and 18,000 feet

below sea level

Between 18,000 and 24,000 feet

below sea level

More than 24,000 feet below
sea level

72-2

14-8

14-8

39-4

3-1

0-1

100-0 100-0

The surface of the globe has an area

of about 197 millions of square miles,

of which 54 millions are land and 143 are

sea. The mean depth of the ocean is

12,480 feet, and the mean height of the

land is 2,250 feet.

The chief submarine
"
land

"
forms

have been classified by an International

Committee as follows :

1.
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Origin of Land Forms

Littoral

Deposits

Shallow
Walter

Deposits
VI

3 .

O VI

ui vi

a o

'Deep Sea

Deposits

The innumerable varieties of marine

deposits on the ocean floor may be

grouped together as follows :

I Boulders, shingle, gravels and

| sands.

(Gravels

and Conglomerates.
Sands and Sandstones.
Muds and Shales.

Marls and Calcareous Shales.

Shell Sands and Limestones.
'Blue Mud minute mineral parti-

cles : colour due to ferrous

oxide.

Red Mud minute mineral parti-
cles : colour due to ferric

oxide.

Green Mud minute mineral parti-
cles : colour due to glauconite.

Volcanic Mud found around vol-

canic islands.

Coral Mud found around coral

islands.

Globigcrinu Ooze calcareous :

chiefly remains of foramin-
ifera.

Pteropod Ooze calcareous :

chiefly remains of pteropods.
Diatom Ooze siliceous : chiefly

remains of diatoms.
Radiolarian Ooze siliceous :

chiefly remains of radiolaria.

Red Clay Inorganic deposit more
or Jess free from organic re-

\ mains.

Terrigenous deposits are made up of

the waste from adjoining lands, and
with them the remains of organisms

living in shallow waters are associated.

Pelagic deposits are the accumulated

remains of calcareous and siliceous or-

ganisms which have lived in the ocean

waters and have afterwards fallen to

the bottom. With them minute quan-
tities of volcanic and meteoritic debris

may be found.

u tn

ii
-I

Classified according to their location,

marine deposits fall under three headings.
Littoral deposits are those found between

tide marks, and cover a narrow, ribbon-

like area around the coasts. Shallow-

water deposits are those on the con-

tinental shelf, i.e. from low water

level down to the 100 fathom line.

All other deposits are known as Deep
Sea deposits.
The map on p. 265 shows the dis-

tribution of Terrigenous and Pelagic

deposits, and in order that the relative

importance of the various types should

be realised, the following estimates are

given of the areas covered by some
of the types :

Littoral Deposits .. ..

Shallow Water Deposits
Deep Sea Terrigenous Deposits

e.g. Bine Mud . .

Red Mud ..

Deep Sea Pelagic Deposits . .

e.g. Globigerina Ooze . .

,, Diatom Ooze
Red Clay

Total Area of ocean floor

Square Milrs.

50,000
10,000,000
1 8,000,000
14,000,000

100,000
115,000,000
50,000,000
10,000,000
50,000,000

143,000,000

It is interesting to notice that the

pelagic deposits supply an argument for

the permanency of certain parts of the

ocean basins and continental platforms

throughout geological history. Deposits
like the Red Clay are never found in the

rocks exposed on the land, which implies

that, although the land may have been

submerged beneath shallow waters, it has

never formed the floor of a really deep
ocean. A. H.
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13. The Pacific Ocean and its Islands

Introduction Early Exploration European Control Islands Borders The People
Micronesia Ladrone or Marianne Islands Pelew Islands Caroline Group Marshall,
Gilbert and Ellice Islands Polynesia Samoa or Navigators' Islands Cook Islands

Society Islands Paumoto, or the Low Archipelago Marquesas Easter Island

Sandwich or Hawaiian Islands

THE
Pacific Ocean is by far the

mightiest structural unit in the

configuration of our planet. Its

total area seventy millions of square
miles exceeds that of the seven con-

tinents, five of which
Introduction . i * vAsia and Australia

on the north-west and south-west,

Antarctica in the extreme south, and
the Americas on the south-east and

north-east form the border lands of

this gigantic basin.

Its shores enclose more than a third

of the earth's total area, and when the

moon was thought to have swung off the

parent earth while the latter was still

molten and subject to the . disrupting
strain of powerful tides, it was natural

to look upon the Pacific as the partially

healed scar left by the separation. This

theory has been destructively criticised

in recent years, and the Pacific can no

longer be considered as the birthplace
of the moon. Its size, nevertheless,

remains an amazing feature. Its waters

would fill the Atlantic three times over,

and seventy Mediterraneans would be

required to cover its surface.

The shape of the Pacific is approxim-

ately that of a circle, with the northern

half displaced towards the west. A
map on Mercator's projection fails to

give a correct idea of its outlines, but

on a globe the circular form becomes

evident, and it can be seen at a glance

how nearly it is surrounded by land.

Along the Equator it stretches, a blaze

of living sapphire, from Ecuador to the

Spice Islands, for over 10,000 miles.

In the north it touches the Arctic

Circle in the Behring Strait, bordered by
the grey desolation of Alaska and Siberia.

In the south, nearly 10,000 miles away,
it breaks on the frozen barrier of the

south polar continent.

To describe such an ocean the names
first applied to it are far from appropriate.
Keats has described how "

stout Cortes
"

. . . stared at the Pacific and all his men
Looked at each other with a wild surmise,

Silent, upon a peak in Darien.

Actually, it was not Cortes but Vasco

Nunez de Balboa to whom these well-

known lines should have been ascribed.

From the summit of a hill in Panama he

saw the blue waters with European eyes

for the first time (1513), and unaware of

their far-flung extent to the west, he

called them the Mar del Zur the South

Sea. With an audacity that history has

not justified, he formally took possession

of the whole ocean, seen and unseen, in

the name of the King of Spain.

At this time the Portuguese had

already reached the Moluccas, the much-

coveted Spice Islands, and so had prac-

tically discovered the Pacific on the west .

Seven years later, in 1520, the first

crossing of the Pacific was made by

Magellan. He made his way from tin-

Atlantic, through the strait which bears

his name, and then sailed through warm
and peaceful waters to the Philippines,
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where, unfortunately, he lost his life.

Impressed by the absence of storms, he

called the great sea the Mar Pacifico.

The Spaniards were thus the first to

be in the Pacific itself. The Marshall

Islands werediscovered
Subsequent

j 1535 and th gojo .

Exploration
mon Islands m 15G7.

Quiros in 1606 encountered the New
Hebrides, which he thought to be part
of the

"
Great Southern Continent," and

the new land was therefore called Aus-

tralia. Indeed, he claimed for Spain
all the land as far as the South Pole.

Spain, however, has not lived up to the

zeal of her early explorers, and though

they boldly annexed lands which no

European then had seen, Spanish influ-

ence in the Pacific has gradually dwindled

down to nothing.

During the sixteenth century some-

thing must have been known of Aus-

tralia, for
"
Terra Australis

"
is described

on a map of 1578 as
"
a great firm land,

lying under and about the South Pole,

being in many places a beautiful soyle,

and is not yet throwly discovered, but

only scene and touched at the north edge
thereof, by the travail of the Portingales
and Spaniards."
A year before the wild claim made by

Quiros, the Dutch had visited New
Guinea, crossed the Torres Strait, and
entered the Gulf of Carpentaria, and
from this time they became serious and
successful rivals of the Spaniards in the

south-west. Early in the sixteenth cen-

tury they had wrested from the Portu-

guese the monopoly of the Moluccas.

A century later Dutch sea power had
so increased that

"
they possessed as

many ships as any eleven kingdoms in

Christendom, including England."
In 1642 Abel Tasman set out from

Batavia, in Java, and in the same year
discovered Tasmania then called Van
Diemen's Land, after the Governor-

General of Java and the south-east of

Australia. By December he had reached

New Zealand, where four of his men were

killed by the natives. On the return

voyage the Friendly or Tonga Islands and

the Fiji group were visited. Here again
the discoveries were not effectively fol-

lowed up, and beyond Dutch New Guinea

the flag of Holland has ceased to fly.

The French record in the Pacific is a

meagre and tragic one. In 1768 Bougain-
ville discovered Samoa. A later voyage

by La Perouse ended disastrously at

Sydney, for the expedition was never

heard of more.

The English first entered the Pacific

by the Strait of Magellan in 1578. In

that year Sir Francis Drake, attracted

by the treasure ships of the Spaniards,

began to
"
singe the King of Spain's

beard "
along the American coast. Fol-

lowing this example, buccaneers and fili-

busters of various nationalities constantly
harassed the Spanish ships, using the

Galapagos Islands, which thus came into

fame, as an attractive base for their

adventures. One of the last and more

reputable of these notorious gentlemen
was William Dampier, who in 1699

undertook a scientific exploration of the

Australian and New Guinea coasts. His

impression of Australia, however, was
so poor that the English government was
not encouraged to promote colonisation.

It was Captain Cook, most renowned
of all the Pacific explorers, who really

bequeathed Australia and New Zealand

to the British Empire, and who, by his

systematic surveys and observations,

laid the foundations of the controlling

power which Great Britain now exer-

cises in the Pacific. His three voyages
in the Endeavour in 1768, in the Reso-

lution and Adventure in 1771, and in the

Resolution and Discover;/ in 1776 created

a tradition in skilful seamanship.

Captain Cook succeeded in keeping
his crews free from scurvy ; he estab-

lished friendly relations with many of

the natives whose islands he visited ;

and though at last he met a tragic end

at Hawaii, he left a record of adventure

and discovery without parallel. He
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It was Captain Cook who really bequeathed Australia and New Zealand to the British Empire. He
circumnavigated New Zealand, surveyed the eastern shores of Australia, and discovered New Caledonia

and the Society and Sandwich Islands





Islands of the Pacific

circumnavigated New Zealand and ac-

curately surveyed the eastern shores of

Australia ; he discovered New Caledonia

and the Society and Sandwich Islands ;

he charted vast areas of the reef-sown

waters of the ocean he loved
;
he mapped

4,000 miles of the North American coast,

and made a bold attempt to accomplish
the North-West Passage.
For long the Pacific Islands were un-

controlled by any European Power.

Idle beachcombers who
European ]jve(J on the natives,
Control in i ..

the Pacific
and missionaries, of

widely different pur-

pose, familiarised the islanders with the

vices and virtues of the white man, but

it was due to the enterprise of traders

and settlers that political influence was

gradually introduced to settle the dis-

order set up by the lawlessness of the

beachcombers and the unhappy disputes
of the missionaries.

In 1842 France took possession of the

Society Islands, the Paumoto or Low
Islands, and the Marquesas. A few years
later France claimed New Caledonia. In

1884 and afterwards, Germany took over

part of New Guinea, the Islands of the

Bismarck Archipelago, and the Marshall

Islands ; from Spain in 1899 the Caro-

lines and the Ladrone Islands were pur-
chased ; Kiau Chau was developed into

a powerful .naval station, and thus a

strong position was established in the

Western Pacific. To-day every trace of

the German incursion into the Pacific

has been wiped out.

At the conclusion of the Spanish-
American War of 1898, America took

over the Philippine Islands with Guam in

the Ladrone Islands, and at the same

time annexed the Hawaiian or Sandwich

Islands. Two years later the valuable

island of Tutuila, near the Samoa group,
was granted to the United States.

With the exception of the Galapagos
Islands, which belong to Ecuador,

Great Britain enjoys exclusive control

jover practically all the remaining island

groups of the Pacific, notably the

Solomon, Fiji, Tonga, and Cook Islands

and the coral atolls of the Gilbert,

Ellice, Phcenix, and Union groups. The
New Hebrides are controlled jointly by
France and Britain.

The average depth of the Pacific is

2,400 fathoms, but a glance at a bathy-
metrical map shows
that the western side

The Islands

,.,, . .. of the Pacific
differs markedly from
the east. The American part of the

basin is remarkably flat as would be re-

alised if all the water could be removed.
The western side is variegated with

long festoons and groups of islands which
rise above the waves, and by do-p
trenches and troughs which sink far

below the average depth.
The islands are of two strongly con-

trasted types. The Asiatic festoons are

continental that is to say, their rocks,

mountain lines, vegetation, and animal

life indicate that they have at some more
or less remote period been connected

with the present mainland.

Around Australia the continental

islands are less easy to determine. How-
ever, it now seems certain that the

outer border of the Australasian conti-

nent must be drawn around the outside

of New Guinea and the Bismarck Archi-

pelago, and thence onwards so as to

enclose the Solomon Islands, the New
Hebrides, and the Fiji and Tonga (or

Friendly) Islands. Beyond the latter we

come suddenly on a great trench sunk

in the floor of the ocean, the Tonga-
Kermadec trench, which stretches in a

well-marked line towards the eastern

shores of New Zealand.

The Samoa Islands, lying to the north

of the trench, are not continental, and

hence the border line must turn sharply
round from the Tonga group to pass on

the west of the trench through Kermadee

to New Zealand. In the south of New
Zealand the trend lines of the mountains

turn towards the south-east as though

they would connect up with King
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Edward VII. Land in Antarctica, but

naturally in this region the true struc-

tural boundary of the ocean is obscure.

Within the continental line as \ve

may conveniently term the border be-

tween the continental islands and the

deep Pacific basin the islands are

Oceanic. They owe their appearance
above the waves to the upward building

agencies of volcanoes and coral organ-

isms, and have no genetic connection

with the lands of the surrounding con-

tinents.

Nevertheless, the distribution of the

oceanic islands is by no means without

order, for many of them are the crests of

submarine ranges which have a linear

arrangement from W.N.W. to E.S.E.

The line which stretches from Ocean

Island to Hawaii is perhaps the best

example. Other islands are arranged in

sporadic groups, like the Phoenix Islands,

with little or no indication of a linear

substructure.

Now there is nothing to suggest that

the submarine ranges are of the nature

of folded mountains. Volcanoes, how-

ever, tend to occur both in long linear

series and also in irregular groups, so that

the probabilities are that most of the

oceanic islands have a volcanic base or

core. For every volcano that succeeds

in raising its head above the mighty pall

of waters, there must be hundreds which

never reach the surface ; others rise for

a time, but unless they are maintained

by further eruptions, the waves rapidly
cut them down to a submarine reef or

platform.
Wherever the sea floor rises to within

200 feet of the surface, there the coral

polypi can begin to rear their beautiful

palaces. Gradually they develop up-
wards and outwards, nourishing best

where the waves bring them fresh sup-

plies of food, until at last a coral reef or

atoll is raised in a wealth of delicate

beauty, soon to be clothed in the vivid-

green of the coconut palm and fringed
with the foam of thundering breakers.

The Pacific Islands fall naturally into

the following groups :

1. The bordering festoons of Asia

from the Aleutian Islands to the Philip-

pines. These will be described in detail

more appropriately under Asia (dealt

with in Vol. IV.).

2. The continental outposts of Aus-

tralasia, including the islands from Nc\v

Guinea to Fiji, all of which are in-

habited by Melanesian races, together
with Tonga, which in respect of its in-

habitants belongs to Polynesia.
3. The Micronesian Islands, which

follow a line roughly parallel to the

continental border. The Ladrone or

Marianne Islands are parallel to thePhilip-

pines, and the line is continued north-

wards towards Japan in the Vulcano and
Bonin Islands. The Pclew and Caroline

Archipelago is nearly parallel to New
Guinea and the Bismarck Archipelago.
The Marshall, Gilbert, and Ellice Islands

reproduce the New Ireland-Loyalty
Islands line, and both scries then

appear to converge towards Fiji and

Tonga.
4. The Polynesian Islands, with Samoa,

the Cook and Society Islands, Paumoto,
or the Low Archipelago, and the Mar-

quesas, as the chief members. These

islands, with Tonga and Hawaii, are

largely populated with Polynesian races.

5. The Northern Polynesian Islands

from Hawaii to Ocean Island.

The continental islands of the Pa-

cific arc frequently bordered with deep
trenches which may
sink to 5,000 fathoms

or more at no great
distance from the land. On the Ameri-

can side deeps are rare except off the

north of Chili, but the Aleutian, Kurile,

Japanese, and Philippine festoons are

closely flanked by narrow depressions.
The Tonga-Kermadec trench has already
been mentioned. The continental island

festoons are parallel to arcuate series

of mountain ranges or folded rocks

that have been uniformly subjected

The Borders
of the Pacific
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to strong, crustal thrusts acting out-

wards towards the Pacific basin.

The trenches, or foredeeps, are suc-

ceeded on the land side by a belt of

Tertiary deposits, and this in turn is

followed by a concentric cordillera of

older rocks with which volcanoes are

associated. Behind the festoons frac-

turing and depression has confused the

real continental borders, and sometimes

deep enclosed seas must be crossed be-

fore the mainland is reached e.g. the

Okhotsk, Japan, China, and Coral and
Tasman Seas.

On the American side the mountain

building forces have acted not towards

the ocean, but away from it. The Andes,
for example, have advanced into the

Atlantic region in two places where the

continental obstruction was insufficient

to hold them back the Lesser Antilles

swinging around the Caribbean Sea, and
the Southern Antilles swinging from

Cape Horn to South Georgia and back

again to Graham Land in Antarctica.

The Pacific is thus bordered through-
out by folded rocks and volcanoes, and

the outlines, as we have traced them,
reveal a certain crude symmetry. From
the Aleutian Islands, themselves vol-

canic, mighty lines of volcanoes may be

traced, on the one side to the south-west,

where they terminate in the hooked

finger of the Philippines and Minahassa

(Celebes) ; on the other, to the south-

east, where they terminate in the ranges
of Nicaragua and Costa Rica.

From the fractured regions of the

Malay Archipelago and Central America,
new lines of volcanoes begin. From
New Guinea to Tonga and thence

to New Zealand stretches the broken

Australasian system ; from the Lesser

Antilles through the Andes and thence

through the Southern Antilles to Gra-

ham Land stretches the mighty Andine

system.
In keeping with the view that the

internal structure of the earth is re-

flected by the broad outline of continent

and ocean, it is interesting to notice

a significant fact.

The lavas from the volcanoes of the
"

circle of fire
"

are predominantly of

an intermediate type called andesite.

The island volcanoes of the ocean itself

are built of a much heavier and darker

lava known as basalt. The conti-

nental igneous rocks, on the land side of

the andesite volcanoes, are of a lighter

kind both in weight and colour, granite

being the most familiar and most wide-

spread type. The andesite line is there-

fore of peculiar interest ; it marks the

zone of transition from the heavy
oceanic rocks to the light continental

rocks. It helps us to distinguish true

ocean basin from fractured and sub-

merged continental platform.
It is unnecessary in this place to

describe the Mongolian peoples of the

Asiatic and American
shores of the Pacific.

T
,

h* Pe_opl.
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of the Pacific
All that can be done is

to describe briefly the dominant races of

Oceania, as the oceanic islands of Micro- .

nesia and Polynesia may be called.

The first inhabitants of the lands to

the west, from which the migrations into

the Pacific seem to have commenced,
were a black, woolly-haired race akin to

the Negroes of Africa. These people
form the basal stock of the Papuans of

New Guinea and the Melanesians of the

Australasian islands.

The brown Polynesians and the

Maoris of New Zealand are probably
of Caucasian origin, with infusions of In-

donesian and other blood. Their place
of origin has been traced to Northern

India, whence they travelled by way
of the Malay Archipelago to Oceania.

In their purest forms the Polynesians
are found in Tonga and Samoa, though

they range as far as Hawaii in the north

and Easter Island in the east. The in-

habitants of Micronesia are of very com-

plex origin, Polynesian and Indonesian

types being mixed in all proportions,
with frequent traces of Papuan blood.
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HOW THE LITTLE POLYNESIANS ARE TAUGHT TO SWIM
It is, of course, most important that every islander should be able to swim like a fish. When quite
young their mothers throw them into the sea. If the child kicks out valiantly and manages to struggle
to land, which often happens, it is met boisterously, hauled out of the water, and much acclaimed.

Should it sink instead of swim, its elders dive in after it and bring it to the surface
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The Polynesians are universally re-

cognised as a people who, physically,

morally, and intellectually, deserve a

high place among the coloured races of

mankind. Their skin is clear and of a

light copper-brown colour. They are of

handsome appearance, though their noses

are somewhat flattened. The hair is

dark brown to black, and is generally

ment of women, whom they regard as

companions and equals, worthy of every
care and protection.
The women make mats and cloth of

fine texture, and decorate them with

artistic patterns. The men are adept
in carving, and their household utensils

and weapons are often of extreme

beauty. Canoes, more than a hundred
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cropped short, so that stiff little curls

stand out as on a barrister's wig. They
have developed cleanly habits and pol-
ished manners, in striking contrast to

their Melanesian neighbours.
The native costume of the Polynesians

consists of a loin cloth for the men and
a kilt of bark cloth for the women,
though on ceremonial occasions they

drape themselves in a garment of tapa
cloth. With the spread of European
influence, the fabrics of the white man
are now coming into favour. Perhaps
in no social respect are the Polyne-
sians more clearly differentiated from
the Papuans and Melanesians, and even
from the Malays, than in their treat-
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feet long, arc constructed with the skill

and traditions of many generations of

hardy sailors and experienced navigators.

Although the Polynesians are a warlike

people, they are not barbarous, and cases

of cannibalism are exceptional. They
are ruled by chiefs whose lofty aim
is to excel in all the arts of peace
and war.

The traditions of the Polynesians indi-

cate that Savaii, the largest island of

the Samoan group, was the island first

occupied by them. From that centre

they have been dispersed far and wide

over the islands of Oceania. The Maoris

of New Zealand are the descendants of

Polynesians who migrated from Raro-
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tonga (between Tahiti and Samoa) at 300,000 at the time of Cook's fatal visit ;

least 600 years ago. to-day they are reduced to half that
The New Zealand Official Year Book number. There is some hope that the

gives the tradition that, generations ago, rapid decline in numbers is falling off,
the Maoris dwelt in a

war -swept country
named Hawaiki, whence
one of their chiefs, after

a long voyage, reached
t heNorth Island of New
Zealand, to which he

subsequently trans-

ported his kinsfolk and
friends in a great fleet

of double canoes.

The intelligent Kan-
akas of Hawaii, the

handsome aborigines
of the Marquesas, the

amiable and hospitable
natives of the far-off

Easter Island, all owe
their origin to the ad-

venturous sailors who,
centuries ago, set forth

from Samoa. To ex-

press their distpibution,

the Polynesians are

sometimes called Sa-

waiori (Samoa, Hazeat,

Maori).
It is an unfortunate

circumstance that the

European and Ameri-

can contact with this

noble people has every-
where tended to the

depletion of their num-
bers. Diseases, alco-

holic stimulants, and
the fatal restrictions of

missionary ideals are

all contributory causes

to the appalling depopulation of the

islands.

Cook estimated that the Tonga island-

ers included 68,000 sailors, who manned a

fleet of 1,700 war canoes. Ten years ago
the total population was only 13,000.

The Kanakas of Hawaii numbered

MICRONESIAN WARRIORS IN WAR DRESS

In the Gilbert group of islands and atolls the Micronesian natives wear
a sort of armour made of closely plaited and woven coconut fibre.

The helmet is made from the skin of a sort of sun-fish, chosen on
account of its sharp splices. The native carries a spear which has a

barb of shark's teeth, or a curious "sword** similarly fitted

and that at least a balance of birth and

death rates may soon be established. If

the race is doomed it will be a tragic

blot on the record of our much-
vaunted civilisation.

Unlike any of the other Pacific chains,

the Ladrones form a festoon running
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nearly north and south. The seventeen

members are all of volcanic origin, some

having active craters.
Micronesia :

&

The Ladrone On the Pacific side the

or Marianne islands rise steeply up
Islands from the Challenger

trench, and, as in Japan, which is

similarly bordered by a great deep,

earthquakes are of frequent occurrence.

The climate is good except for occa-

sional typhoons. Guam, which is a

naval station of the United States, and
the other larger islands, are fertile and
well watered, and maize, tobacco, and

sugar grow luxuriantly. The inhabit-

ants are now very mixed, Tagals, Caro-

line islanders, and nondescript half-

breeds having entirely replaced the

original race which inhabited the islands

at the time of their discovery by Magellan
in 1521.

Rising with amazing steepness from

depths of over 4,000 fathoms, the Pelew

Islands lie to the west
The Pelew

f th Carolines, and
Islands '

form the western limit

of Micronesia. They are high and rugged
when volcanic, but numerous coralline

reefs abound, and on them the coconut

flourishes. Yams and bananas are also

grown. The inhabitants are dusky, and
are fond of painting their bodies ; their

physical characters indicate that they
are of a different stock from the Poly-

nesians, though, like the latter, they are

amiable and intelligent.

Between the Pelew and Marshall

Islands, the Carolines are scattered over

1,500 miles of ocean.
The Caroline M t f th islands are
Group

low coral atolls, though

Ponape and Kusari are extinct basaltic

volcanoes surrounded by barrier reefs.

The climate is healthy and equable, and
as the islands lie within ten degrees of

the Equator, the temperature varies but

little, and rain is never lacking. Bread-

fruit, coconut, and banana are the

staple foods, and a considerable trade in

copra has been established.

The inhabitants number 200,000, and

vary from nearly pure Polynesians in

the east to darker mixed races in the

west, where Papuan and Negrito influ-

ences are strongly maintained. Amazing
ruins have been found on the eastern side

of Ponape, built of basaltic columns,
like those of the Giant's Causeway and

Fingal's Cave. A great central building
about a mile from the shore dominates

a series of coral islets, each of which
has been surrounded with high walls of

basalt. The origin of these curious

structures is quite unknown.
East of the Carolines there are two

N.W.-S.E. chains of coralline reefs and

atolls, the Radack

group on the east be- The Marshall,

ing continued towards , f
n

,
Ellice Islands

Tonga by the Gilbert

and Ellice Islands, which are also coral-

line. The Marshall islanders are partly

Polynesian, as shown by their features

and the method of tatooing, and partly

Papuan, as the custom of distending
the ear-lobes by wooden rings betrays.
The Gilbert Islands are remarkable

for their high density of population.

Scarcely anything but coconuts and

pandanus flourish on the thin covering
of soil, and most of the food supply is

drawn from the sea. Fish and turtle

abound in the lagoons, and such widely
different forms of marine life as sea

slugs and whales enter into the menu
of the inhabitants.

The Ellice islanders are almost com-

pletely Christianised. Some of the

northern islands were populated from

the Gilbert group, but most of the in-

habitants are Polynesians who migrated
from Samoa 600 years ago, and in proof
of their ancestry they have a spear which

is made of a wood which grows in the

valleys of Savaii. Of these islands only
the Marshalls are commercially valuable,

a large trade in copra having there been

developed.
Ocean Island, lying far to the west of

the Gilbert group, is an atoll of which the
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coral and shelly limestones have been mountains and the sea, and this sup-transformed by the guano of sea birds ports a luxuriant vegetation,
into phosphate rock. This material is a Upolu, on the contrary, is wooded
valuable chemical manure, and it is easy throughout, and the harsh volcanic rocks
to quarry, but the ab-

sence of water and the

catarrh-provoking phos-

phate dust makes work
on the island very un-

congenial.
The Samoa Islands

are all of volcanic origin,

Polyne.ia:
and are

The Samoa for the
or Navigators' mostpart
Islands fringed
with coral reef. Savaii

and Upolu, the two

largest islands, and

Manua, belonged until

recently to Germany.
Tutuila and a number
of smaller islands belong
to America. Savaii has
an area of 657 square
miles, and although the

largest, it is not.the most
desirable of the islands.

A great eruptionbroke
out in the lava sink of

Halmahauhau in 1905,
and lava streams of fluid

basalt flowed down into

the sea, sweeping away
whole villages. The
southern coast of the

island is rugged and

cavernous, unprotected

by coral reef, and con-

stantly bombarded by
the full force of the long
Pacific rollers. Much
of the interior is co-

vered with scoria and
ashes and wide plains of lava. The

porous lavas soak up much of the rain-

fall, which leaves the country barren

and uninhabitable. Springs, however,

appear round the coast, and the island

is redeemed by a fertile belt between the

Z>mM. tr Kanm* H
A CHIEF OF CLAY

On Malekula Island, in the New Hebrides, effigies are prepared of

dead chieftains, the skulls of the latter forming the heads. The prac-
tice is connected with ancestor worship, and the dead chief is supposed

to watch over the fortunes of the tribe

have decomposed into a soil of wonder-

ful fertility. Apia, with a good harbour,

has been developed into a fine town. The

surrounding scenery is of extraordinary

beauty. Tutuila is a small but impor-
tant island, for it possesses a magnificent
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harbour. It is used by the United States

as a naval and coaling station, and lies

on the steamer route from Sydney to

Honolulu and San Francisco.

The past history of the islands is a

sorry tale of the quarrels of foreign
intruders and intertribal wars. Fortu-

nately, under the present settled condi-

tions, prosperity has been restored, and
the islands are among the most agree-
able of the South Sea groups. Nature,

however, indulges in fierce and catas-

trophic moods, as the volcanic activity,

already mentioned, forcibly demon-
strates. Lying to the north of the Tonga
trench, the islands are subject to earth-

quakes. Between December and March

destructive cyclones are frequent, accom-

panied by torrents of rain. The hurri-

cane blows for several hours with terrific

velocity. After a sudden but short-

lived calm marking the centre of the

cyclone the storm again vents its fury,

this time from the opposite direction.

Trees are stripped and uprooted. Planta-

tions and houses are destroyed, and

ships are driven ashore.

Little can be said about the animal

life of Oceania, as naturally it is exceed-

ingly limited. A native rat and four

varieties of snakes are found in Samoa,

though they are rarely seen. The com-
mercial products of the islands include

copra, cocoa beans, yams, breadfruit,

and bananas.

In a line with, and to the south-east

of Samoa lie the Cook and Austral

Islands, which are ob-

viously the summits

of volcanic peaks, sur-

rounded by coral reefs. Rarotonga is

the best known. The inhabitants claim

to have come from Samoa, like so many
of the Polynesian tribes. The island,

however, was originally peopled with

Melanesians, a type which still prevails
in the islands to the south. The natives

of Mangaia were notorious half a cen-

tury ago for their cannibalism. In ad-

dition to the usual South Sea products,

The CooK
Islands

coffee, cotton, arrowroot, and tobacco

are cultivated.

To the south-east of the Austral

Islands is the volcanic island of Rapa.
An extinct crater, at sea level, serves as

an excellent harbour, which has led to

the development of the island as a coal-

ing station.

Chief of all the French South Sea

possessions are the Society Islands,

which lie to the north

of the Cook-Austral
e Society

,. , . Islands
line and in a parallel

direction. They are famous, Tahiti es-

pecially, for their enchanting scenery,
their healthy and equable climate, their

magnificent suite of igneous rocks

volcanic and plutonic for the luxuriance

of their vegetation, and for the fine race

of Polynesians which inhabit this terres-

trial Eden.

Tahiti is formed by two volcanic peaks

joined together by a narrow neck of low-

lying land. The volcanoes, however,
have long been extinct, and denudation

has stripped off the higher lavas, reveal-

ing the deep-seated cauldrons from

which the lavas arose.

As a demonstration of the origin and

structure of volcanoes, Tahiti is un-

surpassed. The volcanic rocks have

broken down to a soil of exceptional

fertility, and oranges, bananas, bread-

fruit, and coconuts nourish with ex-

uberant vigour.

Sugar cane, coffee, and cotton are now

cultivated, and the pearl-shell is eagerly
collected for export. The capital, Ta-

peete, has been called the Paris of the

Antipodes. It possesses in miniature

the chief government buildings of a

French garrison town arsenal, barracks,

law courts, schools, and colleges ; cathe-

dral, markets, hotels, and hospital-
side by side with a Chinese quarter with

its stores and tea-shops. The harbour

is good, and serves as the trade centre

of the French Pacific. Steamers sail

regularly to Auckland, New Zealand.

Raiatea is also a twin volcanic island,
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with a good harbour and a steady trade
in eopra and cotton. Both Tahiti and
Raiatea have examples of curious monu-
ments, built in the form of successive
terraces on elevated platforms. They
seem to have been built by a former race
as altars for the practice of their religious

and drink, for oil, and for copra, which
is the dried flesh of the nut prepare,!
for export and used for the manufac-
ture of oil, soap, and butter. Baskets
and mats are woven from the fronds,
rafts and canoes are made from the

trunk, and rope from the fibre and roots.

PhM: H. y.

A COCONUT "FARM" IN HAWAII

The invaluable coconut palm provides the raw material for food and drink, oil, soap, margarine.
baskets, mats, rafts, canoes, rope and torches. The mats seen in the picture are made from

coconut fibre

rites, and as strongholds for purposes of

defence.

In striking contrast to the volcanic

peaks of the Society Islands are the coral

atolls of the Paumoto,
Paumoto or scattered over a broad
the Low , .,

Archipelago
curve a thousand miles

in length. The coco-

nut is almost the only vegetable pro-
duct of value, and on this account its

various uses may appropriately be sum-
marised. The fruit is used for food

Even the flowers find a use, for they make
admirable torches.

The Gambier Islands and Pitcairn are

volcanic, and form the southern pro-

longation of the Paumoto. The fertile

volcanic soil produces tropical fruits in

great abundance, but the population
as throughout the Paumoto is scanty.
To the north of the lagoon islands of

the Paumoto lies the volcanic chain of

the Marquesas, some of the islands rising

in steep basaltic hills to 3,000 feet.
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Thermal and mineral springs are the last

remnants of the dying forces of vulcan-

ism. The Polynesians
rp,

>

of these islands are
Marquesas

among the finest or

their kind, but unfortunately few of

them now remain, their numbers having
fallen from 18,000 to 500 during last

century. The climate is fairly good,
but long droughts interfere with the

agricultural development of the land,

and little commercial progress has been

made.
Between Pitcairn and the coast of

Chili lies the lonely extinct volcano of

Easter Island, so called

from its discovery on

Easter Day in 1721.

It is celebrated for its stone houses

painted with figures of birds and mythical
beasts, and its colossal human images
carved out of basalt and trachyte. One
of these statues may be seen in the

British Museum. . They are set on enor-

mous platforms built up around the

shores and craters of the island. Most
of the statues terminate at the hips and

vary in height from 5 ft. to 37 ft. The
head is generally flat, and is surmounted

by a crown of red volcanic tuff. The

eyeballs are hollow, and were formerly
filled with black, glassy obsidian. The

existing natives migrated from Rapa, in

the Austral Islands, and know nothing
of the origin of these wonderful an-

tiquities. They have been compared to

the images of the Peruvian Incas, but

this throws no light on their origin. They
remain as the relics of a long-lost race

the mystery of mysteries of the Pacific.

Crossing the Tropic of Cancer in the

Northern Pacific is a long ridge, with

the tiny Ocean or Midway Islands at the

north-west extremity, and the important
Hawaiian Islands, stretching over the

400 miles of ridge which lie within the

tropics. The Hawaiian Islands consist

of two parallel and slightly curved lines

of active, dormant, and extinct volcanoes,

both of which are present in Hawaii,
282

where they reach their greatest develop-
ment. The island is 93 miles long by
80 miles across, and
its two greatest vol-

The Sandwich
i , r or Hawaiian

came domes, Mauna
is ian(j9

Loa and Mauna Kea,
reach elevations of nearly 14,000 feet.

The actual height of the volcanoes,

however, is much more than this, for

they rise on the ocean floor from depths
of 18,000 feet in a majestic curve, of

which the slope rarely exceeds 8 deg.
Mauna Kea is now extinct, and Mauna
Hualalai (8,000 feet) is dormant. Mauna
Loa, however, and Kilauea, on its eastern

flanks, are both active.

The crater of the former is three miles

by two in dimensions and over 1,000
feet deep. The lavas erupted consist

of very mobile basalt, and are rarely

accompanied by ashes, so that they

rapidly flow away in broad sheets. It

is for this reason that the Hawaiian
lavas have built up immense broad
domes rather than the characteristic

cone-shaped mountains of volcanoes

that discharge fragmental ejecta. A
great eruption took place from Mauna
Loa in 1877, followed by a severe earth-

quake. A few days after a submarine
volcano broke out in the bay to the west.

The waters were lashed into a boiling

fury ; vividly coloured flames played
over their surface, and glowing masses
of lava were hurled into the air.

Kilauea, most obliging of volcanoes,
is a great sink or cauldron in which

seething lava is constantly circulating.
Sometimes the surface falls, and it may
be seen that the lava rises through a

pipe of much smaller dimensions than

the lake above. The glowing basalt

affords a magnificent spectacle at night,

breaking through the dull crust in white

hot cracks and bursting into jets and
fountains of fiery spray. Caught by
the wind, the lava spray is drawn out

into threads, known by the natives as

Pele's hair.

In spite of an occasional disaster, the
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HONOLULU, FROM THE HARBOUR

To the people of the United States the Hawaiian Islands are a playground and holiday resort. The seat

of Government is Honolulu, on the island of Oahu, which has become a port of considerable importance

A STRANGE SURVIVAL OF CANNIBAL RITES
Photo try Brett, AtukmnJ. .\..:.

Although the Fijians have ceased to be cannibals, they still practise their old rites. In this picture they
are "walking on the hot stones," heated by a fire in the pit underneath, a ceremony that used to be

followed by the slaughter of a companion, who was roasted and eaten. (S;c pp. 317-319)



A Giant Crater

Hawaiian Islands suffer little from their

connection with the depths. The climate

is healthy and attractive, vegetation is

luxuriant, and Kilauea, one of the won-
ders of the world, is a never-failing source

of interest. To the people of the United

States, Hawaii is a playground and holi-

day resort of unrivalled fascination. The
seat of the Government is at Honolulu,
on the island of Oahu, a gaily attired

and progressive city, bright with native

costumes and swaying palms, and domed
over by the blue atmosphere and dazzling
sunshine of a tropical sky.
Of the smaller islands perhaps Maui

is the most remarkable on account of

its giant crater, which is fifteen miles in

circumference and 2,000 feet in depth.
Molokai is a small island where lepers

are segregated. There the heroic Father

Dainien worked and died among the

unfortunate sufferers.

The Kanakas make up only a fifth <>f

the population, which includes Chinese,

Japanese, and Portuguese, in addition

to the Americans. English is the chief

language now spoken, and education

progresses rapidly, there being nearly
200 schools in the islands. Sugar and

rice are the chief commercial products,
and maintain the islands in a state of

increasing prosperity. Steamers con-

nect Honolulu (which is provided with

quays and docks) to San Francisco,

Vancouver, Auckland, and Yokohama,
but naturally by far the greater part of

the trade is with the United States,

which has fully justified its annexation

of the islands in 1898.

A. H.

IN THE GIANT CRATER OF HALEAKALA. MAUI

This crater is 15 miles in circumference and 2,000 feet in depth. Within it

grows the strange-looking plant shown in the picture
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fll.-K by Sir H. H. JaJuuten

GIANT RED KANGAROO
Although the kangaroo and other marsupials are now found nowhere but in Australia, fossil forms
have been found in Patagonia, which makes it certain that a land connection once existed between

Australia and South America

14. Australasia and its Inhabitants

Boundaries Biological Considerations Former Land Connections Races of Australasia

Australian Aborigines Papuans and Melanesians Tongans and Maoris Malays
European Influence in Australasia

WHERE
does Asia end and Aus-

tralasia begin ?

A glance at an ordinary map
indicates the difficulty of answering this

question. The boundary can be deter-

mined only by takingBoundaries .
. -j 1- 1.1.

into consideration the

trend lines of mountain and volcanic

systems, the evidence of former con-

nections revealed by geology, and the

distribution of plants and animals.

It is usual to group the Malay Archi-

pelago with New Guinea, Australia,

and New Zealand, and label the whole

as Australasia. The structural relations,

however, indicate that this is too com-

prehensive a grouping to fulfil the

demands of a grographical unit.

Let us glance at the Philippines.
The northern island of Luzon is

like a wrist from which the palm of a

hand and five fingers spread out to the

south. The fingers are lines of earth

movement and vulcanism which pro-
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ceed from the Asiatic border festoons

in the north, and which hold the islands

they traverse in an Asiatic grip. The
first passes through the long island of

Palawan to the north-west coast of
Borneo ; the second reappears in the

border range of Sarawak
; the third

swings through the Sulu Islands to the

south-eastern shores of British North
Borneo ; the fourth forms the eastern

border of the Celebes Sea and sweeps

through the northern peninsula of

Celebes ; the fifth, passing down the

east coast of Mindanao, stops short

at the Moluccas passage.

Again, in the south, the mountain
axes and volcanic lines of Sumatra
and Java are continued in a great
curve through Sumbawa and Flores

(with a side branch which includes

Sumba and Timor), afterwards swinjiini;

round the Banda Sea to Ceram and

Buru, and thence connecting up with

Celebes.
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It is as though a hand from the north

and a giant hook from the west claimed

the Malay Archipelago for Asia, leaving

only the Moluccas as a gem set in the

crown of the southern continent.

Biological considerations support this

conclusion. The great islands of Su-

matra, Java, and Bor-
Biological neo h strong!vConsiderations . . .

Asiatic fauna and flora,

and they were within geologically recent

times attached to the Asiatic continent.

But, passing to the Moluccas, New
Guinea, and Australia, we reach lands

that are separated from the westerly
islands by deep seas, and of which

the animals and plants are unique.
Celebes occupies an intermediate posi-

tion in respect of its fauna, but structur-

ally it seems to belong to Asia, and it

will be treated as an adjunct of that

continent.

In this difficult region it will be

found that the simplest border is that

determined by the 200 fathom line,

for it encloses the Moluccas, New
Guinea, Australia, and Tasmania within

a closed curve.

On the Pacific side we have already
seen that the true continental border

passes through the islands of Melanesia

to Tonga, and thence towards the south

to New Zealand.

Thus defined, Australasia has a

rectangular shape, with the Moluccas,

Tonga, Auckland Island (south of New
Zealand), and the south-west extremity
of Australia as its four corners. For

description it falls naturally into three

divisions : (a) The Pacific border islands ;

(b) Australia and Tasmania ; and (c) New
Zealand.

There is abundant evidence that land

bridges once connected New Zealand

and Tasmania with
Former Land

thc Antarctic contin .

Connections
cnt, and that the latter

also sent out arms linking it up with

South America and South Africa.

Marsupials, now living only in Aus-

tralia, became extinct in Britain before

the Eocene Period, and in Europe
during the Eocene. Nevertheless, they
did not migrate into Australia by
way of Asia, for no fossil forms are

known throughout that continent. In

Patagonia, however, fossil marsupials
and a living form closely allied to

them have been discovered, which makes
it certain that a land connection existed

between South America and Australia.

Thc distribution of earthworms is

particularly instructive. Certain varie-

ties in South Africa, New Zealand,
and Patagonia indicate former land con-

nections with the Antarctic. Again,
a fossil land turtle has been found in

Queensland, Lord Howe Island, and
South America.

Africa was the first to break free from

the southern continent probably in

the late Mesozoic. New Zealand must
have been separated in the early

Tertiary, for it never received a mar-

supial fauna ; later, Australia and

Tasmania, and finally South America,
were separated.
The peculiar biological interest of

Australia is that it has served as an

asylum in which many ancient types
of life have been preserved. Separated
at an early date from Asia, the newer

forms of life which began to develop
in the northern continent were unable

to invade the land of refuge, and so

to exterminate the archaic Mesozoic

fauna and flora as they did elsewhere.

An Australian freshwater fish, the Cera-

todus, lived in Europe during the

Jurassic ; doubly armed herrings, thought
to be extinct long ago, have been dis-

covered in the rivers of New South

Wales. Many molluscs, such as Trigonia
most characteristic of Jurassic shells

have found their last hope of sur-

vival along the Australian coasts.

New Guinea was connected with

Queensland in late Tertiary times, and,

as Wallace has said,
"

in the heart of a

great Queensland scrub a naturalist
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could hardly answer from his surround- remnant of Miocene Asia, and that

ings whether he were in New Guinea since that period it has never been con-

or Australia." The life of the Moluccas, nected either with Australia or Asia,

again, is strongly Papuan. It stands midway in time and place
But now we reach the border. between the two.

In Java and Borneo "
the forests Later, the Moluccas were separated

abound in monkeys of many kinds, wild from New Guinea, and the land bridge
between New Guinea and Australia

was the last to disappear.
New Zealand presents many

curious features in its flora and
fauna. While they have a strong

affinity to those of Australia,

many of the most predominant
Australian forms are missing. It

cannot be assumed that New Zea-

land life has been derived from

the island continent, but both

were fed from the same source

(though not necessarily at the

same time) in the north.

New Zealand has undoubtedly
been connected with Melanesia, by
way of the Kermadecs to Fiji (and

Tonga ?) and by way of Norfolk

Island to New Caledonia and the

New Hebrides. Biological studies

have shown that New Guinea was
not only connected with Queens-

land, but also with the Solomon
Islands and New Hebrides, and
that this broken land extended

in a long peninsula which in-

cluded Fiji. Lord Howe Island

rose from the west of the great
New Zealand platform.

cats, civets, and otters, and numerous New Zealand, therefore, received its

varieties of squirrels arc constantly met early inhabitants from the lost Ant-
with. . . . The birds which are most arctic lands, and afterwards from the

abundant in the western islands are land now represented by the Melanesian

woodpeckers, barbets, trogons, fruit- Islands. The Tasman Sea thus seems

thrushes, and leaf thrushes. ... In the to be of great antiquity, and it is

eastern islands these are absolutely interesting to notice that it is re-

unknown ... so that the naturalist fleeted in the Ross Sea of Antarctica,
feels himself in a new world and can which dies out before the Pole is

hardly realise that he has passed from reached.

the one region to the other in a few days, From the Moluccas to Tasmania
without ever being out of sight of a greater variety of human types is

land." found than in any other part of the
It seems that Celebes is an outlying globe.
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AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL CHILDREN



AN ABORIGINAL WOMAN OF QUEENSLAND, AISIK \1 I A

Australasia possesses still what may be described as the oldest of existing human races the Australoid.

Though it seems to have inhabited Australia, and perhaps Tasmania, for one or even two thousand year*,

it probably originated in Western Asia, or even Central Europe. There still rxist some 70.000 to 80.000

of this extraordinarily interesting people, now confined in range chieHy to the north-east, north, and north-

west of the Australian Continent

6





Races of Australasia

The original inhabitants of Tasmania, stock, but although their colour is dark
who unfortunately became extinct in varying from coffee brown to nearly

The Races of
1876' WCre Probably black their hair is straight or only

Australasia
the most primitive slightly curly. It has also been sug-
race preserved within gested that fusion of some other race

modern times. We may, then, appro- with Tasmanians may have given them
priately commence with
them. Though modified,

they appear to have been
members of the Oceanic

type of Negroes, different

in many fundamental re-

spects from the Australian

"black fellows." The broad

nose, the large teeth, the

dark, bluish-black skin, and

frizzly elliptical hair were
distinctive Negro charac-

ters, and their aberrant

features such as the ab-

normal width of the skull

arose not as a result of

crossing, but as modifica-

tions developed during their

long isolation in Tasmania.

They were still in a Palae-

olithic stage of the Stone

Age, for they used roughly
chipped tools fashioned

out of stone, their spears
.and clubs being of wood ;

of agriculture and domes-
tic animals they had none.

They went about naked,

living wherever roots and

fruit, or shell fish, or birds,

provided them with a pre-
carious existence. From the degrading their unique characters. However, one

Pkito by ftrmissian / Ou Hie* Commiiiiaxtr /er A'r

MAHUTA TE TOKO. A MAORI CHIEF

practice of cannibalism they appear to

have been free. Contact with Europeans
proved fatal to the poor wandering
tribes. By 1832 they numbered only
250 persons, and the last pure blooded

Tasmanian died in 1876.

The native Australians represent an-

other very primitive people, though of

totally different origin

from that of their

Tasmanian neighbours.

Australian
Aborigines

of the most striking of their features

is the physical uniformity of the race.

This points to their being a pure bml

type, for mixture tends to marked in-

dividual differences.

Wallace first showed their resemblance

to certain low grade Dark Caucasians

of Asia, the Veddas of Ceylon, tin

Toalas of Celebes, and the hairy people
or Ainus of Japan. The theory now

accepted is that an early prehistoric

They have been thought to be of Negro race of Pre-Dravidians migrated from
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the hills of India towards Ceylon and

Celebes, and that a branch of these

people were forced still farther east-

wards through New Guinea to Australia,

where, so to speak, they were left

stranded.

They were first described by Dampier
as

"
the miserablest people in the world,"

and he adds,
"
they were all of them

of the most unpleasant looks and the

worst features of any people that ever

I saw." Their "looks" are certainly
not prepossessing, for they combine a

broad squat nose of Negroid aspect
with extreme hairiness. This feature

and the high forehead and prominent
cheek bones distinguish them from the

Negro, and, moreover, in intelligence

the latter does not nearly approach
the Australian aborigine. The earlier

idea, that the Australians were the

lowest of mankind, in respect of culture

and habits, is quite unjustified.

The early Negro inhabitants of Aus-

tralasia are represented by two types in

addition to the Tas-
Papuansand manians a lready des-
Melanesians

cnbed. These are the

little known pygmies of the interior

forests of New Guinea, and the Papuans,
tall and strong, of the same island. The

termPapua, now restricted tothe territory
of British New Guinea, means

"
woolly,"

and was first given to the mop-haired
natives by the Malays of the adjoining

archipelago, and afterwards, by associa-

tion, it was applied to the whole island.

The same original Negroid race also

formed the ground stock of the com-

posite peoples called Melanesians.

The Papuan is strongly built and
of a dark chocolate hue. His char-

acteristic features lie in the large, often

hooked nose, which is broadened arti-

ficially by a nose bar of bone or shell,

and in the great mop of dry frizzly

hair, which it is the delight of the owner
to decorate with plumes of the bird of

paradise and other showy adornments.

In disposition the Papuan is lively

and excitable. He is much given to
ritual ; cannibalism is nearly universal ;

and intertribal warfare proceeds almost

incessantly. The Papuan languages vary
enormously from tribe to tribe, and
have very little in common, unlike

the Melanesian tongues which are every-
where related to a common stock.

The natives of New Guinea are

referred to as Papuasians, the Papuans
being comparatively pure bred, while the

Melanesians are to some extent crossed

with Indonesians. It is often difficult

to distinguish the two types, and on this

account the term Papuo-Melanesian has

come into use to describe a Papuasian
who speaks a Melanesian language.
The Melanesian, extending from the

east of New Guinea to Fiji and New-

Caledonia, and also by blood influence

to the Micronesian Islands, varies much
in colour. Although it is difficult to

make an accurate contrast, it may
safely be said that the Melanesian is

usually lighter in colour than the

Papuan, and that he is shorter and
stouter in build. Occasionally there

is intermixture with the Polynesians,
as among the Fiji islanders, who are,

however, essentially Papuasian in their

origin and customs.

The Polynesians of Tonga, here in-

cluded as an outpost of Australasia,

require no additional

description, except that

it may be added to

their honour that they surpass all the

South Sea islanders in intelligence.

The Tongan language bears many
intimate resemblances to Hebrew. More-

over, they have a tradition of the

Deluge, and many of their customs can

be paralleled by Jewish practices. Here

we have an additional source of evidence

that the Polynesian is a Caucasian

race, sharing, perhaps, common origin

with the Semitic branch of the Dark
Caucasians.

New Zealand was inhabited at a

very early date by Polynesian settlers

and
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"THE MISERABLEST PEOPLE IN THE WORLD"
The Australian aborigines were first described by Dampier as "the miserablest people in the world."
Their " looks

"
are certainly not prepossessing, for they combine a broad squat nose of Negroid aspect

with extreme hairiness. They are here shown bathing in the Mulgrave River, North Queensland



Australasia and its Inhabitants

Malays

called Morioris, of whom a few still

survive in the Chatham Islands. The
Maori from whom the present natives

trace their main line of descent, em-

barked from the legendary island of

Hawaiki since identified with Raro-

tonga about the year 1350. The

present Maoris, however, sometimes

display traces of Melanesian and even

Mongolian blood in their features, and
this suggests that the islands may
have been partially inhabited by an

early race of Melanesians, who were

absorbed by the Polynesians of the

Great Migration.

Passing swiftly from the south-east

to the north-west corner of the Aus-

tralasian quadrangle,
we find Malays among

the inhabitants of the Moluccas. With
their slightly built frame, copper-
coloured skin, lank hair, short nose,

and somewhat obliquely set eyes, they

present a striking contrast to all the

races we have hitherto described. Re-

served and gloomy, the Malay differs

widely from the bright and lively

Papuan and the cheerful, good-humoured
Polynesian. The Mongolian cast of

feature betrays the chief source of

their origin. But they may also claim

a certain amount of Dark Caucasian

blood.

In tracing the origin of the Malays,
it will be useful to survey the probable
mode of population of the whole area

here under survey. The first inhabitants

Avere the Negroid peoples represented

by the pygmies of New Guinea, the

Tasmanians, and the Papuans. From
the hills of India then came a great
Pre-Dravidian migration, constituting
the stock from which the Australian
''
black fellows

"
have descended.

Much later, though still at a very
remote period, another wave of migra-
tion spread out, probably from the

lower valley of the Ganges. The
Caucasian people who then began to

overrun the islands of Malaysia were

in all probability the parent race from
whom the Polynesians afterwards sprang.

They may conveniently be described

as Pre-Polynesians.
Soon after the advent of the' Pre-

Polynesians, a yellow Mongoloid people
also spread over the islands, and a

partial fusion gave rise to the In-

donesians or Pre-Malays, who are still

preserved in the Dyaks of Borneo and
the Bataks of Sumatra.

Mongol tribes continued to flow down
from the over-populated plateaus of

China, and they intermixed with the

Indonesians until, with a strong pre-

ponderance of Mongol blood, the Malayan
people arose.

The Indonesians spread into the Pa-

cific, and it was from their absorption

by the Papuasians that the Melanesian

race was developed.
The Micronesians are a very complex

people. Formed from a ground stock

of Indonesian and Polynesian types,

they have suffered further intermixture

from Melanesian sources. The table on.

p. 297 may serve to keep in under-

standing the inter-relationships between

the native inhabitants of Australasia.

It must not be taken as representing
all the basal facts in a nutshell,

but only as the most likely approxi-
mation to the truth that it is possible
to suggest in the light of modern
research.

It is scarcely necessary to say that

Australasia is a geographical unit over

which British influence

is overwhelmingly pre- European

dominant. Australia
lnfluence

.

in
Australasia

and rsew Zealand alone

amply serve to demonstrate the fact.

The Portuguese, closely followed by
the Spaniards, were the first explorers
of the islands to the north-west, but

the Dutch gradually displaced them.

The sovereignty over the Moluccas has

been fiercely contested ; they twice

passed into English hands, but were

relinquished after the fall of Napoleon.
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European Influences

To-day, Ternate is the Residency
from which the Dutch administer all

the territory between the middle of

Celebes and the eastern boundary of

Dutch New Guinea.

Three attempts were made by English-
men to secure a footing in New Guinea,

though in each case their actions were

later, in 1884, the Germans took posses-
sion of a considerable slice of the country,

together with the islands called by them
the Bismarck Archipelago. Then, and

only then, did the Home Government

grudgingly allow a Protectorate to be

formed over the remaining part of NVw
Guinea. In 1906, British New Guinea

Giles 1876

F(Usti874

Q,

Humel8lP1 Uip

-Bass fit-Flinders -1798-- -
AUSTRALIA

AND

NEW ZEALAND.

met by the Home Government with

disapproval. In 1793, officers of the

East India Company nominally annexed
the whole country. In 1873, Captain

Moresby claimed for his country the

off-lying eastern islands, but his action

was not supported. Ten years later the

Germans began to establish themselves

in the north-east of New Guinea, and
the Premier of Queensland, realising

the danger to Australia, annexed the

eastern half of the island. Lord Derby
opposed this wise effort to safeguard
British interests, and a few months

was taken over by the Commonwealth
of Australia under the new title of
" The Territory of Papua."
The Solomon Islands were formally

attached to the British Crown by a

Protectorate in 1893, the Santa Cruz

Islands in 1898, and Tonga in 1900.

As early as 1874, Fiji was ceded to

Britain by the native chiefs, and thus

became a Crown Colony.
New Caledonia was claimed by the

French in 1843, but the British pro-
tested, and it was not until 1853 that

the French came into possession.
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German Influence Destroyed
CAUCASIAN MONGOLIAN

I

NEGROID

Europeans Pre-

Dravid-
Pre-

Poly-
ians nesians

I

British

Indonesians

(Pre-Malays)

Chinese Japanese

Malays

Negritos

Papuasians

Polynesians - - Micronesians Melanesians

Samoans

Pygmies
of New
Guinea

Australian Australian

and Aborigines
New Zealand

Colonists

i
i

Tongans Maoris Kanakas Fijians Papuans

INHABITANTS OF AUSTRALASIA

Tasmanians

(extinct)

The New Hebrides have had a

chequered political history. The islands

were visited at a very early date by
pioneers of English and French nation-

ality. To avoid European trouble, the

British and French Governments agreed
in 1878 not to occupy the islands, but
this merely precipitated internal dis-

orders, and Australia wisely protested.
Since 1887 the two nations have at-

tempted in various ways to rule jointly,
but with indifferent success.

The Kermadecs, the Chatham Islands,
the Auckland Islands and the Bounty
and Antipodes Islands have been annexed

by New Zealand. Tasmania has control

over Macquarie Island one of the step-

ping stones to Antarctica and Lord
Howe Island and Norfolk Island are

attached to New South Wales.

On the outbreak of war in 1914,

the task of destroying German influ-

ence in Australasia and the Pacific

fell to the Australians and New
Zealanders, and it wns not long before

their task was thoroughly accomplished.

Except for the well earned Dutch

occupation in the north-west, and the

French influence in New Caledonia and
the New Hebrides, Australasia is, at

the time of writing, now entirely in

British hands. A. H.
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15. New Guinea and the Pacific Border Islands

of Australasia

Introduction Moluccas Ternate Flora and Fauna New Guinea Volcanoes

Structure of New Guinea Exploration Climate Vegetation Animal Life Mineral

Wealth The Papuans Head Hunting Communal Houses European Occupation
Solomon Islands Santa Cruz and New Hebrides New Caledonia Fiji Islands The

Fijians Tonga or Friendly Islands

Introduction

THE
islands described in this chap-

ter extend from the northern

group of the Moluccas in the

west to the Tongan or Friendly Islands

in the east, a stretch

of over 4,000 miles.

They include New Guinea, the largest

island in the world, if Australia be ex-

cepted as the mainland of the Austra-

lasian continent ; the Solomon Islands,

inhabited by the most bloodthirsty

savages of the South Seas ; the New
Hebrides and New Caledonia ; and the

Fiji Islands, whose natives have a record

of ferocity and cannibalism rivalled only

by the Solomon Islander's.

They lie wholly in the tropics. Gilolo

crosses the Equator, but it is cooled by

perpetual breezes, and watered by a

plentiful rainfall, and enjoys the finest

of tropical climates. New Caledonia

nearly reaches the Tropic of Capricorn
and, except for occasional cyclones, its

healthy climate leaves little to be

desired. Most of the remaining islands,

however, are notoriously unhealthy. The

scorching heat and superabundant mois-

ture, malaria and other diseases, have

proved to be serious obstacles in the

way of successful colonisation.

The hostility of natives and the all

but impenetrable barrier of the virgin
forest have long hindered exploration,
but wherever our restless civilisation has

achieved a footing, the wondrously fer-

tile lands, the mineral sprinkled rocks,

and the pearl-strewn shores have fur-

nished a rich reward. Commerce has
come to the harbours ; the cable and
the wireless bring daily speech ; indus-

tries are being established and extended.

The searchlight of progress exposes to

the cannibal the horror and treachery of

his ways ; justice is administered ; edu-

cation and labour initiate the native

in the ways of the white man ; religion

provides him with a hope for the future.

A new age has dawned on the shores

of these Australasian outposts.
The opening of the Panama Canal is

itself an epoch-making event which will

stimulate trade throughout the Pacific.

The present is a period of first fruits, but

forces are at work political, humani-

tarian, practical, and scientific which
must lead to brilliant results.

Halmahera or Gilolo, with Morti to the

north, and Batjan and Obi to the south,

are the chief islands
e AU TIT i -t The Moluccas

of the Moluccas, it we
omit Ceram and Buru as belonging
more appropriately to Asia. They are

separated from the Philippines and
Celebes by the Moluccas passage, and
from New Guinea by the Gilolo passage,
which nowhere, however, exceeds two
hundred fathoms in depth.

Gilolo has a curious shape, not unlike

that of Celebes. It consists of four

peninsulas which radiate on one side

from a central massif, and are separated

by deep gulfs.

On the western side is a long line of

volcanoes, beginning in the island of
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New Guinea and Border Islands

Ternate

Morti, where vulcanism is now extinct,

swinging through the northern penin-
sula of Gilolo to Ternate and Tidor and
the other islands of the Lesser Moluccas,
and coming to an end in the north of

Batjan. It is significant that the vol-

canic festoons of Asia appear to be

pushed out /row Asia, while the volcanic

backbone of the Moluccas is pushed out

towards Asia.

For impressive scenery the harbour

of Ternate is unsurpassed. Three vol-

canic peaks, one con-

stantly smoking, slope
down in graceful curves to the blue

waters. To the north-east rise the lofty
volcanoes of Gilolo ; to the south the

jagged ridge of Tidor and a broken
crater of gloomy aspect are surmounted

by a red pinnacle of recent lava. Ternate

has frequently been in eruption, and
near the town may be seen a black

scoriaceous lava stream which descended

from the throat of the volcano to the

sea over a century ago. Many of the

volcanoes approach 6,000 ft. in height,
and here and there a higher peak reaches

up into the blue dome of the tropical

sky. Along their flanks fumeroles and
hot springs illustrate the subsidiary

phenomena of a volcanic district.

The islands are also subject to earth-

quakes, though they are rarely of serious

force. In 1840, however, on the Chinese

New Year's Day (February 2nd), oc-

curred the worst catastrophe of this

kind. In Ternate the inhabitants were

celebrating the feast in the usual way.
Fireworks and bonfires were lit, and pro-
cessions of wooden dragons, fishes and

birds, of hideous gods and of scarlet

demons, passed slowly through the

streets. At midnight the earthquake
broke upon the town, throwing down
the stone houses, twisting the gates and

arches, and tearing open the ground
itself. -The earthquake followed a narrow
line parallel to the volcanic axis from
the north of Gilolo to Batjan, and as it

passed the earth rolled in sickening

300
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waves. A new Ternate has since been

built, supple wood and thatch having
now replaced the stronger but more

easily destructible stone.

The vegetation of the Moluccas is of

tropical luxuriance and variety. The
islands are especially

famous, however, for

spices. In Batjan and
Gilolo a bird of paradise is found, the

only member of its family outside New
Guinea, and it has been said, with more

regard for poetical effect than truth

would merit, that the birds
"
were lured

from their celestial home by the spicy

perfume of enchanted isles." Certainly
the traders of Arabia and Persia were

attracted there in far-off centuries, and
the Spice Islands,

"
odorous with trees

of notemuge sending of their fragrence
across the sea on the softe breath of

the south winde," became a prize much
coveted by European nations from the

time when the Portuguese first reached

them till the trade monopoly passed
into the hands of the Dutch.

The clove is now of little importance
to the Moluccas. It is grown chiefly in

Amboina, Java, and Celebes. Com-
mercial products are nutmegs, gum-
copal, gum-dammar, and tobacco.

The animal life bears a close relation

to that of New Guinea. Asiatic deer are

found, but these have probably been

introduced by the Malays. Pigs, the

civet cat, bats, and a small flying

opossum represent the chief mammals.
Of the Moluccan birds 90 per cent, are

of genera characteristic of New Guinea.

Parrots, pigeons, and kingfishers are

among the most important. For bril-

liancy of colour they are matched only

by giant butterflies, which share with

them the forests. The crimson lories,

the green fruit doves, the golden yellow
and azure winged butterflies, provide
a feast of colour unsurpassed in bird

and insect life.

The native inhabitants of the islands

are curiously intermingled. Papuans,



Mineral Wealth

and Pre-Polynesians, Indonesians and

Malays all here find a meeting-place.
Chinese merchants and Arab traders

add to the human medley, and Euro-

peans (especially Portuguese and Dutch)
have left their descendants also.

probably not last long, for coal is known
to occur in the island, and gold has

recently been discovered in the old

crystalline rocks.

To the north of Australia, and separ-
ated from it by the shallow Torres

rtiotos l.L,N. t by courtesy p/ Mr. A. L. free

A MALE TROIDES ALEXANDRA ABOUT I NATURAL SIZE

Further information about this very rare species, found by Mr. A. L. Meek in New Guinea, is given

on the next page

Very little mining has been profitably
undertaken as yet. In Batjan coal

has occasionally been worked, and

gold and copper are found. Obi

Major, although a fertile and healthy

island, is said to be haunted by evil

spirits, and is, for that reason, prac-

tically uninhabited. Yet there may be

seen the ruins of an old Dutch fort, and
the relics of plantations of sago and

nutmeg. The boycott, however, will

New Guinea

Strait, lies New Guinea. It is an

immense bird-like island, stretching for

1,500 miles between

the Equator and lati-

tude 11 S. in a direction approxi-

mately N.N.W. to S.S.E. Its greatest
width is about 430 miles. Of its total

area of 235,000 square miles, in virtue

of which it is the largest island in the

world, 90,540 belong to Great Britain.

Papua, as the British section is called,
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Volcanic Action

extends from the Fly River in the west, south are the Father and Son, also

tapering to the south-east, where it dies active.

away in the islands of the D'Entre- The volcanic axis continues through
casteaux and Louisiade groups. For its the small islands off the north coast to

area and length 800 miles it possesses Cape Gloucester, where there is a nest

a remarkably long coast-line, nearly 4,000 of more than a hundred craters in a state

miles, with many good har-

bours ; and in this respect
it has an advantage over

the Dutch and what were,

till 1914, the German terri-

tories.

In the west, New Guinea

is connected with the Mo-
luccas by a submerged plat-

form from which the islands

of Waigu, Badanta, Sal-

watti, and Misol rise above

the waves.

South of the narrow neck

formed by the great Geel-

vink Bay lie the little

known Aru Islands, while

to the north three large and
numerous small islands lie

across the open mouth of

the Bay. From Astralobe

Bay starts the great horse-

shoe curve of islands known
as the Bismarck Archi-

pelago, formed chiefly by
New Britain, New Ireland,

New Hanover, and the Ad-

miralty Islands.

This curve

is bordered

along the inner side by a

remarkable series of vol-

canoes.

In the Admiralty Islands

the volcanoes are extinct,

and those of New Ireland

are thought to be so.

Volcanoes

by Nornia* Hardy

PAPUAN GIRLS PLAYING POSI-PATA

The ball, or rather the bladder, is tossed into the air, and the

game is to keep it going as long as possible by patting it from
one hand to the other. Mr. Hardy saw it played by young girls

at a large seaside village near Port Moresby, which is the capital
of Papua

In the Gazelle Peninsula

of New Britain are the very active peaks
of the Mother and Daughters. From
them a hot river, in which the waters

frequently boil, flows down to Blanche

Bay, where in 1878 a volcano sud-

denly arose in a single night. Farther

of chronic though rarely violent eruption.
For 500 miles along the coast of New
Guinea volcanoes are distributed in the

off-lying islands.

Passing to the west, volcanoes now
become rare. Mount Cyclops, in Dutch
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New Guinea and Border Islands

territory, west of Humboldt Bay, and

the volcanoes of the Arfak Range, west

of Great Geelvink Bay, carry the vol-

canic line towards Batjan.
New Guinea, in fact, seems to be the

comparatively undisturbed core of a

land formerly much more extensive.

Where it has broken and become sub-

merged, as in the Moluccas and the

Bismarck Archipelago, there vulcanism is

strongly manifested. Again, in the frac-

tured peninsula of the south-east active

volcanoes are found.

Mount Victory, on the mainland be-

tween Dyke Acland and Collingwood

Bays, and all the islands of the D'Entre-

casteaux group, are volcanic. Ferguson
Island rivals Yellowstone Park in the

number of its geysers and fumeroles.

Considerable deposits of suphur await

exploitation, for as yet they have not

been worked.

The shape of New Guinea has been

likened to that of a bird with its head

turned towards Asia
Structure of d ^ j stragglingNew Guinea

tall stretching from the

Gulf of Papua eastwards. The mountain

systems of the island add a fitting back-

bone to the conception. Lofty ranges
stretch from head to tail, and like the

Himalayas and other great mountain

systems the central core seems to be

of ancient schists and gneisses, intruded

upon by massive granites. The flank-

ing ridges are of sedimentary rocks,

which in Papua are largely limestone,

associated in several localities with sand-

stones and coal.

The two peninsulas of the head are

very mountainous, the Arfak heights

reaching nearly 10,000 ft. From the

neck the Charles Louis Mountains be-

gin near the coast, continue eastwards

through the Snow Mountains, which
tower to heights exceeding 17,000 ft.,

and, as their name suggests, are capped
with perpetual snow. Between the

Himalayas and the Andes no loftier

peaks are known.

Exploration

Beyond Dutch territory the central

range widens into a great dissected

plateau, from which ridge after ridge
rises steeply up, the higher peaks pene-

trating the snow line, the lower country

rugged and covered with impassable

jungle and scrub, the valleys bordered

here and there by sago forests. From
the British border of the plateau rise

the Sir Arthur Gordon Range, the Albert

Victoria Range, and the Owen Stanley

Range. On the northern side are the

Victor Emmanuel Mountains, the Bis-

marck Mountains, and the Finnisterre

Range.
Between these ranges the country is

still unknown, and even the borders of

the great serrated plateau have only
been touched at a few points.

Exploration is nowhere more difficult

than in New Guinea. Tracks must be

laboriously cut through
the thickly woven
jungle. Natives are wild and shy, and
their villages are inaccessible to the

pioneer explorer unless he happens upon
them by accident.

So cut up is the country by sharp

ridges and jagged peaks, with precipitous
ravines and gorges between, that travel-

ling is rapid if more than two or three

miles a day is accomplished. All food

must be carried by native bearers, and

without a system of depots a journey
of more than a month is almost im-

possible. As a rule, the course of ex-

ploration has followed the navigable
rivers as far as possible before striking

out into the labyrinthine forests.

The Fly is the greatest of the New
Guinea rivers. It rises in the Victor

Emmanuel Mountains, so called by an
Italian naturalist, d'Albertis, who in

1876 ascended the Fly for over 500

miles. With its large tributary, the

Strickland, it drains a great part of

western Papua. The Fly enters the

Gulf of Papua by a broad estuary.

Flowing into the north of the Gulf is

the Kikor River, the upper course of
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SHOOTING A MONSTER BUTTERFLY IN NEW GUINEA
The natives catch the butterflies (Troides Chimara) in nets made of spiders' web or by shooting them
with four-pronged arrows which they also use for killing small birds. The first specimen known to

collectors (a female) was sent to Tring under the impression that it was a Troides Goliathia, but
Mr. Walter Rothschild determined it as a TroiJes Chimara, and Mr. Meek, the collector, succeeded in

finding a male after seven weeks' search, in the heart of the Owen Stanley Range
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New Guinea and Border Islands

which was discovered by the Hon.
Staniforth Smith during an adventur-

ous journey in 1911-12. This river

and its tributaries rise in the limestone

ranges of the plateau.
In many places the rivers have dis-

solved out underground channels, and

disappear into great natural tunnels

carved through the ridges. Passing

through deep gorges and over dangerous

rapids, the river emerges on the low-

lying coastal plain, ultimately passing
into the sea in a vast delta system
that connects to the east with the

unhealthy swamps of the Purari River.

To the north of the central mountains

the chief rivers are the Amberno in

the west, and the Kaiserin Augusta and
Ramu Rivers in the east.

The dominant winds governing the

climate of New Guinea are, of course,

the south-east trades.
Climate m , ,

.

The mountain systems,

however, and the proximity of Australia

interfere with the simplicity which this

fact would suggest.

During the southern summer, central

Australia becomes strongly heated, and
cool air from the north is drawn in. This

sets up a westerly monsoon, aided by the

Asiatic monsoon, from January to April,

and the south of New Guinea then

receives its greatest rainfall, the moun-
tain backbone acting as a sort of umbrella

to the north of the island.

The eastern trades and the monsoon
drawn in from the Pacific bring rain to

the Moluccas and the north of New
Guinea from May to October.

The average rainfall is very high,

varying from 150 in. per year in the

head of the island to 120 in. along the

coasts of Astrolabe Bay, but falling to

70 in. in the neighbourhood of Port

Moresby on the east of the Gulf of

Papua.
Around the coasts, low-lying and

swampy, the heat is oppressive and

exhausting. In the south-east the aver-

age temperature is from 80 to 90 not

Vegetation

high figures, perhaps, but, added to the

humidity, sufficient to steep certain

months of the year in a stifling, unhealthy
atmosphere. Mosquitoes breed in the

mangrove swamps, and malaria and
blackwater have claimed many victims.

Back from the coast, however, the moun-
tains rise up, carrying with them every

grade of climate till their snowclad peaks
are reached.

At present there are no roads, but in

the future, when the tangled forests are

broken through, the cool hills will doubt-

less provide, for the refreshment of

settlers and officials and their wives, an

escape from the fevers of the coast.

Perhaps nowhere in the world is a

country more inextricably buried in

jungle and scrub of

suffocating density
than New Guinea. Here and there are

limited tracts of barren soil as at Port

Moresby and in the north of the

island park-like glades frequently break

the gloomy monotony of thickly woven
forest ; but for the most part the native

luxuriance of the vegetation betrays a

soil of unsurpassed fertility. The larger
trees include acacias, eucalyptus, and

cypress in the regions best known. On
the mountains rhododendrons are com-

mon. Grass is everywhere absent except
near the rivers.

The vegetation as a whole has inti-

mate relations with those of the Malay
Archipelago and of Australia. On the

whole, however, the former element is

more strongly developed.
The sago palm grows abundantly

along the coast and in the alluvial mud
of the river swamps. It has been found

in western Papua up to an elevation of

3,500 ft. Sago is the staple food of the

natives wherever it grows. Breadfruit

trees, sweet potatoes, taro yams, sugar

cane, bananas and ginger are cultivated

in the native gardens.

Coffee, rubber, hemp, and coconuts

have been planted by European settlers,

who have cleared away stretches of the
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native forest, and the prospects of

developing the natural wealth of the soil

in this way seem to be attractive.

Oranges, lemons and limes grow wild ;

pineapples and the granadilla and

passion fruits, with English vegetables
of all kinds, are grown on the plantations.

The birds are of extraordinary variety.

Birds of paradise of forty or fifty different

species are here in their native home,

though their curious plumage and bril-

liant colouring is rarely to be seen unless

special precautions are taken. Black-

plumed cassowaries provide the native

A VILLAGE IN NEW GUINEA
Observe the houses perched in tall trees for purposes of defence

Animal Life

As the centre of dispersal from which

the Melanesian Islands, New Zealand

and Queensland re-

ceived a considerable

proportion of their fauna, the animal

life of New Guinea is of exceptional
interest. Wild pigs are plentiful, and
form the main source of meat (saving
the horror of cannibalism) among the

natives, who hunt them with dogs.

Except for a few mice, all the remain-

ing mammals are marsupials, represented

by small tree kangaroos, the wallaby
and the spiny anteater.

with a favourite head-dress. The bower-

bird, which builds a miniature circus

around sticks and trees and decorates it

with flowers, is perhaps the most re-

markable of the birds. Kingfishers,

parrots and pigeons are exceedingly
numerous, and rival the Moluccan birds

for the gorgeousness and variety of their

colouring and plumage.
The crocodile is abundant in the south ;

fresh-water tortoises, monitors and other

lizards, and snakes are widely distributed.

Land leeches are troublesome, and the

scrub-itch insect, mosquitoes and sand-
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Mineral
Wealth

flies are pests that abound in the lower

country. Butterflies and beetles, with

their brilliant and often metallic colours,

stick and leaf insects, and the amusing

praying mantids are examples of common
and conspicuous forms of insect life

which occupy the land without adding to

the hardships of the human inhabitant.

The Dutch have not yet attempted
to exploit the mineral resources of

their territory. In

Papua, however, and
the outlying islands

gold mining has for twenty years been a

regular industry. It was gold which first

brought settlement to Port Moresby,
and gold which first helped to give the

country its evil reputation. Prospectors

came, ignorant and unprepared ; they
were careless of health and of sanita-

tion, paid the penalty, and earned for

Papua the reputation of being the
" White Man's Grave."

Although no exceptional finds have

been made, there are five alluvial gold-
fields around the Gulf of Papua and
another in the Louisiades. On Wood-
lark Island reef mining has been very

successful, and with more capital it

will probably develop into an important
source of supply.

Copper is found in the Astrolabe

Range inland from Port Moresby, but

its exploitation is just beginning.
Natural oil has been discovered around

the Gulf. Sulphur is known on Fer-

guson Island, and cinnabar the chief ore

of mercury on Normanby Island. Ores

of silver, lead, zinc and iron are known,
but are not yet worked. Coal beds are

known in the upper valley of the Kikor.

Papua has therefore all the essentials

for successful mining industries.

It is difficult to give a general account

of the New Guinea natives, for they
differ widely from

place to place. The

variety of languages spoken is most

extraordinary, an awkward state of

affairs which offers a tough problem
308

The Papuans

to students of ethnography, and presents
a serious difficulty to the explorer,

missionary and magistrate. In many
places the whole population goes naked,
but in the south girdles and loin-cloths

of bark are worn, and the women wear

petticoats of woven grass that may
expand to the dimensions of a crinoline.

The hair is generally worn in an enor-

mous mop, but it may be trained into

stiff tassels, or curled into cabbage-like
knots. The black plumes of the casso-

wary and other showy feathers are worn
in head-dresses, which are handed down
from father to son. Necklaces of shells

and arm bands are a favourite decora-

tion, and the skin may be cut into scars

or painted in conspicuous colours.

The Papuan is a strong believer in

sorcery, and this belief, added to the

fact that death from

disease is not admitted, 5ea<
?.'

Hunting
has led to a state ot

chronic warfare. Someone dies. It is

taken as an act of war perpetrated by
a sorcerer in an adjoining community..

Revenge is taken, a counter-revenge fol-

lows, and so the feud continues without

end. The lust for killing, the mania
of head-hunting, and the widespread

practice of cannibalism stigmatise the

Papuan as a professional murderer.

The ceaseless raids have led to the

villages being built in positions where

their inhabitants could not easily be

surprised : some on high peaks and

precipices, where ladders alone gave
access to the houses ; others surrounded

by a barrier of vegetation, impassable
to all but the initiated ; and in the

swamps and quagmires of the delta

country others are still less accessible.

The houses are generally built on piles,

so that they are elevated several feet

above the ground, from which entrance

is made by a rickety ladder. In many
villages the whole population, in others

only the male members, dwell together
in a great communal house, which is

also used for ceremonial purposes.



HEAD-DRESSES WHICH ARE HEIRLOOMS IN NEW GUINEA
The first head-dress (left) Has an outer rim of goura pigeons* feathers: close to the head are cassowary
and black parrots' feathers. The second is made of feathers of the white cockatoo and the Amblyornis
subalaris. The third has light sticks radiating from the head ; at the end are pigeons' and parrots'
"feathers; on top of the pole are tail feathers of Meyer's bird of paradise. The fourth wears feathers
of Count Raggi's bird of paradise above, with white cockatoo feathers beneath. The fifth wears two

hornbills' beaks and the feathers of the hornbill, cassowary, and pigeon
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The Rabi, or Dubu, as the communal
house is called, is frequently 200 yards

long, high and wide at
Communal the entrance, and be-
tlouses

coming narrow and low

towards the back. The skulls of alliga-

tors and pigs are displayed on vertical

pillars, to which wooden shields, deco-

rated with grotesque and demoniacal

faces are attached. Weapons and

masks, trophies of war, and strings of

human skulls are preserved in these

gruesome shrines. The extreme end is,

in the Purari country, shut off from
the vulgar gaze by a fibre curtain or

screen, and beyond it, under the low

sloping roof, are great wickerwork drag-

ons, half alligator, half pig, with red

eyes and gaping mouths. These awe-

inspiring images are consulted over

everything of importance ; life and

death, success or failure in war, rain or

drought, famine or plenty, are all under
their direct control.

To the Papuan, charms, magic, sorcery
and incantations are the only salvation

from the ills of life. Human personality
is composed of body, ghost, and spirit.

The ghost appears to be an invisible

relic of the human shadow ; it remains

hovering about the scene of death. The

spirit, however, wanders away to far-off

mountains or to a land under the sea.

Missionary enterprise in New Guinea
has not been attended with rapid con-

versions as in many of the South Sea

Islands. There can be little doubt, how-

ever, that the actual influence of the

missionary has been beneficial in material

respects. The Papuan is easily made to

realise the error of his murderous and
cannibalistic habits, and is appreciative
of justice. But although he readily casts

off his ancient sins, he is sufficiently

conservative not to ape the customs
of his white protector. Dancing is a

universal amusement, and while the

native is not deprived of his harmless

enjoyment, he is likely to be saved from
the despair of a shattered ritual. Con-
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tact with the European brings new
diseases, but here again the Papuan in-

stinct saves him from a heavy penalty,
for he has no enthusiasm for the ortho-

dox clothes of civilisation.

Except for a few missionaries, the

Dutch have not yet settled in their

territory, although it

probably offers fewer European
, r Occupation
difficulties than the

eastern half of the island. Dorei, on
the north-west corner of Geelvink Bay,
is the chief centre of administration

and the favourite starting-place of ex-

ploring parties. The Malays have a

considerable trade with the natives in

paradise birds and pearl shell.

The portion of New Guinea annexed

by Germany was called Kaiser Wilhclm

Land, and the original names of the

islands were also replaced by German
ones. Fortunately, this breach of geo-

graphical etiquette may now be ignored.
The Germans had little success with this

outpost of empire, and though tobacco,

cotton, coffee, cocoa, rubber, copra and

phosphates were exported, the colony has

always cost more than it produced.
The Government of Papua, the Aus-

tralian division of New Guinea, is sta-

tioned at Port Moresby, which is still

a small settlement, though a centre of

growing population and rapidly in-

creasing trade. Since the Australians

took over the territory, revenue has in-

creased by more than 5,000 every year,

and the tonnage of shipping has risen

from 105,000 to nearly 300,000 tons.

Year by year exploration continues,

more and more tribes are brought into

touch with the white man, and the

work of developing the country goes
forward peacefully and prosperously.

Extending for 700 miles towards the

east-south-east, and in a line with New
Ireland, are the islands

of the Solomon group,1 '

arranged in two parallel
rows. They are practically all volcanic,

and include a number of cones and active

'

Islands
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craters. On the larger islands great
mountain ranges rise precipitously, par-
allel to the general trend of the whole

group, and crowned to their summit with

dense forest. Bougain-
ville,whichwasattached
to German New Guinea,
has mountain peaks

approaching 10,000 feet

in height.
Around many of the

islands are raised coral-

line limestones, which

indicate that slow ele-

vation has been pro-

gressing for long ages.
Terraces of coral reef

marking the former

levels of the sea have
been distinguished at

heights of 400, 800,

1,200, and 1,600 feet on
the island of Ronongo.

Sandalwood, ebony,

lignum-vitae, tree ferns,

banyans and numerous
varieties of palms flour-

ish on the fertile soil.

The animals and birds

are similar to those of

New Guinea, but the

paradise bird is not

found. The people are

Melanesians, who differ

from place to place in

colour and custom, but

who share alike a repu-
tation for ferocious

head-hunting and in-

satiable cannibalism.

The natives of New
Georgia are famous for

their skill in making
canoes and weapons.
Their tomokoes, or war canoes, some-

times 50 feet in length, are highly de-

corated with pearl shell, and, like their

ornaments and household implements,
are carved with marvellous ingenuity.

Until recently the New Georgians

made long voyages with head-hunting
as their object. The large islands of

Choiseul and Ysabel were almost de-

populated by this treacherous and blood-

SOLOMON ISLAND "DREADNOUGHTS" RETURNING FROM A
HEAD HUNT

The canoes constructed by the natives of the Solomon Islands are not

dug-outs, but are built of planks about halt an inch thick. They are
of all sizes, from the 8-foot-long craft to the tomokoe for war or head-
hunting, a fine example of which may measure 50 ft. in length, have
a beam of 4 ft. 8 in. and carry five-and-thirty men. Just below the
second figure in the canoe is a white arm and hand, marked in lime: it

indicates that heads have been taken at the last successful raid

thirsty race. But the day of cannibal

feasts and human sacrifices is passing,
and the power of sorcery and witchcraft,
and all its attendant cruelties, is waning.
With the advent of the trader, the

missionary and the Government official
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Santa Cruz
and the New
Hebrides

life is becoming more secure, and

commerce is developing by leaps and

bounds.

The chief products of the islands are

sandalwood and tortoise-shell, copra,

coffee, pineapples, bananas and pearl

shell.

Between the Solomon Islands and Fiji

there rises from depths of 3,000 fathoms

a submarine platform
on which the volcanic

and coral islands of

Santa Cruz and the

New Hebrides are built. Santa Cruz

includes several active volcanoes, one

of which, Tina Kula, has been in con-

stant eruption for at least 300 years.
The natives have a bad character

for treachery and murder, and many
Europeans notably Commodore Good-

enough and Bishop Patteson lost their

lives in the early days.
The New Hebrides, which include the

Banks Islands as a northern subdivision,

provide a variety of scenery scarcely to

be surpassed. There are five or six

active volcanoes, with encircling families

of thermal springs and fumeroles. The

decomposed lavas furnish the food for

the usual luxuriance of tropical forest.

The upheaval of the islands, however,
has endowed them with terraces of

limestone, which are responsible for

picturesque bluffs, open glades and
stretches of grass land. Many of the

outlying islands are atolls and coral

reefs, edged with foaming breakers and

dazzling white sand, and fringed with

waving coconut palms.

Unfortunately, there are no good har-

bours, the climate is unhealthy, and
hurricanes are frequent during the vari-

able winds of October to March. These

disadvantages have naturally discour-

aged settlement, though a considerable

trade is maintained in maize, copra and
coffee. - Banks Islands are renowned for

their rosewood, which is there still very
plentiful. Nutmegs, pepper, sago and

sugar-cane arc grown with fair results.
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The native inhabitants vary from

Polynesians to Melanesians of different

types, those of Papuan stock or

Papuan habits being the chief. Canni-

balism not many years ago was very

prevalent, but it has now become rare,

except perhaps in the still unknown
interiors of the larger islands.

Many of the New Hebrideans were

taken to Queensland, Fiji and New
Caledonia to supply the plantations with

labour, but the experiment did not have
a beneficial effect, for the natives, once

home again, added to their natural

savagery the vicious cunning of superior

knowledge.
The islands have never been satis-

factorily governed, and it is to be hoped
that in the general settlement following
the conclusion of the Great War the

New Hebrides will become definitely

English or French.

The islands described above follow a

wide curve, starting from the northern

islands of New Guinea

and pointing towards ~
e

,

w
JCaledonia

the Bay of Plenty in

New Zealand. To the south of this line lie

New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands,

occupying a position half-way between

the tail of New Guinea and the long

peninsula of North Island, New Zealand.

New Caledonia is 250 miles in length,
and has an average breadth of 35 miles.

Surrounding it at a distance of rarely
more than 18 miles is a barrier reef which

safeguards the harbours from rolling

breakers. The whole island is moun-

tainous, and there are two main ranges

running from end to end with a central

but discontinuous valley between them.

Crystalline schists and limestones and
sediments of Triassic to recent age, with

plutonic igneous rocks and an important
intrusion of serpentine, indicate a long
and varied geological history. They
also provide a number of economic pro-
ducts which maintain a prosperous

mining industry, and ensure a still more

prosperous future.



A French Penal Settlement

Gold, copper, antimony, manganese,
silver, lead and zinc have all been
worked ; but the deposits of chief

value are those of nickel, chromium and

cobalt, which occur in the great serpen-
tine intrusion a dominant feature in the

island responsible for more than half of

the total sur-

face. Coal is

abundant, and
is now worked

by the Govern-

ment. It pro-
vides fuel for

the smelting
furnaces, and

ought,when fur-

ther exploited,
to become an

export of con-

siderable value.

The island

lies well outside

the Pacific
Girdle of Fire,

and no active

volcanoes are

known.
The natives

are of Papuan
tind Melanesian

origin, though
much mixed
with Polynes-
ians. They are

highly skilled

in agriculture,

and, under French direction, native

plantations are worked on a commercial

scale. Maize, taro, rice, coffee, sugar
and copra are the chief products of

export value. Wheat has been intro-

duced, and sheep and cattle rearing
have done well during the last decade.

Noumea, the capital, has a good har-

bour, and excellent roads, telegraph and

railway systems radiate to the chief

centres of agricultural and mining in-

dustry. The island has long been used

by the French as a penal settlement,

but since 1898 no new convicts have
been sent out.

In the past, convict labour on farms

and public works forts, quays, light-

houses, roads, railways, etc. greatly
contributed to the development of the

island. Only the worst criminals were

kept under
strict prison
discipline, and
a man by good
behaviour could

soon raise him-

self to a status

where outdoor

labour and a

chance of be-

coming ulti-

mately free

made his pri-

sondom more

supportable.
The Loyalty

Islands form a

small chain of

upraised coral

islands lying

parallel to New
Caledonia. The

highest reaches

a height of 350

feet by five

successive ter-

races. The coral

b) Norman H. Harjy TOCk dOCS not
A POLYNESIAN WOMAN

give a fertile

soil, but sandal-

wood, bananas and coconut grow well,

the latter affording drink to the inhabi-

tants in place of water, which, as in all

coral islands, is hard to come by. The
natives are of the New Hebrides type,
but are now the most civilised of the

Melanesian races.

About 250 islands are included in the

Fiji Archipelago, two of which, Viti Lcvu
and Vanua Levu, far

exceed the others in

area. Although all

volcanic action is now extinct, except

The Fiji
Islands

3'5
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for hot springs on Vanua Levu, the

islands are in nearly every case formed

by andesitic and basaltic lavas.

Viti Levu rises to 4,550 feet in its

highest point, and, like its larger neigh-

bours, it is exceedingly rugged. Pre-

cipitous peaks and spurs alternate with

profound valleys, and there is little level

On the other side grass-covered slopes

break the jungle, and pleasant glades add
to the beauty of the scenery. The heat

is tolerable at its worst, during the wet

season, while in the cooler months the

climate is delightful. Cyclones fre-

quently pass over the island in the

early months of the year, followed

NEAR SUVA. FIJI

Fiji is a Crown Colony administered by a Governor, who is also the High Commissioner for the Western
Pacific. The annual value of its exports is over 1.000,000

ground except near the mouths of the

larger rivers.

Coral atolls, barrier and fringing reefs,

are plentifully scattered throughout the

group. On Viti Levu schistose rocks and

plutonic igneous rocks are known, point-

ing to the antiquity of the islands, which

were evidently once portions of a con-

tinental area.

The islands are well watered, but there

is a great difference in the rainfall of the

windward and leeward sides. The south

and eastern sides are densely forested,

and catch most of the rain borne in by the

moisture-laden winds from the Pacific.
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by heavy seas, which cause much

damage.
Malaria and dysentery attack the

European, but not severely, and the

health of residents may be said to be

good. The natives, however, have not

withstood the contact of a new race

so well. Measles introduced in 1875

swept away 40,000 lives in a few months.

To-day the Fijian, in spite of a consider-

able depletion in numbers, is holding his

own, and the feared extermination is

averted.

Coconut palms are everywhere abun-

dant, and even the tiny coral islands are



Products of Fiji

heavily covered. A kauri pine, called the

dakua, is the distinctive feature of Fijian

vegetation. It exudes a gum which is

valued as a glaze and as a torch fuel.

Both the dakua and the sandal-wood
which was once the most valuable

denizen of the forest are now be-

coming rare from the export point
of view. Many valuable timber trees

remain to be exploited, but care must
be taken in clearing, for forest growth
plays an important part in deter-

mining the location of rainfall, and

irreparable damage may be done by
indiscriminate removal of timber.

The Fijian is a good agriculturist.

Tobacco, maize, sweet potatoes, yams,
taro, beans and bananas, are grown
in the native gardens, and in planta-
tions under British control for export.

Sago palms grow wild, but are not

or were not until recently used

for food purposes. Fruits of all kinds

do well, especially pineapples, oranges,
and lemons, and the paw-paw.

Poisonous, plants are used by the

natives in many curious ways. A
certain fruit, when powdered and
thrown into water, stupefies the fish

for a time, during which the wily
fisherman makes a heavy catch.

Another plant, when burnt under the

head of a leper suspended by the

ankles, provides a drastic form of

treatment said to be a cure for

leprosy.

Cattle, sheep and goats (introduced

by the English) thrive well on the

grassy lee sides of the islands. Of

indigenous mammals there are few,

only rats being of any consequence.
The mongoose was introduced to kill

off the rats, but the extermination

was followed by a still worse pest, for

the mongoose itself multiplied in enor-

mous numbers, and special precautions
have now to be taken against its

depredations.

Fiji is the meeting-place of Melanesian

and Polynesian. Wave after wave of

migration met here and fused, but the Fi-

jian remains, neverthe-
The Fijians

less, dark rather than

light, Melanesian rather than Polynesian.

NATIVE FIJIAN BRIDGE

The Fijians are a very clever people, and adapt
the stems of the palms with which their islands

abound for use as bridges and in house-building

The native of the present day is

strongly built, tall and athletic. Though
conservative in his scorn for civilised

dress, he is making rapid strides of pro-

gress. He sprang from a people steeped
in the lust of blood. Among no other

race has cannibalism been carried on with
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such revolting thoroughness. No life Yet the Fijian was not afraid of death,

was sacred. Enemies were regularly So strongly was a future life believed

eaten ; slaves were kept to satisfy the in that the most horrible death was

THE VILLAGE OF WAITOVA. NEAR LEVUKA, FIJI

The heads of two of the women are plastered with lime

inhuman passion at will ; even guests faced with fortitude, and accepted as

at a feast were not secure. If a chief the highest honour. The story of mur-

died, his wives and slaves perished with der, treachery and indescribable horrors

him. The building of houses and canoes is now, thanks to the success of the

was celebrated in a welter of human missionaries, a thing of the past (see

blood. illustration on p. 284).



Wonderful Stone Monuments

Every village has its church and school.

All children are taught to read and

write, and at the technical school at

Yanawai instruction is given in agricul-
tural and other industries.

In 1911 the total population of the

islands was nearly 140,000, of whom
about 100,000 were natives.

Fiji is a Crown Colony administered

by a Governor, who is also the High
Commissioner for the Western Pacific.

The islands arc now in a very prosperous
condition. Steamers from New Zealand
and Australian ports call at Suva, the

capital, which possesses a fine harbour,
and is connected by cable and wireless

telegraphy with the outside world. The
annual value of exports now exceeds

1,000,000, though ten years ago only
700,000 was reached.

The revolution in native life during
the last few generations is a matter for

congratulation to missionary and legis-

lator alike. The record is one of almost

unalloyed success, and Fiji has out-

grown its terrible notoriety with amazing
rapidity. Its* commercial position in

the Pacific is secure. Already it is at-

tracting tourists to its hospitable shores,

and as a naval outpost of British Aus-
tralasia it will doubtless play an im-

portant part in the Imperial defence of

the future.

The Fiji platform is connected both
on the north and south with the Tonga-

Kcrmadec - New Zea-
The Tonga ];lnd r ;dgcor Friendly
Islands mlts > whlch

above the ocean, are

of raised coralline limestone on the east,

where the ocean floor plunges down to

depths of 4,000 to 5,000 fathoms, while

on the west andesitic volcanoes and
lavas are found.

At the extreme north of this conti-

nental border-line are found the clustered

groups of the Tonga Islands, with their

fair Polynesian inhabitants. Most of

the islands are low coral reefs, though
some are upraised and surrounded by
dangerous barriers of modern growth.
The western islands are all volcanic,

and seven active craters arc known, of

which Kao is the most lofty (3,000 feet),

and Togua the most vigorous (1,890

feet). In 1885 this volcano was speci-

ally violent, and a submarine eruption
built up the short-lived Falcon Island,

now reduced to a mere shoal the

platform, no doubt, for a future coral

reef.

The climate of the islands is damp
and depressing in the hurricane season

(December to March), but in the re-

maining months the wind-fanned islands,

with their graceful palms and the ex-

quisite variety of tree and shrub, are

pleasant enough. Earthquakes are fre-

quent, however, and excessive rains and
furious hurricanes, added to the vulcan-

ism of the western islands, complete the

list of Nature's more violent moods.

The Tongans, famed for their good
features and intelligence and for their

boat-building and road-making, are now
educated and Christianised. That the

islands, in common with many others

of the Pacific, from the Carolines to

Easter Island, were populated by a race

which preceded the Polynesian invasion

is implied by a gigantic monument at

Main. Two vertical blocks of stone of

great height support a third laid across

them in morticed positions. The his-

tory of the stone monuments sprinkled
far and wide across the Pacific is entirely
unknown ; and in many cases, as in this

one, their size is such that their builders

must have been possessed of mechanical

devices no less marvellous than those

which entered into the construction of

the far-off Pyramids of Egypt.
A. H.
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NEW
ZEALAND is a group of

islands connected with Melanesia

by a submarine platform, but

separated from Australia by the 1,200
mile stretch of the Tasman Sea.

The three main islands North Island,

with an area of 44,468 square miles,

South (or Middle) Island,

with an area of 58,525

square miles, and the

smaller Stewart Island,

665 square miles are con-

nected by a submerged
ridge which is nowhere
more than 100 fathoms
below sea leve^l.

The main trend of the

islands is from north-east ,

to south-west, a direction

determined by the long
and narrow ranges of lofty
fold mountains which ex-

tend from East Cape in

North Island to Milford

Sound in South Island.

The Auckland Peninsula,

however, projects towards

New Guinea at right

angles to the main geographical axis.

In the extreme south the trend lines

of the older rocks swing round towards

the south-east as though they would

carry the border structures of the

Pacific towards King Edward VII. Land
in Antarctica.

The islands are not exactly antipodal
to the British Islands, but, lying in a

lower latitude, they fall directly oppo-
site the Iberian Peninsula. Antipodes
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Islands, lying to the south-east of

Stewart Island, would be found in the

English Channel, if projected through
the centre of the earth.

New Zealand is a land of the most
varied features. It has lofty mountains

deeply carved by river and glacier ;

Photo by permission o/ tht High Commisiiantr for AVw Zealand

"HONGI." THE MAORI SALUTATION

The natives greet one another by pressing noses

grassy downs that feed innumerable

sheep ;
extensive plains of river gravels

and widespread sheets of lava. In

North Island, volcanoes, geysers, and

thermal springs provide a spectacular
and never failing source of interest.

Deep lakes, picturesque gorges, fertile

valleys and awe-inspiring fiords diver-

sify the scenery. In almost every re-

spect New Zealand presents a physical
contrast to its continental neighbour,
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Settlement

TE KOMUTUMUTU. THE "BRAIN POT"

According to Maori tradition a chief named Te Tukutuku
was put to death near Whakarewarewa by his cannibal ene-

mies, who cooked his brains in this ring of siliceous sinter

Australia. As Gregory says,
"
the most

striking point of resemblance between

the two lands is their joint occupation

by the British race.

The "
Great Migration

"
of the Poly-

nesians about the year 1350, which led

to the Maori colonisa-

tion f NeW Zealand >

has already been men-.
tioned (p. 277

) ; also

the European discovery of

the islands by Tasman in

1642, and their circum-

navigation and survey by
Cook in 1769.

The first white settlers

were of widely different

types. Small whaling com-

munities established sta-

tions, missionaries began
work among the Maoris,

escaped convicts crossed

from New South Wales, and

small groups of immigrants

began permanent settle-

ment. In North Island,

however, the Maoris fully

occupied the land, and

settlement was for long

retarded by years of strife

and bloodshed.

The country was not formally
annexed by the British Govern-

ment till 1840, and even then

its action was chiefly stimulated

by the French intention of colon-

ising the islands. Scotch and

English settlers then began to ar-

rive in increasing numbers, but

continual quarrelling with the

natives over land transactions led

td massacre and war. The years
1860-70 were marked by constant

trouble, which finally ended in the

crushing of the Maori opposition.
The warlike Maori of that ill-

fated generation has now almost

entirely died out, and the present

natives, who number nearly 50,000,

have become the peaceable neigh-
bours of the white population, free from

jealousy and illwill, for indeed there is

room for all.

The mountains of New Zealand are

conveniently divided into three main

groups, to which a
. . Mountain

fourth, comprising the
Systems

volcanic peaks of

North Island, may be added. By far

the most conspicuous of the mountain

Photos by permission e/ the ffih Commits oner for fje-ti Zeal,

"GIANT'S PORRIDGE POT." WAIOTAPU

A mud volcano, one of the many interesting sights in the

Waiolapu thermal valley
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MAORIS DANCING ON THE TERRACES, WAIKITE GEYSER

The waters of WaiUite are heavily charged wich silica, which coats the ground near the geyser with

deposits having the appearance of delicately coloured enamels. In time it is hoped that an effect may
be produced rivalling the Pink and White sinter terraces of Rotomahana, which were utterly destroyed

by the great Tarawera eruptions of 1886

Photos by ptrmission of the High Commissioner for New Zealattd

STEAM CLOUDS RISING FROM WAIMANGU
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ranges is that of the Southern Alps
so named by Cook which stretch from

Cascade Point to Tasman Bay, and de-

termine the chief axis and watershed of

South Island. They rise abruptly from

the west, but slope away more gradually
on the eastern side. Many of the ridges
and peaks rise majestically above the

snow line, and the culminating elevation

reaches 12,500 feet in Mount Cook,

which is the centre of an attractive

climbing district.

The rocks entering into the archi-

tecture of the range are sediments of

early Mesozoic Age, steeply folded and

cleaved, intruded upon by great masses

of granite, and on the western border

highly metamorphosed.
The little explored Tasman Mountains

of the extreme north-west of South

Island, and the Kaikouras which stretch

from the Canterbury Plains to Cook

Strait, are members of a second system.
The Southern Alps do not reappear across

Cook Strait, for their axial line is covered

by the undulating plains of Wellington
and the Taupo volcanic basin. To the

south-east of North Island, however,
the second mountain system is con-

tinued in the Tararua, Ruahine, Huiarua.

and Raukumara ranges.
The third group of mountains con-

sist of highlands carved out of ancient

rock whose trend is transverse, and in

some cases nearly at right angles, to

those of the two younger and more

prominent systems.
In North Island the transverse moun-

tains are represented by the Coromandel

Range, so famous for its goldfields.

Photo by permission of the High Commissioner 'or Nevi Zealand

THE HEAD OF THE TASMAN GLACIER, SOUTHERN ALPS

It covers nearly 14 000 acres, is 18 miles long, 2 miles broad, and 11,500 feet high
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Volcanic Activity

In South Island are the residual moun-
tains of the deeply dissected plateau
of Otago, with their axes sweeping
round from the termination of the

Southern Alps and the fiord country
of the west, to Stewart Island and the

eastern coasts, where they are sharply
cut off by the waters of the Pacific.

The extreme south-west is a sombre

gariro, Tarawera, and White Island, with

many others that are, or seem to be,

extinct.

Around the high cones are wide

plains of lava, pumice, and ash, dotted

with geysers, fumerolcs, and hot springs,

and, where subsidence has depressed
the surface, occupied by lakes, chief

of which are Taupo and Rotorua.

PMoto J>y ftrmissfon or the Hifrh Commistiontr for AVw Zealand

LOOKING DOWN FRANZ JOSEF GLACIER

The Ta.iman, Murchison and Franz Josef glaciers travel at a rate of 5 to 15 feet a day. Frequent
avalanches make climbing; and exploration particularly hazardous

and forbidding country seen by few

men, a land of forest-clad ranges, pre-

cipitous gorges and fiords, leaping water-

falls, and deep lakes.

The Taupo volcanic zone extends

from the great cone of Ruapehu (9,175

feet) in the centre of
The North Island to White
Volcanoes of T .,..,
New Zealand [sland m the Bay of

Plenty. Along this

great line of fracture are the active vol-

canoes of Ruapehu, Ngaurohoe, Ton-

The Taupo volcanic zone is one
of the most fascinating of the world's

thermal regions, but by far the finest

scenic features the pink and white

sinter terraces of Rotomahana were

destroyed by the great Tarawera erup-
tion of 1886.

The mountain broke into an erup-
tion which extended along a line nine

miles in length, and explosions of parox-
ysmal violence developed the fracture

into a vast rift. The greatest explosion
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occurred where the lavas of Tarawera
met the water saturated rocks below

Lake Rotomahana. The water burst

into steam in tremendous quantities,
broke all its bounds, and shattered

the famous Terraces. Where they had

spread their exquisite colours over the

the New Zealand - Kermadec - Tonga
ridge. Elsewhere recent but now ex-

tinct centres of activity are clearly
related to the subsidence of the sur-

rounding sea floor. Thus, the stately
and beautiful peak of Mount Egmont
(8,250 feet), standing in snow-crowned

fhtlo by permission / tht High Commissioner /or New Zealand

MOKAU FALLS. LAKE WAIKAREMOANA

Lake Waikaremoana ("Sea of the Rippling Waters") is celebrated as the most beautiful of the lakes

in North Island. Its shores are forest-clad, and there are several fine cascades. The forests surrounding
it are preserved as a sanctuary for wild game

landscape, nothing remained but a gaping
chasm 500 feet deep.

In 1901, the world's greatest geyser

Waimangu began to play on the

floor of the volcanic rift. It shot its

black waters high up through the air

in a column of 1,500 feet, but after a

time its activity waned, and it has now
ceased to play.

It is significant that the volcanic

line of the Taupo zone is parallel to

the axis of the Southern Alps and to
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majesty above the fertile plains of

Taranaki, occurs on the inner side

of the subsidences which determined
the west coast of North Island and the

passage of Cook Strait. In the Auck-
land Peninsula, to the north, is a group
of at least sixty cones of scoria and

lava, but since the Maori occupation

they have never been in eruption.
In South Island there is no active

vulcanism, but there are several centres

of ancient activity, notably those of



Earthquakes

. .

Earthquakes

Otago Harbour, on which Dunedin is

situated and the Banks Peninsula

near Christchurch, both on the east

coast.

The Taupo volcanic axis is paralleled

by a series of powerful faults. The
chief of these from the

. .,

point ot view or present
movements is that which passes through

Wellington Harbour and is continued

through South Island, along the line of

the Kaikouras and the eastern coast, as

far as the Canterbury Plains.

The coast near Wellington was raised

by an earthquake in 1855, and in 1901

a very intense earthquake shook the

northern districts of Canterbury, pro-

ducing lateral displacements of the

ground, opening gaping rents and fis-

sures, and raising small fault scarps. It

is significant that this line of active

earth movement is free from volcanic

outbursts, and that the active volcanic

zone of Taupo is only subject to small

and insignificant shocks.

Between the mountains and the coast

there is frequently a hilly and undu-

lating belt which is everywhere formed

of Tertiary rocks, and is exceedingly
valuable for pastoral development.

Downs and
Plains

rfor ,\'ru' 7ralan-iPhotos by permission / the High Comwissi

THE BURIED TOWN OF WAIROA
This was the scene of an earthquake in 1886, when a vast rift was
developed 9 miles in length and, in some places, 500 feet deep
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WA1MANGU GEYSER IN ERUPTION

In 1901 it shot its blaclc waters to a height

of 1,500 feet, but it has now ceased to play

Once clothed with forests, or with rank

grasses and bracken, the downs and hilly

country are gradually

being cleared andtrans-

formed into pasture.

Agriculturally, however,

the plains are the most

productive lands of the

country. Chief among them
is the great stretch of the

Canterbury Plains, formed

by the accumulation of river

debris brought from the

Southern Alps and dumped
down in a series of fans.

The Southland Plains,

surrounded by the great

Otago Plateau, are of

similar origin and contain

much rich soil.

The narrow plains of

Westland correspond on
the west of the Southern

Alps to the Canterbury
Plains on the east.
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Photo by permission of the High Commissioner/or Xew Zealand

HELL'S GATES, THE INFERNO, TIKITERE, ROTORUA

This appropriately named geyser is the principal boiling spring; at Tikitere, just as the "Porridge Pot'
shown opposite, is the most important mud lake. The whole district is constantly a-tremble

In North Island are the swampy plains
which extend inland from the Hauraki

Gulf ;
the great dissected plain of

Wanganui bordering Cook Strait ; and

continuing it right across the island

to the Bay of Plenty are the barren

volcanic plains of the Taupo zone.

In North Island the chief divide

follows the mountain axis from Welling-
ton to Cape Runaway,
falling back in the

centre of the island

towards the Kaimanawa Range which
rises up above Lake Taupo. From this

divide a number of short rivers flow to

the east coast. The drainage into

Cook Strait includes the famous river

Wanganui, the Rhine of New Zealand,
which flows through precipitous gorges
in a land of magnificent scenery.

Rivers of
New Zealand
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The streams flowing into the Bay
of Plenty are insignificant, for they have

been beheaded by the Waikato.

The Thames, well known for its gold-

fields, flows into the Hauraki Gulf, and

has suffered a similar fate.

The Waikato, which has stolen much
of its upper drainage and so become
the largest river of North Island-

once flowed from Lake Taupo into the

Bay of Plenty, but it now passes

through narrow gorges towards the

west, and discharges its waters into

the Tasman Sea in the southern part of

the Auckland Peninsula.

In South Island the Southern Alps
determine the drainage system, which is

very simple. To the west the rivers are

short and steep, and practically all are

mountain torrents. They are frequently



Mighty Glaciers

flooded by the heavy rainfall and the

melting of the snow on the mountains,
and carry down a heavy burden of

gravel and silt.

On the eastern side the rivers are

longer and include the Clutha, which
is the most powerful river of the

Dominion. It rises near the south of

the Alps, drains the waters of three

great lakes, and discharges into the

sea south of Dunedin, carrying on the

average 40,000 tons of water every
minute. It is navigable only for 30

miles.

Most of the other rivers are too

shallow to be of much value, for, after

leaving the gorges and lakes of the

foothills bordering the Southern Alps,

they spread out over their own broad

shingle flats.

From the high snowfields of the South-

ern Alps glaciers of considerable dimen-

sions flow slowly away to the east. The
Tasman, Murchison, and Franz Josef

glaciers are from 8 to 18 miles in length,
and travel at a rate of 5 to 15 feet a day.
The heavy snowfall, and the alterna-

tion of frost and thaw, break up the

fissured and jointed rocks, send great
avalanches down the slopes, cover the

ice of the glaciers with moraine, and

make climbing and exploration par-

ticularly hazardous.

New Zealand is, like other volcanic

and glaciated lands, well strewn with

lakes. Those of the

glaciated district of

South Island are

famous for their magnificent scenery.
Te Anau, Wakatipu, and Manapouri are

Photo by permission ef the High Cffmtnisstotur fir A'rw Zealand

THE PORRIDGE POT, TIKITERE, ROTORUA

Since the Tarawera eruption, activity has been mainly restricted to hydrothermal outbursts
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MALFROY GEYSER, SANATORIUM GROUNDS, ROTORUA

At Rotorua different hot springs vary in temperature from 60" to 212, and vary widely in character.

They are classified as saline, alkaline, alkaline-silicious, sulphurous, and acidic

m
Photos t>y /,r

THE FAMOUS PINK AND WHITE TERRACES. WHAKAREWAREWA



Structural Directions

the best known and are of great depth
exceeding 1,000 feet and having

their floors below sea level. Many of

the lakes are of a fiord-like character,

lying in long narrow valleys with pre-

cipitous sides that rise sheer from the

water's edge. They are partly due to

the glacial erosion of rock basins, partly

Some of the hot springs have curative

properties, and the attraction of fishing
on the one hand and of

"
baths

"

on the other, supports local townships
and compensates in a measure for

the barren pumice soil of the plains
around.

Lagoon lakes, such as Lake Ellesmere

fUeU by ftrmitiim tf Oil ffl

HOT BATHS AT THE TOP OF THE PINK TERRACE

to the widening of faults and fissures,

and partly to damming up of the valley
mouths by heavy clumps of moraine.

In contrast to the elongated glacial

lakes are the rounded lakes of the volcanic

country in North Island. Volcanic

explosions, cauldron-like subsidences,

and damming by la\a streams are

the causes responsible for the depres-
sions in which the lakes lie. Taupo,
Rotorua, Tarawera, and Rotomahana
with their surrounding geysers and

fumeroles are well known. Trout have

been introduced into many of the

lakes and flourish well.

near Banks Peninsula, and Wairarapa
at the head of Palliser Bay, are formed

along the coast owing to the drift and
accumulation of gravel and sand. Should

their outlet be silted up they may burst

through, but frequently their liberation

is not accomplished till they have

spread backward in a wide flood over

the fertile land. Their scenic value

is little, and their economic value is

negative.
The two main structural directions

of New Zealand are paralleled by the

coasts of the islands. Coasts running
from north-east to south-west are the
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Coasts and
Harbours

most conspicuous. They are usually

straight or broadly curved, and provide
no good harbours. The
swell of the ocean cur-

rents carries sand and

shingle along the shores from south-

west to north-east, obstructing the river

mouths by sand bars and gravel spits
and fringing the coast with wide stretches

of monotonous and valueless beach.

o by permission of Che Higtt Loinmisstoncrjor AV?i' Zealand

MITRE PEAK AND SINBAD GULLY, MILFORD SOUND
Of all the beautiful New Zealand fiords, Milford is the most celebrated. For ten
miles it runs between walls of enormous height (Mitre Peak is over 5,500 feet), of

which the lower slopes are covered with luxuriant semi-tropical vegetation

feature, that the depths inland are

generally greater than the comparatively
shallow thresholds.

Deep fiord-lakes have been formed

by the same agencies where they have
failed to give an outlet to the sea ; and
in other cases where two or more series

of fiords have intersected, parts of the

land have been cut off as islands. The
well-known and beautiful Milford Sound

is the type
fiord of New
Zealand.

The direc-

tion of coast

line next in

importance is

that which
determines
the Auckland
Peninsula
and the shores

of Cook Strait,

running from

north-west to

south - east.

Here the coast

lies across the

trend of the

rocks, and
athwart the

swell of the

sea, and inlets

formed by the

drowning of

However, where hard volcanic rock

projects from the softer rocks good
harbours are formed, e.g. Otago Har-

bour with Port Chalmers which serves

Dunedin, and Lyttelton Harbour near

Christchurch.

In the extreme south-west the moun-
tain axes are no longer parallel to the

coasts, and typical fiords, 1,000 or 1,500
feet in depth, have been formed by
the joint action of earth movement,
which produced fissures, and glaciation,
which widened their parallel walls and

deepened their floors. It is a curious
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former valleys

remain open and free from drifted shingle.

Hauraki Gulf with the Thames estu-

ary, and Auckland Harbour in North

Island ; and Marlborough and Welling-
ton Harbours in South Island, are all

submerged valleys.

The harbour of Napier in Hawke Bay
is an artificial construction serving as

the commercial outlet of the fertile

lands around it. Westport, west of the

Southern Alps, is also largely artificial

and was provided for the export of

coal from the rich mines of the Nelson

district.



Climate

Around the seaward boundaries of

the Dominion every cape and point
of importance has its lighthouse, and

most of them are in telephonic com-

munication with telegraph centres.

The New Zealand climate is remark-

ably uniform, the mean temperature

varying from 48 F. in

the winter to 63 F.

in the summer. Although Auckland

and Dunedin are more than 600 miles

apart, the difference between their

annual means is only 8'4 F. These

cool and uniform conditions are due

to the insular position, to the cold

ocean currents which lap against the

shores, and to the high snow-clad

mountains of the south.

New Zealand lies in the path of the

strong west winds, known as the
"
roaring forties." After sweeping over

the southern ocean and becoming heavily

charged with moisture, the winds im-

pinge on the western mountains and a

heavy rainful results.

Everywhere to the west of the crests

of the Southern Alps the fall reaches

or exceeds 100 inches per annum, and
this is sometimes doubled in the high

valleys. (In North Island the heaviest

rainfall, 112 inches, is near Mount

Egmont and on the flanks of the Coro-

mandol Mountains. Towards the east

the rainfall gradually decreases.)
Over the Canterbury Plains, on the

other hand, it averages only 15 inches,

and sometimes is insufficient to allow

the soil to give its best results.

The rainfall of North Island is more

equable, for it is carried by cyclonic
winds which come from the north-

west, as well as by the south-west

system which belongs more character-

istically to the South Island. Thus the

prolongations of Wellington and Auck-
land on the eastern side of the island

tap a direct source of supply which
has not suffered desiccation against
the cold summits of the Southern

Alps.

Photo by ptrmission t-f tkt Higk Commissioner /or AVw Zealand

STERLING FALLS. MILFORD SOUND

Many such falls add to the beauty of the New
Zealand fiords, of which Milford Sound is the

most famous
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The vegetation indigenous to New
Zealand is remarkable for the high

percentage of ever-

Vegetation
green plants. "No field

scarlet with poppies,
no hillside purple with

heather, nor forest decked with the

delicate tints of spring, or ablaze with

the brillant colouring of an English
autumn will delight the eye."

and
Agriculture

168 170 172 174 176 178

But, although the bush is dense and

sombre, it is the hall mark of a fer-

tile soil. In the forests the Kauri pine,
tall and straight, is the most impressive
and the most valuable tree. It grows

chiefly in the Auckland province, and

deposits of gum exuded from past gene-
rations of Kauri are widespread in

the peninsula. The wood is extremely
durable, and is highly valued both
for structural and decorative purposes.
Resinous gum exudes from every part
of the tree, and is used for making
varnish.

The red and white pines are the

timber trees next in importance. Beeches
clothe the mountain sides in great

bronze-green forests. Tree ferns and
the Nikau palm give a tropical

aspect to the groves in which they
flourish.

The open country is of various types.
In the Auckland district bracken ex-

tends over the downs and heaths ; the

Manuka scrub covers large areas, and
the real scrub, forming a natural en-

tanglement of interwoven wiry branches,
occurs in Otago and Southland. Tussock

grasses on mounds and hillocks, inter-

spersed with smaller and more nutritive

grasses, are characteristic of the Canter-

bury Plains and other comparatively

dry areas.

For many years the
"
bush

" and the
"
scrub

" have been steadily pushed
back, and the native grass- and bracken-

lands replaced by ploughed land or

pasture with introduced grasses. The

following table shows the increase in

cultivated land since 1861, and the

corresponding increase in the export
of wool :

Year



CHRISTMAS AT THE ANTIPODES
The festive season is far from being associated with ice and snow in the minds of Australasians, for
Christmas falls in their hottest season, and those who can are thankful to picnic in the open air, as the

New Zealanders are doing in this picture





Principal Products

Chief Exports from New

Raw Wool
Frozen Meat .

Gold (bullion)
Butter .

Cheese....
Sheep Skins .

Tallow and Margarine
Timber
Kauri Gum .

Flax

Zealand in 1911.

6,492,000

3,503,000

1,815,000
. 1,577,000
. 1,192,000
. 633,000
. 607,000

440,000

396,000
. 300,000

and house flies. Insects, however, are

not generally troublesome. Mosquitoes
and sand flies have been exterminated

from all the settled districts, and sting-

ing insects are rare.

The most valuable minerals of New
Zealand, are gold and coal.

Gold was first discovered in 186 1 in

Otago, and since then the total value

of gold found in the Dominion has

Photo fy permission of the ffigk Commissionerfor New Zealand

HOLSTEIN CALVES, TARA.NAKI

There are more t'nan 2,000,000 head of cattle in the Dominion of New Zealand

Animal Life

The indigenous mammals are very
few. Seals and whales of course may

be included, but among
land animals only two

varieties of bats can be claimed. The

Polynesians introduced a dog and a rat.

The birds include wood pigeons, ducks,

hawks, gulls, and cormorants, and the

albatross. The great moa is long ex-

tinct, and the small kiwi is its only

living relative in New Zealand to-day.

English birds the sparrow, black-

bird, and thrush and fish, such as

trout and salmon, have been introduced,
and flourish well. Other introductions,
which have become pests, are rabbits

23

exceeded 85,000,000. The most im-

portant reefs are in the Thames and
Coromandel fields, ^j. |

which contain the Wealth and
famous Waihi mine, Mining
now unfortunately Industry

showing signs of failure in depth. The

greatest amount of gold, however, has

been won from the alluvial deposits of

Otago, and in Westland and Nelson

valuable deposits also occur.

Excellent coal is found in Nelson,
and brown coal and lignite are widely
distributed in Otago and Auckland.

The famous Dun Mountain, in the

northern part of the Southern Alps, is so
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called from the brown-red tint of its

weathered rock. The unaltered rock,

however, is formed of bright green olivine

with chromite, and the latter mineral is

worked commercially. Platinum is also

associated with the rock, and is washed
from the gravels of South Island, where
it has accumulated naturally in sufficient

quantity to be valuable.

New Zealand has very little work-

and may, in this respect, be considered

as a mineral. Greenstone (pseudo-jade,
or nephrite) is found in the valleys of

Westland, and many of the weapons and
ornaments of the Maoris were carved

from boulders of this beautiful material.

At the present day New Zealand is

well provided with railways, for agricul-

tural, pastoral, and mining industries

cannot flourish without easy means of

Pltoto by permission of the ffigtt Commissioner for tVen/ Zealand

MOTUROA OIL FIELDS, NEW PLYMOUTH

It is quite possible that hitherto unsuspected natural reservoirs of oil exist in New Zealand which may
well repay thorough exploitation

able iron, though the metal is widely
distributed. Good haematite occurs in

Nelson, and black sands rich in magne-
tite are found on the beaches of South

Island.

Oil has been discovered in Taranaki,
and traces in other districts suggest that

it exists in natural reservoirs which

may well repay thorough exploitation.

Phosphatic rock, scheelite, silver, man-

ganese, and antimony ores are minerals

of considerable value. Fossil kauri gum
is dug from the fossil forests of Auckland,
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transport. In North Island there are

1,200 miles of railway connecting alii

the main towns, and
Communi-

extensions are now
cations

being laid down from
Auckland to the Bay of Islands in\

the north, and to the Bay of Plenty
in the east. In South Island, the-

mileage is 1,600, but the proposed
scheme of a continuous line from north,

to south is still unfinished, and Nelson

is, as a consequence, isolated from.

Christchurch and Dunedin. Coach ser-



Chief Towns
vices along good roads are maintained

where the railways have not yet ex-

tended. River traffic is necessarily

limited, and canals have not been

regarded with favour.

All the chief towns of New Zealand

are near the coast, and situated within

easy reach of natural or artificial

harbours. Consequently, there is much

North Island, is the capital of New
Zealand and the chief port. Unfortun-

ately it lies on a line of fracture, and
is somewhat subject to earthquakes.
For this reason many of the public

buildings are constructed of wood.

Auckland, which was the first seat of

Government, is beautifully situated, and

having a population of over 100,000,

> by permission of the Hifh Commissioner for Ntv Zealand

WELLINGTON, THE CAPITAL OF NEW ZEALAND

Unfortunately Wellington lies on a line of fracture, and is subject to earthquakes. For this reason

many ot the public buildings are constructed of wood

coastal traffic, and shipping lines ply
between all the ports. A regular trade

is carried on with the Australian ports,

Calcutta, Vancouver, and San Francisco,

and the islands of Melanesia and Oceania,
as well as with the home ports of the

British Isles.

Postal, telegraphic, and telephonic
communications are in the hands of the

Government. Wireless communication
with Melbourne is maintained, and there

are two lines of cable to Europe via the

Pacific and America on the east, and
via Australia and India on the west.

WELLINGTON (71,000), in the south of

The Chief
Towns

it is the largest city of the Dominion.

Placed on a narrow isthmus with com-

mand of the sea by magnificent harbours

on each side, it has every opportunity
to fulfil its promise to

become a great com-
mercial centre.

Napier (10,500) is the chief town
of the Hawke Bay district, and is the

centre of a large pastoral, agricultural,
and timber industry.
New Plymouth (5,200), due west of

Napier, lies at the foot of Mount Egmont
in the province of Taranaki, which

justly claims to be the Garden of New
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Zealand. It is the port of outlet for the

sheep and cattle industries and the dairy

farming which flourish on the inland

pastures and downs.

Nelson City (8,000) is the chief port on
the south of Cook Strait, and a favourite

holiday resort. It is most pleasantly

situated, with Dun Mountain in the

rear the source of the chromite ores

of New Zealand. Fruit culture has in

the surrounding district largely replaced

farming.

Westport, also in the Nelson district,

possesses the best harbour on the west

coast of South Island. It serves the

rich coal and gold mining districts of

the Buller Valley and Mount Rockfort.

Greymouth (5,500), farther south,

developed with the rich finds of gold
which in 1865 practically introduced

the then little known district of Westland
to the world. Although gold mining
has declined, coal mining and the timber

trade have maintained the district and
its port in prosperity.

Christchurch (80,000) is the capital
of the Canterbury district, which with

its rich and cultivable land has long
been an attractive field for colonisation.

With its port at Lyttelton, 7 miles away,
it is the railway centre for the main
line south to Dunedin and the overland

route to Westland.

Dunedin (67,000) with its harbour at

Port Chalmers is the chief city not only
of Otago, but also of South Island, and
is a very important commercial centre.

The harbour, encircled by volcanic hills,

has been deepened by dredging, and

large steamers now enter comfortably.

Invcrcargill (13,000) is situated at the

southern end of the Southland district,

and is noteworthy as being a great

railway terminus.

Exclusive of Maoris and half-castes,

the population of New Zealand numbers

just over a million (1,008,468 in 1911).
Of these, the British-born amounted to

988,118.

The Government consists of a Gover-

nor, appointed by the Sovereign ; a Legis-
lative Council, the members of which
are appointed for seven

years by the Governor,
*ul

on the recommenda- Government
tion of Ministers ; and
a House of Representatives, whose
members consist of seventy-six elected

by Europeans and four by Maoris.

The Executive consists of eight Minis-

ters. Parliament is elected for triennial

periods, and a session is held each

successive year. Except in one case,

every parliament has fully carried out

its legislative programme. The govern-
ment owns the railways and lighthouses
and two coal mines, as well as the

ordinary Post Office concerns.

Military training throughout the

Dominion is a compulsory obligation
to all male British subjects between the

ages of 12 and 30 ; first as a junior

cadet, then as a senior cadet, afterwards

in the general training section, and

finally in the Reserve.

Primary education is free, secular,

and compulsory, and there are now
over 2,000 schools in the Dominion.

Secondary schools and technical colleges

are well distributed. The University of

New Zealand, is represented by colleges

at Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch,

and Dunedin, and these cities also have

large libraries and well stocked museums.
The origin and characters of the

Maoris, have already been discussed.

The earlier generations
, .

s
. The Maoris

were certainly contem-

porary with the now extinct Moa,
and used that gigantic bird as a

source of food. They made no use of

metals, and their tools and weapons
were chiefly made of stone, the chief

materials employed being greenstone or

nephrite from the Westland valleys ;

obsidian, a black volcanic glass, from

the Taupo district ; and quartzite. In

building houses and canoes, which were

elaborately carved, they were very
skilled. Wars and feuds were common
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in the olden days, and sacramental

cannibalism was practised.
Now all that is done with. The Maoris

are well educated and have a great

capacity for law. They send four re-

presentatives to Parliament, and two
Maoris may be appointed to the Execu-
tive Council.

Most of the Maoris live in North

Island, where they practise agriculture
with marked success on lands retained

for them by legislation. In South
Island their numbers are small, but

in the west, where many of them are

ground-landlords of the soil, they have

in some cases amassed considerable

wealth.

Although the Maoris were formerly
more abundant and numbers decreased

rapidly, both as a result of war and the

adoption of European vices at the

present day, with sound education and
new ideals, they are holding their own.

Adequate provision has been allowed

to them, and the population is again

increasing.
Now that the once-feared race decay

has been arrested, there seems to be no

reason for doubt that this fine people
have a prosperous future before them.

A. H.

MAORI VILLAGE

Most of the Maoris live in North Island. In South Island their numbers are

mall. Many have amassed considerable wealth by agriculture
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THE
Portuguese, the Spaniards, the

Dutch, and the English all shared

in the discovery and charting of

the Australian coasts, but it was the

splendid work of Captain Cook, in

1770, which led to
Exploration ^ colonisation of

the island continent.

That Cook, in his investigation of the

eastern coast, hit upon the most pro-
ductive portion of the great unknown
land, is well shown from the present
distribution of towns. The towns which
boast a popu'ation of more than 3,000

lie in the coastal regions discovered by
the British.

In 1798, Tasmania was proved to be

an island by Flinders and Bass, and the

first coastal exploration of Australia

was completed.
The year preceding this, Phillip had

landed in Botany Bay, and settled,

with the convicts who had survived

the voyage, at Port Jackson, a harbour

which he regarded as
"
the finest in

the world."

The Blue Mountains could be seen in

the distance, though it was many years
before they were reached and crossed.

The young colony stretched outwards

from Sydney, but the Blue Mountains,

though nowhere reaching more than

4,100 feet in height, had to be crossed

before the fertile lands that lay beyond
could be utilised for the great pastoral

industry that lay in the future. In

1813, Blaxland and others succeeded

in penetrating the tangled network of

gorge and precipice, and found rich

grassy plains in the open country to the

west of the barrier.

The interior then became a geo-

graphical puzzle. Two rivers, the Mac-

quarie and the Lachlan, were discovered
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by Evans flowing, not towards the coast,

but inland. Where did the rivers reach

the sea ?

The Lachlan was followed till it was
lost in a great swamp of reed beds,

and the mystery deepened. Many a

perilous expedition was to cross the

labyrinthine gorges of the Blue Moun-
tains before the secret of the west was
discovered. In 1843, the Murrumbidgee
was reached, and the snow-clad Austra-

lian Alps were seen to the south.

Five years later, Sturt began his three

courageous attacks on the interior. He
discovered the Murray, traced it to

its mouth and found that it was joined

by a river which he rightly judged
to be the Darling. In 18-15, Sturt

nearly realised his ambition to pene-
trate to the centre of the continent.

He gave a terrible report of the stony
desert which he traversed :

" The tube of the thermometer burst,

the bullocks pawed the ground to get
a cooler footing, and the men's shoes

were scorched as if by fire ; their finger
nails were brittle as glass, the lead

dropped from the pencil, the ink dried

on the pen, human hair ceased to grow."
Meanwhile, Eyre and Gregory were

exploring the south and west, and
Mitchell opened up the south and

east, followed by Kennedy in North

Queensland. So far, the incentive to

exploration had mainly been the dis-

covery of fresh pastoral lands, but

the years 1851 and 1852 saw the

discovery of gold in the Bathurst dis-

trict of New South Wales and the

Ballarat district of Victoria. The first

mines of Broken Hill, the foremost

field of lead, zinc, and silver in the

world, were not pegged out till 1883,

and in the same year gold was again
found, this time in the Kimberley dis-

trict of West Australia. Nearly a

decade later, this important discovery
was followed (in 1892) by that of the

famous Coolgardie fields.

The desire to cross the continent

Statistics

from south to north, led to the well-

known expeditions of Burke and Wills,

and of Stuart. The former in 1860-61

crossed from Melbourne, by the eastern

side of Lake Eyre to the Gulf of Car-

pentaria, using camels for transport.

Unfortunately, they perished on the

return journey and only one survivor

was rescued. Stuart was more success-

ful, and not only surveyed the route

for the overland telegraph, but found

good pastoral country around the Mac-
donnell ranges in the heart of the

interior.

Prospecting and scientific expeditions
from the 'eighties onwards have com-

pleted the preliminary surveys of the

continent.

Australia represents in area nearly
a quarter of the whole British Emphe.
It extends through
33 of latitude ; York
Peninsula in the north

nearly touches 10 S., and Tasmania in

the south nearly reaches 44 S. The
mainland alone is 1,970 miles across.

From east to west it stretches from

longitude 113 E. to 153 E., and the

greatest width is 2,400 miles. The total

area, including Tasmania and Papua,
is 2,974,600 square miles. The United

States has an area just under this

(2,970,000), but Canada (3,730,000) ex-

ceeds it.

Australia is twenty-five times larger

than the United Kingdom, but while

the home islands are populated with a

density of 374 to the square mile, the

greatCommonwealth does not yet average
two to the square mile, for the total

population is only 5,083,000. The birth

rate (27'7), however, is higher and the

death rate (10
-

5) lower than the corre-

sponding British averages (24'4 and

14' 8 respectively).
The commercial industries of Australia

and their relative importance, are shown

by the table of exports on p. 346, which

exhibits the remarkable increase be-

tween the years 1901 and 1912.
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Evidence of Vulcanism

To the north, in the Malay Archipelago,
and to the north-east and south-east,

in the Pacific Border Islands and New
Zealand, Australia is flanked by a vast

curve of active volcanoes. On the

continent itself, however, there are no

longer active volcanoes. Yet there is

no lack of evidence that in the past
vulcanism has characterised nearly every

geological period. During
the Tertiary Era, and in

Victoria until the abori-

ginal occupation of Austra-

lia, volcanoes burst out in

numerous places through-
out the length of the

Eastern Highlands. The

only other localities char-

acterised by such wide-

spread activity are in the

Northern Territory and
the north-east of Western
Australia (see Map).

Australia owes its east-

ern mountains to buckling
and folding of the older

Palaeozoic -formations,

mainly before the coal

beds were deposited. Unlike the great

ranges of the Alps and Himalayas,

Islands, with its strange offshoots ap-

pearing as though it here met with two

outlying Australasian festoons. The

triangle of trend lines in this critical

region deserves very detailed study,
but so far Sumba and Timor are little

known, and for convenience of definition

they will be dealt with, not here, but

under Asia.

Regarded as a whole, the Australasian

trend lines present a curious mirror-

they are old mountains, and having image resemblance to those of South
suffered a long period of denudation America. And just as the latter hinge

they do not anywhere reach a greater about the fractured curve of the An-

height than 7,350 feet.

As the worn down base of an old

mountain region, they are more correctly
described as highlands than as ranges.

Superimposed on the folding move-
ments of Mid-Palaeozoic time, came
extensive faulting and fracturing during

tilles, so the Australasian lines hinge
from the hooks and fingers of the

fractured archipelago of south-eastern

Asia.

With few exceptions the political

boundaries of the Australian States do
not follow natural features. Griffith

the Tertiary Era, which broke the old Taylor, in his excellent analysis of the

mountains from end to end, and pre-

pared a path for the basalts which
Hooded the country. The land on the

physiography of Australia in the
" Oxford Survey of the British Em-
pire," Vol. V., adds to the natural divi-

east sank, and the eastern coast line sions already mentioned (the Western
was thus determined. The chief trend Plateau and the Eastern Highlands)
lines of Australasia are indicated on the following : The Murray -

Darling
the map on p. 349.

The most southerly extension of the

Asiatic festoons appears in the Sunda

Basin, the Great Artesian Basin, and
the South Australian Highlands. The
relations of these to the political
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divisions are indicated in the table oppo-

site, founded on Griffith Taylor (by kind

permission ofthe Oxford University Press).

The eastern coast of Australia belongs
to the type called by Gregory the

Secondary Pacific (see

p. 254). The trend

lines, as a whole, are approximately

parallel to adjacent or neighbouring
shores ; but the coasts themselves

have been determined by the fractures

and subsidences that are responsible
for the present shapes of the Tasman
and Coral Seas. The Great Barrier

Reef, which fringes the Queensland
coast for 1,200 miles, consists of a

series of coral reefs constructed by the

indefatigable labours of untold genera-
tions of corals and calcareous algae.

For their foundations the reefs have

probably made use of a submerged
mountainous ridge belonging to the now
sunken land, for along the same axis

non-coralline shoals have been traced

to the colder south, where no corals

could live. A considerable industry
in pearl shell, tortoise shell, and beche-

de-mer is carried on in the shallow

waters between the Barrier and the

mainland.

The remaining coasts are of the Atlan-

tic type ; that is to say, they lie across

the grain of the country. Fiords are

found in the north-west, separated from

the eastern coasts by the great indenta-

tion of the Gulf of Carpentaria. This,

before the Tertiary Era, was much more

extensive, and continued so far to the
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Natural Divisions

NATURAL DIVISIONS
AND TREND LINES

OF

AUSTRALIA
AND

NEW ZEALAND.

Trend Lines after David & Gregory Natural Divisions after Taylor

Political

Division

NATURAL REGIONS

Lowlands Highlands

QUEENSLAND
670,500 square miles

NEW SOUTH WALES
310,372 square miles

VICTORIA

87,884 square miles

TASMANIA
26,215 square miles

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
380,070, square miles

NORTHERN TERRITORY
523,620 square miles

WEST AUSTRALIA
975,920 square miles

Eastern section of the Arte-

sian Basin

South-eastern section of the

Artesian Basin
Northern section of the

Murray-Darling Basin

Southern section of the

Murray-Darling Basin

South-western section of the

Artesian Basin

Sunken region to the west of

the Highlands

A small portion of the Arte-

sian Basin

Coastal Plains locally border-

ing the Plateau
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Northern section of the Eastern

Highlands

Central section of the Eastern

Highlands

Southern section of the

Eastern Highlands

Isolated portion of the Eastern

Highlands

South-eastern section of the

Western Plateau
South Australian

Highlands

North-eastern section of the

Western Plateau

The Western
Plateau
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south that Lake Eyre was included

within its borders.

To the north, Cape York is connected

with Papua across the shallow Torres

Strait by a series of island stepping

stones, chief of which is Thursday Island.

Although the latter has many larger

of Australia. The western coasts are

flat and low and of little interest.

The Eastern Highlands have already
been mentioned. Often steep on the

western side, they die

away more gradually
on the east, and fade into the wide plains

Mountains

fhfK by ptrmtstion / tHt Afint-Gintral /or

SOFT CORAL AND OYSTER ROCK, GOOLD ISLAND

neighbours it is the centre of the pearl-

ing industry of North Queensland, which

is mainly in the hands of the Japanese.
In the south, between Victoria and

the Great Australian Bight, is the frac-

tured region of what Gregory has called

the Australian Rift Valley. Trough

faulting is responsible for Spencer Gulf,

and the rift valley can be traced north

to Lake Torrens. St. Vincent Gulf is

also a rift depression separated from the

main subsidence by the horst of Yorke

Peninsula. It is noteworthy that this

region is the chief earthquake centre

which separate them from the general

plateau of the west. The so-called Great

Dividing Range is an alternative name,
but strictly it refers to the water parting
between the drainage to the coast and
that to the Murray and the interior.

Deep gorges have been cut through the

old highlands by the rivers, and the dif-

ferent sections thus denned have been

given individual names, such as the

Darling Downs, west of Brisbane ; the

Liverpool Range ; the Blue Mountains,
behind Sydney ; and the Australian Alps.
The northern portion of the latter,
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Blue Mountains

which in the winter are snow clad, in-

cludes Australia's highest mountain

Koskiusko, 7,336 feet in height. Darwin

visited the Blue Mountains during the

voyage of the Beagle, and he thus de-

scribes his impressions : "From so

grand a title as Blue Mountains, and
from their absolute altitude, I ex-

pected to have seen a bold chain of

mountains
crossing the

country ; but

instead of

this; a sloping

plain presents

merely an in-

considerable

front to the

low land near

the coast.
From this first

slope the view

of the exten-

sive woodland
to the east

was striking,,

and the sur-

rounding trees

grew bold and

lofty. But
once on the

sandstone
platform the

scenery becomes exceedingly monoton-
ous."

The Eastern Highlands are continued
to the south in Tasmania, which is

separated from Victoria by the shallow
Bass Strait. Flinders Island rises from
the submerged ridge, and in Tasmania
itself the altitudes again become con-

siderable, Cradle Mountain reaching
5,069 feet.

North of Adelaide the Flinders Range
reaches 3,000 feet here and there, and
forms a rough boundary to the rift

valley of Lake Torrens. The rocks which
enter into the architecture of this dis-

sected plateau are folded Cambrian for-

mations. They reappear in the heart

Photo : Oldham (by fermission ef the ^flnl-Gtmralfar Tasmania]

RUSSELL'S FALLS. TASMANIAN SIDE OF MOUNT WELLINGTON

of the continent as the highlands of the

Musgrave and Macdonnell Ranges.
The Western Plateau drops somewhat

suddenly to the coastal plains in a few

places, and thus gives the effect, when
viewed from the coast, of a series of

mountain chains. The chief of these

are the Stirling Range, behind Albany,
and the Darling Range, behind Perth.

From the

Gulf of Car-

pentaria to

the mouth of

the Murray
there stretch-

es across the

whole of Aus-
tralia a broad

belt of plains.

They are
made up of

two main
portions: the

Artesian
Basin in the

north and the

MurrayBasin
in the south.

Although na-

turally arid,

the soil be-

comes fertile

when irri-

gated, and large flocks of sheep and
cattle are supported, especially in New
South Wales and the

south of Queensland.
In the north conditions

are tropical, but in the south wheat is

grown.
The Great Australian Bight is bor-

dered by the Nullarbor Plains, which
extend far to the interior. Owing to

lack of rain they are, however, practic-

ally useless. The coasts of Victoria and
New South Wales and the western shores

of Western Australia are fringed by
plains which are generally narrow.

The great Western Plateau calls for

little comment. Except for the gold-

Plains and
Plateaus
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Rivers of

Australia

fields, it has little economic import-
ance. Covering more than half of the

total area of the continent it only main-

tains one-twentieth of the total popula-
tion.

The rivers on the eastern side of the

Great Dividing Range are short but

active, since they are

fed by the abundant

rainfall which is pre-

cipitated by the scarps of the Eastern

Highlands. They thus present a simi-

larity to the short rivers of South

America which flow from the slopes of

the Andes to the Pacific. The mighty
rivers that flow to the Atlantic from the

eastern sides of the Andes are, how-

ever, poorly paralleled by Australian

streams. Part of the drainage is dis-

charged into the Gulf of Carpentaria,

part into Lake Eyre, and part into the

Murray Basin. To the west of the High-
lands there is no effective supply of

water from above. The Darling and

Murray and their tributaries, and the

ill-defined creeks of Diamantina and

Barcoo, receive little water from the

plains, except such as rises through

springs from artesian sources. Evapora-
tion in Central Australia generally ex-

ceeds the supply. Lake Eyre, being
39 ft. below sea level, receives occasional

flood wraters from the Western Plateau

and the Flinders Range ; but generally

the creeks and streams from the higher
lands surrounding the depression are

choked, and die away in the sands, long
before reaching the deserted lake to-

wards which they strive to flow.

Although the Murray is not so long as

its great tributary, the Darling, it can

easily claim to be the foremost river of

Australia, for alone among its neigh-
bours it never dries up. The Murrum-

bidgee, however, rarely ceases running,
and various schemes have been pro-

posed from time to time for storing the

water of these two rivers, with a view

to controlled irrigation. To quote from

the Geographical Journal for Novem-

ber, 1915 :

"
Thirty-five locks and weirs

are to be constructed on the Murray
by the three States of Victoria, New
South Wales, and South Australia, with

some aid from the Commonwealth
Government. It has lately been an-

nounced that the ceremony of placing
in position the first stone of the first

lock and weir across the Murray in

South Australia has been performed by
the Governor of that State. ... A
plentiful supply of water will be secured

at all times for irrigation as well as

navigation, and arrangements are al-

ready being made to extend the area

suitable for settlement."

The Lachlan and the Darling degene-
rate into a series of waterholes during

periods of drought ; but during floods

the temporary rush of water fills up the

gullies and sometimes spreads far over

the surrounding country.
The interior of the Western Plateau

is badly provided with water, and from

the Lake Eyre Basin westwards the

land is a sandy desert, 600 miles from

north to south and 1,000 from east to

west, over much of which the rainfall

rarely averages more than six inches

per year. In the north-west tropical

region, however, the rainfall is heavier

and there are good rivers, such as the

Victoria and the Fitzroy. To the west

are the Ashburton and other smaller

rivers draining the Pilbarra and Ash-

burton goldfields. The Swan River is

of great importance to Perth, for it is

navigable for some distance.

The chief rivers flowing into the Gulf

of Carpentaria are the Mitchell, the

Flinders, and the Roper. Of these the

latter is the best, for it offers a navig-
able highway far into the Northern

Territory, which in the future ought to

become one of the most valuable of the

fertile regions of the continent.

Tasmania is well watered, and the

two principal streams, the Derwcnt and
the Tamar, drain the Central Plateau,

which is well studded with picturesque
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Deserts of Salt

lakes and not inconsiderable peaks, the

highest being Mount Cradle.

The lakes of Australia make a bolder

appearance on the map than their real

character would justify.

Perhaps the only one

worthy the name is Lake Alexandrina,

through which the Murray passes near its

mouth. In Tertiary times, after the sea

LaKes

of the Eyre Peninsula, are salt lakes or

marshes, and in seasons of drought they
become dazzling salt flats in the heart

of an appallingly hot desert. Similar

lakes represented by sheets of salt

more often than by water are found

among the ranges of the far interior,

notably Lakes Macdonald and Amadeus.
In Western Australia there are a

Photo t>f permission of tht AgtHt-General for South Australia

THE MURRAY BRIDGE. SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Although the Murray is not so long as its great tributary, the Darling, it is by far the most important
river of Australia. For the greater part of its course it forms the boundary between Viccoria and

New South Wales, but joins the sea in South Australia

had retreated from Central Australia, Lake

Eyre was a great fresh-water lake fed

by large rivers, for in the salt alluvium

which now occupies its site there have
been discovered the skeletons of the

alligator and tortoise, and of animals

which grazed on its grassy banks.

Lake Eyre may represent the northern

termination of the Torrens rift valley,
for in wet seasons Lake Torrens is

linked up with Lake Gregory and Lake

Eyre. The waters may even spread in

a shallow horseshoe depression round
the northern end of the Flinders Range,
joining Lakes Frome and Callabonna.

All of these, and Lake Gairdner, north

number of pseudo-lakes, lake basins

denned by an encrustation of salt and
sometimes occupied by a watery salt-

mud. According to Professor Gregory,
these lakes are portions of an old Ter-

tiary river system. The Great Aus-

tralian Bight was more extensive in

those days, and occupied the site of

the present Nullarbor Plains. Into this

bay rivers flowed from the north-west,

and as a result of desiccation of the

interior of the continent, and the block-

ing up of the channels by desert sands,

these ill-defined lake basins have been

formed.

Temporary fresh-water lakes are not
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uncommon in the Murray system. When
floods arise, serpentine depressions

(representing the remains of former

channels taken by the river) become
filled with water, and continue for

some time when the flood flow has

withdrawn.

Perhaps the most serious question

facing Australia is that of water supply.
Around the coasts the

Water Supply
problem is not gencr

.

and Irrigation
ally felt, because the

rainfall is sufficient to maintain all

requirements. The system of locks pro-

posed for the Murray will do much
to conserve and extend the water

supply of the interior of Victoria and
the south of New South Wales. In the

northern part of the latter State and in

the southern half of Queensland water

is obtained from artesian wells. Over

this region there were deposited in

Mesozoic times sandstone and clay for-

mations. These rocks have now been

raised, and their upturned edges are

exposed along the Eastern Highlands.
The rainfall along this edge of the

Artesian Basin is plentiful, and is ab-

sorbed by the sandstone and prevented
from sinking or rising into other strata

by impermeable clays. It therefore

flows through the sandstone towards

the Gulf of Carpentaria, or towards

Lake Eyre. By sinking wells this great
reservoir of water can be tapped, for

the hydrostatic pressure from the east

forces the water to the surface in many
places ; in others pumping is neces-

sary. More than 500,000,000 gallons of

water per day are yielded by flowing
wells and bores. The total area under-

lain by the artesian basin is over 500,000

square miles.

In the neighbourhood of the Mac-
donnell ranges there is in certain years
a sufficient water supply, but only nar-

row gullies are filled and irrigation is

restricted to a narrow belt of country,
where the chance of drought is a con-

stant menace to the few brave spirits

who try to develop the desert-locked

pastures.
The great goldfields of the Coolgardie

district in West Australia have been

developed in the face of desert condi-

tions. Water is now brought from the

Darling Range behind Perth through
a pipe to the central reservoir of Cool-

gardie. Five million gallons a day are

thus supplied, and at Kalgoorlie, which
is no less than 375 miles from the

source of the water, the cost is only
7s. per 1,000 gallons.

Australia lies across the Tropic of

Capricorn and embraces a considerable

variety of climates,

varying from that of
Climates of

J Australia
lasmama, which has

been compared to the English climate,

to that of Port Darwin, in the Northern

Territory, which may be compared to

the West Indian climate.

The south-east trades blow from the

Pacific across the Queensland coasts,

coming farther south as they follow

the sun, until they influence even the

southern coasts in the autumn. Tas-

mania lies within the zone of the
"
roar-

ing forties
"

or
"
brave west winds."

During the summer (December), when
Central Australia becomes strongly

heated, cold air flows in from the

north, thus displacing the planetary cir-

culation by monsoons from the north,

which are the chief carriers of rain to

Northern Australia. Thus, in the south,

the heaviest rainfall centres around the

winter months (June), and in the north

around the summer months. From
Melbourne to Sydney and inland to the

Darling there is a belt where the

rainfall is more evenly distributed.

The rainfall map opposite shows the

dependence of the rainfall on the Eastern

Highlands, where at two points in

Queensland and Tasmania 100 inches

is exceeded. The zone of abundant
rains swings round into the tropical

belt in the north. In the south, the

Victorian rainfall is mirrored across the
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Great Australian Bight in the country
around Perth. The rainfall gradually
decreases till the great arid heart of the

continent is reached.

The more objectionable features of

Australian weather are of four types :

floods, which may reach disastrous

dimensions, as for example in the

Hunter and Brisbane rivers ; droughts,
in which the meagre rainfall of the

interior pastures may fail

altogether ; dust storms,

which carry away sand

and dust, and which dur-

ing periods of drought

may entirely denude a

pasture land of its thin

covering of soil ; and

finally tornadoes, the
"
willy

- willies
"

of the

north-west, which sweep
in from the sea, tearing

up houses and trees and

leaving a belt of destruc-

tion along their track.

As has already been

pointed out, . Australian

fauna is

a relic of

Pre-Tertiary times.

In keeping with this, all

the indigenous mammals,

except for a few rats, mice, bats and
a (lingo, belong to the primitive groups
.of the monotremes, and the marsu-

pials, which are characteristic of Aus-

tralia.

Kangaroos and wallabies browse on

grass. The native cats, Tasmanian

wolf, and Tasmanian Devil are flesh-

caters. The opossum and the tailless

native bear live among the branches

of the eucalypts. The wombat feeds

on roots
; the bandicoot, striped ant-

eater, flying phalanger, and marsupial
mice and moles are other types.

"
Australia, with her marsupials, and

her furred and spiny warm-blooded
animals which lay eggs, was suddenly
insulated with a menagerie of animals,

among the best then available, but

occupying a place which to-day is the

lowest in the scale of mammalian crea-

tion. She improved upon the model,
and cultivated creatures huge as oxen,

but invented no new type. The sister

island, New Zealand, a thousand miles

away, must have been cut off still

earlier, for she was left with nothing

bigger than a bat or two, a handful of

Animal Life AUSTRALIA
WITH LIMITS OF

ANNUAL RAINFALL.

insects, and some strange birds and
lizards. With the severance of material

ties with the rest of the world, dis-

appeared Australasia's hope of a fauna

resembling that which arose in other

parts of the globe.
" When thus insulated Australasia

had the marsupial, as America has to-

day in the opossums. The best she

could make of the brand was a tribe of

animals of all sizes, from the minute

mouse to the giant kangaroo, whose

young are born in so immature a con-

dition that their nourishment has to be

continued within the external pouch of

the mother, where the helpless, unformed

young grow like cuttings grafted upon a

tree. Also she produced, or fostered,
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THE TASMANIAN WOLF
Sometimes called the Tasmanian Tiger, Zebra-wolf, or Dog-headed
Thylacinus (Thylacinus cynocephalus). It is a carnivorous marsupial,

grey-brown in colour, with black markings

the two-egg laying mammals mentioned

the platypus, an animal with the

webbed feet of a sort of water mole, the

beak of a duck and the fur of a beaver,

which animal lays actual eggs and
broods them in its burrow as a bird

broods its eggs in a nest ; and the

echidna or spiny ant-cater, which, after

laying its eggs, places them in a

marsupial pouch and there hatches

them."*
The Australian birds are brilliant and

vivid in the colour of their plumage,

presenting a remarkable

contrast to the dull and
timid mammals. The bird

of paradise is known in the

forests of North Queensland.
Cockatoos and the ingenious

honeysuckers,lyre-birds with

their remarkable tails and

powers of mimicry, the

emus and cassowaries, Aus-

tralian wrens and pigeons,

kingfishers (including the

laughing jackass), and the

black swan, wild geese, and
ducks are among the chief

forms of bird life.

Reptiles are represented

by crocodiles in Queensland ;

poisonous snakes on wet

and swampy ground ;
liz-

ards, including geckos and

the iguana ; and turtles

and tortoises. The bull

frog with its deep note,

the tree frogs, and toads

are very numerous.

Butterflies and moths,

locusts and grasshoppers,

praying and walking-stick

insects, beetles, ants, and

termites (so-called white-

ants) are the chief varieties

of insects.

The eucalypts, of which

over 300 species are known,
are the characteristic

. .. T Plant Life
trees oi Australia. In

the Tasmanian and Victorian forests

they grow in great abundance. Pro-

fessor Gregory describes the gum forests

in the following words :

" The characteristic tone of the foliage

is dull or olive green ;
and the colour

effects are contributed by the coloured

young leaves in early spring, the

flowers during the summer, and by
the bright tints of the trunks during
the winter. The first aspect of the

A SWAMP GUM FOREST IN TASMANIA
' Wonders of Land and Sea." Over 300 species of eucalypt, or gum-tree, are known in Australia
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gum forest is disappointing, and it takes

some time before a visitor appreciates
its charm. He cannot but notice at

once the fragrance of the gum forest,

which is unrivalled, and, except on

windy days, the impressive silence. . . .

When the sun is reflected from the wet

trunks of the white gums, they glow
with vivid colours ; and the flush of

pure soft pink, thrown over a vast

The tea tree is found in wet and

swampy lands. Along the northern

tropical zone the prairies give way to

savanna woods with coarse grass.
Within this belt of prairie and savanna,
which is broken in the south by the

Great Australian Bight and the South
Australian Highlands, is a broad

stretch of grass with shrubs of acacias

and wattles surrounding the desert,

Photo by fermi sion ff the A^tnt'General for Nrtu South Walt*

KOOKABURRAS. OR LAUGHING JACKASSES

The Australian birds are brilliant and vivid in the colour of their plumage, quite unlike the dull and
timid mammals. The Laughing Jackass (Dace/o gigas) figures among the chief forms of bird life

expanse of undulating forest, when
the low sun shines on the moist

young leaves, can be rivalled only by
the sunrise glow on an Alpine snow-
field."

Beeches, conifers, and tree ferns add

variety, and a thick undergrowth spreads
over the ground. Towards the north
and in Arnhem Land, tropical scrub
and jungle replaces the eucalypt woods,
which, however, extend in the south
to the South Australian Highlands and

reappear in the country around Perth.

Inland there is a wide belt of scrub and

prairie, both on east and west, with

clumps of eucalypts along the rivers.

where spinifex appears among the sands.

Though much of the interior is monoto-
nous and dismal, the outer belts have

many relieving features. Nearly all

the common British flowers occur, and
the golden wattle, the banksias (honey-
suckle trees), the tree ferns, the lovely

waratah, and the feathery boronia,
all add a native beauty to the aspect
of the land.

From the time when Phillip introduced

seven cattle and twenty-nine sheep to

the hills aroundSydney
in 1788, the pastoral

industry has increased

by leaps and bounds. It was estimated

and
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at the end of 1913 that there were

85 million sheep in the Commonwealth,
11 1 million cattle, 2| million horses,

and over J million pigs.

The following table from the Com-
monwealth Year Book shows the distri-

bution of horses, cattle and sheep in

1912:

Slate



Photo by permission of thf A^cnt-Gencral for A,

SHEEP IN THE DRAFTING YARDS. BOREEYAMMA STATION, MOREE, N.S.W.

Australian sheep are mainly bred tor Wool, but the export of mutton is increasing

Phoio by permission of the A%ent-Gencratfor

A TIMBER TEAM, BARRON RIVER, QUEENSLAND Gee p. 367)



PLOUGHING AND CULTIVATING IN THE MID NORTH OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

According to Mr. A. S. Kenyon, wheat can be profitably cultivated even if the annual rainfall is less

than 10 inches. The secret of success lies in fallowing, that is, leaving the soil unsown for a season

Photos by permission <y the

A WHEAT CROP IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA



Mining
wheat - producing areas. In Western

Australia the only wheat lands at

present developed are around Perth,

but there are wide areas suitable for

wheat at present occupied by virgin

forest.

The map on p. 367 shows the chief

metal and coal mining districts of the

continent.

further influence in promoting extensive

emigration. Mount Morgan, in Queens-

land, at first gave fabulous returns of

gold ; it also produces copper.
The famous Broken Hill mines began

with tin as their chief product ; silver

followed, then lead ; and now they
are beginning to depend mainly on their

output of zinc. Although the mines

Photo by fermission of the Agent-General for South Australia

AN IMMENSE WHEAT STACK AWAITING SHIPMENT

The chief goldfields are those of are in New South Wales, they are far

Western Australia, where there are four

auriferous districts,
Mineral Wealth pilbarra and Ashbur-
and Mining

ton in the north-west,

and the two N.N.W.-S.S.E. belts which

stretch from Murchison to Southern Cross

and from Peak Hill to Coolgardie respec-

tively. The Coolgardie reef was dis-

covered in 1892, by two prospectors who

picked up 500 ounces of gold during the

first evening of their famous discovery.
The goldfields of Ballarat and Bendigo in

Victoria were responsible for the great

gold rushes of the 'fifties which had a

from the eastern coast, and are con-

sequently connected by railway with

the main line between Port Augusta
(at the head of Spencer Gulf), Adelaide,

and Melbourne.

Tin is frequently associated with the

granite bosses of the Eastern Highlands
from Queensland to Tasmania, and the

latter contains the famousMount Bischoff

mines. Queensland, with its great mines
at Mount Morgan and Cloncurry, is

still the foremost copper producer, but

the Cobar district of central New
South Wales and the Mount Lyell mines
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Other Industries

of Tasmania, are both important rivals, young of the pilchards), sea-mullet,

Cloncurry is connected by railway to mackerel, and sea-bream arc the

Townsville, and Cobar to Sydney. chief varieties caught. In the tropical

The chief coalfields all occur in the seas, an important industry centres

Eastern Highlands. The small basins round beche-de-mer, tortoise-shell and

of Oakey Creek, Little River, and Towns- pearl shell. The warm shallow waters

ville in the north of Queensland, are between the Great Barrier Reef and the

still undeveloped. To the south is a large Queensland coast are the habitat of the

area drained by the Mackenzie and soft beche-de-mer, which is variously

Dawson Rivers, as yet

scarcely touched. By far

the most important field

is that around Sydney,
the Newcastle - Lithgow-
Bulli seams, covering an

area of 25,000 square miles.

These coals are all of

Permo-Carboniferous Age,

practically the same as

those of Western Europe
and the British Isles, and
the United States. Poorer

coals of Mesozoic Age
(Triassic) occur around

Ipswich in Queensland, in

Gippsland (where there are

also Tertiary coals), at

Fingal in Tasmania, at

Leigh's Creek in South

Australia, and at Collie in

West Australia.

Western Australia and New South described as trepang, sea-slug, or sea-

Wales have a considerable commerce in cucumber. The "
fish

"
are boiled,

timber. Nearly all the gutted, and smoked, and sold to the

valuable trees are eu- China market. The pearl industry is

calypts which produce also located in the same waters,
essential oils. The chief varieties are though Thursday Island is the centre

MIXING CENTKES
,,, ,

OF
[

.-

AUSTRALIA
yDisch.V:,

i

Iron bark (girders and sleepers) Stringy
bark (fencing and building), Blackbutt

mahogany (floors and walls) ; Tallow

wood (decks, girders, and piles) ; Blue
Gum (planks) ; Murray Red Gum,
Jnrrah and Karri (piles, sleepers and

paving blocks). Cabinet woods are

represented by the beautifully grained
ml cedar, rosewood, tulip wood, and
sassafras.

The sea fisheries of Australia do not

yet cover the needs of the population.

of the trade. In West Australia sub-

sidiary centres extend from Onslow to

Broome.

Sydney plays a considerable part in the

copra industry of the Western Pacific,

for most of the dried coconut exported
from the Solomon Islands, the New
Hebrides, New Caledonia, Fiji, Tonga,
Samoa, and Tahiti is carried to that

port and there converted into oil and
oil-cake.

The present main railway line of

Herrings, pilchards, and sardines (the Australia may be said to extend from
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Rockhampton, through Brisbane, Syd-

ney, Melbourne, and Adelaide, to Port

Augusta. Already a

Transport iinc ]inks perth with

Kalgoorlie, and the

surveys are complete
between Kalgoorlie and Port Augusta for

the link across the south of the Desert,

which will connect Perth with the

eastern capitals. It is hoped that the

between Bourke and Cloncurry, which
is already authorised for construc-

tion.

In the south a line goes north from

Oodnadatta (west of Lake Eyre), and
it is hoped some day to continue this

through the heart of Australia to Port

Darwin in the north, along the line of

the Trans-Australian Telegraph. From
Perth, lines run north to Geraldton

Photo by permission of the Agent-General for Victoria

HYDRAULIC SLUICING FOR GOLD

lines will be laid before the end of 1916.

Reservoirs are being provided at various

places, and those at Karonia (W.A.) and

Bookloo (S.A.) are now completed. At
the other end of the main line, Rock-

hampton is to be connected with the

coast towns as far north as Cairns.

From the trunk line, which will soon

traverse two sides of the continent,

shorter lines penetrate inland. At pre-

sent, Cloncurry is joined to Townsville,

Longreach to Rockhampton, Charleville

to Brisbane, Bourke and Cobar to

Sydney. All these lines will be joined

up inland by a proposed connection

and Northampton, and south to Albany.
The two auriferous belts south of

Western Australia are connected to

Geraldton and Perth.

Just as the Cape to Cairo railway will

considerably shorten the journey from

England to Cape Town, so the proposed
line from Oodnadatta to Port Darwin
will bring Australia much nearer to

the homeland. Port Darwin can be

reached by the Siberian railway route

in fourteen days from London, and
Adelaide would then only be three days
further.

Three classes of shipping serve the
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HAULING A TURPENTINE LOG, NORTH COAST DISTRICT, N.S.W.

The eucalypts, or blue gums, of Australia are valuable not only for their timber, but also for the essences
that may be extracted from them. There are several varieties of gum tree which yield turpentine
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coastal and overseas communications
of Australia : great liners which ply
across the oceans to New Zealand, San

Francisco, Cape Town, Colombo, Bom-

bay, and London ; inter-state shipping
which connects the chiefAustralian ports;
and local coastal steamers. The chief

shipping centres are the following, with

the tonnage for 1912. Comparative
figures for the same year are also given
for some New Zealand and British ports

(from "Commonwealth Year Book"):

however, only provides for very inter-

mittent navigation, and it is not an
uncommon sight to see boats stranded

in the river channel for months at a
time."

Although the railways as yet extend

over only 20,000 miles, the telegraph

system has a total length of 45,000
miles. In 1871, cable communication
was opened from London via the East

and Port Darwin, and the following

year saw the completion of the trans-

AUSTRALIA
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Photo by permission of the Agent-C.en

NATIVES SPEARING FISH AT BEHANA CREEK, NORTH QUEENSLAND

' Queensland

The Australian natives catch fish (I) in nets made of native flax; (2), by poisoning the water with certain

plants ; (3), by means of spears, which they throw with wonderful skill

vAborigines

In no other part of the continent,

except around Perth and Albany, is

there a corresponding density of popu-
lation.

According to the official Year Book
of Australia, which is a storehouse packed

with useful informa-

tion:

It would appear
that the aboriginal population of Aus-

tralia was never large, and that the life

led by them was, in many parts of the

country, a most precarious one. With
the continued advance of settlement, the

numbers have shrunk to such an extent

that in the more densely populated
States they are practically negligible.

Thus, at the Census of 1911, the num-
ber of full-blooded aboriginals who were

employed by whites, or were living in

proximity to settlements of whites, was
stated to be only 19,939. In some

of the States, however, more particu-

larly in Queensland, South Australia,
Western Australia, and the Northern,

Territory, there are, in addition, con-

siderable numbers of natives still in

the
'

savage
'

state, numerical in-

formation concerning whom is of a,

most unreliable nature, and can be

regarded as little more than the result

of mere guessing."
Such guesses as have been made

converge in estimating the total number
of aborigines at about 100,000.

With their complicated social organi-

sation, their initiation ceremonies and

corroborces, their religion, magic, and

myths, the aborigines are a most re-

markable and interesting people. Their

skill as spear throwers and with the

boomerang is well known. Many of

their legends are curiously like some
of the Caucasian traditions. Combining;
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the Biblical stories of the Fall of Man
and that of the Deluge and the rainbow,

certain of the tribes believe that the

aurora borealis was sent by the Great

Being, who now lives in the sky,
"
after

all mankind were drowned by the

rushing of the sea over the land, because

the secrets of their sacred corroboree,

the Jeraeil, had been revealed to the

women." The Arunta tribe believe that

their ancestor was the son of a virgin

who died and afterwards enjoyed a

resurrection. The corroboree is a kind

of social dance, frequently indulged in

during feasts, tribal conferences and
sacred rites for the propitiation of

spirits.

For many years each State was

governed by legislative assemblies and

Federation and
Government

councils corresponding in function closely
to the House of Commons and the House
of Lords. In 1900,

however, an Imperial
Act embodying the

federation of the States was introduced

by Chamberlain, and on New Year's Day,
1901, the Earl of Hopetoun, the first

Governor-General, proclaimed the Com-
monwealth of Australia at Sydney.
The first Federal Parliament met at

Melbourne in May, and was opened

by His Majesty King George V. (then
Prince of Wales). The legislature con-

sists of a Governor-General appointed

by the Crown, a House of 75 Repre-
sentatives (elected for three years), and
a Senate of 36 members (elected for

six years). Members of both Houses

Photo by permission of the Axen(-Genrat for

TASMANIAN ABORIGINALS (NOW EXTINCT)
"

If there have remained anywhere up to modern times men whose condition has changed little

the early Stone Age, the Tasmanians seem to have been such a people," says Professor Tylor,
Preface to Mr. H. Ling Roth's "Aborigines of Tasmania"
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receive 600 a year, and women are

eligible both for votes and election.

The six States are still self-governing

communities, much as they were before,

but such matters as defence, tariffs, and

posts are subjects for federal legislation.

The site of the Federal Capital with its

surrounding Territory was finally decided

upon in 1909. Among a number of

rivals, CANBERRA was chosen. It lies

between Melbourne and Sydney, 150

miles from the latter, with which it is

connected by rail. Although at first

only a tiny parish, the actual building
of the city is now receiving attention.

It is already fully planned out, the site

being a plain of nine square miles with

Black Mt. (2,658 ft.) to the north-west,

Mt. Ainsley (2,762 ft.) to the north-

east, and Mt. Mugga-Mugga (2,662 ft.)

to the south. The River Molonglo flows

through the site, and part of it is to be

developed into an ornamental lake. On
the southern side, the Capitol and the

Houses of Parliament will dominate

the city plan, and on the northern side

the University, which will face the

Federal buildings. To quote from a

speech made at Canberra itself by
the Governor-General :

" The Federal capital cannot hope
to vie in wealth and population with

Sydney or Melbourne, but that seems

to me no reason for discouragement and
to afford no ground for regret. The

capital of the United States of America
is but the sixteenth city, in point of

population, in the Union. Yet Washing-
ton stands in need of no apology."

The capital of New South Wales, the

chief port and oldest city of Australia,

is SYDNEY (632,000).
Chief Towns j^ js picturesquely situ-
of New South
Wales ated on a peninsula on

the southern shore of

Port Jackson, which is one of the finest

harbours in the world.

Newcastle (62,500), a port at the mouth
of the Hunter River, is the centre of the

coal trade of Australia, and has, like its

Tyneside namesake, extensive foundries,

engineering and shipbuilding works.

Parramatta (35,000), the second oldest

town of the State, produces fruit and

vegetables.
Maitland West (34,000), on the Hunter

River, is a colliery town and the centre

of an important agricultural district.

Broken Hill (31,500) stands alone in

the arid region of the west. It has

become the chief silver-lead-zinc mining
field of the world, since the first claims

were pegged out in 1883. It is more
than 900 miles from Sydney, near the

South Australian border, and is con-

nected by rail with Port Pirie.

Bulli (21,000) is both a colliery centre

and a favourite holiday haunt.

Goulburn (13,500) is an inland railway

junction and the centre of an important

agricultural district. Its position as

distributing centre enables it to support
a number of factories.

Bathurst (12,000) is a wheat-growing
and mining centre.

The capital and chief commercial
centre of Queensland is BRISBANE

(140,000), situated on
both sides of the river

c
,

h 'ef Towns
of Queensland

ot the same name,

twenty-five miles (by water) from its

mouth. Tallow, wool, frozen meat, and
hides are its main exports, and in

keeping with these animal products it

has tanneries and boot factories. It

is now the seat of a University.

Rockhampton (21,000), on the Fitzroy

River, is the chief town of central Queens-
land. It has large meat preserving
works, and is a mining and agricultural
centre.

Toowoomba (20,000), at the summit
of the Divide on the Darling Downs,
is an important pastoral and agricul-

tural district.

Ipswich (19,000), on the Bremcr River,
is a manufacturing town with coal mines

close by.
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Charters Towers (17,000), is the centre

of the richest goldfield of the State.

Townsville (14,000), on Cleveland Bay,
82 miles from Charters Towers, of which

it is the port, is the chief trading centre

of Northern Queensland, and the port
of outlet of an important goldfield and

sugar producing district.

MELBOURNE (589,000) is the capital

of Victoria and the temporary capital
of the Commonwealth,

pending the building of

Canberra. It is situ-

ated on both banks of the Yarra River

at the northern extremity of Port Phillip

Bay. It is a beautiful city and has

Chief Towns
of Victoria

Ph^to by fermis*ien of the

CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION. FLINDERS STREET, MELBOURNE

Melbourne, the temporary capital of the Australian Commonwealth (pending the building of Canberra),
is spread over nearly double the area occupied by Sydney and is correspondingly spacious. It is

magnificently situated on the Yarra River, and its public buildings would do credit to a city several
times as large

Gijmpie (12,500), on the river Mary,
is the centre of a mining district where

gold, silver, copper, nickel, antimony,
and bismuth are worked. It also has

coal mines.

Maryborough (12,000), on the Mary
River, is an important agricultural centre,

its principal products including sugar.
Mt. Morgan (12,000) was first famous

for gold, but is now also a copper-

mining town.

Bundaberg (10,000), on the Burnett

River, is a sugar and timber centre.

many fine public buildings, including
a University.

Ballarat (53,000), on the Yarrowce

Creek, is a celebrated mining centre.

Bendigo (44,000), on the Bendigo
Creek, has one of the deepest gold mines

in the world. Other industries include

iron foundries and potteries.

Geelong (34,000), on Port Phillip Bay,
is the second port of Victoria, being the

outlet for the wool and wheat raised in

the surrounding country, and has many
factories.
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Chief Towns
HOBART (42,000), on the river Derwent,

is the capital of Tasmania. It lies at

the foot of Mt. Wel-
Chief Towns ,.

, ,

of Tasmania Imgton, and has a

magnificent harbour.

Fruit growing is the chief industry, but

it has also many manufactures. It is

the second oldest city of Australia, and
has a University.

Launceston (25,500), on the Tamar

River, lies in a fruit growing district,

and has tin smelting works.

Queensiovcn (5,300) and Zeehan (4,200)

are mining towns.

ADELAIDE (189,000), on the Torrens

River, is the beautiful capital of South

Australia. It has a
Chief Towns

University, flour mills,

and woollen manu-
factures. Its seaport,

Port Adelaide, is of great importance.
It is in railway communication with Mel-

bourne, and after 1916 will be linked

up to Perth, W.A.
Kadina (13,500), on Yorke Peninsula,

owes its prosperity to the copper mines

of Wallaroo- and Kurilla.

The capital of Western Australia,

PERTH (105,000), on the Swan River,

has prospered greatly
Chief Towns since the discovery of
of Western

tfa Coolgardie and ad_

Australia iju i .

jacent goldhelds. It

is twelve miles from the sea, where its

of South
Australia

Towns

port, Fremantle (19,000), has a fine har-

bour.

Kalgoorlie (31,000) is the headquarters
of the eastern goldfields. It is con-

nected by rail, via Coolgardie (2,500),
another mining centre, to Perth, and a
water supply from the hills behind
Perth follows the line.

Smaller towns are : Albany, W.A.,
(4,000), 340 miles south-east of Perth,
with a fine harbour.

Albury, N.S.W. (9,000),
Smaller

at the head of the

navigation of the

Murray, a trading centre for wheat
and fruit. Ararat, V. (5,500), near the

western extremity of the "Dividing
Range," an agricultural and mining
district. Cairns, Q. (6,500), an im-

portant mining and sugar port. Cobar,
N.S.W. (6,200), an important copper
centre. Cooktown, Q. (2,000), a centre

of the pearl fisheries. Geraldton, W.A.

(4,000), a busy seaport on Champion Bay.
Palmerston, N.T. (3,300 whites, also

Asiatics and aborigines), is the chief town
in the Northern Territory, and will

become an important port when the

proposed trans-Australian line is com-

pleted. Port Augusta, S.A. (2,500),
where there are ostrich farms. Tarn-

worth, N.S.W. (8,000), on the Peel and
Cockburn rivers, the centre of an agri-

cultural and mining district, and an

important railway junction.

A. H.

NOTE. For more detailed information concerning Australasia the reader is

referred to the following works, to each of which the writer of this section

acknowledges his indebtedness :

"AUSTRALASIA" (Oxford Survey of the British Empire, Vol. V.). Clar. Press, Oxford.

"AUSTRALASIA" (in Stanford's Compendium of Geog. and Travel). Edward Stanford.

"THE DEAD HEART OF AUSTRALIA," by J. W. Gregory. John Murray.
" OFFICIAL YEAR BOOK OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA-" Melbourne.

"NEW ZEALAND OFFICIAL YEAR BOOK." Wellington, N.Z.
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BANANA POINT AT THE MOUTH OF THE CONGO

18. The Physical Geography of Africa

Its Ancient Conformation Its Rivers, Harbours, Lakes and Swamps, Mountains
and Tablelands, Deserts and Forests, Steppes and Parklands Its Climates and

Rainfall

THE
African continent, as regards

its geological history, is one of

the oldest portions of the earth's

surface as a continuous land area which

has not been submerged since the

middle or end of the
Geological

Primary Epoch. There
History

has always been some
sort of an Africa from Archaean times

onwards, as soon as there was any
definite dry land rising above the

shallow ocean of the young planet.
But it has not always had the outline

and area of to-day. It has been both

larger and smaller.

It was evidently a most important

region for the evolution of the higher

types of land life in the Primaries. This

is the case especially in regard to South-

central Africa, and most of all, Trans-

Zambezian Africa. Here, so far as re-

searches in Palaeontology go, there arose

most probably the Mammal from out of

the Reptile. Yet Africa has almost in-

variably been connected in some way
by one or more land bridges with Western

Asia and Southern Europe ; and in

earlier times (we may assume) with the

eastern portion of South America.

So that as regards exchange of flora

and fauna it was a case of give and take,

of tides that swept backwards and for-

wards conveying the creatures evolved

in Africa to the north, the north-east, and
the far west ; and in turn conveying to

Africa importations from those directions.

Africa once extended by a great south-

eastern loop into the Indian Ocean.

Vestiges of this loop are the Island of

Madagascar and theKomoro Archipelago.
The Mascarene islands Reunion, Mauri-

tius, and Rodriguez the Nazareth and

Saya de Maha banks, the Seychelles and
Amirante Islands are certainly fragments
of a sub-continent which at times con-

nected the Madagascar peninsula with

Western India during the Primaries,

Secondaries, and, perhaps, the early Ter-

tiaries. Even when this sub-continent

of Lemuria broke up into great or

small islands, Western India remained

sufficiently in contact with East Africa for
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Physical Geography of Africa

the exchange of a portion of the fauna reveal a great ridge of sunken land

and much more of the vegetation. which probably extended as far south
The assumed connection linking the as the Island of St. Helena and as far

Africa of the Cretaceous, Eocene, and, north as N. lat. 20. But there is a

perhaps, early Miocene periods with deepish trench on either side, both near

to Guiana and Northern Brazil

H^r^si, - V fS^ ~r
"" lht' m ' hum1

'
aml tu tlu '

West African coast on the other.

Nevertheless, a connection be-

tween the two continents must
have existed at periods prior to

the middle Miocene to account
for the present distribution of

beasts, birds, reptiles, amphibi-
ans, fresh-water fish, spiders, and
certain insect forms. No traces

of many South American ani-

mals in fossil or living form have
been found in North America.

A good many Brazilian types
have not yet reached the An-
dean portion of South America
or Central America. A great
fauna was shared in the past

by Tropical Africa and eastern

South America. This, and the

resemblance in the flora, and the

persistence of affinities in many
living forms, point unhesitatingly
to the former existence between
these two regions of a continuous

land bridge, subsisting as late

as the opening of the Miocene

period.
In much earlier times, how-

ever, the greater part of Africa

(except for sea

invasions of the

desert regions,
both east and west of the cen-

tral Tibesti ridge, which has

Guiana and Brazil, is one of those always connected North Africa with

geological guesses which derive their Tropical Africa) formed part of a zig-

support by deductions zag equatorial belt of land. This has

from the distribution been styled the "Diamond Continent,"
of fauna, flora, and because almost all parts of it contain

rock strata rather than from the pre- diamonds, scarcely to be found in a

sent conformation of the sea-bed of the true type outside it. It is also known

dividing ocean. Our soundings across sometimes as
" Gondwana Land "

(from
the bottom of the equatorial Atlantic the name of characteristic formations in
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Showing the Central or Azorean Ridge and the deepish
trench near to Guiana and Northern Brazil on one side,

and to the West African coast on the other
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Central India) ;
or

"
Glossopteris Land,"

from the existence throughout the belt

of a peculiar type of Primary land

vegetation, fern-like in aspect.
This Diamond Continent must have

included Tropical Africa at any rate

south of the Sahara Desert India,

Malaysia (especially Borneo), and Aus-

tralia, and have extended from West
Africa over what is known as the

THE MIGHTY CONGO
SS. Peace off Yakusu Beach

"
Brazilian Island." Indeed, eastern

South America Brazil and Guiana,

Paraguay, the Argentine and Patagonia
have really more to do with Africa

than with Andean South America, from
which they were doubtless separated

occasionally by straits of sea-water.

(See South America, in Vol. III.)

The most marked incursions of the sea,

especially after the disappearance of the

land bridge between South America and
West Africa, have been those which
covered a considerable proportion of the

Niger basin on the west, of the Libyan
Desert and lower Egypt on the north-

east. Except for the interruption of the

Tibesti highlands, an ancient extension

38:

of the Mediterranean separated Tropical
Africa from South Arabia and Persia and
from Morocco.

This ancient Mediterranean passed to

the north of the Brazilian land bridge
into the Gulf of

Mexico. Eastwards it

extended into north-

west India, and, perhaps though not so

probably through the Black Sea into

the Caspian, while a

^^^^^^^^ great north - western

arm carried its waters

up the valley of the

Danube into Hungary,
and even as far to the

west as Bavaria and

Wiirttemberg.

Gradually the Eo-

cene and Miocene
waters of the Niger
basin dried up, the

land rose, and the

Niger, Benue, and Lake
Chad became first a

series of fresh-water,

lakes and swamps,
then a great continuous

river basin. Finally
the waters of this re-

gion resolved them-

selves into two great
rivers flowing respec-

tively from east to west and west to

east
; a shallow and nearly dried-up

lake ; a few swamps and lakes about the

middle course of the Niger ;
and an im-

mense number of dricd-up or nearly

dried-up water-courses, some of which

bring the Niger basin as far north as the

verge of Algeria and Morocco within

five days' railway journey of London.

During the Miocene period Madagascar
became separated from Africa by slow

degrees, an archipelago of islands (of

which the Komoros are the last traces)

subsisting long enough to bring a Pliocene

hippopotamus and pig from East Africa

to Madagascar. Since the close of the

Miocene the general outline of Tropical

Photo : Rev. Geo. Gren/elt
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Physical Geography of Africa

Africa on the map must have been

very like what we see it to-day. But

during the later Tertiaries the Plio-

cene and much of the Pleistocene the

north of Africa has often been very
dissimilar from its present configuration
in geography.
Sometimes the Straits of Gibraltar have

broadened to more than a hundred miles

in width, and a portion of North and

(more, perhaps, than across the Straits

of Gibraltar or even the nearly-always-

existing connection with Syria) there

passed through Europe to Africa the

great fauna of the Pleistocene, a fauna

which remained in northernmost Africa

down to 15,000 years ago more or less.

The African Continent and Madagascar
at the present day have an area already
stated at 11,498,000 square miles,* as

Drawn iy Sir H. H. Johiuttm

BELL TOWN BEACH, DUALA, ESTUARY OF CAMEROONS RIVER

North-west Morocco and of Southern

Spain has been submerged ; the Medi-

terranean has covered a good deal of the

Nile delta and even penetrated in gulfs

into the Libyan Desert ; the Isthmus

of Suez has been alternately an isthmus

and a strait of water.

On the other hand, the Straits of

Gibraltar may have been occasionally

(though this is by no means certain) dry
land connecting Spain with Africa ; and
much more certainly there subsisted well

into the human period a broad land

bridge connecting Tunis with Malta and

Sicily, and Sicily again with Southern

Italy. Over this particular land bridge

compared with the 17,256,000 square
miles of Asia, and the 15,692,000 square
miles of the Americas. Africa is remark-

able for its compactness and comparative

regularity of coastline. Indeed, one of

its disadvantages has been the unbroken
nature of its coastline as compared with

the coasts of Europe, Asia, and America,
which are penetrated deeply by gulfs,

pushed out into great peninsulas, bor-

* There arc varying estimates. Madagascar is

certainly 228,000 square miles in area. Con-

tinental Africa is computed, without its anneclant

archipelagoes of the Cape Verde, Canary Islands,

Komoros and Seychelles, to be between 11,262,000

square miles, and 11,280,000 square miles with

these island groups.
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An Inhospitable Continent

dered by large and small islands, broken

by wide river mouths, and consequently
accessible even to comparatively un-

civilised man in any approach from the

sea.

It is not only difficult to penetrate into

Africa from the sea by such river mouths
and estuaries as there are, but actually
difficult and dangerous to land anywhere
on long stretches of the African coastline,

owing to its regularity of outline and the

of Eritrea, and the Gulf of Suez at the

north end of the Red Sea

A few other bays appear if one ex-

amines the general map of Africa with

the magnifying glass, but although
several look promising they are usually
worthless to navigators because of the

shallow water or of the dangerous rocks.

Most of the river mouths are made
difficult or dangerous by the existence

of a bar which creates a heavy surf,

JohntUH by
"

Tile African World"

PORT SUDAN, NEAR SUAKIN ON THE RED SEA

absence of any protecting spur or pro-

monotory which would break the force

of the tremendous ocean rollers.

The only indentations of any import-
ance are those of the Lesser Syrtis or Gulf
of Gabes in Southern Tunis, the Great

Syrtis or Gulf of Sidra between Tripoli
and Cyrenaica, the Bay of Agadir in

Southern Morocco (coveted by the Ger-

mans), the Bight of Biafra on the equa-
torial west coast, St. Helena Bay, and
Table Bay in Cape Colony, Delagoa Bay
and Sofala in South-east Africa, the in-

dentation opposite Zanzibar on the east

coast, Tajurra Bay in French Somaliland,
the inlet of Masawa on the Red Sea coast

26 385

and over which vessels of considerable

draught cannot pass. In short, Africa,

as Nature made it, is a distinctly

inhospitable continent.

As average temperatures go, it is the

hottest region of the world, its extreme

heat and its difficulty of approach by sea

being the obvious reasons why it has re-

mained the last portion of the earth's

surface to be thoroughly explored and
colonised by the White man ; or at any
rate by the modern White man, for the

prehistoric White man found Africa very
attractive and perpetually surged into

that continent from the adjoining parts
of Asia and Europe, till he had permeated





Harbours of Africa

Natural
Harbours

it to its southern extremity, though

apparently he lacked the courage to

penetrate its densest forests.

The chief natural harbours in Africa,

the possession of which underlies many a

recent controversy in

international politics,

open or unavowed, are

as follows. We begin on the north with

Carthage or Tunis, which are virtually
one. These ports were useful enough
to the small galleys of 3,000 and 2,000

years ago, but partly owing to silting

up were not really accessible to the large

ships of the world until the French

occupation of Tunis led to the digging
of a deep canal.

There is no really good harbour else-

where on the coast of Tunis, as the sea

is too shallow for vessels of considerable

draught, and up to the present time

there is no good harbour along the whole

coast of Tripoli until the Egyptian
frontier is reached, where the Bay of

Solum, recently acquired by Britain on
behalf of Egypt, is a fairly good port of

refuge. Alexandria has been made arti-

ficially a good harbour, and also Port

Said at the mouth of the Suez Canal.

Artificial means have likewise con-

structed a harbour at Port Sudan, near

Suakin on the Red Sea coast, at Masawa
in Eritrea, and at Jibuti in French Somali-

land.

Leaving Jibuti, one coasts Somaliland

due east and south-west, and finds no
natural harbour worth mention. And
so on down the equatorial east coast of

Africa till Mombasa is reached. Here,

especially in the adjoining inlet of

Kilindini, is one of the good natural

harbours of Africa. Another very good
harbour is Dar-es-Salaam, opposite Zan-

zibar, and there is a safe and spacious

anchorage at Tungi Bay on the northern

frontier of Portuguese East Africa.

The coast of Mozambique has several

splendid harbours, like Pomba, Memba,
and Fernao Veloso Bays, which will

some day be important centres of com-

merce. Mozambique has a tolerably

good anchorage, so has Angosh. South
of Angosh, however, one arrives at no
natural harbour worth mention for ves-

sels of any draught till Beira is reached,
a little distance to the north of the old

Arab port of Sofala. There is a fairly

good port at Inhambane, and a harbour
of magnificent proportions at Delagoa

Bay.
The chief almost the only port of

Natal is Durban. Here an originally
shallow lagoon with a dangerous bar

at its entrance from the sea has by dint

of enormous expenditure been made into

a great seaport. There is a tolerably

good natural harbour at Port Elizabeth

(Algoa Bay), there are first-rate harbours

at Table Bay and False Bay, to the north

and east of the Cape peninsula. Sal-

danha Bay in south-west Cape Colony is

another good harbour, but north of that

nothing in the shape of a safe port can be

met with till one reaches Angra Pequena
or Luderitzbucht. Here there is a nar-

row inlet which furnishes protection to

ships navigating their way between the

rocks.

Rocks or shallows spoil most of the

indentations of the coastline as far north

as Walfish Bay, which is the one good
harbour on the coast of South-west

Africa. North of Walfish Bay nothing
worth calling a good and sheltered

anchorage is met with till Mossamedes is

reached. To the north of the town of

Benguela is Lobito Bay, the seaport of

the great railway to South Congoland.
Loanda on the coast of Angola was a good
harbour once, but is now silting up.
North of Loanda good anchorages are not

quite such a necessity for shipping, be-

cause wind and sea are seldom rough

enough to make an open roadstead

unsafe. Corisco Bay in Spanish Guinea
is a good natural harboiir, and so is the

inlet of the Gaboon and the entrance to

the Cameroons River.

The north coast of Fernando P6 Island

off Santa Isabel is one of the best harbours
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in West Africa. Old Calabar River is

the easiest of all the estuaries of Southern

Nigeria for entrance by ships of con-

siderable draught and size. Port Har-

court, near Bonny, is the safest entrance

into the Niger delta. Forcados River

in the western half of the Niger delta is

reputed to be the least tiresome and

dangerous to negotiate of the Niger
mouths. Lagos has been made service-

able only by artificial

means, and its bar will

not admit vessels of very
considerable size or depth
of draught.
West of Lagos there is

no such thing as a good
harbour until Sierra Leone
is reached. This has a

series of picturesque moun-
tains lying on the south

side of the Rokel estuary,
and is as good a port as

one could desire. There

may be in the future

harbours equally good in

Portuguese Guinea, but the

whole of this region is so

far dangerous because its

shallows and rocks are in-

sufficiently charted. The entrance to

the Gambia River is deep and has a

good bar, and its importance as a har-

bour is the reason why the British have
so long clung to this attenuated pos-
session in West Africa.

Immediately south of Cape Verde, the

French, by an enormous expenditure of

money, have made a thoroughly good
harbour out of Dakar. There are splen-
did natural harbours in the Cape Verde
Islands which belong to Portugal. The
Atlantic coast of North-west Africa is

harbour-less, almost, until Tangier is

reached in the far north. There is no

really good port in the Canary Is-

lands, though the anchorage is safe

enough for big ships. East of Tangier
are the ports of Ceuta and Melilla,

and the much better harbour of Oran

is a noteworthy means of access to

Algeria.

Algiers itself, though lovable for its

picturesqueness and its delightful climate,

was very little of a natural harbour as

Nature made it, but it has been gradually

improved by the French, so that it is now
one of the important ports of the Medi-

terranean. Philippeville and Bona in

Eastern Algeria and Bizerta in Northern

Photo; Underwood & Under-wood

ALGIERS: TOWN AND HARBOUR

Tunis complete the list of noteworthy
African harbours.

The northernmost extremity of Africa

Cape Blanco, in Tunis reaches to

37 20' N. lat., and the southernmost

point of the huge continent is Cape
Agulhas, in Cape Colony, which lies in

34 51' S. lat.

The most tropical of all the con-

tinents consists for the most part of a

moderately elevated interior, which in the

vicinity of the coastline drops to sea level

by a series of terraces. But the con-

venient old assumption (regarding Cen-

tral Africa more especially), that it was
like a dish turned upside down, has not

been altogether upheld by the results

of detailed geographical exploration.
If we could look down on this continent

from a great height we should see its
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surface much as represented in the

sketch-map on p. 391 ; and the de-

pressions between the irregularly-shaped
areas probably represent the bottoms of

ancient incursions of the ocean or of in-

land fresh-water seas. The rocky skele-

ton of Africa commences with the great
Atlas range on the north, which stretches

from the Atlantic coast of Morocco to the

east coast of Tunis, and is carried across

the Sahara Desert by the highlands of the

Nile-Congo water-parting, and this again

by a narrow isthmus joins the highlands
of Darfur.

The highlands of East Africa cover the

whole of Somali- and Galaland and ex-

tend southwards along the coast of the

Indian Ocean till they join with the

mountainous regions of the Nyasa and

Tanganyika basins, and of the Mozam-

bique territory, and again across the

middle Zambezi River with the moun-

Pkoto lent to Sir H. H. Johnston by H.K.H. the Duke of the Abritw

THE MOUNTAINS OF THE MOON: A "LAPUTA"-LIKE VIEW OF RUWENZORI

Saharan Atlas, the Matmata Plateau, the

Tademait, Nefusa, Tingert, Tasili Asjer,

Ahaggar, Tummo and Tibesti mountains

or tablelands to Darfur. From Darfur

north and north-east there is com-

paratively high or mountainous country

extending over the Valley of the Nile to

the Gulf of Suez, Sinai and the coast

of the Red Sea, such mountains rising to

great and snow-capped altitudes in

Abyssinia.
These Abyssinian highlands are con-

nected southwards with the plateaus and
mountains of Equatorial East Africa.

The East African elevated area crosses

Lake Rudolf (once a backwater of the

Nile) and the Mountain Nile, and con-

nects with the comparatively narrow

tract of mountainous country along the

tains and plateaus of South Africa. The
East African highlands have a curious

interruption in the shape of the well

known Rift Valley, which almost cuts off

a huge East African peninsula from the

Central African regions.

The Great Rift Valley virtually con-

nects on the south with the rift valleys

of Tanganyika and Albertine Nile, and of

Lake Nyasa and the Lower Zambezi. In

fact, it almost seems as though we had

here a half-hearted attempt on the part of

Nature at one time to cut off another and

a much larger Madagascar. Probably a

Rift Valley began at some time between

Mozambique and Madagascar. Into this

the ocean entered and widened it into the

existing Mozambique Channel.

A good deal of South-central Africa,
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including the southern part of the Congo
basin and the regions immediately west

of Tanganyika, is elevated to an average
altitude of 4,000 feet above sea level,

with occasional ridges and peaks rising to

as much as 6,000 and 7,000 feet in alti-

tude. South Africa is for the most part a

mountainous country, or a region of ele-

vated tableland. So also is Angola, much
of the French Congo and Cameroons, of

Nigeria north of the Niger delta, and of

the region between the lower Niger on the

cast and the Senegal on the west. Except
where the Sahara coast faces the Atlantic,

there is no broad belt of low-lying coast

territory.

With the exception of the Niger and
Zambezi deltas, the coast regions of Tro-

pical Africa have seldom more than a

breadth of fifteen miles which is not mar-

kedly raised above sea level. To those

who sail or steam round the west coast of

Africa this may seem a wrong statement.

They will have noticed the very flat and
often swampy character of the coast of

Scnegambia, the Ivory coast, and of Da-
home. But behind this narrow coast belt

of sand and swamp and lagoons, hills soon

begin to rise and reveal themselves as little

else than the broken fragments of terraces

and ancient coast-lines between the pla-
teaus of the interior and the existing marge
of the ocean.

Africa cannot vie in mountains with

the splendours of Asia and South America,
but it has, nevertheless, a few noteworthy
altitudes perpetually crowned with snow
and glaciers, even under the Equator. In

North Africa we have the superb Atlas

range rising in Morocco to heights of over

15,000 feet, and presenting us with very

picturesque forest-crowned ridges in Algeria

(snow-crowned in winter).
There are possibly here and there alti-

tudes of 9,000 feet to be met with in the

arid mountains of the Sahara, either in

the Tibesti range or amongst the extinct

volcanoes of Ahaggar.
In West Africa proper, the region west
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THE CAMEROONS MOUNTAINS FROM MONDOLE ISLAND
By Sir ff. H. Johnston

of the Niger in its lower course, though
there is a good deal of elevated country,
there has not been discovered any moun-
tain of conspicuous altitude. The great-
est heights as yet measured are, perhaps,
those on the inland frontier between
Liberia and French West Africa. Here
it is quite possible that the greatest alti-

tude of all West Africa about 6,000 feet

may be located. In Eastern Nigeria
there may be here and there an altitude

of 6,000 feet in the Bauchi highlands,
and perhaps 8,000 feet to the south of

the upper Benue.

The principal mountain of
" West

Africa," though geographically it is in

Central Africa, is the magnificent snow-

flecked volcano of the Cameroons, the

Mongo ma Loba or Mountain of God.
This is about 13,000 feet. Not far away
to the east, however, are the lofty

Manenguba peaks of most fantastic out-

line, which reach here and there to

9,000 feet in altitude. Passing south-

wards along the Atlantic coast-belt of

Central Africa we have occasional peaks

of 4,000 to 6,000 feet in altitude, rising
in South-central Angola to perhaps
8,000 feet and to an equal height in the

interior of Damaraland.
Between the southern basin of the

Congo and the northern basin of the

Zambezi there are plateaus or peaks that

range between 5,000 and 6,000 feet.

Between the northern basin of the Congo
and the south-west basin of the Nile the

mountains are not particularly high,

except where they verge on the Semliki

valley. There may be altitudes of 8,000

feet in Darfur ; and the Nubian Alps in

the vicinity of the Red Sea here and
there touch 6,000 feet.

The splendid snow mountains of Abys-
sinia and northern Galaland arc between

15,000 and 16,000 feet in altitude. In

the south-eastern part of the British

Sudan several of the mountain areas

must reach 9,000 feet. But they are

dwarfed by the side of the splendid

Elgon volcano, one of the outposts of

the Uganda Protectorate. This is be-

tween 14,000 and 15,000 feet at the
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Mountains of the Moon
highest point of its rim. Within sight of

it, far away to the east, are the great
volcanoes of Kenya and Kilimanjaro.

Kenya is over 17,000 feet in altitude ;
and

the top of the dome of Kib5 (Kilimanjaro)
is the highest point in the African con-

tinent, not much below 20,000 feet above
sea level.

The most picturesque mountains of

Africa are, however, the celebrated

Mountains of the Moon, the Ruwenzori

range, which rises abruptly by the side

of one of Africa's great rift valleys, that

of the Albertine Nile. The snow peaks of

Ruwenzori are such a magnificent spec-

tacle, their glaciers are so noteworthy,
and the whole range rises so abruptly
from an altitude of between 2,000 and

4,000 feet, that it was thought at one time

likely to prove higher even than Kili-

manjaro ;
but actually on investigation

its loftiest peak was found to be only
16,815 feet.

Our pronunciation of the native name
is a corruption of a term (Runsoro),

meaning (Mountain of)
"
the Full Moon ";

and, undoubtedly, we have in this a

testimony to the truth of the stories

which reached Greek and Arab geogra-

phers of the Mountains of the Moon in

the very heart of Africa at the sources

of the Nile. The term is a very natural

one since some aspects of the higher parts
of Ruwenzori, above the frequent layer
of clouds, resemble a gigantic moon in

the sky.
The highest point of " German " East

Africa immediately north of Lake Nyasa
is a little under 10,000 feet in altitude

(Mount Rungwe). The highest point of

Nyasaland (Mlanje) is not much less

about 9,700 feet. South of Zambezia we

Photo by S. S. It'atJtiHso

BASUTOLAND AND THE HIGHEST MOUNTAIN (MT. MACHACHA) IN SOUTH AFRICA
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JOHNSTON FALLS ON THE LUAPULA OR UPPER CONGO KIVER

have altitudes of 7,000 and 8,000 feet in

the picturesque mountain country which

separates Rhodesia from Portuguese East

Africa. This elevated area continues

southwards and culminates in the mag-
nificent peaks of the Drakensberg (Ba-
sutoland and Natal). Here the greatest
altitude is a little over 11,000 feet. There

are heights of 6,000 and 7,000 feet in

Cape Colony, and I have already men-
tioned the lofty mountains of Damara-
land.

Perhaps a more noteworthy geogra-

phical feature than its mountains on the

map of Africa are the great lakes, though
these are paltry vestiges of former inland

areas of fresh water of great extent. The
Victoria Nyanza has the largest surface

area of water over 26,000 square miles,

but Tanganyika (12,700 square miles),

owing to its much greater depth, has,

probably, a larger volume of water. The
Victoria Nyanza is shallow, the greatest

depth being not much over 240 feet.

Tanganyika, on the other hand, has

depths of 2,000 feet, and Nyasa (nearly

12,000 square miles) is so deep in parts

(2,500 feet) that although its surface is

1,650 feet above sea level, yet if portions
of its bed were sunk to sea level it would
still contain deep pools of water.

Smaller, but noteworthy from many
points of view, is Lake Rudolf (3,500

square miles) in the north-east part of the

Uganda Protectorate. From the charac-

ter of its fish we are entitled to suppose
that not very recently it formed a back-

water of the Sobat tributary of the Nile.

The Albert Nyanza is only 1,640 square
miles in area, and together with Lake
Edward and Lake Kivu, is one of the

water-filled hollows of the Albertine rift

valley which once connected Tanganyika
with the Nile system, a connection re-

cently interrupted by volcanic upheavals,

just as there have been volcanic upheavals
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The Great Lakes

interrupting the continuous East African

rift valley, which may, indeed, at one

time have been an alternative outlet of

the Nile system into the Gulf of Aden
before the White and the Blue Niles be-

came connected.

Lakes Bangweulu (2,500 square miles)

and Mweru (1,800 square miles) are vir-

tually the head waters of the mighty

Congo ; and in the western part of Congo-
land Lake Leopold (2,000 square miles) is

probably the last vestige of the former

Congo Lake, an enormous sheet of water

which covered the northern half of

the Congo basin. South of the Sahara

Desert is Lake Chad, anciently with a

water-area of nearly 5,000 square miles,

a condition of impenetrable swamp.
Along the course of the upper Niger there

are lakes of some importance. In South

Africa, likewise, we have the scanty re-

mains of a great lacustrine region in Lake

Ngami and the salt-pans of Makari-kari.

My map (p. 381) will show how vast were

the former areas of water which at no

very distant date covered the depressions
of the African continent, compared with

the lakes of to-day.
The great drainage systems of existing

Africa are the basins of the Nile and its

Nyanzas or fresh-water lakes, of the

Congo, the Niger, and the Zambezi. The
lesser river systems of secondary impor-
tance are those of Shari and Logun which

fhata : S. S. n'mtinsan

THE ALBERT FALLS. NEAR PIETERMARITZBURG

but now very shallow and intermittently terminate in Lake Chad in the heart of

reduced to two small areas of open water. Africa; the Senegal and the VoltasinWest
The rest of the Chad basin has either Africa, the Juba in Southern Somaliland,
become permanently dry land or is in the Rufiji and Ruvuma in " German "
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THE BIRTH OF THE NILE: RIPON FALLS AT JINJA, LAKE
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Rivers of Africa

Photo by Sir H. H. yottruton

BILO, ON THE VICTORIA NYANZA COAST

East Africa, the Kwanza and Kunene in

Angola. Between the Niger and the

Congo on the north-west coast of Central

Africa there are two subsidiary river

systems of some importance that of the

Mbam-Sanaga and of the River Ogowe.
In South Africa the noteworthy rivers

are the Orange, the Limpopo, and the

Sabi. The basin of the Congo is estimated

to cover an area of 1,500,000 square miles ;

and the Congo sends into the Atlantic a

volume of water almost exceeding that of

the Amazon in South America. Un-

fortunately, however, the rivers of Africa

are not such magnificent waterways,
either leading from the sea into the heart

of the continent or providing internal

navigation within the

continent, as is the case

with the great streams

of South America.

All the African rivers

are barred at a greater
or less distance from

their mouth by rapids
which completely cut

off continuous naviga-
tion with the far in-

terior. Many of them,

likewise, are seasonal in

their volume, and only

navigable during or

after the rainy season

of the year. The Zam-

bezi, though it has a

27

course of approximately
2,200 miles, is of com-

paratively little use as

a waterway. The Nile,

however, is, and has

been, for ages a water

route into the heart

of Africa. There are

virtually no impassable
barriers to navigation
for vessels of reasonably

light draught between

the sea and Abyssinia
on the one hand, and
the verge of the Uganda

Protectorate on the other. Its most
constant navigability, however, lies be-

tween Khartum on the north and
Gondokoro on the south, and far into

the many tributaries which compose the

marshy region of the Bahr al Ghazal.

The Niger is a perpetual waterway be-

tween the confines of Senegambia and

Timbuktu, or even Gao. It is navigable
in a rather tricky fashion from the sea up
to above its confluence with the Benue,
and again for some distance up the Benue
itself. The Gambia and the Senegal are

both navigable from the sea or near the

sea for some distance inland, and are

consequently important trade routes.

The same thing cannot be said, perhaps,

Dra-wn ty Si> H. H. Johnston

ON THE BANKS OF THE KWANZA RIVER. PORTUGUESE ANGOLA
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of the Volta, though the Volta basin

(of the Black and the White Voltas) con-

stitutes a very large proportion of West
Africa. But the rivers of the Cameroons
and Ogowe are also important means of

access to the interior. So is the Kwanza
River of Angola.
The climate of Africa is probably

hotter on the average than that of any
other continent, be-

Climate .

cause more of its area

lies within the tropical belt. Yet here,

again, local circumstances provide curious

exceptions independent of latitude. The
coasts of North Africa from the limits of

Morocco to the delta of the Nile provide
one of the most delightful climates in the

world, only disagreeable possibly for a

month or two between August and Octo-

ber, when the heat of the sun may be

excessive.

Yet a good deal of the interior of North

Africa has a winter climate of great

severity, because it is so high in average
altitude. The -writer of these lines has

several times been snowbound on Algerian

railways and on the frontier of Morocco.

The streets of some of the interior

Algerian towns such as Tlemgen are

occasionally impassable with snow. The
desert climate of the Sahara is generally

healthy, but it runs to extremes of heat

and cold even within twenty-four hours,

for owing to the rapid radiation in the

dry atmosphere a place which may have

registered a hundred degrees in the shade

at three in the afternoon may have the

thermometer down to five degrees below

freezing point at three in the morning.
The cold, indeed, is very severe in some

parts of the mountain regions of the

Sahara Desert, and deaths from cold in

military and exploring expeditions are

more common than from sun heat.

The climate of Egypt is also a desert

climate, but on the whole a very healthy
one. The same may be said of Northern

Somaliland. The climate of forested

West Africa to the south of the Niger
basin is, during most of the year, ex-

cessively humid, especially near the

sea, and being at the same time continu-

ously warm, is actually unhealthy. The
climate of South Africa for the most part
is superb, and the same may be said for

much of Central Africa, even of the Congo
basin, of Uganda and Northern Nigeria :

hot in the day and generally cool at

night owing to the altitude ; very dry
at some seasons of the year, if inclining
to humidity at others.

The only dangerous features in the

climate, over much of Africa, are the

thunderstorms
; which are particularly

severe in the equatorial regions. Deaths
to both Europeans and natives may re-

sult during these storms from either the

preceding hurricane, which occasionally
blows down buildings and fells trees in all

directions ; or to the lightning which
follows it, or to the shock caused by the

terrific downpour of tropical rain. To
be compelled to pass through one of

these deluges has been compared by the

present writer to
"
passing through a

cubic mile of water." Natives and
White men alike are actually drowned in

such a downpour, or die from the chill

caused by this continuous drenching.

Yet, with the exception of the West
coast of Africa, it is not the climate of

Africa that is particu-

larly unhealthy or at gfs
r

se8
fault, or the climate

which will affect the colonisation by a

white race : it is the germ-diseases.
The climate is only so far a contribu-

tory cause in that its humidity and

high temperatures favour the abun-

dance of insect life which acts as the

transmitting agency.
The hottest parts of Africa are not

under the Equator, but rather in the

regions nearer to the actual limits of the

tropic north and south. The west coast

of the Red Sea, especially the south-

west coast, is one of the hottest regions ;

another is the coast of Senegal, the

northern part of Angola, the Damaraland

coast, the lower Zambezi and Sofala.
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SURVEY PARTY GROSSING A SWAMP: NORTH-WEST BANGWEULU (LUAPULA DISTRICT)

LAKE BANGWEULU (2,500 SQUARE MILES IN AREA)

Lakes Bangweulu and Mweru (1,800 square miles) aie virtually the head waters ot the mighty Congo



Physical Geography of Africa

The rainfall of Africa is easiest illus-

trated by the sketch-map opposite. It

will be noticed that it is heaviest in

patches of the West African coast.

Probably the rainiest part of Africa is

eastern Sierra Leone and Liberia. In

Mauretania or Mediterranean Africa

the rainy seasons for the most part

correspond with those of the north tem-

perate zone. Mauretania lies within the

region of winter rains, the heaviest fall

occurring between December and April.

Africa the rainy season occurs in our

winter months, simply because that is

the summer of the Southern Hemisphere.
As one enters the equatorial zone,

however, one finds the rainfall distributed

somewhat capriciously throughout nearly
all the months of the year ; yet here,

again, may be dimly perceived a system

roughly adhered to by Nature, that the

heaviest rainfalls should occur usually
when the sun is passing across the

Equator towards the northern or southern

DESERT SCENE IN THE SOUTH-WESTERN PART OF NORTHERN RHODESIA

The Sahara Desert, Egypt, and the valley
of the lower Nile, are almost rainless, and

vegetation is only supported by under-

ground springs and irrigation.

Here, again, such rainfall as there is

is regulated almost with precision by
the line of the northern tropic (N. lat.

23 30'). To the north of that line such

rain as may condescend to fall at-

tracted as it is sometimes by the high

plateaus and mountains descends be-

tween November and April ;
south of

that line the rainstorms occur chiefly

in August. For in north tropical Africa

the rainy season is equivalent to the

European summer ; in south tropical

equinox. In Eastern Equatorial Africa

there is a remarkable degree of aridity
north of the Equator, the influence of the

Great Desert, so to speak, being carried

actually as far south as the Equator in

the coastal regions. To some degree this

is paralleled by a reversed process in

South-west Africa where the desert con-

ditions of the Kalahari are prolonged up
the Angola coast to within a few miles

of the Congo estuary (7 S. lat.).

The great rainy belt of Africa begins

abruptly with the Semliki River and the

forested plateaus north and west of Lake

Tanganyika, and extends right across

Central Africa to the Gaboon and the
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Physical Geography of Africa

Cameroons and over the Niger delta to

Liberia and Portuguese Guinea. East

Africa, between the Equator on the north

and Delagoa Bay on the south, has a

moderately abundant rainfall an aver-

age fifty inches which, however, is

badly distributed from the point of view

of agriculture, occurring chiefly between

October and April. The Zanzibar coast

is, however, a good deal affected by the

monsoon wind from India ; and the

Islands of Pemba and Zanzibar have

virtually an equatorial climate and a

much more continuous rainfall.

Just as the rainfall in Tropical Africa is

usually restricted to half the year, so the

prevailing winds of Tropical Africa arc

seasonal. For half the year they blow

either mainly from the north or mainly
from the south. Ocean currents or the

trend of the land may slightly affect the

direction, so that the dry season north of

the Equator may be accompanied by a

north-east or a north-west wind, and the

wet season by a south-east or a south-west

monsoon ; and south of the Equator the

same thing occurs, but with the reversal

one might expect ; that is to say, the

wind from the south will be the dry
one and that from the north the wet
one.

In Mediterranean Africa the winds, the

seasons, and the rainfalls resemble pretty

closely those of Mediterranean Europe
and Asia. The south wind is associated

with the terribly hot summers and the

Sahara Desert. It is the qibli of the

Arabs and the scirocco of Italy (sharaq in

mediaeval Arabic).
In the equatorial zone and throughout

all tropical and even temperate Africa,

terrible thunderstorms occur, especially
in the dry season, and just preceding the

rainy season. In an equatorial country
like Uganda as already mentioned
the thunderstorms are so frequent and so

severe that they constitute almost a

greater danger to life than any of the

germ-diseases, while the lightning plays
havoc with house property, jj jj j

Photo: American Cotony, Jtr*

ALFALFA IRRIGATION IN TRIPOLI
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From Ih, riaim v Sir H. H. JcliMcn

THE LEOPARD'S DRINKING PLACE
This African study reproduces a scene witnessed by Sir Harry Johnston many years ago, when prospecting
for the site of Government headquarters, in Nyasaland. As he plunged, through tangled greenery, into the

bed of the little river Mlungusi, he surprised a large leopard taking a noonday siesta on the gnarled trunk
of a tree overhanging the stream, after a feast of guinea-fowl. The leopard was gone in a flash, but some
six years later a large and handsome tame one (possibly the offspring of that originally seen), which Sir

Harry had reared from a cub, and kept in a spacious cage scarcely a hundred yards from the stream,
served as a model for the painting of this picture
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THE MANENGUBA MOUNTAINS, NORTH-WEST OF THE CAMEROONS RIVER

19. The Flora and Fauna of Africa

Pre-Pleistocene Flora of North Africa Plants of the Sahara, and the Marvels of

Vegetation in the Equatorial Forest Zone Alpine Flora of the High Mountains

Africa's Wealth in Mammals and Birds Strange Reptile Fauna Peculiar Fresh-

water Fish and Amazing or Pernicious Insects

MAURETANIA,
from Morocco to

Cyrenaica, in regard to its

plants, is a portion of the

Mediterranean world. Its flora is closely
akin to that of South-west Asia and even

Northern India, and nearly as closely
allied to the flora of Southern Spain
and Portugal, Italy, and Mediterranean

France.

To a great extent, especially in the

most interesting Canary Islands, it pre-
serves for our contemplation the typical

plants and trees of Central and North-

west Europe in the Pliocene period, before

we were stricken by the Ice ages. Con-

sequently it is also possessed of marked
affinities with the flora of the south-

east States of North America Florida,

Georgia, and Alabama.
Its Conifers are the pines, junipers,

yews and callitris of Europe, Western

Asia, and North India, and it preserves
on the high mountains of the Atlas a near
relation of the Lebanon and Himalaya
cedars. The North African forests ex-

hibit hollies and elms, willows, oaks

(especially cork oak and ilex), alders,

beeches, poplars, maples, hawthorns,
boxtrees, plums and cherries, reminiscent
of Europe ; besides pistachios, myrtles,
sumachs (Rhus), arbutus, laurels, wild

olives, terebinths, and locust-beans. But
the forests of Morocco retain a very in-

teresting tree-type, a member of the
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The Flora and Fauna of Africa

genus Sideroxylon (sometimes called Ar-

gania), which really belongs to the

Sapotacece family, elsewhere found in

Tropical Africa and Asia.

The Canary Islands also still have

examples of a Dracaena or Tree Lily,

THE DRAC*NA, OR TREE LILY

Found in Tropical Africa and the Canary Islands

another denizen of Tropical Africa. The
date palm which figures so much in

the beautiful scenery of North Africa, is

perhaps not indigenous to Mauretania

proper but to the northern Sahara. It

is. a relic, of course, of the days when
there was virtually no Sahara Desert,
but a region of abundant rainfall and
exuberant vegetation. The date palm

does not really fruit to any successful

extent in true North Africa, but only
in the hot and moist oases of Southern

Tunis, South Algeria, and South Morocco,
as well as in Tripoli and Egypt. The

only other palm indigenous to North
Africa is the palmetto (Cha-

meerops), which is also found

in Southern Europe.
The vegetation of the Sa-

hara Desert, such as it is, on

the north is a continuation of

the Mediterranean flora, and
on the south a beginning of

the flora of Tropical Africa.

When in crossing any part
of the Sahara north to south

(say, for example, up the

Valley of the Nile) you en-

counter fleshy, leafless euphor-
bias of arboreal growth, aloes,

dum palms (Hyphcene), and

baobabs, you know you have

reached true Africa, for such

things only grow on the

. Mediterranean shores by the

introduction of man. A very
characteristic group of desert

plants in the Sahara are the

mesembryanthemums, afamily

distantly allied to the cacti

of America, and like them as-

suming the strangest forms

in their attempts to survive

in spite of scorching sunshine

and absence of rain.

In the Northern Sahara,

especially on the confines of

MorOCCO, SOHie of these file-

SembryantheniUmS (Anabasis)

grow in cushion-like masses

and the minute leaves are so impreg-
nated with silica that they are like a

plant reproduced in sharp-surfaced stone.

In their growth they simulate large grey-

green boulders, and do not reveal their

plant character until they are covered

with delicate blossoms. There is a con-

siderable resemblance and a very in-

teresting one between the Desert flora
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Forest Conditions

of North and South Africa, just as there

is some degree of correspondence also

between the beasts and birds of those

regions.
About N. lat. 20, more or less (de-

pending, of course, a good deal on local

conditions of underground moisture or

the proximity of

running or stagnant

water), one begins
to notice journey-

ing from north to

south an increas-

ing wealth and at-

tractiveness in the

African flora. But

except under arti-

ficial conditions it

does not become
luxuriant until

about 15 N. lat.,

and then only on
the western side of

the continent. In

West Africa the real

"forest" conditions

begin just south of

the estuary of the

GambiaRiver, espe-

cially in a region
like Portuguese
Guinea. The forests

of Western Liberia

along the Sierra

Leone frontier are

so splendid and

spectacular (and so

easily reached by railway from Free-

town), that I marvel they are not

oftener the goal of winter trips.

It is one of the great sights of the

world to enter one of these Liberian

forests, say, in the vicinity of the town
of Kanre Lahun. Here you will see

trees 300 feet high, the greater part of

their trunks clothed with a splendid

drapery of epiphytic ferns, lycopodiums,
arums, and orchids, while about their

branches ma.y be thrown veils of ex-

quisitely flowering creepers, either of the

rubber-yielding order (Apocynacea:) or of

the Combretum genus ; tall and heavily

plumed palm trees, feathery bamboos,
and wild bananas ; while white- or

scarlet-bracted plants like the Poinsettia

of Madagascar, gorgeous ground orchids

or beautifully flowered Scitamineae, and

SURVEYORS CUTTING A BOUNDARY IN THE FOREST

The African forest is one of the great sights of the world. Here
see trees nearly 300 feet high clad in a splendid drapery of

creepers and other epiphytic forms

you will

flowering

purple-spathed arums constitute with a

myriad other plants, of which I do not

know the names, a gorgeous under-

growth.
This region of magnificent forests ex-

tends with few interruptions across

tropical West Africa (south of 12 to

10 N. lat.) as far cast as the River Benue.
From this point it is pushed farther south

and limited to the northern basin of the

Congo and portions of the Bahr al Ghazal
or south-west basin of the Nile. In its

eastward range it ends with the Nandi
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Photo: Sir It. H.

CRINUM "LILIES," CONGOLAND
This is really an amaryllid, a member of the

family which includes the daffodil and snowdrop

highlands cast of the Victoria Nyanza.
From the west coast of Tanganyika it

extends westward across the continent

to the mouth of the Congo. To the

north and south of this forest belt much
of the rest of Tropical
Africa may be described

as parklands, regions pro-

bably once as thickly
forested as those of the

Equatorial Zone, but
wherein the forest has been

eliminated chiefly through
the action of Man in per-

petually cutting down trees

and destroying others by
annual bush fires. The

parklands, however, are

regions of most radiant

beauty ; they would be

earthly paradises, in fact,

if it were not for the germ-
diseases that exist there

and are transmitted by the

bites of insects and ticks.

In the parklands there is usually
forest along the banks of rivers and in

occasional isolated patches where there

is underground moisture. There are also

characteristic clumps of well-grown aca-

cias and albizzias, of borassus palms,
baobabs, sterculias, fig-trees, and legu-
minous trees with beautiful flower dis-

plays. But there are other regions far
'

less attractive, such as the vast swamps
of the Western Zambezi basin and of the

White Nile and Bahr al Ghazal regions
in which little but tall reeds, coarse

grass, and papyrus rushes meet the eyes
for hundreds of square miles. Yet even

here there are creeks and open spaces of

water made perfectly lovely by the blue

or the white
"
water-lilies," or lotuses.

As regards lilies in Africa (so often

mentioned in the works of travellers),

there are no true lilies except those of

the aloe or dracsena type plants which
the unbotanical observer would never

guess to be lilies. The "
water-lilies

" or

lotuses of the widespread family Nym-
phacese, are, of course, not lilies at all,

not even within the class that produces,
lilies. They belong some have thought.

to one of the oldest types of dicotyle-
donous flowering plant. The flower

AN ANGR/ECUM ORCHID. FROM WEST AFRICA

This orchid is usually pure white and remarkable for the

extravagant development of its nectaries
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South African Flowers

which is most often called
"

lily
"

in

Africa is of the genus Crinum. This is

really an amaryllid or a member of the

order to which agaves (or American

aloes), daffodils, snowdrops, and the
"
belladonna "

belong.
These crinum "

lilies
"

are frequently
an outstanding feature in African scenery,
whether it be in the forest zone or in the

relatively dry regions of South and
Central Africa. In the forests they some-

times block up the small streams of

water with their long filaments of floating

leaves and their exquisite starry white

flowers ; in the plains, in the glades, on
the high mountains, they send up their

clusters of large, beautifully shaped and
sometimes deliciously scented flowers,

which are either white or delicately tinted

or striped with pink.
Another very beautiful feature in the

African flora, especially in South Africa,

are the aroids or arum "
lilies." The

white arum of our greenhouses is a

native of South Africa, where it grows

abundantly and with great effect. There

are other fqrms in which the spathe
is bright yellow or vivid orange-
scarlet.

South Africa, it must be mentioned,
has a flora almost peculiarly its own, but

it is limited in range to Cape Colony

(and especially to the region round about

the Cape of Good Hope), and to the

mountain summits of Angola and Central

Africa. In Cape Colony, alone, amongst
other gorgeous developments in plant

form, is the Strelitzia, a distant relation

of the banana, with spikes of large flowers,

orange and blue like a macaw. South

Africa is also the region from which our

scarlet geranium comes really a pelar-

gonium, and in the wild species not scar-

let, but a beautiful crimson. Really
beautiful wild geraniums and pelar-

goniums occur in all the mountain

regions of Tropical Africa. There is a

specially handsome white one on the high
mountains of East Africa. South Africa

is specially rich in Proteas (such as the
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silver leaf of the Cape), in heaths (Erica),
in gladioli, and ground orchids.

Another South African genus of strange
and also of beautiful development is

Drawn by sir H. tl. Johnston

A REMARKABLE FUNGUS FROM UGANDA
This fungus, with a glossy dark-brown cap and
a stem and delicate lacework of pure white, is

a common object in the damp leaf-mould of

the Equatorial forests of Africa

Lobelia. I am not certain, but I believe

that the blue lobelia of our gardens
came originally from Africa. At any rate,

vivid cobalt-blue lobelias of dwarf growth
are a most lovely feature of the flora on

the mountains of Central Africa. Other

lobelias on the lofty mountains of the

Equatorial Zone, especially in EastAfrica,
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Photo tent to Sir H. H. jonmton

IN THE KALAHARI DESERT AFTER THE RAINS

Although described as a desert, this steppeland is at times covered with vegetation, and sustain*

warlike native races, such as the Bechuana natives (see Vol. I., p. 149)

grow to comparatively huge size and
assume an aspect utterly unlike the

lobelia of our gardens. Of such is

Lobelia deckeni of the East African Snow

Mountains, and Lobelia stuhlmanni of.

Ruwenzori (all such are described and

figured in a book by the present writer

on the Uganda Protectorate).
There is also a remarkable develop-

ment of the genus Senecio to which our

common groundsel belongs. There are

senecios with the growth of trees on
the lofty mountains of Tropical Africa,

whereon may further be seen arboreal

heaths of a height of fifty feet or more.

The heath family has its most beautiful

development in Cape Colony, as far as

colour and wealth of blossom are con-

cerned.

The orchids of Africa are not so

astounding, perhaps, as those of South
America or the Philippine Islands, but

they, nevertheless, number marvels of

beautyand strangeness of growth amongst
their species. There is the giant Lis-

sochilus of Western Equatorial Africa.

which grows to a height of over six feet

from the ground and has a flowery spike

measuring more than two feet in length, .

with flowers of exquisite rose-purple and

ivory-white. The Angrcecum orchids,

usually pure white, are remarkable for

the extravagant development of their

nectaries. Other lovely species are the

orange-red orchid of Nyasaland (Eulo-

phia) and the lovely cobalt-blue Disas

and Satyriums of Nyasaland and South

Africa, and the gorgeous Habenarias of

South Africa and of all the mountain

regions up to the Equator (especially

plentiful on the Cameroons).
I have referred to the aloes (so marked

a feature of South and of the drier regions
of Central Africa) and to the tree lilies or

dracsenas. These last are particularly
characteristic of the great Forest Zone of

Equatorial Africa. They are noteworthy
features in these forests, with their dark

green spiky leaves and their beautiful

clusters of cream-white blossoms.

We have commented on the absolute

desert in North and South Africa (there
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The Steppelands

are also a few patches of arid desert in

East Africa between the White Nile and
the highlands of Galaland) ; on the dense

vegetation of the Forest Zone ; and the

parklike character of much of the Sudan,
Central and South-central Africa ; and
the peculiar and abundant flora of Cape

Colony. But there also should be men-

tioned the steppelands ;
with no tree

growth of importance, yet which are

sufficiently covered with grass and her-

bage to afford pasture for cattle and,

consequently, to be the home of some of

the most warlike and otherwise re-

markable of African peoples. Such, for

example, is the character of much of

Somaliland and Galaland, of the regions

bordering the Sahara Desert on the south,

and of portions of South-west Africa.

These districts are usually healthy
alike to man and beast, because the short

growth of the vegetation and the absence

of forest gives no harbourage to flies,

mosquitoes and ticks the transmitters

of nearly all African diseases. Not only
are the races inhabiting these steppes for

the most part warlike, vigorous, and

self-respecting, but they are at times a

danger to the less bellicose and more
numerous natives of the moistcr coun-

tries. Here, by dint of long pursued
efforts to accustom himself to his en-

vironment, local indigenous man has

become used in some degree to the germ-
diseases ; and owing to the abundance
of vegetable and animal food has found it

possible to exist in considerable numbers.

Yet attractive as these regions may be

to European enterprise, they are, together
with forested Africa, dangerous from the

point of view of health. But it only needs

the transmitting agencies of the germ-

Pkoto : Sir H. It. Jtthmton

A PEEP THROUGH HILLS CLAD WITH ARBOREAL HEATHS AT THE SNOWS OF RUWENZORI

Some aspects of Ruwenzori, above the frequent layer of clouds, resemble a gigantic moon in the sky,

hence the name "Mountains of the Moon"
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THE SERUT FLY

For three months in the year the female makes
parts of the north Sudan uninhabitable

fhotos: H. Baffin

A NEWLY-HATCHED STICK INSECT

In spite of its considerable dimensions the
insect here shown has only just pushed off

the "lid" and emerged from the egg at the
bottom right-hand corner of the picture

diseases to be suppressed (by the appli-
cation of science) for all these parklands
and forest tracts of Africa to become
veritable earthly paradises. The climate

in itself is not unhealthy, and though it

is not possible for White men to carry on

hard physical labour, the only danger to

life so far as the climate is concerned is in

the occasional thunderstorms already
referred to. But White men could well

exist as the brains, the governors, the

inspirers of such countries if only we
could manage to suppress the germ-
diseases.

Africa, like Tropical Asia and America,
is infested with harmful insects, though,

perhaps, in this respect it is less afflicted

than South America. The most dan-

gerous to health are the fleas, the gnats,
the flies, and the bugs.

Africa, for example, is the only home at

the present day of the tsetse genus of

fly, which develops into three or four

known species, the most noteworthy

being Glossina morsitans, in East, South,
and North-west Africa, and Glossina

palpalis, of West Africa and Uganda.
This type of fly does not lay eggs, but

is so elaborately perfected that it de-

velops a single egg at a time within

the body and gives birth to a pupa
which buries itself in the ground or

under dead leaves just below the sur-

face.

The most deadly of the disease-con-

veying gnats are the mosquitoes of the

genera Anopheles and Stegomyia. There

are also dangerous bot-flies, attacking
man and beast, depositing eggs which

hatch out subsequently very painfully

through boils in the skin. There are

midges and sand-flies that attack one in

venomous swarms, there are buffalo-

gnats, which draw blood every time they

probe the skin, there are huge gad-flies

with spearlike probosces an inch long,

there are deadly wasps, and there are

also numerous and useful honey-pro-

ducing bees. There are harmless large

and beautiful carpenter-bees, seemingly
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Remarkable Insects

MONSTROUS TERMITE QUEEN

This insect, with its vast egg-containing abdomen, is truly the mother of

its people, as it can add to the population at the rate of 3,600 "white
ants

"
per hour

made of gold plush. There are many
lovely dragon-flies and lace-wings.
As regards ants, besides many biting

forest gnats, generally of a red colour,

there is the terrific black driver ant,

existing in all moist parts of Africa,

travelling in countless

swarms and able to eat

up a human being in

about twenty- four hours

if the latter 'is crippled
and unable to move.
Then there are the cele-

brated white ants, that

are not ants at all, but

members of a totally
different insect order,

and properly termed

termites. These ter-

mites are very destruc-

tive to woodwork, but

undoubtedly they per-
form useful services in

the forests in destroying
dead timber and bring-

ing it down and crumb-

ling it to fertilise the

soil.

The butterflies and
moths of Tropical
Africa are very beauti-

ful, though they do not

display perhaps quite
such astounding ex-

amples of loveliness as

those of New Guinea
or Brazil. In Africa

we have the biggest,

perhaps, of living in-

sects as regards actual

bulk : the beautifully

painted goliath beetles

of the forest zone. And

perhaps the
"
longest"

insects living at the

present day those

eight-inches-long stick

insects which so faith-

fully imitate twigs
with leaf buds. The

mantises of Africa have impressed the

native imagination by their strange

attitudes, their fierceness, and in some
cases their imitation of the appearance
of flowers in exquisitely tinted wing
cases, expanded legs, and antennae.

THE GOLIATH BEETLE IN FLIGHT

The largest though not the longest living insect
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THE RARE BLACK FOREST PIG OF THE
EQUATORIAL ZONE

THE SPRINGBOK ANTELOPE

YOUNG GORILLA

THE RINGHALS, OR SPITTING COBRA

NORTH AFRICAN PORCUPINE

Photos Unt to Sir i/. ff. Johnston by t/te A'tiv York Zoological Society

CAPE HUNTING DOG



African Vertebrates

The biggest and most venomous scor-

pions in the world are found in Africa,

attaining a length of over six inches.

There are also equally large centipedes
and millipedes, spiders with a span of

nearly a foot, and hairy mygale spiders.

But it is impossible in the space at my
disposal to deal further with the survey
of the invertebrate fauna of Africa. It

only remains to me to point out the

now existing in the world, except four

or five species in Tropical Africa and
Southern Asia. The Continent of Africa

still has two genera of hippopotamuses.
In Madagascar the hippopotamus has

become extinct, but there still exists a
wild bush-pig. Africa alone at the present

day (with a slight exception in favour of

Northern Arabia) possesses the ostrich.

In Madagascar there existed, down to

quite recent times, perhaps the most

gigantic bird the world has ever known,
the Mpyornis, the

" rukh "
of Arab and

Persian legends.

Tropical Africa is especially celebrated

for its beautifully coloured turacos, a

family found nowhere else, its grey par-

rot, its green and
red love - birds,

^jjgftttfH^^ its beautifully
coloured weaver
finches and glossy

starlings. It has

Photo lent to Sir H. H. Johnston by the Neat York Zoological Society

THE EGYPTIAN JERBOA
The Jerboas form a very specialised Rodent family, which is an outlying member of the rat-like Rodentia.
Two or three genera of Jerboas are found in North Africa, the North-east Sudan, and North Somaliland.
The much larger "Springhaas" (Pedeles) of South and East Africa, though very like the Jerboa in

appearance, is quite unrelated

exceptional interest of African verte-

brates as part of the physical geography
of Africa the still existing herds of huge
elephants, the rhinoceroses of two species,
the antelopes, zebras, giraffes, buffalo,

wild pigs, lions, leopards, chitas, serval

cats, lynxes, and other wild cats, the

hyenas, hunting-dogs, jackals, foxes,

civets, otters, black and white weasels,

and grey and black ratels
; and the

strange African edentates (the aardvark
and pangolin), the lemurs, monkeys,
baboons, and apes of African forests,

mountains and plains.
The Island of Madagascar contains

within its limits nearly all the lemurs

the curious secretary bird (a primitive
form of accipitrine), magnificent crested

eagles, and most of the Old World forms
of vulture. It has large and small

bustards, the beautiful crowned crane,

the tall Stanley crane, the Goliath heron,
the saddle-billed stork, the marabou,
the Balceniceps rex or whale - headed

stork, and the modest brown Scopus
umbrella.

There is a great variety of sunbird, ex-

ceeding in beauty even the humming-
birds of the New World. There are

prettily-coloured, sweetly-singing bunt-

ings, some very beautiful desert finches,

and the wild form of the domestic
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canary. Amongst useful birds Africa

has contributed to the world's stock

the guinea fowl as well as the ostrich,

the francolin, and the red-legged part-

ridge.

It possesses perhaps the most veno-

mous snakes in the world (egg-laying

vipers, viviparous vipers and puff-adders,
horned vipers, tree cobras, black-necked

and banded cobras), but for some reason

they are less destructive of human life

than in Asia or South America. It has

small burrowing snakes, and enormous

pythons, near relations of the South

American anaconda. There are three

species and two genera of African

crocodiles ; and on the outlying African

islands in the Indian Ocean still linger

interesting examples of gigantic tor-

toises.

Africa is virtually the home of the

chameleon order. Its fresh-water fish

are of greater interest than those of any
other continent in regard to their con-

nection with long extinct forms or their

extraordinary recent evolution into fan-

tastic types. The Congo and its tribu-

taries are richer in their peculiar fish

fauna than the basins of the Nile, Niger,
or Zambezi. jj_ jj. J.

A RED LECHWE SWIMMING

The Lechwe is a beautiful water-frequenting Antelope of the Cobus genus. It is found in South-east

Congoland and Northern Rhodesia, but is related to Mrs. Gray's Coius in the Egyptian Sudan
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20. Economic Products of Africa

We have already glanced at the wild

Increasing Importance as a Food Producing Region and Amazing Wealth in Minerals

Grains and Pulses, Oil Seeds and Oil Nuts, Edible Roots and Fruits Fibres, Gums,
Rubber, Timber, Drugs and Dyes Gold, Diamonds, Coal, Tin, Copper, Iron and Mica

VIEWED
from an economic stand- cause of its climatic conditions and its

point the cultivated flora and the virgin soil should surpass Asia or

domesticated animals of Africa America in its output of valuable pro-
are of great and increasing importance ducts, either to feed the bodies of

to the whole world. It is the last region humanity or to supply raw material for

from which we can hope to obtain ivory, our industries.

It may even be possible to save the

African Elephant from extermination and

breed it for its ivory-producing qualities.

North-west, North, North-east, South-

central, and South Africa, together with

the Island of Madagascar, are already

noteworthy for their production and

export of valuable livestock cattle and

hides in North-west, South, South-central,

and East Africa, and the Island of Mada-

gascar ; camels in North Africa, Egypt
and Somaliland ; sheep and goats from

North, North-east and South Africa ;

poultry from some parts of the Gold

Coast, and from Egypt ;
horses from

North Africa and Somaliland ; asses

from North Africa, Egypt and Zanzibar

(the Masai donkey) ; and mules from

Morocco and Algeria.

Amongst the Berber tribes of North

Africa there is a very handsome type of

domestic dog a cream-white, dark-eyed,

prick-cared, long-haired sheep-dog, in

appearance something between a Chow
and a Collie. There are the equally
beautiful Slughis or long-haired Grey-
hounds of the same region.

As regards its vegetable produce, Africa products of the African fields and forests,

is only beginning its career, so to speak. These consist of the following categories :

Once Europe can introduce well-estab- Cereals, edible roots, fruits, nuts, and

lished law and order, freedom of move- vegetable fats ; rubber, gum, fibre, dyes,

ment and freedom of trade, good govern- drugs, oils, ivory-nuts, timber, bark, and

ment, and cheap transport, Africa be- bast. It is virtually necessary to con-
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A RAPHIA PALM IN FLOWER

Palms of the Raphia genus produce the
"
pias-

sava" fibre, which is so useful in making certain

brooms and brushes and ihe "bast" used in

horticulture





The Granary of Rome
sider such substances now rather as cul-

tivated than as the wild and untended

products of uninhabited regions.
The trees and plants that produce

them may not be actually planted by
man's hands, but they are all becoming
matters of State or private property, and

they are scarcely left much longer to

rice, of millet and sorghum.* Already

Algeria and Tunis soon to be followed

no doubt by Morocco are the green-

grocery and fruiterers' shops of Europe.

They send specially to North-west Europe
early potatoes, beans and peas, cherries

and strawberries.

Tunis exports to the world at large the

PLOUGHING WITH CAMELS BESIDE THE NILE

Once law and order and cheap transport have been established, Africa because of its climatic

conditions and its virgin soil should surpass Asia or America in its output of valuable products

the uncontrolled management of Nature,
but are increasingly protected and tended,
so that they virtually come within the

range of cultivated vegetation. In de-

scribing them, therefore, I shall deal

without much distinction between wild-

growing vegetables of economic value

and those which are sedulously cultivated

by man.
North Africa was once the granary of

Rome. It still grows some of the best

wheat, and certainly the best barley, in

the world. It could produce great quan-
tities of maize and a certain amount of

most delicious dates, the most perfect

blood-oranges. Dates of other qualities,

mostly good, are shipped from the ports
of Southern Morocco, and Algeria pro-
duces some of the best oranges, though
not, perhaps, so good as those of Tunis.

Horticulturally, owing to range of climate

and world-position, there is virtually no
end to the prospects of North Africa.

The best olive oil in the world comes from
Tunis. The olive-tree is indigenous to

North Africa, and Algeria vies with

California as an area for its cultivation.

* Sometimes called
" Durrha."
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Another valuable article of export from

North Africa is lentils. All these fruits

and grains are more or less successfully
cultivated in the coastlands of Tripoli
and of Cyrenaica and also in the delta

of the Nile.

In the Sahara Desert wherever water

can be obtained for irrigation, or where,

which verges on the Sudan, is acacia gum.
This is one of the chief articles of trade

in the Western Sahara north of the

Senegal and of Kordofan, Darfur, Nubia
and the Nubian Desert.

The chief vegetable products of the

Sudan south of the Sahara and north of

the equatorial forest zone are, amongst

Photo: Tke iate Rev. Gtorge Grenfcll

The Oil Palm (Elaia) yields two absolutely different oils, one from the husk, the other from the kernel
of the nut. Palm oil is increasingly important to the world's industries. It makes the best soap, the
best candles, and a hundred and one products necessary to civilised existence. Its very waste makes

excellent cattle food

as in the oases, it exists sufficiently near

the surface to nourish the roots of palm-
trees and fig-trees, dates, figs, almonds,
and barley are cultivated. The dried

figs of the Northern Sahara are a splendid

staple on which to travel. In appear-
ance they are like unappetising strips of

dried leather, but when masticated are

as delicious as a good sweetmeat. Enor-
mous numbers of almonds are exported
from the oases of Southern Tunis. A
special product of the Sahara Desert,

especially the southern portion of it

cereals, maize and sorghum. Rice is

grown extensively in the valley of the

Upper Niger.
Rice is already an important asset and

a growing source of wealth in Madagascar.
Its cultivation might be conducted on a
still vaster scale in the swampy region
of the Bahr al Ghazal. The ground-nuts

(Arachis and Voandzeia), indigenous re-

spectively to West Africa and Mada-

gascar, are cultivated throughout the

Sudan and over much of East and South-

central Africa.
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Common Fruits

Arachis is the pea-nut or monkey-nut
of America, where it has found a second

home.* The oil expressed from this

underground bean of a pea plant is

scarcely to be told in flavour from that

of the olive, and is much valued in con-

sequence. There is an hibiscus shrub ir

West Africa and the Sudan, the buds of

which (known in America as
"
okroes ")

have a glutinous sap that makes
them a delicious vegetable when
cooked. It- is especially used in

soups.
Manioc or arrowroot an intro-

duction from Brazil is more cul-

tivated in the forested regions of

Africa, perhaps, than in the Sudan,

yet it is much in favour also in

East and South-east Africa. All

along the coasts of Tropical Africa,

cast and west, the coconut palm
grows in abundance, and copra or

dried coconut is exported now
from the Zanzibar and Mozambique
coasts. The cultivation of the

coconut might be carried on to a

much greater extent with conse-

quent benefit to our sources of

food supply and fibre.

The fruits most commonly met
with in the Sudan (as contrasted

with forested Africa) are not re-

markable for their abundance or

their quality except in small areas

of intensive cultivation where good
oranges are produced. The grape
is probably indigenous to Algeria,
and North African grapes are magnificent
in quality, ranging from black or white

grapes of large size to small and delicious

muscatels. But the grape-vine does not

flourish in the tropical regions, though
there are many wild vines indigenous to

Tropical Africa.

The papaw has been introduced from
South America into West Africa and has

spread thence over much of the Sudan.

* Some authorities believe it to be a native of

the Amazon basin and transported thence by the

Portuguese and Dutch to West Africa.

It flourishes so exceedingly well through-
out Tropical Africa that it furnishes the

material for the export of a drug,

Papai'ne, which has excellent digestive

qualities. The plantain and banana (the
former being very long and not quite so

sweet as the latter) are both cultivated

throughout the moister regions of the

Sudan and Eastern as well as Western

rhoto by permission of the Siiaatt fjovt. Rail-ways and Steamtrs

GUM COLLECTING
Acacia gum is a special product of the Sahara Desert,

especially the southern portion which verges on the Sudan

Africa ; but they only form an important
item in the native diet within the Forest

Zone. They are grown in the Island of

Madeira and in the Canary Islands for

export, but might be similarly cultivated

on an enormous scale all along the coast

of West Africa for the same purpose.
The jack-fruit is delicious as a con-

comitant of dessert, and is being exported

occasionally for that purpose to the

London market. The Cape gooseberry

(a relation of the tomato) grows abun-

dantly in the Sudan and all over Tropical
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Africa (except where it has not yet
been introduced), but though of great
local value and now made much into

jams and preserves, it is too soft for

export.
It is not till one reaches the real forest

zone of Western and Equatorial Africa

that the oil-palm is a noteworthy feature

in the landscape, or that it produces nuts

yielding oil of the best quality either in

Photo by ptrmi*siott qf the High Commissionerfor 5. AJnca

BANANA TREES IN SOUTH CENTRAL AFRICA

the kernel of the nut or still more

markedly the pericarp outside it.

But in the Western Sudan the place of

the oil-palm as a source of vegetable fat

is taken by the Shea-butter tree (Parkia).

Nevertheless, Shea butter,though of great

importance as a local article of consump-
tion, is little if at all exported ; whereas

palm-oil of the two kinds mentioned is

necessary to the world's industries, goes
to make excellent cattle food, and in one

shape or another penetrates to all civilised

countries. The West Coast of Africa and
the Congo Basin are the regions from
which it is exported, though the oil-

palm in its range penetrates as far to

the east as North Nyasaland and the

Island of Zanzibar.

There are many indigenous nuts in the

West African forests which yield oil, but

they have not yet figured to any great
extent in African exports. Rubber is the

latex or sap of trees and creepers belong-

ing for the most part to the order

Apocynacece, though it is also derived

from figs and euphorbias. The plants

producing it may either grow as stately

trees, as lianas, as bushes, or as surface-

creeping plants with voluminous under-

ground roots and branches.

The African export of rubber nowa-

days depends no longer wholly on the

wild products of the forests. These have
been more or less brought under control

or semi-cultivation ;
or the plantation

system has begun and is extending

rapidly. The planter does not only de-

pend on indigenous sources of rubber

supply, but has availed himself of the

suitable climatic conditions to introduce

several Brazilian rubber trees or plants
which are beginning to find in West
and Central Africa a new home.
The sweet potato, a convolvulus tuber

of American origin, is widespread as a

cultivated plant all over Tropical Africa,

and is, probably, by now an article of

export from the West Coast. The real

potato generally called the European
potato, though it is, of course, a native

of North and South America thrives

exceedingly well in most parts of Africa,

between Algeria on the north and Cape

Colony on the south, perhaps not doing

quite so well in the forest zone on account

of the attacks of grubs.
The little island of St. Helena in the

middle of the South Atlantic, exports

large quantities of potatoes; so also to

some extent does British East Africa.

Nyasaland before long will do the same.

It looks, indeed, as though the American

potato was going to flourish exceedingly

throughout Africa, even in portions of

the Sahara ; and similarly other plants
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Cultivated Cotton

of the same family such as the tomato,
the egg-plant or aubergine, and the afore-

mentioned Cape gooseberry.
Fibre promises to be another leading

article in African exports, and fibre

plants are well worth cultivating in

regions hitherto deemed worthless. In

the dense forests of West Africa a

Raphia palm produces that
"
piassava

"

fibre (the name is Brazilian) which is so

it is possibly an Asiatic invention. But
the whole question of the origin of the

cotton plant is one of the romances of

geographical botany.
Cultivated cotton was seemingly found

to exist in the West India Islands and

possibly in Central America when those

regions were first visited by the Spaniards.
There arc wild species closely related to

the cultivated form indigenous to Africa

Photo : Sir a. a. Johnston

A BANANA-LEAF HUT, WITH PORCH, IN THE BUKONJO COUNTRY

Tke long banana or plantain was probably introduced into Tropical Africa from India at a very distant

period. The short form of banana was introduced in the sixteenth century by Portuguese navigators

useful in making certain brooms and
brushes. The baobab tree, found through-
out Tropical Africa, yields a useful fibre.

One of the most valuable, however, is

that of the lily-like plant, the generic
name of which is Sansevieria. The
different species of this grow all over

Tropical Africa, from the latitudes of

Abyssinia to Natal.

Cotton may properly be styled a
"

fibre
"

plant, and, indeed, excellent

fibre is now derived from an allied genus
of the same malvaceous, Hibiscus family.
Cotton is now widely cultivated over

Africa, though in the cultivated form

as well as to Tropical Asia and Oceania.

As a cultivated plant, however, cotton

seems to have been introduced into Africa

first by Arabs, Persians, or Hindus, and
its spread over the Sudan seems to be

largely connected with the advent of

the Muhammadan religion.

Yet nowadays it is a North American

type of cotton from the coasts of Carolina

or Georgia, which is being introduced

into Africa and which is probably the

origin of the modern cultivated cotton of

Egypt, as it is of Nyasaland and Zam-
bezia. Tropical and Sub-tropical Africa,

however, would seem to be particularly
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favourable to the growth of cotton. It

is already one of the chief exports of

Egypt and of Nyasaland, and may play
a great role in the future of Uganda,

Nigeria, and the French and British

possessions in West Africa.

As regards dyes, the vegetable pro-

ducts of Africa no longer have quite the

value they used to possess in the Euro-

pean market, as they come into com-

petition with the cheaper dyes derived

from coal and from minerals. But West
Africa still exports camwood, which I

believe yields the beautiful crimson-

scarlet dye known as Turkey-red. Cam-
wood in one or two species grows through-
out forested West Africa, from the

Gambia to Angola and over much of

the Congo Basin.

A brilliant orange dye is derived from
the bark of a Bixia tree, and of course

Indigo is the great blue dye of the

world. Indigo is seemingly of African

origin, though Asia may have stimulated

its cultivation. It comes from a small

bean plant which grows in one form or

another all over Tropical Africa. But

dye-making is chiefly confined to the

Western Sudan, where it is one of the

great industries. Some of the other

native dyes are derived from the leaves

or twigs of plants belonging to the

Coffee family.
It is difficult to know whether to class

coffee as a food or a drug. This delicious

stimulant may claim beyond all doubt
an African origin. It was first of all

made use of by the peoples of Galaland

Photo by permi**ijn of the High, Commissioner for the Union of South Africa

SUGAR CANE IN NATAL

Sugar cane is grown extensively in the hotter and wetter regions of South Africa, especially in the
lowlands of Natal and Rhodesia and along the broad coast plain north of the Limpopo. (Sie the

section on South Africa in Vol. Ill)
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wit oy Sir II, U
BEATING OUT SUPERFLUOUS DYE FROM COTTON GARMENTS

This Nigerian native is here engaged in beating his "Taubs" voluminous cotton garments worn in

Nigeria in order to get out the superfluous indigo dye. Indigo is probably of African origin. It

comes from a bean plant which grows all over Tropical Africa

and Abyssinia, but not as a stimulant.

They were wont (and are still) to chew
the fruit for the sake of the agreeable

juicy pulp that surrounds the beans, and
then eject the hard stones (now so valu-

able for another purpose). But at some
time or other in Abyssinia these

"
stones

"

or
"
beans " were roasted and ground,

mixed with boiling water, and found to

be delicious and stimulating as a tonic

drink.

Either an allied species of coffee was
found in the forested mountains of

Yaman on the opposite coast of Arabia,
or as the result of the Semitic invasion

of Abyssinia in prehistoric times, the

Abyssinian coffee plant was transferred

to Mokha and its vicinity ; so that the

civilised world came to hear of coffee in

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

as an Arabian product, exported from
the port of Mokha. As a matter of fact,

the wild coffee trees of several closely
allied species, but with some difference

in the shape, size, and quality of the bean,
are really confined in their distribution

to the equatorial forest zone and the

adjoining parts of the Central Sudan.

But no doubt this forest zone at one
time in the history of Africa was con-

tinuous and stretched as far east as

Abyssinia and Mounts Kenya and Kili-

manjaro. A large type of coffee bean is

indigenous to the forests of Liberia and
has become a very valuable object to the

coffee-drinking world, inasmuch as its

tree is able to resist some of the fungoid
diseases which have exterminated culti-
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vated coffee in so many parts of the

tropics. Liberian coffee has therefore

become famous ; but, as a matter of

fact, the dense forests of Liberia (which
will prove some day to be one of the

valuable regions of Africa) contain several

other species of coffee besides that of

the giant bean ; and all of them valuable.

Cultivated coffee at the present day is

only derived from Liberia and perhaps
a little from Sierra Leone, the Island of

AN ARAB CAFE AT ESNA, ON THE NILE

The customers are smoking water pipes supplied by riie establishment

Sao Thome, and the interior of Portu-

guese Angola ; from Nyasaland and

perhaps from Uganda, where, however,
the exported coffee is rather of the wild

than of the cultivated type. Yet, if it

were made worth while, coffee could be

grown over nearly all Tropical Africa, if

special attention were given to position,

soil, and local climate.

Tea flourishes in Natal and in the

Shire highlands, and there is no reason

why tea should not become one of

the most important exports of Africa,

from the mountainous regions in the

tropics.

Tobacco is also a
"
drug," and tobacco,

like so many other American plants, has

found in Africa as suitable conditions for

its growth and development as in Tropical
and Sub-tropical America. The tobacco

plant and tobacco smoking or snuffing

were only introduced by the Portuguese
at the beginning of the seventeenth

century ; nevertheless in 300 years the

plant and the habit have spread over

the continent as no other vegetable

product or custom
has done. There is

scarcely any part of

Africa now ignorant
of tobacco, or not

addicted to its use.

Tobacco far out-

paced its white

introducers, and
became a well es-

tablished, cultivated

plant with marked
local varieties a cen-

tury or more before

the existence of

the White race was
heard of by the.

savages who had
become passionately
fond of snuff-taking
and pipe-smoking.
At the present day
as an article of ex-

port it is noteworthy
in Nyasaland, in Rhodesia, and South

Africa, and specially so in Tunis, whence
come some of the most delicious brands

of
"
Turkish

"
tobacco. But it is culti-

vated by the natives in the very heart

of the Sudan and in most parts of

the Forest Belt. If the world continues

to find tobacco-smoking beneficial and
not injurious, Africa will have another

asset in its suitability as an area of

tobacco cultivation.

Hemp as a drug was, no doubt, intro-

duced into Africa from Asia. It was
several centuries ahead of tobacco, and

preceded it as a custom, so that the
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BISKRA, THE DESERT CITY OF THE SAHARA

This beautiful oasis is planted with 200,000 palm trees, from which are derived the dates for which the

locality is famous all over the world
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Valuable
Drugs

natives already knew the principle of the

pipe for smoking before they had ever

heard of tobacco. Hemp is, doubtless,

useful for many purposes in our in-

dustries, but as a drug it is entirely

harmful, at any rate to the African.

Many of the poisons used by the savage
or semi-savage peoples of Africa for

smearing their arrows,

for stupefying fish, or

for administering as

ordeals in their justice, are, like most

poisons, valuable drugs when given in

small doses. Consequently, one of the

leading arrow-poisons of the African

savage now finds itself in the British

pharmacopoeia. This is derived from
the seeds or seed-pods of the Strophanthus

genus, a tree or a creeper which in many
different species is found over nearly all

Tropical Africa.

The castor-oil plant is indigenous to

the African continent, but its oil is not

used there as a purge, but as a lubricant.

The various Cassias yield excellent as-

tringents, something in the nature of

quinine in their reaction on the blood

parasites.* When the products of the

African forest are sufficiently analysed

by chemists they will be found to yield

many valuable drugs, and also essential

oils of use as perfumes, either for the

driving away or destruction of insects

or for the pocket-handkerchief.
The clove, though of Malaysian origin,

has been naturalised in the Islands of

Zanzibar and Pemba, and is an important
article of export there. Already in

Tunis flower-farming for perfumery is

becoming a profitable industry. Tunis

has long been famous for its delicious

perfumes made from roses and jessamine.
Wild jessamine in various types is found
all over Africa. Roses will grow splen-

didly nearly everywhere ; but in North
Africa and no doubt in parts of the

* Though quinine (cinchona) is a native of South

America, it is cultivated most successfully in the

Portuguese island of Sao Thome off the coast of

West-central Africa.

adjacent Sahara, and again in South

Africa, there are regions particularly
well adapted for growing iris (orris-

root), violets, stephanotis, tuber-roses,
and other sources of delicious scents.

A good many of the nuts of African

trees though not edible are useful for

their texture and their

extreme hardness ; in

fact, produce the
"
vegetable ivory

" which is becoming
of greater importance now that the

animal ivory is diminishing in quan-

tity. African timber is exported at

present on only a small scale and comes

chiefly from the West Coast. But when
the French have got control completely
over Morocco and have developed the

resources of Algeria and Tunis, North
Africa should once more export timber

as it did in the days of the Romans and

Carthaginians. The mountains of the

Atlas are admirably suited for the growth
of conifers. In South Africa there are

indigenous conifers that furnish beautiful

timber, besides those of foreign origin
which have found a second home there.

If Nyasaland is able to cultivate on a

large scale the beautiful Mlanje cedar

(really a cypress), this too might be an
article of export. The same thing may
be said of the Podocarpus and Juniper
trees of the East African highlands.
West African timber is rather of the

mahogany or ornamental type. The
Australian forms of Eucalyptus all grow
remarkably well and quickly in Africa,,

especially in South, East, and Central

Africa, and their timber too will be

available soon as an article of export.
Some attempt is being made to use the

papyrus of the Nile for paper-making and
to make a fuel out of the compressed
sudd, the vegetation of grasses, rushes,

and leguminous plants which blocks the

affluents of the tropical Nile. A good
deal of bark is now exported from Africa

for tanning purposes, derived chiefly

from trees of the acacia or allied genera.

Copal gum derived from the bark of
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Trachylobium and Copaifera, is exported

chiefly from East Africa and Madagascar.

Lastly may be mentioned the bast

derived from certain palm-trees and fig-

trees, which is applied to a variety of

purposes in Europe.
As regards exportable animal products,

we have the cattle, sheep and goats sent

(when sanitary conditions are favourable)

mouth of the Congo ; from Mombasa,
Zanzibar, and Mozambique. But the

chief sources of ivory now are limited to

the Congo basin and to British East
Africa.

The mountains of North-east Tunis are

highly mineralised with valuable mines
of lead, iron, copper and zinc. Similarly,
the mountains of Eastern Algeria and of

TRANSPORTING AFRICAN COTTON FROM THE FIELD TO THE PLANTATION

As a cultivated plant cotton seems to have been introduced into Africa first by Arabs, Persians, or

Hindus, yet nowadays it is a North American type of cotton which is mostly cultivated in Africa

from North Africa to Mediterranean

Europe ; the poultry exported from the

same region, and the poultry bred in the

eastern Gold Coast and sent far and wide

through the European stations in West
Africa ; the horses exported from Tunis,

Morocco, Somaliland, and Basutoland ;

the camels of North Africa, Egypt, and
Somaliland ; the cattle and hides from

Madagascar, Rhodesia, Uganda, Sierra

Leone, and the Gambia ; leopard-skins
from West Africa ; wild beasts and
beautiful birds of many types from East

and West Africa ; and ivory. Ivory to

a small extent is still exported from West
Africa (Liberia and Ivory Coast) and the

nearly all Morocco are apparently veined

with haematite and magnetic iron, with

copper, lead, and even silver. There are

indications of the existence of oil-bearing

strata in the rocks and below the sands

of the Sahara and Nubian Deserts, in

central South Africa, and in Somaliland,

perhaps also in Nigeria and Liberia.

In the region of the upper Senegal (the

Bambara country) there is gold ; but

whether this alluvial gold has been more
or less worked out at the present day, is

not clear. It was a great gold-producing
centre 100 to 300 years ago. Gold, also,

has been discovered in more or less

payable form in Liberia, and in those
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regions of Senegambia at the back of

Sierra Leone which border on Liberia.

The gold of Ashanti (interior of the

Gold Coast) is well known.

Gold has been discovered in the north-

eastern angle of the Belgian Congo almost

on the water-parting between the Nile

system and that of the Congo. There

are indications of gold also in Uganda
and East Africa. Gold is found in parts
of Abyssinia and Galaland ; and in

Katanga and in the basin of the upper
Kasai (South Congoland). But the great
declared wealth in gold of Africa appears
to lie south of the Zambezi River.

There are ancient and modern gold-

mines in Eastern Zambezia to the south-

west of Nyasaland, but

^n ie
iS* directly the Zambezi

Gold Mines
is crossed the affluent

rivers are distinctly auriferous in their

sands. In Southern Rhodesia we come
to an area of extraordinary interest,

containing the mysterious ruins of Zim-

babwe, and similar stone structures, over

a wide area of country. Apparently this

region was exceedingly rich hundreds

even thousands of years ago in alluvial

gold, and was visited by a foreign people

possibly the merchants of Southern

Arabia who mined this gold, carried it

to the coast at Sofala, and thence trans-

ported it to the Mediterranean world.

There is not much alluvial gold left

in these regions of Rhodesia, but the

rocks, like those of the Transvaal, are

seamed and veined with gold, which has

to be extracted by crushing. The annual

output of gold in normal times from
South Africa is now gigantic about

thirty-five millions sterling. Gold also,

probably, exists in " German " South

West Africa.

Silver is found here and there in

Eastern Zambezia and is reported from
the basin of the Benue in Nigeria, as

well as from Morocco, but, as compared
with other continents, Africa is poor
in silver, at least so far as our present
discoveries go.

Copper, however, is one of the great
sources of future wealth in the African

continent. It is found in Tunis and,

probably, also in Morocco, and un-

doubtedly exists in more or less large

quantities in the little known State of

Darfur ; perhaps elsewhere in the Egyp-
tian Sudan. It is traceable also in

Northern Nigeria, and is present in some
richness in Northern Angola. The

greatest agglomeration of copper, how-

ever, seems to be referable to South

Congoland, particularly to the country
of Katanga, celebrated in Central Africa

for its wealth in copper.
But the metal has been, and may still

be, mined in Northern and Southern

Rhodesia. It is obviously abundant in

the mountains of the Transvaal, and,

perhaps, also exists in those of Portu-

guese East Africa, and in parts of

Nyasaland. Another rich region for

copper is
" German " South West Africa

and the adjoining regions south of the

Orange River in Cape Colony.
Tin is found apparently in great

abundance in the Bauchi mountain re;

gion of Northern Nigeria. There is the

probability also that it exists in the

innermost part of Liberia and French

Guinea, ,s well as in the Transvaal,
that highly-mineralised portion of South

Africa, in Damaraland, Namakwaland,
and Cape Colony.
West Africa is very micaceous, but

whether the flakes of mica will be found

in a condition worth

export is not yet known.
Diamonds were first discovered between

1866 and 1869 in what is now the Orange
River State. Much later they were

found to exist also in the Western Trans-

vaal and in " German " South West
Africa. Since then they have been dis-

covered (of a Brazilian type and very

pure water) in Western Liberia. They
also exist in the basin of the upper Kasai

and are reported to have been found in

one or two parts of " German " East

Africa. Emeralds are still found in the

Diamonds
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TRANSPORTING WATER TO THE DIAMOND FIELDS IN GERMAN" SOUTH-WEST AFRICA

OVAMBO NEGROES WASHING DIAMONDS, WATCHED BY A GERMAN POLICE SERGEANT, IN

"GERMAN" SOUTH-WEST AFRICA

Its mineral wealth has caused the whole history and surface of parts of Africa to be changed Empty
deserts have become populous centres of industry and wealth. Its mineral resources were the cause

of most of Germany's designs on Africa
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mountains of the Red Sea deserts. Gar-

nets are abundant in West Africa and

Equatorial East Africa.

In consequence of its mineral wealth

the whole history and the surface of parts
of Africa have been recently changed.

Empty deserts have become populous
centres of industry, wealth, and even

luxury. The mining development of the

Gold Coast has caused railways to be

made through its dense forests in many
directions and much prosperity to accrue

to the natives, as well as to the European.

Mining developments have likewise begun
to affect the eastern and western parts of

Liberia.

Johannesburg, in the Transvaal, has

entirely come into existence through its

gold since 1884. Kimberley, likewise, in

northern Cape Colony, is the result of the

diamond finds. Katanga is going ahead

with railway, with townships, and Euro-

pean population solely on account of its

mineral wealth. The absolutely un-

known district of Bauchi in Northern

Nigeria (vaguely celebrated previously
for the complete savagery of its pagan,
cannibal inhabitants) is now a region
of civilised or semi-civilised European
settlements with well-built houses.

On the whole the mineral discoveries

in Africa have done good rather than

harm, even to the indigenous population,
which has of necessity participated in the

development of wealth, even if only

through high payment being made for

labour. Very little respect has been paid
in most cases to original native rights ;

but the natives, it must be remembered,

possessed neither the capital nor the

ability to develop these mines, and
whether or not the purchase price or the

royalties they received was fair in com-

parison to the privileges they granted,

they have sooner or later shared in the

wealth that has been produced.
H. H. J.

f. H. Johnston

WOMEN BRICK-MAKING IN NYASALAND
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The Temptations to Meddle with Africa Its Valuable Deserts The Much-wanted

Trans-Sahara Railway Tangier to Cape Town ; The Cape to Cairo Canoes and Human

Porterage The African Path Domestication of Useful Beasts Maritime Outlets

WELL
established means of trans-

port, assuredly safe routes of

travel for persons and property,
will be the salvation of Africa, the

making of Africa the richest, most pro-
ductive continent in the world.

A desire to participate in the develop-
ment of the animal, vegetable, and, above

all, the mineral wealth of Africa has led

to its partition amongst certain Powers of

Europe with such rapidity in recent

history and to such an extent, that there

are now left only two small portions of the

Continent which can be regarded in any
way as independent Liberia and Abys-
sinia. These are the only two regions
which receive and maintain diplomatic

representatives. And even they are not

entirely without European control.

The first inducement for a European
Power to colonise or rule some portion of

Africa occurred when adventurers of the

Greek islands took possession of the

opposite coast of Cyrenaica. In spite of

warfare with the Berbers the Greek
colonies established here about 630 B.C.

subsisted virtually till they were fused in

the results of Alexander's conquest of

Egypt. Following this great event in

the world's history, the Romans finally

defeated the Phoenicians of Carthage and
took over what is now Tunis as a Roman
colony, extending this colony rapidly till

it included Tripoli, and then Cyrenaica
and Egypt ; and, on the west, first

eastern and then western Algeria, and

finally northern Morocco.

The Romans when they lost power
were succeeded by the Romanised Greeks
of the Byzantine Empire ; and in the

first break-up of the Roman Empire
there occurred that strange, abrupt Ger-

man invasion of North Africa in the

Vandal conquests of the fifth and sixth
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centuries after Christ. When the Greeks

had conquered the Vandals they them-

selves were driven out of Africa by the

irresistible hordes of Arabs, who in the

eighth century carried the name, faith,

and language of Muhammad from Egypt
to the Atlantic Ocean.

After this for a long period Europe
was kept out of Africa by the recalci-

trants whom we know as Arabs and
Turks. In 1415, however, the Portu-

guese, under the stimulating crusade of

Prince Henry the Navigator, conquered
Ceuta from the Moors (just opposite

Gibraltar), and Ceuta has never since re-

lapsed to Moorish possession. Following
on this success, the Portuguese rapidly
discovered all the coastal outline of

Africa between Morocco and Abyssinia,
and founded settlements in Senegambia,
on the Gold Coast, in Angola, and in East

Africa. They were followed in their en-

terprise by the Dutch, by the Spaniards,
the English and the French ; with the

result that at the close of the eighteenth

century there were a number of European
footholds on the coast of Africa between

Ceuta on the north, Capetown on the

south, and Mozambique on the east.

Napoleon Bonaparte in 1798 conquered

Egypt, and the French troops held it for

some years. From that time it never

quite lapsed from European control, a

control which became definite with the

British conquest in 1882. The French

seized Algeria in 1830, Tunis in 1881,

Morocco in 1911. The Italians landed in

Tripoli in the same year. Great Britain

through the course of the nineteenth

century had obtained the greater part of

South Africa, vast dominions in Nigeria,
and in East Africa ; had conquered the

Egyptian Sudan, and enlarged her posses-
sions on the West African coast. The

Portuguese and the Spaniards had also

enlarged their dominions ; and a new
factor came on the scene when, in 1884,

Germany laid claim to South West Africa,

to much of the sultanate of Zanzibar, to

the Cameroons, and to Togoland.

The Sahara Desert at the present time
is a huge wasted space, wasted because

the only means of traversing it is that of

the camel, and the camel himself fre-

quently perishes, either from severe frosts

at night or from failure of the wells to give
him the modicum of water he requires,
from sand-storms, or from other causes.

At any rate, there would never be much
development of Saharan commerce or

Saharan products ifwe had onlythecamel,
the ass, the horse, or the ox to rely on.

But I believe myself that if and when
the Sahara Desert and the Libyan Desert

to the east of it are

opened up by railways

(railways would be gra-

dually fed with produce by subsidiary
lines of camel, ass, bullock, and even

motor transport), it would turn out to

be an extremely important possession for

France, and very far from the valueless

region of light soil, half-laughingly, half-

contemptuously described by Lord Salis-

bury in 1890. There are clear indications

that in some of the mountain regions of

the Sahara and in some of its oases

there are oil-bearing strata. The Sahara

may prove to be as important a region
for France in regard to its petroleum

production as Southern Persia is likely

to be to Britain, Transcaucasia and
Transoxiana to Russia, and the arid

regions of Mexico to North America.

Then there are phosphates. There are

the splendid date groves unable to export
their produce of delicious dates from lack

of means of transport ; there are the re-

gions which will grow the best barley in

the world, eagerly sought for by maltsters.

Other districts, again, being entirely free

from disease-conveying insects, can pro-
duce excellent breeds of horse, camel,

cattle, sheep, and goats.

The indigenous peoples of the Sahara

the Tuareg, Songhai, and Tibu are

amongst the finest of the races of Africa

in their physical development, in in-

telligence, and spirit. What is wanted

more than anything else in Africa is a
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Trans-Saharan railway ;

and this was at

last being commenced by France (I have
followed its track almost as far as it

has been laid down), when she was pre-
vented from undertaking a work of such

magnitude by the unprovoked attack of

Germany.
However, let us hope before long that

France, like Britain, will have recovered

from the exhaustion of this struggle ; and
that as soon as she can co-ordinate

her energies she will carry through
the Trans-Saharan railway, not only
to Timbuktu on the Niger, but also

past Aghades to Zinder on the bor-

ders of Northern Nigeria. There
the line would unite with the

British railway system in Northern

Nigeria, and be carried south till it

linked on with the half-completed
German-made railways in the

Cameroons.

These, taken over by Britain

and France, will be extended till

they pass through the hinterland

of French Congo and link up with

the existing Belgian railways in

Western Congoland, and again with

the Portuguese railways in the

Angola hinterland, and again with

the interior railways of what will

soon cease to be " German "
South

West Africa, and so finally unite with

the Cape system at the Orange River.

It is, therefore, quite conceivable that

the rising generation may be able to

travel by rail the whole way from
London to Capetown with only two
breaks and perhaps this may be

obviated by tunnels from Dover to

Calais, and Algeciras to Tangier.
The great rival project is also well on its

way towards completion. This is the

Capc-to-Cairo railway. If the incon-

venient break of river navigation between
Assuan and Wadi Haifa were filled up by
a line of rails, it would now be possible to

travel from Alexandria on the Mediter-

ranean to El Obeid, the capital of

Kordofan, in the very heart of Africa.

From Kordofan to Zemio in the north-

eastern point of French Congoland, is no

great distance, and the region south of

Zemio is already being traversed by
Belgian-built railways to connect it with

the navigable reaches of the Lualaba-

Congo. And here we are in touch with

the Rhodesian system even at the pre-
sent time, for it is possible nowadays
to travel by train the whole way from

1

POLITICAL DIVISIONS OF AFRICA IN 1914

Katanga, in South Congoland, to Cape-
town.

But there will probably be necessi-

tated by local circumstances an eastern

loop of this Cape-to-Cairo route. This

may commence at Beira on the coast of

Portuguese South-east Africa (and Beira

is connected by rail with all the principal
towns of British South Africa), be carried

across the Zambezi to link up with the

existing railways of Nyasaland, and pass
on thence to the south coast of Tangan-
yika and along the east coast of that

lake till it enters Uganda and so joins with

the railway coming from Mombasa. This

Uganda railway must be pushed north-

wards to Gondokoro, where navigation of

the White Nile begins or ends. But it
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may also be advisable to carry a branch
line of the Uganda railway through the

rich district of Elgon, and thence to the

lower Sobat (and the Abyssinian system),
and along the White Nile till it links up
with the Sudan railways at Khartum.

Alexandria io Durban and Tangier to

Capetown will therefore be the two

great trunk railways of Africa in the

coming future. But they will be fed by
and bring traffic to a vast network of

subsidiary lines built from the coasts

towards the interior.

Many of these are in existence already,
such as the French railways on the upper
Niger, the British railways to the interior

of Sierra Leone and of the Gold Coast,

the French railway to the hinterland of

Dahomc', the British railways from Lagos
into Northern Nigeria, ending at present
at Kano, not very far from the French
frontier and the Sahara Desert.

There are German - made railways

proceeding from the Cameroons coast

towards Lake Chad and the Shari River ;

there are French railways attempting to

get from the Gaboon coast to the Western.

Congo, Belgian railways which connect

the vast waterways of the Congo with the

Atlantic coast, and Portuguese railways

penetrating towards the upper Kwango
and the Kasai. There are German rail-

ways in the northern, the central, and
the southern parts of " German " South
West Africa with copper mines as their

objective.

There are railways too numerous to

mention in British South Africa, all pro-

ceeding towards the northern interior and

connecting Capetown with Portuguese
South-cast Africa. There is the railway
which links up Lake Nyasa and the Shire

highlands with the navigable Zambezi.

There are railways projected to connect

Mozambique (and Madagascar) with the

Nyasa system (and consequently at a

later date with the Natal-to-Cairo route).
There is the long German railway from

Dar-es-Salaam, opposite Zanzibar, to

Ujiji, on Lake Tanganyika. There is
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the British railway from Mombasa to the

Victoria Nyanza and Uganda. There is

the railway which connects the French

port of Jibuti, opposite Aden, with the

capital of the Abyssinian empire, and
there is the railway from Port Sudan on
the Red Sea to Khartum.

In North Africa, Fez, one of the capitals

near future, we may aspire to travel by
rail with scarcely any interlude of sea

passage from all parts of Great Britain

to Egypt, by way of Paris, Madrid

Algeciras, Tangier, Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli,
and Benghazi.
To deal with matters as they are at the

present time, the other existing means of

TYPICAL VIEW ON THK UGANDA RAILWAY

The journey from Mombasa to Lake Victoria Nyanzn now occupies about forty-eight hours, a
striking contrast to the four months previously occupied in making this wearisome journey

of Morocco, is now connected by railway
with the Algerian system. You can

consequently travel from Fez to Tunis,

right across North Africa, while from
Tunis you can proceed southwards to

the verge of the Sahara Desert and almost

to the borders of Tripoli. Undoubtedly,
the Fez railway will soon be extended to

Tangier ; and again, Italy will build

railways through the coast regions of

Tripoli which <will connect Tunis with

the Egyptian system. Therefore, in the

transport in Africa, in addition to the

recently made railways, are the water-

ways of navigable rivers and lakes worked

by steamers, sailing-boats, and canoes.

The importance of these cannot be over-

estimated.

They are almost more important at the

present time as a means of conveying
African produce to Europe, or European
produce to the heart of Africa, than the

railway. Even where the river or the

lake is not suited to a steamer or a steam
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TRAIN ON THE ABU HAMED AND HALFA LINE

This is the railway which connects the Dongola Nile at its northern
bend with the navigable Egyptian Nile at Wadi Haifa

launch there may be daus or dahabiyahs,
or fleets of canoes propelled by native

paddlers. These native-made boats qr

canoes do an enormous trade on the

upper Niger between Bamako and Gao.

Canoes transport similarly an enormous
amount of produce on the 30,000 miles

(nearly) of water routes in the vast Congo
basin. Native canoes ply a good deal

still on the Zambezi and its affluents, and
on the Shire River. A good deal of the

traffic and transport in North-west

Rhodesia is entire-

ly done by canoes. ;

Canoes are very
useful on the River

Benue, on the

open water of Lake

Chad, on the Shari

River, and the

Logun, on the

Victoria Nyanza,

Tanganyika, Lake

Nyasa,on theBahr-

al-Ghazal, and
most of the afflu-

ents of the upper
Nile.

The word
"
canoe," however,

must be taken to cover

rafts and other forms of

native vessel propelled by
poling or by paddling. In

addition to these native

means of water transport
it has been possible to

place steamers on the Vic-

toria Nyanza and on all

the other large lakes of

Africa, where they are now

plying with considerable

effect. The Victoria Ny-
anza has a superficies of

nearly 27,000 square miles,

and for the most part

densely populated coasts.

Tanganyika is more than

400 miles long, and Lake

Nyasa 360.

But the trouble in regard to African

rivers, compared with those of America
or Asia, is that when they flow towards

the sea their lower course is obstructed

by rapids, or their entry into the ocean

by shallow or dangerous bars. About
the only rivers of the African continent

which can be entered at all times and
without any particular risk by ships of

considerable size are the Gambia, the

Old Calabar River, and the Congo. But
the Congo is only navigable from the

BERBERI NATIVES AT ABU HAMED STATION

The Berberis of Dongola are almost black skinned, but have Caucasian features

and pleasant faces. They provide Egypt with most of her domestic servants
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sea upwards for about a hundred miles. But, as the late Professor Henry Drum-
If you cannot enter or leave Africa by mond pointed out, the whole of Africa,

railway or water transport at the present
time, what other means of travel are open
to you ? In Algeria there is a system
of public coaches or diligences, which,
however, are very uncomfortable for

passengers owing to their

cramped space. There are

covered carts and some
coaches in South Africa,

and in the less civilised,

more interior, regions there

is the Cape wagon.

Transport by means of

carts and coaches is un-

comfortable but fairly

speedy. Travel by wagon
is slow, but in most circum-

stances interesting and en-

joyable. There is plenty
of room for the traveller's

luggage, and the interior

of the wagon furnishes him
with a well-protected sleep-

ing-place at night, provided,
that is, that the wagon be
a tolerably new and clean

one and not infested with

bugs, as was their con-

dition occasionally years

ago when the writer did

some of his pioneering
work in South-west Africa.

[Faced with the alternative

of being devoured by bugs
within the wagon, or by
lions if he slept on a

mattress underneath the

wagon, he preferred the risk of the lion.]

The transport of the driven vehicle

with mule teams or ox teams, extends into

many parts of Rhodesia at the present

day, and possibly also into Nyasaland.

Naturally, it requires a system of toler-

ably well-made roads, and to construct a

coach-road in Africa is nearly as expensive
as a railway or a tramway. Therefore,

Africa, like North America, usually has

its railways built before its roads.

barring perhaps small portions of the

Congo forests, is criss-crossed with native

paths which have existed for centuries

and even thousands of years. The needs
of trade have, by the mere passage of the

Pkau: D. ilcLtisJt

A NILE TRADING BOAT
This type of vessel has been adapted into the world-famed
"
Dahabiyah,'

'

or comfortable passenger sailing boat. The humbler
original carries on much usetul trade on the Egyptian Nile

feet of men or beasts of burden, marked
out these roads or tracks across the

Sahara Desert.

Hither and thither over the Sudan
and over Central and South Africa a

good proportion of the paths of Tropical
Africa are sufficiently smooth of sur-

face to be suited for a bicycle track.

There are, of course, no bridges over

which a bicyclist could ride; he mustwade

through rivers, or cross them by means of
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hammock bridges, over which the bicycle

is transported with difficulty (as a rule, he

would be accompanied by natives who
would carry or ferry his bicycle across the

big rivers).

But, nevertheless, the use of the

bicycle and of the motor-bicycle has

notably improved the existing means of

transport in Africa. Bicyclists, for ex-

ample, found, soon after the safety bicycle

was well established, that it was possible

to bicycle over the greater part of

Algeria, and Tunis so far as the surface of

the soil was concerned. The bicycle,

also, has made great progress in Egypt,
in South Africa, in Nyasaland, Rhodesia,
and British East Africa.

But the bicycle, of course, will not

transport goods to any appreciable ex-

tent, and there still remain vast areas of

Africa over which not only has the White
man to walk because the tsetse fly may
prevent his using a horse or a riding
bullock or even a donkey, but because

his caravan must consist of pedestrians.

Early in the history of Africa men and
women of the Negro race became noted

as porters. They found

themselves able to

carry loads as heavy
as fifty or sixty pounds poised on the

head or slung on the back. In most parts
of forested West Africa and of Tropical
East and Central Africa at the present day
the bulk of the transport is done in this

way. Foreign goods and local produce
are carried in loads weighing between

forty and sixty pounds. The northern

half of Africa, of course, is mainly given

up to porterage by means of donkeys,
mules, bullocks, horses, and camels.

I well remember in my years of resi-

dence in Tunis what a useful creature for

this purpose was the camel. It only cost

a few pounds to buy a camei. Indeed,
in some districts they were absurdly

cheap, costing perhaps not more than 2.

"Even in the city of Tunis a big baggage
camel could be bought for 8. The
services of a camel-driver or attendant,

Human
Porterage

if required, were paid at a very moderate
rate. One could place all the luggage
and camp equipment needed for two

persons on the back of a camel, then,

furnished with riding horses, one could

start away and travel far down into the

Saraha Desert, doing as much as fifty to

sixty miles a day if need be. A million

or more camels are plying backwards and

forwards between the northern Saraha

and civilised North Africa, and another

million are conveying still the trade goods
of the Mediterranean to the heart of the

Sudan.

Camels, of course, are the chief means
of transport in the interior of Egypt away
from the navigable Nile. Bullocks are

used for riding and for carrying bales of

goods in parts of Nigeria, of South Congo-
land and Portuguese Angola. Donkeys
are in great request in North Africa, in

North-west Africa, in Egypt, and in the

drier regions of Equatorial East Africa.

Mules are preferred for all except riding

purposes in South Africa, and excellent

mules are bred in Morocco and Algeria.

Mules were of greater service and less

subject to germ-diseases than horses or

donkeys in the opening up of British

East Africa and Uganda.

Tempting as has been the idea to

utilise the African elephant and the zebra

as beasts either of burden or for riding

purposes, none of these experiments has

yet reached a noteworthy success, both

of these beasts proving very intractable

as domestic animals. Yet, to a certain

extent, the harnessing of zebras and even

of elands is making way in South Africa.

If, under any excuse, the eland could be

permanently domesticated, it would go
far to console one for the destruction of

beautiful wild life which is going on in

the African continent. Occasional photo-

graphs are published showing elands

being driven in a cart-team in South

Africa.

This magnificent beast one of the

sub-family of the Tragelaphs and dis-

tantly related to the oxen is in appear-
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ance one of the noblest of the ruminants.

If it could be domesticated in its magnifi-
cent Sudanese form (the giant eland), it

might in course of time rival the cart-

horse in size and strength, and its females

yield a milk equal to that of the best cows.

If I were a millionaire I would sooner

and Tangier are the principal ports
for the export of Morocco produce ;

Oran for that of Eastern Morocco ;

Algiers, Philippeville, and Bona for

the commerce of Algeria ; Tunis and
Sfax for that of the Regency of

Tunis ; Tripoli and Benghazi for the re-

A ROAD THE INTERIOR
Pholo: UntUSir H. H.

THROUGH THE CAMBROONS FOREST COUNTRY
In most parts of forested West Africa and of Tropical East and Central Africa at the present day the

bulk of the transport is done in this way

devote my spare money to attempts to

domesticate the more important and re-

markable of the African wild beasts than
to any other purpose ; for domestication

would mean their withdrawal from the

areas infested by the germ-conveying
flies or ticks.

African trade (with the exception of

South African trade, which is dealt with

by another writer in Vol. Ill) at the

present day is directed to the fol-

lowing chief maritime outlets : Mogador

stricted output of the Tripolitaine.

Solum in westernmost Egypt is going be-

fore long to be a very important port ;

Alexandria, Port Said, and Ismailia are

the chief seaports of Egypt ; Port Sudan
is the eastern means of access to Khar-

tum and the basin of the upper Nile.

However, as I have considered the

ports of Africa in detail in " The

Physical Geography of Africa
"

(pp. 378

to 406), it is not necessary to deal

with them further here. H. II. J.
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A DANCING WOMAN IN THE BOPOTO COUNTRY. NORTHERN CONGO

22. Distinctive Regions of Africa

The Nigerian Sudan Equatorial Africa : The Congo Basin and the Great Lakes East
Africa Proper Basin of the Nile South-Central Africa Trans-Zambezian Africa The

Barbary States and the Sahara

I
WILL conclude my treatise on the

geographical features of Africa by
special descriptions of its principal

distinctive regions.
West Africa for racial, political, and

commercial reasons may be divided into

two well defined areas the heavily
forested Coast Belt and the Nigerian
Sudan. The Nigerian Sudan (which may
be taken to include the French colony
of Senegal and the basin of the Senegal
River, and which extends eastwards over

the British Protectorate of Northern

Nigeria to the countries round Lake Chad
and in the Shari basin) is in the main a

Muhammadan country so far as the re-

ligion, costumes, and civilisation of the

natives are concerned.

The greater part of its people are

clothed in a somewhat Oriental costume.

Yet there still subsist in the extensive

basin of the Volta Rivers (immediately

south of the great northern bend of the

Niger) tribes of naked pagans ; but as

year follows year these diminish in num-
bers, so far as their nudity and their

paganism are concerned, the religion and
the costume of the Arab alike being
fashionable.

The region of the Nigerian Sudan
to the north of the great Forest Belt

of Equatorial West
Africa has a climate

of well defined wet

and dry seasons, and the dry season

equivalent to the northern winter

has cool and even bracing tempera-
tures ; so that White men travelling in

this part of Africa suffer far less from

languor and anaemia than they do in the

Forest Belt, where it is one perpetual
hothouse climate hot and moist all

the year round, with scarcely any inter-

mission of cool nights.

The Nigerian
Sudan
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The Nigerian Sudan is touched on the

north by the influence of the arid Sahara,
and may resemble very much in aspect
the southern Sahara Desert, with thorn

trees and bushes, a few euphorbias and

baobabs, much loose sand and hard

rocks. But for the most part the Nigerian
Sudan is a beautiful park-like country,
with occasional tall, umbrageous trees,

clumps of hyphacne, borassus, and wild

date palms, and is alternately a land

for the herdsman and for the agricul-

turist.

Great crops of cotton, of maize, of

ground-nuts, of sorghum, and of pump-
kins are grown ; herds of cattle, of large

sheep, of small goats, of asses and horses,

are kept in the pasture lands. In the wild

forests there is the invaluable Shea but-

ter tree ; and a number of other trees and
shrubs produce valuable trade products.
Here are to be found what little remains

of the big game of West Africa, at one

time, no doubt, a very striking feature

in the land, but notably diminished

during the last hundred years by the use

of guns amongst the people.
The Nigerian Sudan, however, still has

one of the biggest and tallest forms of

giraffe. It possesses also that most
beautiful and noble-looking tragelaph,
the Derbian eland, also found in the

south-west portion of the Egyptian
Sudan. There are lions and leopards,
and possibly chitas, large and ferocious

spotted hyenas, striped hyenas, herds of

hartebeest and Damaliscus antelopes,
reed-buck and roan antelope, the sabre-

horned oryx, and one or two species of

large gazelle, like those of Morocco and
Somaliland. Elephants are almost ex-

tinct. The rhinoceros is doubtfully pre-

sent, except in the east in Northern

Nigeria and Wadai. The ostrich is

common in some districts.

The larger towns are remarkable for

their picturesque architecture of the so-

called Songhai type, supposed to be de-

rived from the transmission of Egyptian
influence to Aghades in the early part of

Unmapped
Territory

the Christian era, and again influenced

by the Saracenic style from North Africa.

In consequence of this method of building,
the big cities of the Nigerian Sudan
such as Jenne and Timbuktu are ex-

ceedingly picturesque places.

All this region has evidently enjoyed
what might be called an Oriental civili-

sation since the early invasions of the

Sudan by the Islamite Arabs. Its civili-

sation, however, may have begun earlier

still by Mediterranean influences and

faintly transmitted Egyptian culture.

It was intensified by the Moorish con-

quest in 1690. The whole plan and aspect
of life are different and more attractive

by far from those which have until

recently charactised the Negroes of the

Forest Belt.

This Forest Belt, until the beginning of

the twentieth century,was one of the least

known parts of Africa.

It extends from south

of the Gambia estuary
to the vicinity of the Volta River on the

British Gold Coast, and then after a short

break begins again on the confines of

Southern Nigeria and continues along
the coast to the estuary of the Congo.

Gradually the Muhammadans from the

north had been piercing through this dense

forest, in spite of the dogged resistance of

the poisoned-arrow using Negroes ; and,
on the other hand, the White man had
been entering it from the sea coast despite
the terrible fevers, the difficulties of trans-

port and the hostility of the natives.

But even yet at the present day there

are considerable areas of forested West
Africa which no White man has ever seen,

and which will long be unsurveyecl on

the maps, because of the indescribable

density of the forests. Inner Liberia, the

eastern parts of Sierra Leone and the

southern parts of French Guinea and

the Ivory Coast still contain cannibal

tribes with horrible customs. Chris-

tianity has, however, made considerable

strides of late owing to the persistent
efforts of missionaries.
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The wild fauna of the Forest Belt of

Africa is singularly interesting, and,

among peculiar forms, restricted mainly
to Liberia, it can offer the pygmy
hippopotamus, the zebra antelope, Jen-

tinck's brown and white antelope, the

drill baboon, and the Diana monkey.
In the largest sense this forest fauna

Portuguese Guinea. Both alike posst ss

much the same beasts, birds, and reptiles,

but the eastern portion is further dis-

tinguished by numbering the gorilla, the

okapi, and a large water-frequenting
insectivore (Potamogale) among its deni-

zens. These are not met with west

of the Cameroons.

Photo suffltei by Sir H. H. yohnslon
THE GREAT BLACK FOREST PIG OF EQUATORIAL AFRICA

This marvel of the Equatorial Forest Belt is the biggest porcine now living, though there were pigs
once existing in North-West India and Europe of even greater size

extends from Portuguese Guinea in the

west, right across the Equatorial Belt of

Africa to Lakes Tanganyika and the

Victoria Nyanza in the east ; perhaps
even including the outlying forests of

Mount Kenya at no great distance from
the Indian Ocean.

But in a faunistic sense the Forest Belt

of Equatorial Africa is divided into two

portions : (a) That which extends from
the eastern basin of the Victoria Nyanza
to the Cameroons, and (b) that which
lies between the Western Cameroons and

I have sketched out some of the
features of this region in the preceding
sections, because it

has a closer connec-

tion in fauna and
flora with the forest

region of West Africa

than with the Sudan or with East
or South Africa. Indeed, in this respect
a somewhat close affinity exists between
the Abyssinian regions east of the

Blue Nile and the western (Nigerian)

Sudan, and again between the north-

Equatorial
Africa : the
Congo Basin
and the
Great Lakes
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eastern Sudan and Trans-Zambczian

Africa.

The most characteristic portion of

Equatorial Africa is the vast basin of the

Congo, and as regards fauna and flora

this region extends over the Gaboon and
the Western Cameroons, and as far south

as the vicinity of Lake Bangweulu, as

far east as the shores of Tanganyika and
the Victoria Nyanza, and as far north

as the Bahr-al-Ghazal and the southern

part of the Nile basin. The coast region
to the west of Congoland is somewhat dis-

similar south of the Congo estuary.

Angola as we may style the countries

between the Congo and the Kunene

belongs to South-central or even South

Africa, exhibiting, however, in its affin-

ities certain relationships to East Africa.

The very distinct boundary of the Congo
Basin in the south-west is the moun-
tainous region that forms the water-

parting between the Congo system on

the east and the comparatively short-

coursed rivers which flow direct into

the Atlantic.

In the northern part of the Congo
Basin, more especially the region of the

Mubangi-Wele River, there is a con-

siderable Negroid rather than Negro
element in the population, and there

has been, evidently for many centuries,

a closer connection in culture, language
and race with the Sudan than with

Bantu Africa to the south.

There is much in the arts, in the

customs and beliefs of North Congoland
which recalls ancient Egypt. There is

an elaborateness, for example, in pottery
and in musical instruments unknown to

the rest of Negro Africa, and strongly

suggestive of an ancient Egyptian in-

fluence. The northern parts of the

Congo Basin are mainly outside the

Bantu sphere as regards language,

though Bantu speech reaches as far in

this direction as the upper Wele River.

From the northern bend of the main
stream of the Congo southwards, west-

wards, and eastwards the whole rest of

Congoland or Equatorial Africa is Bantu
in race or language, though a noteworthy
feature of its dense forests is the Pygmy
population peoples who speak degraded
forms of Bantu speech, but are dwarfish

in height, and of an exaggerated
"
Forest-

Negro
"
type in physique. This Pygmy

population is never reported to have been

found west of the Cameroons. It is met
with in that region as well as in the

Gaboon, in North-east Congoland, and
across the border of the Congo Basin into

the Bahr-al-Ghazal, in East and Central

Congoland.
There is another noteworthy phase of

African culture in Central Congoland

amongst the Bushongo, the Luba, and the

Lunda peoples. But, except for Portu-

guese and other White men's influences

in the coast region of Western Congoland,
the civilisation and the alreadymentioned
Sudanic influence over northernmost

Congoland, the civilisation of the Congo
Basin as a whole is low, and in that re-

spect only to be compared with the

densely forested regions of westernmost

Africa (Portuguese Guinea and inner

Liberia).

Nowhere in Africa has cannibalism

been developed to the same extent as in

the Congo Basin. It is, of course,

rapidly diminishing now under European
control, but down to the beginning of the

twentieth century there were consider-

able areas in the Congo Basin in which

man lived more on human flesh than on

any other substance, and an elaborate

slave trade was undertaken for the pur-

veying of the living bodies of men,
women and children.

The characteristic features of the

mammalian fauna of Congoland have

already been touched on in relation to

West Africa. It has the exclusive pos-
session (coupled with the Cameroons) of

the gorilla and okapi ;
of the giant

eland (Bahr-al-Ghazal), and the white

rhinoceros (except for South Africa), and
of the whale-headed stork. Congoland
is not so rich in variety of antelopes as
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the Bahr-al-Ghazal and the regions of

Equatorial East-central Africa. The

giraffe is found in the Bahr-al-Ghazal and
in south-west Congoland. But Equa-
torial Africa and Southern Nileland have

a wealth of monkeys beyond the posses-
sion of any other part of Africa. This

region can boast of the mandrill baboon,
and several species of the remarkable

Cercocebus genus (mangabys).
There is also a peculiar water-fre-

quenting insectivore, Potamogale Jerox,

which is the size of a small otter, and
which is found in the equatorial basin of

the Congo and the adjoining Gaboon

region. Amongst birds, perhaps the

most remarkable and peculiar is a dull-

coloured guinea-fowl, Phasidus.

But in flora there are few distinctive

genera which are not also shared by West
Africa and the forested regions of Eastern

Equatorial Africa. As a rule, the Congo
Basin is not mountainous, except on its

outskirts.

The Cameroons on the north-west are a

very mountainous portion of Africa, with

mountains of considerable altitude, as

well as lofty volcanic peaks. On the

border-line between Angola and the

Congo Basin there are altitudes of quite

8,000 ft., and the same feature occurs

on the line of water-parting north of

Lake Tanganyika between the Congo
and the Nile systems.
But in the main the heart of the Congo

Basin is flat and swampy and much of

its surface was undoubtedly at one time

a vast lake.

East Africa proper should include

Southern and Eastern Abyssinia, Soma-

liland, Galaland, the

regions east of the

White Nile and of

Lake Rudolf, Mount Elgon and the Rift

Valley, and the littoral country north
of the Pangani (Rufu) River, nearly

opposite Zanzibar.

"As regards human races, fauna and

flora, much of the Uganda Protectorate

and of the Bahr-al-Ghazal region properly

East Africa
Proper

belongs to Equatorial Africa and Congo-
land, while North and North-west Abys-
sinia and the regions west of the White
Nile belong to that Central Sudan which
has close affinities with the Nigerian
Sudan already described. The greater

part of the Zanzibar coast and the

Zanzibar islands belong (together with

much of " German " East Africa) to the

region later defined as South-Central

Africa.
East Africa proper has marked pecu-

liarities of its own in its human types, its

beasts and birds. Here we meet with

the Kushite section of the Hamitic race.

This includes much of the Abyssinian

population, the Danakil and Afar of the

Red Sea coast, the Somalis and the Galas.

Also that interesting development of the

Nilotic Negro the Masai and Nandi

peoples ; the Turkana giants (also of

Nilotic stock) and the dwarfish hunting
tribes of the Suk and Dorobo.

East Africa also holds within its limits

on the south interesting sections of the

Bantu Negroes. On the coast of the

Indian Ocean it has received old civili-

sations, the traces of which are as yet

unexplained as to origin, but according
to native legends they seem to have been

due to a
"
giant

"
race of Hamites or pre-

Hamites, not of Negro stock, coming from

the north-east. They were great workers

in stone, and dug remarkable wells which

they fortified with masonry. Unex-

plained stone ruins are found over Gala-

land and portions of Somaliland and in

the valley of the Juba.

Abyssinia was colonised at an unknown

period possibly more than 3,000 years

ago by a Semitic people from Arabia,
who implanted a Semitic language in

Abyssinia and in North-west Somaliland

(Harrar). Christianity was introduced

into Abyssinia about the fourth century
after Christ, and spread far south into

Galaland and westwards to the White
Nile. Abyssinia has always remained

Christian after a fashion, but outside

its impregnable mountains waves of
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MASAI HUNTERS AND A DEAD LION

The Masai, a splendid Negroid race of dauntless bravery, were wont to run down lions and spear
them without pausing to consider the danger

SUDANESE HUNTERS. AND A DEAD ELEPHANT

The most magnificently tusked elephants known to the present age come from the extreme south of

the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and the adjoining Uganda territory
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Muhammadanism drowned the degraded

Christianity of Byzantine Egypt.
Arab immigrants from Islamic Arabia

quite changed the character and even

the physique of the Somali people, and

pushed them far south in a succession

of conquests over the cognate Gala or

over Bantu Negroes, until they reached

nearly as far south as Mombasa. They
were pushed back in the last century,

owing to the invasion of this region by
the Masai, who came from the direction

of Lake Rudolf.

East Africa is. a somewhat arid region
outside the influence of its snow moun-
tains mountains which attain to alti-

tudes of 15,000 and 16,000 ft. in Southern

Abyssinia and North-west Galaland, and
to 10,000, 12,000, 14,000, 17,000, and

nearly 20,000 ft. in Eastern Uganda and
in British and " German " East Africa.

Consequently, although it possesses rivers

of very long course, like the Juba, there

are no navigable waterways of great

importance. The Tana River, fed by
the snows of Mount Kenya, is more or

less navigable all the year round for a

certain distance. There are patches of

equatorial forest on the slopes of Kenya,.
and here and there on Kilimanjaro, and
in Kikuyu. There is also very dense

forest on the shores of the Indian Ocean,
such as that near the delta of the Tana
River. This character of forest also

extends to the Islands of Pemba and

Zanzibar, but these should, perhaps,

properly be included in South- Central

Africa rather than in any other region.*
Since the opening of the ninth century

remarkable Arab and Persian colonies of

Muhammadans were founded on the

south coast of Somaliland and on the

Zangian coast between the Juba River

and the Pangani or Rufu. The Persian

civilisation thus introduced left a very
distinct impress on East African culture.

From this region came a renewal of the

gold-working in the mines of South-cast

* Their fauna and flora even retain affinities with

forested West Africa.

Africa, even though Zimbabwe and
similar ruins were probably founded in

pre-Islamic times by a still older race of

Asiatic adventurers.

Southern Abyssinia and Somaliland
have a number of birds and mammals

peculiar to their area, and other forms

which stray southwards as far as the

Pangani River. Amongst the mammals
restricted to East Africa are the Beisa

oryx, the fringe-eared oryx, certain long-
necked gazelles of extravagant appear-
ance, peculiar hartebeests, the dwarf

kudu, and other local forms of tragelaph,
the reticulated giraffe, the five-horned

giraffe, the magnificent Grevy's zebra,

Grant's zebra, and the Somali wild ass.

The Colobus monkeys of Africa here

reach their most amazing development
in the gcreza, the Colobus which has its

tail extended into a huge and continuous

plume of white. In Abyssinia and
Somaliland is the remarkable Gclada ba-

boon with the bare chest (Theropithecus).
The most striking and peculiar bird of

this region is the beautiful vulturine

guinea-fowl with its neck plumes of.

cobalt-blue.

Properly speaking, the basin of the Nile

scarcely constitutes a homogeneous region

by itself. Its northern-

most portion, Egypt,
** c

belongs rather to Medi-

terranean Africa. The western portion
of Nileland forms part of the great
Central Sudan region, and the south-east

part lies either within the limits of

Equatorial Africa (Congoland) or East

Africa.

Egypt, of course, is little else than the

habitable country on either side of the

Desert Nile and the great fan-shaped delta

of that river. In the southern part of

Egypt a few forms still exist belonging

properly to Tropical Africa. In pre-

historic times Egypt, like Algeria, was

much more closely knit up with Tropical

Africa, and possessed many of its beasts

and birds, since driven away or extin-

guished by man. But the human races
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A STREET SCENE IN CAIRO

This photograph shows the busy street of Agmar, and the graceful minarets of the mosque of Muayacl,
the most magnificent of the mosques of Egypt
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were less connected with Africa proper
than with the Mediterranean basin and
Arabia.

The slave trade with the Sudan, which

began to assume a marked form after

the thirteenth century, has
"

nigrified
"

Egypt very considerably as compared
with its racial features in the

"
middle "

past. But between Wadi Haifa and
Khartum the population, though dark in

with which region, indeed, all the coun-
tries lying to the west of the White Nile

are closely allied in peoples, fauna and
flora.

Northern Abyssinia and the quasi-
desert regions of the Red Sea coast, of

Sennar and Kordofan have somewhat

peculiar characteristics which are best

treated of here rather than under East
Africa or the Sudan. They include in

DERVISHES AT WADI HALFA

skin-colour, may still be retained within

the fold of the Caucasian races.

Until recent centuries its dominant type
of language was Kushite, related to the

Bisharin or Beja speech of the Red Sea

coastlands, to Gala and Somali. But
since the Arab invasions of the twelfth

century, this old Hamitic tongue has

given way to Arabic. In the north-west

part of the Egyptian Sudan, and also in

Kordofan, the languages are of the Negro
type and belong to the Nuba family.
In Southern Kordofan there are in-

teresting prefix-using languages some-

what suggestive of the Bantu type.
The Nuba Negroes were well known in

ancient Egypt. In facial features they
recall the peoples of the Central Sudan,

their fauna the Nubian wild ass (pro-

genitor of our domestic donkey), a true

wild boar (Sus sennaarensis), not met with

elsewhere in Tropical Africa, two forms

of wild goat (the Abyssinian ibex and the

Nubian ibex), the desert sheep, several

peculiar gazelles, some remarkable forms

of gum-producing acacia, of euphorbia,
and aloe.

The southern limits of South-Central

Africa, roughly speaking, would be the

Zambezi River as far

west as Sesheke, and South=Central
Africa

thence a line drawn
to the Atlantic Ocean at the mouth
of the Kunene River. Thus this region
would include all Angola nearly as far

north as the mouth of the Congo, much
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of Zambezia and the basin of Lake

Nyasa, of Mozambique,
" German " East

Africa and the Zanzibar Islands. Pro-

perly speaking, it should also include a

portion of southernmost Congoland, that

is to say, a good deal of Katanga, of

Lunda, and of the upper Kwango basin.

It is a region which has practically no

arid desert within its limits. It is much
diversified in surface, though its moun-
tains do not attain a greater altitude

than 10,000 feet and only come any-
where near such a height at the north

end of Lake Nyasa, in Mount Mlanje
in the south-east of Nyasaland and in

the Namuli peaks of western Mozam-

bique, and in the eastern part of Angola.
The Zambezi River is one of the

four great rivers of Africa, but it is

not nearly so navig-
Vi

able and consequently
so important as the

Congo and its tributaries, the Niger,
or the Nile, its course being much
obstructed by rapids and waterfalls.

It offers to the world, however, one

of the most splendid spectacles of its

kind in the Victoria Falls, perhaps on
the whole the most beautiful cascades

of water which exist, because of their

setting in forest scenery of tropical
luxuriance and colour. South-central

Africa includes much of the eastern and
southern shores of Tanganyika, and the

whole of Lakes Nyasa and Bangweulu.
The region of the upper Zambezi
is exceedingly swampy and dangerous
to health. It is evidently the site of one
of the great vanished lakes of Africa.

There are considerable areas of forest

in North-west Rhodesia along portions
of the lower Zambezi and on the moun-
tains of Nyasaland ; on the Tanganyika
plateau, and here and there in the

coast regions of " German " and Portu-

guese East Africa. In general the soil

is fertile, and the rain supply, though
rather abruptly limited to half the

year, sufficient for tropical agriculture.
This region bids fair to become one

Restricted
Fauna

of the great cotton-growing areas of the

world. Its prosperity at the present
time is only checked by the spread
of Sleeping-sickness over a small portion
of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
The flora, which extends beyond the

limits of this region into South-east

Africa and Natal, is

somewhat similar to

that of Equatorial
Africa and the better watered parts of

the Sudan, and offers few distinctive

features of its own. As regards the

fauna, perhaps the most noteworthy
mammals (some of which stray south-

wards across the Zambezi) are the sable

antelope, the beautiful Lechwe Cobus,
the Inyala tragelaph, and the long-horned

type of Cape buffalo of Katanga and
Northern Zambezia. Otherwise the fauna

in beast and birds is remarkable for

what it does not possess than for what
it can show of restricted distribution.

Many beasts and birds common to

Trans-Zambezian Africa, East Africa

and the Nigerian Sudan, are not met
with in South-central Africa or barely
come within its limits ; such as the

ostrich, the secretary vulture, the aard-

wolf, the striped hyena, mountain

zebras, (found however in Southern

Angola) the chita or hunting-leopard,
the Chakma type of baboon, the oryx
and gazelle genera of antelopes, and

the white rhinoceros.

This region, however, as constrasted

with Trans-Zambezian Africa appears
to have been much and very anciently

populated by man, partly on account

of its ancient forests having been less

dense. Therefore man may have de-

stroyed many types of beast and bird

that have subsisted to the present day
in the lands beyond the Zambezi as

well as in East Africa and the Sudan.

At the present day the human population
of all South-central Africa is Negro of

the average type, and speaking ex-

clusively Bantu languages, with the

sole exception of the indeterminate
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Africa Minor

region between the Okavango and the

upper Kunene, between Western Zam-
bezia and Angola. Here there are a

few lingering tribes of Bushman origin

and speech.
From a faunistic and floral point of

view Trans-Zambezian Africa is (to-

gether with the West
Trani-Zam. African forest region)bezian Africa

the most interesting

part of Africa, but as it is dealt with

fully in Vol. III. of this work, I will

not treat further of this region here.

North Africa proper sometimes called

Africa Minor consists of the States of

The Barbary Morocco, Algeria,Tunis,
States and Tripoli and Cyrenaica,
the Sahara tne first t jiree under

French control, the last two under

Italian. To the south of North Africa

are the Sahara and Libyan Deserts.

These, of course, are very sparsely in-

habited, and so far as we know within

their vast areas there are only seven

regions with sufficient coherent popula-
tion to be styled

"
states." These are

the Spanish protectorate of Rio de Oro in

the Western Sahara (chiefly valuable for

its coast fisheries) ; the hilly country of

Adrar (the French province of Maure-

tania) in the South-western Sahara ;

the Negroid kingdom or kingdoms of

Aghades and A'ir ; the Tuareg State of

Ahaggar ; Fezzan ; the oasis of Ghat,
to the south-west of Tripoli ; and

Tibesti, south-east of Fezzan.

The inhabited regions of North Africa

are more or less mountainous, Tunis,

perhaps, being the least elevated and
diversified in surface. The mountains

and tablelands, indeed, alone make the

Sahara Desert habitable, as they attract

rainfall and preserve moisture. In

Morocco the Atlas range, which extends

almost continuously from the Atlantic

coast at Agadir to the Mediterranean

coast in the north of Tunis, reaches in its

highest altitudes to over 15,000 ft., so

that some of its mountains are snow-

crowned all through the year. In Algeria

there is probably no altitude exceeding
8,000 ft. ; yet so much of this land is over

4,000 ft. above sea-level that it can be a

very wintry country between the months
of December and April. The heavy snow-

fall, indeed, seriously interferes every
winter with the Algerian train service.

There are altitudes of over 9,000 ft. in

the Ahaggar country, and as much or

slightly more may be attained in the

highest peaks of Tibesti. There is said

to be a height of as much as 8,200 ft. in

the mountains near Zinder, in the south-

ernmost portion of the eastern Sahara on
the borders of Northern Nigeria. There
are peaks or ridges of over 5,000 ft. in

the country of Ai'r, and perhaps of

4,000 ft. in Adrar.

All the region of North Africa to the

north of the Atlas range, as well as the

narrow coast strip of Tripoli and Cy-

renaica, is fertile and cultivable. The
most hopeless of the sandy deserts are

in the Libyan waste between N. latitudes

28 and 16 and E. longitudes 22 and
28 ; in the eastern Sahara between the

Tibesti Mountains on the east and the

Ai'r and Ahaggar Mountains on the west ;

and again between the Ahaggar Moun-

tains, the northern Niger, the hill country
of Adrar, and Igidi.

Outside such areas, however, the sands

and rocks of the Sahara are studded with

oases, regions in which underground

springs or surface sheets of water permit
of cultivation and permanent human
settlements. Noteworthy amongst these

Sahara oases are those of Igli and Twat
in the extreme south-east of Morocco ;

of Wargla in the south of Algeria ; the

region of the Shatts in Southern Tunis ;

the oases of Ghadams and Fezzan ;
the

oases of Bilma (nearly overwhelmed by
Sahara sands at the present day), about

400 miles north of Lake Chad ;
and the

oases of Kufrah, Neri, and Nari in the

Libyan Desert.

The vegetation of North Africa and

the Sahara was discussed in my section

on " The Flora and Fauna of Africa."
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The fauna of North Africa is also allied

to that of Europe, though it still retains

a few creatures more characteristic of

Tropical Africa, such as the lion (nearly

extinct), leopard, striped hyena, jackal,

chita, hartebeest, and addax antelopes.
A few thousand years ago the fauna of

North Africa was much more "
African

"

than it is at the present day, and included

elephants, giraffes, buffalo, zebra, gnus,
and oryxes. The sabre-horned oryx is

barely extinct yet in the extreme south

of Tunis.

One of the most noteworthy beasts of

the country, however, is the magnificent
desert sheep or Audad, which is abundant
still over all North Africa immediately to

the south of the Atlas mountains and in

Southern Tunis and Tripoli (as well as in

Upper Egypt, Nubia, and Kordofan).
The people of the Sahara Desert and of

North Africa are scarcely Negroes, thougli
a considerable Negro element has been

introduced by the slave trade since the

twelfth century. The dominant lan-

guage over all this region of North Africa

and the Sahara is Arabic, more especially
in its Maghrabi type. Yet the indigenous

tongues still exist and belong to two main
stocks : the Tibu or Kanuri in the east,

and the Berber in the north, west, north-

west, and north-east.

The Tibu language is an unclassified

family of Negro speech offering no con-

nection whatever with the languages of

the White man ; whereas Arabic, of

course, is a Semitic language closely
related to Hebrew ; and Libyan or

Berber is the western section of the

Hamitic tongues (Kushite being the

eastern).

Libyan languages are spoken from the

very verge of Egypt in the Siwah oasis to

the Atlantic coast of the Sahara. They
are spoken in the northern coast region of

Algeria and Tunis, in Southern Tunis, in

Central and Southern Algeria, and over

so much of Morocco that of late the

French Government has had to insist on
its officers learning the Berber dialects

as well as Arabic. In the country of Air

there is probably in use an independent

language (unlike any other so far as we

know), the Songhai, the influence of

which has spread to the Upper Niger.
The Sahara Desert had a very notable

population in the Neolithic stage of

civilisation, but this gradually dwindled
and disappeared, owing to increasing

aridity ; and even the principal oases of

the Sahara seem to have been abandoned
until they were reoccupied first by ad-

venturous Jews from North Africa and
soon afterwards by the Berber tribes

who had revolted against Roman rule in

Tunis. The descendants of these are the

famous Tuaregs of to-day, who are now
the dominant race of the Sahara. In

appearance, except for their being ex-

cessively sun-tanned, they are very like

the races of Europe a tall, fine, hand-

some people.
A mixture of indigenous Berber, of

Arab, of Greek, Roman, Italian, Vandal,

French, and ancient Phoenician goes to

form the North African population of

the present day, together with a decided

dash of the Negro here and there. The
most ancient population of all in Algeria
seems to have been proto-Negro, and the

remains of these may have tinged the

blood of the first Hamitic colonists

coming from the direction of Egypt.
These were succeeded by the Iberian

or Berber from Spain, a race which

powerfully influenced the population
of Western Europe and the British

Islands.

In many parts of North Africa these

Iberians raised stone monuments akin to

Stonehenge, and even carried this wor-

ship of stone far across the Sahara Desert

to the basins of the Senegal and the

Niger. H . H. J.

NOTE: "The Union of South Africa" and "The Future of Africa; its

Economic Problems and Possibilities" appear in Vol. Hi.
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ABORIGINES, 277, 289, 290. 291, 372-373

Abyssinia, 435. 450, 454

Acidic spring, 330

Accumulation mountain, 234, 241

Adelaide, 377
Admiralty Islands, 303

Africa', 379-458; Union of South (see

Vol. III.)
Africa Minor, 457
" African Communications, 435-444

Agadir, Bay of. 385

Ahaggar, 457

Air, 457, 458

Albany, 377
Albert Nyanza. Lake. 250, 398

Albert Victoria Mountains, 304

Aleutian Islands, the, 259, 272, 274

Alexandria, 387
Alexandrina Lake. 355

Algeria, 6, 441, 457

Algiers. 389

Algoa Bay, 387
Alkaline springs, 330

Alpine-Himalayan mountains, 234

Alps, the, 234, 235

Amadeus, Lako, 355

Amberno River, 306

Andes, the. 237. 238. 274

Andesite, 274
Andesitic lava, 316, 319

Angosh, 387

Angra Pequena, 387
Animals (see Fauna)
Anticline, 235, 236
Antilles, Lesser, 274; Southern, 274

Antimony, 315, 338

Antipodes Islands, 297, 321

Apia, 279

Appalachian Mountains, the, 235

Aral. Sea of. 250
Ararat, 377
Archipelago, 258, 261; Arctic, 258

Arete, 249
Arfak Mountains, 304
Artesian Basin. 349. 351; well, 355

Aru Islands, 303

Ash, volcanic, 325
Ashburton, 365; River, 354

Asiatic festoon, the. 271-272

Astralobe Bay, 303. 306; Mountains,
308

Atlantic coast, 252, 254, 248
Atlas Mountains. 394, 457

Atoll, 260-261, 272, 278, 281. 314, 316

Auckland. 337. 339; fossil forests.

338; Harbour, 332; Islands. 297,

326, 332
Austral Islands, the. 259. 280
" Australasia and its Inhabitants,"

287-297
Australia. 268. 269, 271, 288, 290, 291
"
Australia," 343-377

Australian Alps, 350; Rift Valley,
350

Auvergne, 238, 239, 240
Azores, the. 259

BADANTA Island, 303
Bahr-al-Ghazal. 401. 448
Balboa, Vasco Nunez de, 267
Ballarat. 344. 365, 376
Baltic Sea, 255
Bangweulu. Lake. 399. 403

Bank, an ocean. 262
Banks Islands, 314. 327, ?31

Bantu Negro, 448. 450, 452, 456

Barbary States, 457
B'arcoo Creek, 354

Bark, 419, 430

Barred-off sea, 255
Barrier lake. 249, 250. 251; reef. 260-

261, 314. 316
Basalt, 274, 279
Basaltic lava. 259. 316; plateau, 244,

246
Basin, definition of, 262
Bass Rock, 258; Strait, 351
Bast, 419
Bataks of Sumatra, the. 294
Bathurst, 344. 374
Batjan, 299, 300, 301
Baucbi, 434
Bay, formation of, 255
Bay of Plenty, 325, 328
Beach, 256. 332
BSehe-de-mer, 348, 367
Beira, 387
Bendigo. 365, 376
Benue, 382
Biafra, Bight of, 385
Bicycle, 441-442
Birds (see Fauna)
Biscay, Bay of, 255
Bismarck Archipelago, the, 271, 295,

303; Mountains, 304
Bizerta, 389
Black Forest, 236, 237; pig, 418
Black Mountain. 374
Blackwater. 306
Blanche Bay, 303
Blaxland, 343
Block mountain, 234, 237; plateau,

244, 246
Blue Mountains, 343, 350; mud. 265,

266

Boiling spring, 328
Bolsena, Lake, 250
Bona, 389
Borneo, fauna and flora. 288, 290
Botany Bay, 343
Bougainville (German New Guinea),

311

Boulders, 265. 266

Bounty Island, 297
.

" Brain Pot," the, 322

Bridge, hammock, 442
Brisbane, 374; river, 357
British New Guinea. 295
Broken Hill, 374; Mines, 344. 365
Brown coal, 337
Buffalo Gorge, Victoria. 251
Buller Valley, 340
Bnlli. 374
Bullion. 346
Bundaberg, 376
Burke. 344
Buru. 299
Butter, 334, 337

CAIRNS. 377
Calcareous algae, 261 ; shale, 265, 266

Caldera, 240
Caldron, an ocean, 262
California, Gulf of, 255
Callabonna, Lake, 355
Cambrian Age, 351

Cameroons, 436;
" Mountain of God,"

396
Canada, Laurentian lake area, 251;

mileage, 344

Canary Islands, 259, 384 (footnote),
407, 408

Canberra. 374
Cane suspension bridge. 312
Cannibalism 284. 292. 299. 308. 311,

314. 317, 318. 341. 446. 448
Canoe. 276, 277, 311, 340, 440
Canon, 248
Canterbury (N.Z.), 340; Plains, 324,

327, 333. 334

Cape, formation of, 255
Cape Agulhas. 3t>9; Blanco, 389;

Gloucester, 303; Runaway. 328;
York. 350

Capo Colony, mountains. 398, 412
Cape Verde Islands, 259, 384 (foot-

note)
Capetown, 436
Cardigan Bay, 255
Caribbean Sea, 255
Caroline Islands, the, 270, 272, 278
Carpentaria, the Gulf of, 268, 354
Carthage, 387
Cascade, 248, 252, 326. 456; Point,

324
Caspian Sea. the, 250. 255
Cataract, 248
Caucasian race, the, 274
Cave, 248
Celebes, 274, 290; fauna, 288
Central Sudan, 450
Ceram, 299
Ceuta, 389, 436
Chad, Lake, 382, 399
Charles Louis Mountains, 304
Charters Towers, 376
Chatham Islands, the, 294, 297
Cheops, Pyramid of. 378
Cheplircn, Pyramid of. 378
Cheese, 334, 337
Chemicals, 346
Chili. 272
China Sea, 274
Choiseul Island, 311
Christchurch (N.Z.). 327, 332, 340
Christmas at the Antipodes. 335
Chromite. 338. 340
Chromium, 315
Cinnabar, 308

Cirque, 248, 251

Clay, red, 265, 266
Cliff, 244, 343: formation, 257, 258
Climate of Africa, 402; of Australia,

356; of Fiji, 316; of Hawaii, 285;
of Molucca Islands. 300; of New
Guinea. 306; of New Hebrides.
314; of New Zealand, 333; of
Pacific Islands border, 282. 386;
of Samoa. 280; of Tahiti, 280; of
Tonga, 319

Cloncurry mines, 365
Clutha, River, 329
Clyde, Firth of. 255
Coal. 301, 308. 315, 337; coalfields.

332, 367
Coal mine. State-owned, 340
Coast line. 331-333; African. 384, 385:

Atlantic type, 252, 254, 348; Hard
and fiord, 256-257; marine ero-
sion. 234, 252: Pacific type, 252.
254. 348; retreat and advance of
sea. 234. 255: ria, 256, 257: sedi-
ments, 234. 252; tectonic forces,
234. 252: the beach, 256

Coastal plain, 244
Cobalt, 315
Cobar (N.S.W.), 365. 377
Colorado plateau mountains. 237
Communal houses, 108, 310
Como, Lake, 251

Compulsory military training, 340
Cone, composite, 239. 240
Conglomerates, 265. 266
Congo basin, 448; mileage, 401;

River, 401. 440
Congoland. fauna. 449-450
Continental island. 258. 259
" Continental shelf." 254. 255, 262
Cook, Captain. 268-271, 322. 343
Cook Islands (Hervey Islands', the,

271. 272, 280; Strait, 324, 326. 328.
332

For Animals, Birds, Fish, Insects and Reptiles, see FAUNA.
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Cooktown, 377
Coolgardie goldfields, 344, 356, 365,

377
Copal gum, 430
Copper, 301, 308, 315. 365, 431, 432

Copra, 278. 280, 281, 310. 314, 315, 367.
423

Coral atolls, islands and reefs, 258-

261. 263, 271, 272, 278-280, 311,

314-316, 319, 348
Coral Sea, the, 274, 348
Coralline limestone, 311, 319
Coriaco Bay, 387
Cork oak, 407
Coromandel goldficld, 337; Moun-

tains, 324. 333
Corrie, 248, 251

Corroboree. the, 372. 373
Cotopaxi, 240
Cradle Mountain. 351, 355
Crater lake. 249. 250
Crook, T., 233

Crystalline schist, 314

Cyrenaica, 435, 457

DAHABIVAH, 440, 441

Dakar, 39
Dakua, 3i7
D'Albertis, 304
Damaraland, mountains, 396, 398
Damien, Father, 285

Dampier, William, 268, 292
Dar-es-Salaam, 387

Darling Downs, 350. 351

Darling, River, 344. 354. 370
Darwin, Charles, 261, 351
Daus. 440
Dead Sea. the. 250
Deecan, the, 246

Deep, an ocean. 262

Deep sea deposits, 265, 266

Delagoa Bay, 385, 387

Delta, formation of, 244
D'Entrecasteaux islands, 303. 304

Denudation, 233. 234. 244, 245, 246,

249, 251. 252, 255, 257; 347; agents
of, 242, 245; exogenetic, 233, 234,

244, 245. 261; main types of, 242.
244

Deposition. 234, 246, 249, 250, 251, 252.

255, 256

Deposition exogenetic, 234, 244, 245,

261

Deposits, littoral, 265-266

Depression, ocean, 262

Derby, I/ord. 295
Derwent River, 354
Desert, 242
Diamantina Creek, 354
Diamond. 432: Continent, 380, 382;

washing, 433
Diatom ooze. 265-266
Dissolution lake, 249, 252
'Distinctive Regions of Africa," 445-

458

Donegal. 241
Dorei, 310

D6r6bo, 450
Downs and nlains. 327
Drake, Sir Francis, 268
Drakensberg range, 398
Drugs, 346. 419. 430
Drumlin, 241
Drummond. Professor Henry, 441
Drums, curious, 312-313
Dubu (or Rabi), 310
Dun Mountain (N.Z.), 337, 340
Dune, sand. 234. 241. 245
Dunedin. 327. 329, 332, 340

Durban, 387
Durrha, 421
Dust storm, 357
Dvaks of Borneo, the. 294

Dye, 419, 426. 427

Dysentery, 316

EARTHQHAKE, 234. 249, 300, 319, 327, 339
East Africa and people, 450
Easter Islands, 282
Eastern Highlands. 346. 347, 349, 350,

351
Eastern Nigeria, mountain system,

396

" Economic Products of Africa," the,
419-434

Education in New Zealand, 340
Edward, Lake. 250, 398

Egypt. 452; climate, 402; conquest of,
436

Elevation, ocean, 262
Elgon volcano, 396
Ellesmere, Lake, 331
Ellice Islands (Legunes), 270, 271, 272,

278
Emeralds. 432
Enclosed sea, 255

Endogenetic processes, 233, 234, 244,

245, 246. 249, 252
Eocene Period, 288, 380, 381. 382

Epeirogenio movements. 234

Epi-continental sea, 255

Equatorial Africa, 242, 447. 450

Erosion, 234, 252. 256, 257, 259, 331

Eruptions, 238, 239, 259

Escarpment, 244
Esker, 241

Estuary formation, 255
Etna, 234, 238, 241
Everest, Mount. 262

Exports of Africa, 419-432; of Aus-
tralia, 346 ; of New Zealand, 334, 337

Exogenetic processes, 233, 234, 244,

245, 246, 249, 252

Eyre, Lake, 344, 346, 350, 354, 355

FALCON ISLANDS, 259, 319
Falconer, Dr J. D., 233-34

False Bay, 387
Fan structure, 235
Faroe Islands, 259
Fat, 346

Fauna:
Aardvark, 417; Aardwolf, 456;
Accipitrine, 417; Addax, 459;
jEpyornis, 417 ; Albatross, 337 ;

Alligator, 310, 355; Amblyornis
suboiaris, 309; Anaconda, 418;
Ant, 368. 415; Anteater, 307, 357;
Antelope, 416. 417, 446, 447, 448,

456, 458; Ape, 417; Ass, 419, 446,

452, 454; Baboon, 417, 447, 450,

452, 456; Balseniceps rex, 417;
Bandicoot, 357; Barbet, 290; Bat,
300, 337; Bear, tailless, 357;
Beche-de-mer, 348, 367; Bee, 414;
Beetle, 308, 358, 415; Bird. Para-
dise, 292, 300, 307, 309. 310. 311.

314, 358; Black driver ant, 415;
Blackbird, 337; Boar, 454; Bot-
fly, 414; Bower-bird, 307; Buck,
446; Buffalo, 362, 417, 456, 458;
Buffalo gnat, 414: Bullock, 442;
Bunting. 417; Bush-pig, 417; Bus-
tard, 417; Butterflies, 300, 301,302,
305, 308, 358, 415: Camel, 419, 436,

442; Canary, 418; Cape buffalo,
456; Cape hunting dog, 416;
Carpenter-bee, 414 ; Cassowary,
307, 308, 309, 358; Cat, 290, 300, 357,

358, 417; Cattle, 334, 359-362, 419.

431, 446; Centipedes, 417; Cera-
todus. 288; Cercocebus, 450;
Chakma baboon. 456; Chame-
leon. 418: Chita, 417. 446, 456. 458;
Civet. 290. 300, 417; Cobra. 416.

418; Cobus, Lechwe, 456; Cock-
atoo, 309, 358; Colobus monkey,
452; Cormorant, 337; Crane, 417;
Crocodile, 307, 346, 358. 418;
Damaliseus antelope, 446; Deer,
300; Diana monkey. 447: Dingo.
357; Dog, 337, 416. 417. 419: Don-
key, 419, 442: Dove. 300; Driver
ant, 415: Duck, 337. 358: Ea<de,
417; Earthworm. 288; Edentates,
African. 417; Egg-laying mam-
mals, 357. 358; Eland, 442, 443,

446, 448; Elephant, 417. 419.
442 446. 458: Emu. 358; Finch,
417; Fly. 307. 337, 414; Fox,
417: Francolin. 418: Froe, 358;
Gad-fly, 414; Gazelle. 446. 452,

456; Gecko. 358; Oelada baboon,
452; Giraffe. 417. 446. 450, 452.

458; Qloisina, morsitans, and
O. paljtalif. 414; Gnat, 414, 415;

Fauna (continued):
Gnu, 458; Goat, 317, 419, 431, 436,
446, 454; Goliath beetle, 415;
Goliath heron, 417; Goose, 358;
Gorilla, 416, 447, 448; Goura
pigeon, 309; Grasshopper, 358;
Grevy's zebra, 452; Greyhound.
419; Guinea-fowl, 418, 450, 452;
Gull, 337; Hartebeest, 446, 452, 458;
Hawk, 337; Heron, 417; Herring.
288, 367; Hippopotamus, 417, 447;
Honeysucker, 358; Hornbill, 309;
Horse, 360, 362. 419, 431, 436. 446;
Hunting dog, 417; Hunting leop-
ard, 456; Hyena, 417. 446, 4b6, 458;
Iguana, 358; Insectivores, 414,
447, 450; Inyala tragelaph, 456;
Jackal, 417, 458; Jackass, 358,

359; Jentinck's antelope, 447;
Jerboa, 417; Kangaroo, 307, 357;
Kingfisher, 300, 307, 358; Kiwi,
337; Kookaburra, 358, 359; Kudu,
452; Land leech, 307; Land
turtle, 288; Leaf insect, 308;
Lechwe Cobus, 456; Leech, i(il ;

Lemur, 417; Leopard, 417, 446,
456, 458; Lion, 417, 446, 458;
Lizard, 307, 358; Locust. 358;
Lory, crimson, 300; Love-birds.
417; Lynx, 417; Lyre-bird, 358;
Mackerel, 367; Mammals, egg-
laying. 357-358; Mandrill, 450;
Mangaby, 450; Mantis, praying,
308, 309, 358; Marabou, 417;
Mice, 307, 357; Midges, 414;
Millipedes, 417; Moa, 337, 340;
Mole, 357; Mollusc, 288; Monkey,
290, 417, 447, 450, 452; Mongoose,
317; Monitor, 307; Mosquito, 306,

307, 337, 414; Moth, 358; Mule,
419, 441, 442; Mullet, sea, 367;

Okapi, 447, 448; Opossum, 300,

357; Oryx, 446, 452, 456. 458;
Ostrich, 417, 418, 446; Otter, 290,

417; Ox, 441; Pangolin, 417; Par-
rot, 300, 307, 308, 417; Partridge,
417, 418; Phalanger, flying, 357.

358; Phasidus, 450; Pig. 300, 307,

310, 416, 417; Pigeon, 300, 307,309,
337, 358; Pilchard, 367; Porcu-
pine, 416; Potamogale. 447; Pota-
mogale ferox, 450; Prayine in-

sect, 358; Python, 418; Rabbit,
337, 362; Rat, 280, 317, 337, 357;
Katel, 417; Reed-buck, 446;
Rhinoceros, 446, 417, 448, 456;
Ringhals cobra, 416; Rukh, 417;
Salmon, 537; Sardine, 367; Scopus
umtretta, 417; Scorpion, 417;
Scrub-itch insect, 307; Sea-bream,
-cucumber, -mullet, -slug. 367;
Seal, 337; Secretary bird, 417;
Secretary vulture, 456 ; Semt
fly. 414; Serval cat. 417: Sheep,
315, 317, 334, 337. 351. 359.

362, 363, 419. 431. 436, 446, 454,

458; Slug, 278; Slug, sea, 367;
Slughis. 419; Snake, 280. 307,

358, 418; Sparrow, 337; Spider.
380, 417; Spiny anteatrr, 307;
Spitting cobra, 416: Springbok,
416; Squirrel, 290; Starling. 417;

Stegomyia, 414; Stick insects.
308, 358. 414, 415; Stork. 417, 448;
Sunhird. 417: Su
of N. Abyssinia. 454; Swan, 358;
Tasmanian wolf (or tiger). 357,

358; Termite, 358. 415: Thcro-
jiithrruf, 452; Thrush. 290, 337;
Thylacinus cynocephalut, 357.

358; Toad. 358: Tortoise, 307,

355, 358, 418; Tragelaph, 442,

446. 452. 456; Tree cobra. 418;
Tree kangaroo. 307: Trepans.
367; Trigonia. 288: Troson, 290;
Tr aides, 301, 302, 305: Trout. 331.

337; Tsetse fly, 414; T
417; Turtle. 278. 288. 346. 358;

Viper, 418; Vulture. 417; Vulture,
secretary, 456: Wallaby, 307.357;
Wasp 414; Weasel. 417: Wcavcr-
flnch. 417: Whale. 278. 337;
Whale-headed stork. 417. 448;
White ant. 415: Wolf. Tas-
manian, 357; Wombat, 357;
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Fauna (continued):
Wood pigeon, 337; Woodpecker.
290; Wren. 358; Zebra. 417. 442,
452. 456, 459; Zebra-wolf, 458

Feather head-dresses. 308. 309
Ferguson Island, 304. 308
Fernando P6 Island. 387
Fernao Veloso Bay, 387
Fertilisers. 346
Festoon, 258, 259, 261. 271, 272, 277.

347; Asiatic, 271
Fez, 439
Fiard, 256. 257
Fibre, 419. 425
Fiji Islands, the. 268. 271, 295, 299,

315. 319
Fingal coalfield, 367

Finland, Gulf of, 255
Finnisterre Mountains, 304

Fiord, 254. 255, 256, 321. 325. 332, 333

Firth, formation, 255
Fish (see Fauna)
Fissure eruption, 238

Fitzroy, river, 354

Flaniborough Head, 258

Flax, 337
Flinders, 343; Island. 351; River. 354

Flora:
Acacia, 306, 359. 410, 430; Al-

bizzia. 410; Alder, 407; Algs,
261; Almond, 422; Aloe, 408, 412,

454; lily, 410; Ana basis, 408;

Angriecum, 410,412; Apocynaceic,
409, 424; Arachis, 422 423; Arbu-
tus, 407; Argania, 408; Arrow-
root, 280, 423; Arum lily, 409,

411; Aubergine. 425; Bamboo,
409; Banana, 278, 280, 306, 314,

315, 317, 409, 423, 424; Banksia,
359; Banyan, 311; Baobab, 408,

410, 425, 446; Bark. 419, 430; Bar-
ley, 334, 421, 422, 436; Bean,
317 421; Bean, coco, 280; Bean
locust, 407; Beech-tree, 334, 359,

407; liixia, 426; Borassus. 446;
Borassus palm, 410; Boronia,
feathery, 359; Box-tree, 407;
Bracken, 334; Bread-fruit, 278,

280, 306; Callitris. 407; Camwood,
426; Cape gooseberry, 423, 425;
Cassia, 430; Castor-oil plant, 430;
Cedar, 367. 430: Chamgirops, 408;
Cherry, 407. 421 ; Cinchona, 430

(footnote); Clove, 300, 430; Coco
beans, 280; Cocoa, 310; Coconut,
278. 280. 281, 306, 315; Coconut
palm. 272, 314, 316, 423; Coffee,
280. 306, 310, 314, 315, 426-428;
Oorabretum, 409; Conifer, 359,

407, 430; Copaifcra, 431; Cork
oak, 407: Cotton, 280. 281. 310,

425. 426. 431. 446;
" Crinnm "

lily,

410, 411: Cypress, 306; Date, 421,
422, 436: Date palm, 408, 446;
Disas. 412; nraaena, 408, 410,
412; Bum palm, 408: Dyes. 419.
426, 427; Ebony, 311; Egg-plant,
425: Elm, 407: Erica, 411; Euca-
lypts, 358-359, 369; Eucalyptus, 306,
430; Knlophia orchid, 412;
Euphorbia. 408. 424. 446. 454;
Fern, 311. 334. 409: Fibre, 419, 425;
Fig, 410. 422, 424. 431; Geranium,
411; Ginger, 306: Gooseberry,
423, 425; Granadilla fruit, 307;
Grape. 423: Grass. 306. 334, 410,
413; Ground-nuts, 446; Gum tree,
358-359. 369; Habenaria. 412;
Hawthorn, 407; Heath, 411;
Hemp, 306. 428, 430; JJibMCtis, 425;
Holly, 407: Honeysuckle. 359;
Hyphvnc, 408. 446: Ilex. 407, 454;
Tmliuo, 426. 427: Iris. 430; Jack-
fruit. 423; Jessamine, 430;
Juniper, 407, 430; Kauri pine. 317,
334; Laurel. 407: Lemon. 307. 317;
lentil. 422: Lignum-vitas. 311;
Lily, 409. 410. 411. 412; Lime fruit.

307; Lissochilns orchid. 412;
Lobelia. 411. 412; Lorust-bean,
407: Lotnl, 410: Lyoopodium, 409;
Mahoeanv. 367: Maize. 278. 314.
315. 317. 334, 421, 422. 446: Maple,
407; Mcsembryanthemum. 408;

Flora (continued):
Millet. 421; Mlanje cedar, 430;
Myrtle. 407; Nikau palm. 334;
Nutmeg, 300, 301, 314; Nym-
phaceoB, 410; Oak, 407; Oats, 334;
Oil palm, 424;

"
Okroes," 423;

Olive, 407, 421; Orange, 280, 307,
317, 421; Orchid, 409. 410, 412;
Orris-root, 430; Palmetto, 408;
Palms, 272, 306. 311, 314, 316, 317,
319, 334, 408. 419, 422, 423, 424,
425, 431, 446, 449; Pandanu, 278;
Papaw, 423; Papyrus, 410, 430;
Parkia, 424; Passion fruit, 307;
Paw-paw, 317; Pea, 421; Pelar-
gonium, 411; Pepper. 314; Pine,
317. 334, 407; Pineapple, 307, 314,
317 ; Pistachio, 407 ; Plantain, 423 ;

Plants, poisonous, 317; Plum,
407 ; Podocarpus, 430 ; Poinsettia,
409; Poisonous plants, 317; Pop-
lar, 407; Potato, 300, 421, 424;
Potato, sweet, 306, 317, 424; Pre-
Pleistocene flora of Africa, 407;
Proteas, 411; Pumpkin, 446;
Eaphia palm, 419, 425; Rhodo-
dendron, 306; Rhus, 407; Rice,
285, 315. 421. 422; Rose. 430; Rose-
wood, 314, 367; Rubber, 306, 310.
419, 424; Sago, 301, 304, 306, 314,
317; Sandalwood, 311, 314, 315,
317; Sanseyieria, 425; Sassafras,
367; Satyrium, 412; Scitaminese,
409; Scrub, 334; Senecio, 412;
Shea butter tree, 424, 446; Side-
roxylon, 408; Sorghum. 421, 422,
446; Spinifex, 359; Stephanotis,
430; Sterculia, 410: Strawberry,
421; Strelitzia, 411; Strophan-
thus. 430: Sudd, 430; Sugar. 278,
285, 315; Sugar-cane, 280, 306. 314,
426; Sumach, 407: Tallow wood,
367; Tea, 359, 428;: Terebinth,
407; Tobacco, 278, 280. 300. 310,
317, 346, 428: Trachylotiium, 431;
Tree fern, 311. 334, 359; Tree lily,
408, 412: Tuberose, 430; Tulip
wood, 367; Tussock grass, 334;
Violet, 430: Voandzcia, 422;
Waratah. 359: Water lilies. 410;
Wattle. 359; Wheat, 315, 334 351-
Willow, 407; Yam, 278, 280, 306,
315, 317; Tew, 407" Flora and Fauna of Africa, the,"
407-418

Florida Bore, 353
Flowers (see Flora)
Fly, River, 304
Folded mountain, 234-237, 259, 321 ;

rock, 274. 346
Foodstuffs, vegetable, 346
Foothills of Southern Alps, 329
Forcados River, 389
Forest Belt, African, 446-447
Forest, fossil, 338: submerged, 255
Forth, Firth of, 256
Franz Josef Glacier, 325, 329
Fremantle, 377
Fresh-water lakes, 355-J56, 399
Friendly Islands (Tonga Islands).

259. 268, 271. 272. 277. 319
Fringing reef, 260-261. 316
Frome, Lake, 355
Frozen meat. 334. 336, 337. Z62
Fruit farms. 334
Fruits (see Flora)
Fuji. 238, 240
Fumerolo. 237. 300. 314. 325, 331

Fundy, Bay of. 255

GABES, Gulf of, 385
Gairdner, Lake. 355
Galapagos Islands, the. 271
Gambia River. 389. 440
Gambler Islands. 281
Gaping Ghyll, 248
Garnet. 434
Gazelle Peninsula, 303
Geelong. 376
Geelvink Bay. 303
Genoa. Gulf of, 255
Gcraldton, 377
Germ disease. 402. 410, 413. 414

"German" East Africa. 397; South
West Africa, 433. 436

Geyser, 237. 239, 304, 321. 322. 325.

326, 327, 329, 331
Giant's Causeway, 238
Giant's Porridge Pot, Waiotapu. 322
Gibraltar. Straits of, 384
Gilbert Islands, the, 270, 271, 272. 278
<:il"lo, 299

Gippslaud coalfield, 367
Glacial erosion, 331; lake. 249, 251.

329, 331; mound. 346; Period. 346;
valley. 249

Glacier, 324, 325; and river valley,
248

Globigerina ooze, 265-266
Gold, 301. 315. 337, 344. 346. 431. 432;

export, 337; fields, 308. 324, 328.
351. 354, 365, 432; mining, 345. 432,
452

Goodenough, Commodore. 314
Gorge, 248. 251. 321, 325, 350
Goulburn, 374
Graben, 246
Graham Island, 259
Granite, 274
Gravel, 265, 266; spit, 332
Great Artesian Basin, 347
Great Australian Bight. 255. 351
Great Barrier Reef, 261, 348
Great Dividing Range, 350, 354
Great Rift Valley. 246. 390
Great Salt Lake, the. 250
Grecian Archipelago, the, 258
Green mud, 265, 266
Greenstone, 338, 340
Gregory, Lake, 355
Gregory, Professor. 254, 322, 344, 348,

350, 355, 358-359

Greymouth, 340
Groyne, 256
Guam, 271, 278
Gulf, formation and definition of a,

255
Gum, 337, 419. 422, 423; acacia, 456;

copal, 300; tree, 358-359. 369
Gympie, 376

HAEMATITE, 338, 431
Haleakala (Maui), 285
Halmahauhau, 279
Halmahera, 299
Hamite, 450
Hammock bridge. 442
Hanging valley, 247, 249
Harrar, 450
Hauraki Gulf, 328, 332
Hawaii, 238, 240. 259, 268, 277. 280
Hawaiian Islands (Sandwich

Islands), 259, 282-285
Hawaiki, 280, 294, 296
Hawke Bay, 332, 339
Head-dresses, Papuan, 308, 309
Head-hunting, 308, 311
Heckla, 238
Height, ocean, 262
Hervey Islands (Cook Islands), 271,

272, 280
Hide. 419, 431

Highlands of Scotland, the. 242, 251
Hills and mountains. 234-246
Hobart, 375, 377
Hochstetter Ice Falls, 320
"
Hongi," the Maori salutation, 32)

Honolulu, 284, 285
Horst. 235, 237, 246. 254. 350
Hot Spring, 237, 239, 300, 316. 325

330. 331
Houses, strange. 307, 308
Hudson's Bay, 255
Huiarura Range. 324
Humber. river, 357
Hurricane, 319

ICE AGE. 241. 346; Falls, 320
Iceland. 259
Icelandic fissure eruption, 238
Igneous period, 234, 261 ; rock, 74,

314, 316
Indonesian, 274. 292, 294, 301
Ingloborotigh Cave, 248
Inhambane, 387
Inland sea, 255
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Inselbcrge. 242
Insects (see Fauna)
Invercargill, 340
Ipswich (Queensland), 367, 374
Iron, 338, 431; ore, .208

Irrigation, 352, 353, 356, 433
Island, archipelago, 258, 261; con-

tinental, 258; coral, 258, 259-261,
278, 281 ; endogenetic, 261 ; exo-
genetic, 261; mountain, 242;
oceanic, 258, 272; volcanic, 258,

259, 261
Isle of Wight, 258
Ivory, 419, 430. 431; nut, 419

JAPAN, Sea of, 274
Japanese Islands, the. 259. 272
Java fauna and flora, 288, 290
Jentinck's antelope, 447
Jewellery, 346
Jibuti, 387
Johannesburg, 434
Juba, river, 452
Jura Mountains, the, 235; Sound,

255
Jurassic Period, 288

KADINA, 377
Kaikouras, the, 324
Kaimanawa Range, 328
Kaiser Wilhelm Land. 310
Kaiserin Augusta River, 306
Kalgoorlie, 356, 377
Kame, 241

Kanakas, Hawaiian. 277. 285
Kao, 319
Katanga, 434
Kauri gum, 337, 338
Kenya, volcano, 397
Kermadecs, the, 297
Khufu, Pyramid of, 378
Kiau Chau, 271
Kikor River, 304
Kilauea, 238, 259. 282

Kilimanjaro volcano, 397
Kilindini, 387
Kimberley, 344, 434; gold in, 344
King and Queen Rocks, 258
Kivu, Lake, 250, 398
Komoros, the. 382, 384 (footnote)
Kopje, 242

Koskiusko, 351
Krakatoa, 238
Kunene. the. 401
Kurile Islands, the, 259, 272
Kusari, 278
Kushite, 450, 452
Kwanza, the, 401. 402

LACHLAN, River, 343. 344, 354
Ladrone Islands, the, 270, 271, 272,

277, 278
Lagoon, 329-331
Lagos, 389
Lakatois. 313
Lake, 249, 250, 251, 252. 221. 325. 329,

331; endogenetic, 249; exogenetic,
249; pseudo-, 355; salt, 250, 355;
tectonic, 249-250

Lake District, 251; Mountains, 242
Land area, height of, 268

Land-bridge, 380, 382, 384
" Land Forms and Scenery, The

Origin of," 233-266
Landscapes, endogenetic, 234 ; exo-

penetic, 234
La Perouse, 268

Launceston, 377
Laurentian lake area, Canada, 251
Lava. 237, 239, 325: andesitic, 316.

319; basaltic. 316; cone. 239, 240,
326

Lead. 315, 344, 365, 431; ore. 308
Leather. 346
Legunes. the (Ellice Islands), 270, 271.

272. 278
Leigh's Creek, 367

Leopold, Lake, 399
Leprosy, Fijian treatment of. 317
Liberia. 435
Lighthouse. 340

Lignite, 337
Limestone, 265, 266, 314; coralline,

311, 319; rock, 257-258; terrace,
314

Limpopo River, 401
Littoral deposits, 265. 266
Liverpool mountain range. 350
Loanda, 3S7
Lobito Bay, 387
Ijoch, formation of. 255
Lord Howe Island, 290. 297
Lough, formation of, 255
Louisiade Archipelago, 302, 308
Low Archipelago, the 271, 272, 281
Loyalty Islands, 314, 315
Luderitzbucht, 387
Luzon, island of, 287
Lyttelton Harbour, 332, 340

MACDONALD, Lake, 355
Macdonnell mountain range, 351
Macquarie Island, 297; River, 343
Madagascar. 382, 384. 417
Madeira. 259

Magellan, the Strait of. 267, 268
Maggiore, Lake, 251
Magnetic ore, 431
Magnetite, 338
Mahometanism (see Muhammadan-

ism)
Main, gigantic monument at, 319
Maitland West, 374
Maka'ri-kari, salt pans of, 399
Malaria, 306, 316
Malay, 294, 301
Maldiye group of atolls, 261
Malekula Island, 279
Malfroy geyser, Rotorua, 330
Mamelon, 236, 239, 240
Manapouri, Lake, 329
Manenguba, 396
Mangaia, 280
Manganese, 315, 338
Manioc, 423
Manua Island, 279
Manuka scrub, 334

Maori, 274, 276, 292, 294, 296, 322;
colonisation of New Zealand, 277,
322, 340; salutation, 321

Margarine, 337
Marianne Islands, the, 270. 271. 272,

277-278
Marine erosion. 234, 252, 256, 257, 259;

plain, 244, 245
Marl, 265, 266
Marlborough Harbour. 332
Marquesas, the. 272. 281, 282
Marsden Rock, 258
Marshall Islands, the, 268, 270. 271,

272, 278
Marsupial, 288, 307
Maryborough, 376
Masai people. 450, 451, 452
Masawa, 385, 387
Maui, 285
Mauna Hualalai, 282; Kea, 282; Loa,

259. 282

Mauretania, 404, 407, 457
McKay, Mr., 370
Measles. 316
Meat, frozen, 334, 336, 337, 362
Mediterranean Sea, 255; the ancient,

382
Meek, A. L., 301, 302, 305
Melancsian, 274, 280. 292. 311. 317
Melbourne, 376
Mclilla, 389
Meniba Bay. 387

Mendip Hills, the, 235
Mcsozoic Era, 288. 324, 356, 367
Metals, 346
Mexico. Gulf of, 255
Mica, 432
Micronesian Islands, the. 272. 274;

inhabitants of. 274. 294
Middle (or South) Island, 321, 324,

325. 326, 328. 329. 332
Mid-Palaeozoic period. 347
Milford Sound. 332. 333
Military training in New Zealand,

340
Mineral spring. 282
Miocene Age. 290. 380, 381, 382
Misol Island, 303

Missionary enterprise, 310, 311. 318.
319, 4<6

Mitchell, River, 354
Mitre Peak, Milford, 332
Mlanje, Mount, J97, 156
-Mofette, 239
Mohammedanism (see Muhamma-

danism)
Mokau Falls, Lake Waikaremoaua,

326
Molokai, leper settlement at, 285
Molongo, River, 374
Moluccas, the, 267. 268. 290. 294, 299-

300
Mombasa, 387
Monadnock, 242
Monsoon, 306
Monte Nuovo. 238. 239; Somma, 241
Monuments, stone, 319
Moraine, 241

Moresby, Captain, 295
Morioris, the, 294

Morocco, 436, 457
Morti, 299, 300
Mossamedes, 3E7
Mount Ainsley, 374; Bischofl. 365;

Cook, 320, 324; Cyclops, 303; Eg-
mont, 326, 333, 339; Lyell. 365;
Morgan, 365, 376; Mugga-ilugga,
374; Petee, 238; Rockfort. 340;
Rungwe, 397; Victory. 304

Mountain, 234-244, 322-325, 350-351.

394-398; endogenetic, 234; exoge-
netic, 234; folded, 234-237, 259.
321

Mountain of God, the, 396
Mountains of the Moon, 397, 413
Mozambique, 387, 436
Mud. 265, 266; lake, 329; volcano, 237,

239, 250, 322
Muhammadanism, 450, 452

Murray's theory of coral reefs, 261

Murrumbidgee, River, 344, 354, 370
Musgrave mountain range. 351
Mweru. Lake, 399, 403
Murchison Glacier. 325, 329

Murray Basin, 351, 354

Murray, River, 354, 370; discover}
of, 344

Murray-Darling Basin, 347, 349

NAMOLI, 456
Nandi people, 450

Napier, 339; harbour, 332
Natural oil, 308

Navigator Islands, 270, 271, 272. 279
Necklace, shell. 308
Needles, the, 258
Negro, 274, 291, 450. 454
Nelson City. 332. 337. 340
Neolithic Age, 458
Nephrite, 338, 340
New Britain, 303
New Caledonia, 271. 295, 299, 314,

315
New Georgia, 311
New Guinea, 271. 288, 295, 301, 303

(see also Papua)" New Guinea and the Pacific Bor-
der Islands of Australasia," 299-

319
New Hanover, 303
New Hebrides, the, 299, 314; control

of. 271. 297, 314; discovery of , 263
New Ireland, 303
New Plymouth, 339
New South Wales, 349. 374
"New Zealand." 321-341: Captain

Cook and. 271, 322: discovery of.

268; exploration of. 268, 269. 271.

294, 295; exports, 334-337; mineral
wealth. 337

New Zealand Alps, the, 237

Newcastle, 374

Ngami, Lake, 399

Ngaurohoe volcano, 325

Niagara Falls, 248

Nickel, 315
Niger, the, 382, 399. 401

Nigerian Sudan. 445-446

Nile. the. 399. 400. 401; Basin. 452

Norfolk Island. ?97

Normanby Island, 308
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North Africa. 457. 459-460; granary
of Rome, 421

North Downs, the. 244, 247
North Island (New Zealand), 321,322.

324. 326, 328, 331, 332, 333, 338
North Queensland pearl industry,

350
North Sea. 255
North Wales, 251
North-West Passage, the. Captain

Cook and, 271
Northern Territory, 349

Norwegian Sea, 255
Noumea, 315
Nubian Alps, 396
Nullarbor Plains, 351, 355

Nunatak, 244

Nyasa, Lake. 250. 398, 440

Nyanza definition, 399

OAKD, island of. 284, 285
Obi, 299; Obi Major. 301

Obsidian, 340
Ocean, depths of the, 262, 264
Ocean floor, the. 262-266, 319
Ocean Island, 278
Oceania, 272-285; Island, 259. 272

Oil, 308, 338, 346, 367, 421; cake, 367
Okhotsk Sea, the. 274
"
Okroes," 423

Old Calabar River, 389. 440
Old Man of Hoy, the, 258

Olive-oil, 421
Ooze, 265, 266
Oran, 389
Ore, 308. 346, 431
"
Origin of Land Forms and Scenery,

The," 233-266

Orogenic movements. 234

Otago, 334, 337; Harbour, 327, 332;
Plateau. 325, 327

Owen Stanley mountain, 304

PACIFIC coast, 252. 254, 348
" PaciBc Ocean, the. and its Islands,"

267-285
Palaeolithic Age. 291, 346, 347; rock,

346, 347
Palliser Bay, 331

Palmerston, 377 ,

Panama Canal. 299
Papaine, 423
Paper, 346
Papua. 295. 301. 303, 304, 308, 310, 313

Papuans, 274, 292. 300. 308

Papuasians, the. 292
Papuo-Melanesian. 292
" Paris of the Antipodes

"
(see

Tapeete)
Parramatta. 374

Patagonia, 288
Patteson, Bishop, 314
Paumotu (Tuamotu), 270, 271, 272,

276, 281
Pearl industry of North Queensland.

350
Pearl-shell. 280, 310. 311. 314. 348,

367
Pelagic deposits 265, 66
Pelew Islands, the. 270. 272. 278
Pemba Island. 406. 452
Pembrokeshire. 257

Peneplain, 245
Peninsula, formation of. 255
Pennine chain, the. 237
Pentland Firth. 255
Permo-Carboniferous period, 346, 367
Perth, 377
Philippine Islands, the. 271, 272, 287

Philippeville, 389
Phillip. Captain, 342, 343. 359. 362
Phoenix Islands, the, 271, 272

Phosphate. 310, 436: rock. 279. 338
"
Physical Geography of Africa,"

the. 379-406
Pilbarra. 365
Pitcairn. 281
Plain. 351; definition of, 244 : endo-

genetic. 244; exogenetic. 244;
marine, 245

Plants (see Flora)

Plateau. 242. 245-246. 351; building
eruptions. 234, 238; endogenetic,
244; exogenetic, 244; mountains,
234, 237; of accumulation, 244,

245; of erosion, 244, 245
Platinum. 338
Pleistocene period, 384
Pliocene period, 384
Plutonic igneous rock, 314, 316
Plymouth Sound. 255
Polynesia, 274-277, 322
Polynesian, brown, 274
Polynesian Islands, the, 272, 274 ;

teaching children to swim, 275
Pomba Bay. 387
Ponape, 278
Port Adelaide, 377; Augusta, 377;

Chalmers, 332,340; Elizabeth, 387;
Harcourt. 389; Jackson, 343 374;
Moresby, 298, 303, 306, 310; Said,
387; Sudan, 387

Posi-pata, 303
Pre-Davidians. 292, 294
Pre-Malays, 274, 292. 294

Pre-Polynesians, 294, 301
Pre-Tertiary epoch, 357

Primary epoch, 379
Products (see Exports)
Promontory, formation of, 255
Pseudo-jade, 338

Pteropod ooze, 266
Pumice. 325
Puy, 236. 239
Pygmies, 292, 294, 444, 448
Pyramids, the, 378
Pyrenees, the, 234

QUEENSLAND, 288, 349, 365, 367, 374, 376

Queenstown, 377
Quinine, 430 (footnote)
Quiros discovers New Hebrides, 268
Quartzite, 340

RABI (or Dubu). 310
Radiolarian ooze, 265, 266
Raiatea, 280, 281

Railways, 338, 437
Rain, tropical. 402
Ramsey Island, 257
Ramu River, 306

Rapa Island, 280
Rarotonga, 280, 294, 296
Raukumara Range, 324
Red clay, 265, 266; mud, 265, 266
Reef, barrier, 260-261. 314, 316; coral,

260, 261, 263, 278, 279, 280. 319.

348; definition of, 262; fringing,
260-261, 316

Reef-building coral. 261
Reptiles (see Fauna)
Residual island, 258. 261; mountain,

234, 241-242. 325
Reunion, 238. 239
Rhine, the. 236, 237
" Rhine of New Zealand "

(sec
Wanganui)

Ria. 248, 255. 256, 257
Ridge, an ocean. 262
Rift valley, 246. 250. 390. 397
Rio de Oro, 457
Rise, an ocean, 261
River plain, 244; valley and glacier,

248
Roches-moutonne'es, 249
Rock, endogenetic, 234 ; exogenetic,

233; folded. 274, 346; igneous,
234. 274; Palaeozoic. 346; plu-
tonic, 314. 316; schistose. 316;
Tertiary. 327

Rockhampton, 374
Rockies, the, 237
Ronongo Island, 311

Roper, River, 354

Rotomahana, Lake, 250, 253. 323.

325, 326, 331
Rotorua. Lake. 250. 253, 325, 328, 329.

330. 331
Ruahine range, 324

Ruapehu, cone of. 325
Rubber. 306 310. 419. 424
Rudolf. Lake. 398
Ruwenzori. 234. 395, 397. 413

SABI, River. 401
Sabrina Inland. 259

ra. the. 394, 4Q2, 408. 436, 457.

459, 460
St. Bride's Bay, 257
St. David's Head. 257
Si. Helena, 424
St. Helena Bay, 385
St. Joseph River, cane suspension

bridge, 312
St. Vincent Gulf. 350
Saldanha Bay. 387
Saline spring, 330
Salt lake, 250, 355, 399
Salwatti Island, 303
Samoa Islands, the (Navigator Is-

lands), 270, 271. 272, 279
Samoa, discovery of, 268
Sand. 265, 266
Sand bank. 256; bar, 332; dune, 234,

241, 245; fly, 307. 337. 414
Sandstone. 265. 266
Sandwich Islands (Hawaiian Is-

lands), 259, 271, 282-285; volca-
noes, 240

Santa Cruz Islands, 295, 314
Sapotaceae, 408
Savaii, Island of, 276. 279
Sawaiori, the, 277
Scandinavia, lake area of, 251
Scheelite, 338
Schist, crystalline, 314
Schistose rock, 316
Scoria, 326
Scotland, the Highlands of. 242
Sea, epi-continental. 255; floor of,

262-266; retreat and advance of,
234, 255

Secondary Pacific coasts, 254. 348

Senegal, the. 399, 401
Seychelles. 384 (footnote)
Shale, 265, 266
Shallow water deposits, 265, 266

Sheep raising, 334; skins, 337
Shell necklace. 308; sand, 265, 266
Shingle, 265, 266
Shoal, 319; definition, 262
Sidra. Gulf of, 385
Sierra Leone, 389
Silver. 315, 338, 344, 431, 432; ore. 308
Sinbad Gully, Milford Sound, 332
Sir Arthur Gordon mountains, 304
Skomer Island, 257
Slave trade. 454

Sleeping-sickness, 456
Smith, the Hon. Staniforth, 306
Snake River plateau, 246
Snow Mountains, 304, 396, 452
Snowflelds of Southern Alps, 329
Snufl. 428
Society Islands, the, 259. 271, 272,

280
Sofala, 385, 387
Solfatara, 239
Solomon Islands, the. 271, 295, 299,

310, 311; discovery of, 268
Solum. Bay of. 387
Solway Firth. 255
Somali wild ass, 452
Somaliland. 387, 452
Sorcery in New Guinea. 308, 310 311
Sound, formation of. 255
South Africa, 238, 242, 288; Union

of (sen Vol. III.)
South Australia, 349, 377
South Australian Highlands, 347. 349
South Downs the. 244
South (or Middle) Island. N.Z., 321,

324. 325, 326, 328, 329. 332. 338
South-Central Africa, 450. 454-456
Southern Alps, 324, 328, 329
Southland Plains. 327, 334

Spain and the Pacific. 267-8

Spear-throwing, 312
Specie. 346

Spencer Gulf. 350
Spice Islands (Moluccas), the, 267,

268. 290. 294. 299-300

Spring, hot, 300, 328, 330; mineral
and thermal, 282

Spurn Head, 256
State-owned coal mine, 340
Steppelands. the. 413
Stewart Island. 321. 325
Stirling mountain range. 351
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Stone Age, the. 291
SU)iH- monuments, 319, 460
Strait, formation of, 255
Stream, consequent and subsequent,

246
Strickland River, 304
Stromboli. 238
Stuart, 344
Sturt, 344
Submarine " land "

forms, 262-266
Submerged forest, 255; valley, 332
Sudan, 436; Central, 450
Sudd, 430
Suess, Professor. 252
Suez, Gulf of, 385; Isthmus, 384
Sugar. 278, 285, 315
Suk, 450
Sulphur, 304, 308
Sulphurous spring, 330
Sumatra, 288
Sumba, 347
Sunda Islands. 347
Suspension bridge, a cane, 312
.Suva. 319
Swan Hiver, 354
Swire Deep, the, 262
Sydney, 374 ; Harbour, 375
Syncline, 235, 236

TABLE BAY, 385, 386, 387
Tahiti Island, 259, 280
Tajurra Bay, 385
Tallow, 337
Tamar, the, 354
Tamworth. 377
Tana River, 452
Tanganyika, Lake, 250, 398, 440
Tangier, 389
Tapeete, 280
Taranaki, 326, 338, 339
Tarawera, eruption of, 250, 253, 323,

325, 326; Lake. 331
Tasman, Abel, 322
Tasman Bay, 324; Glacier, 324, 325,

329; Mountains, 324, 325; Sea,
274, 290, 321, 328. 348

Tasmania. 268, 291, 343", 349, 354, 377
Tasmanian Devil. 357; wolf, 357, 358
Tattooing, 278
Taupo, Lake, 250. 325. 328. 331
Taupo volcanic zone, 324, 325-327
Taylor, Griffith. 347
Te Anau, Lake, 329
Tectonic forces. 252 : lake, 249-250

;

structures, 234, 236, 241, 259, 261;
valley. 246

Te Komutumutu, 322
Ternate. 295. 300
Terraces, pink and white, 325
Terrigenous deposits. 265. 266
Tertiary deposits, 274; Epoch, 288,

347, 355. 367. 384; rock, 327
Te. Tukutuku, 322
Textiles, 346
Thames, the (N.Z.).328: goldfleld, 337
Thermal spring, 282. 314. 321
Thunderstorm. 402. 406, 414
Thursday Island. 350
Tibesti Mountains. 457
Ticino Valley, lakes of. 252
Tidor, 300
Timber. 363. 367, 419, 430
Timor, 347

Tin, 365, 432
Tina Kula volcano, 314
Titikere, Rotorua, 328, 329
Togoland, 436
Togua, 319
Tomokoes, 311
Tonga, 295; Polynesians of, 292
Tonga Islands (Friendly Islands),

259, 268, 271, 272, 277, 319
Tonga-Kermadec trench, the, 271, 272
Tougariro volcano, 325
Toowoomba, 374
Tornado, 357
Torrens, Lake. 350, 351, 355; rift

valley, 355
Torres Strait, 268, 301
Tortoise-shell, 311, 348, 367
Townsville, 376
Trade wind, 306, 356
Transverse mountain. 324
Trans-Zambesian Africa, 457
Tree burial, 312-313
Trees (see Flora)
Trench, ah ocean, 262, 271
Triassic Age, 314, 367
Tripoli, 436, 457
Trough, ocean, 262. 271
Tuamotu (Paumotu), 270, 271, 272,

276, 281

Tuaregs, 458
Tuff cone, 236, 239
Tugeri, 312, 313
Tungi Bay. 387
Tunis, 387, 435, 436. 457; dates, 421
Turkana giant. 450
Tutuila, the island of, 271, 279
Tylor, Professor, 373

UGANDA PROTECTORATE, 396, 398, 412;
Railway, 437, 438, 439

Uinta Mountains, 237
Union Islands, the, 271
Union of South Africa (see Vol.

III.)
United States mileage. 344

Upolu, the Island of, 279
Urals, the, 237
Utah, Great Salt Lake of, 250; moun-

tains, 237

VALLEY, 321; deposition, 246, 249;
cndogenetic, 246; exogenetic, 246;
"hanging," 247, 249; of denuda-
tion, 246; rift, 246; submerged,
332; U-shaped glacial, 249

Van Diemen's Land (see New
Zealand)

'

Vanua Levu, 315, 316
Vegetable Foodstuffs, 346
Vegetation (see Flora)
Vesuvius, 234, 238, 241, 243
Victor Emmanuel Mountains, 304
Victoria. 251. 349. 376
Victoria Falls, 455-456; River. 354
Victoria Nyanza Lake, 398, 400, 440
Viti Leyu, 315, 316
Volcanic ash, 325; basin. 324; cone,

236, 237, 239. 240. 241, 259, 325,
326; eruption, 238. 239, 240: hills,
340; islands. 258. 259. 261, 280,
319; mountains. 234.237-241; mud,
237, 239, 250, 265, 266. 322; peaks.
322; zone of New Zealand, 325-327

Volcanoes, 237, 238, 250, 272, 274, 279,
280, 282, 285, 300, 303. 304, 310, 314,
319, 321, 325. 396. 397; andesitic,
319; caldera, 240; crater, 240, 244

Vosges, the, 234, 236, 237
Volta Rivers, 445
Vulcanism, 233, 249, 259, 300, 319, 347,

398; phases of, 237
Vulcano, 238

WAIGU, 303
Waihi gold mine, 337
Waikaremoana, Lake, 326
Waikato, the, 328
Waikite geyser, the Terraces, 323;

waters of, 323
Waimangu geyser, 326, 327; steam

clouds, 323
Waiotapu,

"
Giant's Porridge Pot,"

322
Wairarapa, Lake, 331
Wairoa, buried town of, 327
Wakatipu, Lake, 251, 329
Walflsh Bay, 387
Wallace, 288, 291
Wanganui, plain of, 328; river, 328
War canoes, 277, 311
Water supply of Africa, 406; of Aus-

tralia, 352, 353, 354, 356
Waterfall, 248. 325
Watershed, 246, 247
Waves, action and effects of, 2. 256,

257
Wellington (N.Z.), 339; college, 340;

earthquake, 327; harbour. 327,
332; plains, 324

W.-ulock Edge, 244
West Australia, 349. 377
Westland, mineral wealth. 337. 338,

340; Plains, 327. 346, 347, 349, 351
Westport, 332, 340
Whakarewarewa : mud volcano, 250;

the "Brain Pot," 322; the
Terraces, 330, 331

Whaling station, 371

Wheat-growing, 362, 364, 365
Whelanian cascades. New Zealand,

252
White Islands, 325
" White Man's Grave," the, 308
Whitesand Bay, 257
Wife-buying. 312

Wight. Isle of, 258
Wills, 344
Witchcraft. 310, 311
Woodlark Island, 308
Wool, 361, 362; exports. 334, 336, 346
Wrekin, the. 234

Wyoming, Uinta mountains of, 237

YANAWAI. 319
Yellowstone Lake, 250 ; Park, 237, 304
Yorke Peninsula, 350
Ysabel Island, 311

ZAMBEZI, the. 399. 401. 456
Zanzibar. 406. 436, 452
Zebra-wolf. 358
Zeehan. 377
Zinc, 315. 344, 365, 431; ore, 308

Zinder, 457
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